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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Ifiddle with the globe's controls for awhile,
Uh -oh ...
it's that time again, the time when

to no avail. Only one thing for it: adose of care-

Imust peer into my crystal ball and try to pre-

fully applied kinetic energy.
Istrike the globe amammoth blow with a

dict what the next issue of Stereophile is going
to contain. Are these mists ever going to clear?

rolled-up copy of The Perfect Vision. That's got

Serves me right for getting acutprice mail-

it. A Thiel CS5 loudspeaker appears in the

order crystal ball from DAK. Hah! The ad said
that tests had shown that it was just as good as

vision window, but rapidly scrolls up to be
replaced by aTDL, then aCarver—a Carver?

the one from Cleveland Meg,awave.

—then an Acoustic Energy, then aJSE Infinite

1catch aglimpse of something through the
murk. Something about aCD. One with guar-

Slope, then an RSL Speedscreen, all the while

anteed natural sound quality. With recordings

see is ageneric two-way design with the word

of acoustic instruments from J. Gordon Holt

"Melissa" painted on the tweeter dome.

and Robert Harley, among others, transferred

Ihit the thing one more time with the rolledup magazine—the globe fills with text, neatly

to digital with astate-of-the-art AID converter.
That's not for the January 1990 issue, however.

the images scrolling faster and faster till all Ican

The word "February" floats by, carved out of

set in 8-on- 10 Garamond Light type. Igrope
for CTRL-S on the globe's control panel but it's

Styrofoam and sitting on acart pulled by Ralph

too late. It looked, however, like an essay by

the Christmas Dog (this month's cover model).
What's that, next to apile of empty card-

ing asimple measurement that reveals differ-

board cartons? Looks like an Audio Research
SP14 preamp, but it's obscuring the components behind it. Ican just see the word "dia,"
next to "Krell" and "Mark L"-something.
Bother, it's gone, but Idid briefly see Kiner-

Kinergetics head honcho Ken Cowans outlinences among loudspeaker cables, all mixed up
with an interview with speaker designer Kevin
Voecks and an article by Robert Harley on
Reference Recordings' direct-to-CD project.

getics and CAL CD players and ahefty-looking

Flash! It's blue-smoke time.
Sorry folks. That's all the information Ihave

power amplifier from Muse Electronics. Were
those tubes? And what does "Proceed" mean?

right now. I'll return after these important messages. ..
—John Atkinson
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AS WE SEE IT
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ACCENTUATE
THE POSITIVE?
John Atkinson

4
4
y

.'II wonder where the yellow
went, when you brush your teeth
with Pepsodent."

A classic.

"Mmm mmm good. Mmm mmm good.

structured thought. Arthur C. Clarke of 2001,
etc. fame, developed this theme further in a
1956 short story in which acomputer was programmed to keep reiterating the composing

That's what Campbell's soups are, mmm

process until it produced "The Ultimate Melody," asequence of notes that exactly mimicked

mmm good."

the fundamental flow of information in the

An immortal line.

listener's brain. It would thus blank out all

"A little dab'll do ya."

external stimuli, producing astate of nirvana
(experienced from the inside) or coma (wit-

Iwish I'd written that! Any college graduate
can write well-constructed prose with abeginning and an end, sometimes even with meaning, but the ability to produce copy that hits
the listener or reader—any listener and
reader—on the most basic level is arare talent
indeed. You may remember Alfred Bester's
classic SF novel The Demolished Man, where

nessed from the outside). Iwas reminded of
this story on arecent trip to Disneyland where
in order to placate wife and six-year-old daughter for having forced them to accompany me
on the mind-blowing "Star Tours" ride, Iaccompanied them on "It's aSmall World."
Have you been on the "Small World" ride?

the hero blocks out esp peeping by silently

Do you remember that tune?

reciting averse supplied by ajingle writer:

I'm sorry I'd almost forgotten it too. My muttering "A little dab'll do ya," over and over again

"Tenser said the Tensor. Tenser said the Tensor.
Tension, apprehension, and dissension have
begun." The pattern of rhyming nonsense syl-

while you continue reading this issue. (Digifreaks try "A little DAT'll do ya.")

lables seems to excite alingual resonance that

In "The Ultimate Melody," Mr. Clarke con-

persists to the point of obliterating rational,

jectured that all earthly tunes are but dimly
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heard shadows of the ideal Platonic melody.

sense of what that paradigm is. You'll be left in

(The idea that "man is the measure of all

no doubt when that resonance hits: "You don't
need aweatherman to know which way the

things" seems too small-minded to be atrue
description of reality, hence my sympathy for

wind blows." Gordon would know his riff

the Platonic philosophy.) And when asequence

when he heard it! And to paraphrase Ivor

of notes or syllables has that resonant effect,
it is because, just for amoment, the composer

Tiefenbrun, "If your feet don't tap, you ain't
hearing it."

or writer has almost achieved, in some limited
manner, what by definition is unachievable. It

So what has this got to do with "accentuating
the positive," the title of the piece?

is like the quest afellow bass guitarist, Gordon

An essay by tube maven David Carpe, posted
on The Audiophile Network bulletin board ,in

Goodwin, undertook in the late '60s to find the
ultimate riff: the pattern that abass player could
lock into, riding the groove with the drummer,
until the end of time. Ilooked for it too, finding hints in James Brown and echoes in Tito
Puente, but for 01 know, Gordon (a man who
believed that the best loudspeaker was constructed from a concrete column with the
drive-unit firing up into areflector) is looking
still. Ihave to say, however, that after hearing
the Andreas Vollenweider group live on the
Dancing with the Lion tour—a majestic if overbright live sound that makes the Columbia CD
(CK 45154) sound anemic—the Swiss harpist
has got alot further down the road in that quest

the Fall, included in arather frantic critique of
high-end magazines and reviewers the statement that while areviewer has aduty to protect his or her readers against fraud and rip-off
products, "A negative review can be absolutely
devastating to ahigh-end manufacturer, many
of which are run essentially by audiophiles in
their basement or garage. These people are
doing it for the sheer love of music and the
chance of possibly scratching out aliving doing
something they love. The 'consumer advocate'
reviewer who writes ascathing review on the
basis of perceived minor deficiencies in sound

than either Gordon or Iever did. "New Age,"

quality alone can potentially destroy these
small businesses, which may well have some-

you say? Since when did New Age music have

thing to contribute to the 'art.'"

whatever is the Schweizdeutscb for cojones?

My reading of Mr. Carpe's essay coincided
with astatement from someone whose opin-

Considering he has to sit down to play, Herr
Vollenweider sure knows how to boogie. And
in the title track on the Lion album, he almost
makes you think he's found that perfect riff.
But only almost.
(How are you doing? "A little dab'll do ya, A
little dab'll do ya. .." Idon't suppose you'd
want to know that Telarc has an album of Dis-

ions Irespect: that every time Stereophile publishes anegative review, particularly of ahighprofile component like the Martin-Logan
Sequel II, the entire high-end industry suffers
because the typical audiophile's overall confidence in it is diminished. The role of ahighend magazine should not be to concentrate on

ney favorites with "It's aSmall World After All"

the negative, according to this viewpoint;

prominently featured.)

rather, it is to increase the level of enthusiasm
for reproduced sound in high-end land. Then

Similarly with high-end hi-fi, the sound of
your system can only be an approximation of
the ideal, heard through aglass dully. The audiophile is like my friend Gordon, who, with
each riff he discovered, realized that even when
it cooked, it still wasn't the riff. No matter how
good asystem can make the music sound—
and with the best components, it can sound
magical—there is always that last vestige of
electronic origin, that mechanical blemish that
says "It's still only arecord, fella."
As Itried to develop in an earlier essay, howeven! the listener who experiences as much live
acoustic music as possible will have an innate
I"The Chicken 8( the Egg," Vol.12 No.3, March 1989,

6

p.5.

and only then will this industry grow as it
should.
The point here is not to give everything a
positive review. Rather, when a product is
deemed unacceptable, then the review should
be aborted in an early stage before the reviewer
has wasted his or her time. This would have the
benefit of freeing up space in the magazine's
pages to allow reviewers to promote alarger
number of products that were good enough to
be recommended. The manufacturer of the
unsatisfactory product would also then have
achance to improve it without the audiophile
2"Itl: (818)988-0452.
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tsMore an
Subwoofer
The Room Amplifier Plus
(One VCA1 Bi -Amplifier, an ASW1 Subwoofer, and Remote Volume Control)
The VCA1 is a60 watt three channel room amplifier with the third channel dedicated to bass
frequencies. The VCA1 features active bass boost circuitry, three selectable roll off frequencies
(50, 75, 100 Hz), and an unique amplifier protection system. The VCA1 can power one or two
Sonance ASW1 bass modules, one or two pairs of satellite speakers and is governed by alocal
wall-mount volume control.

"The VCA1 incorporates the features needed for
custom installation with the stability and sound
quality that you would expect from Sonance."
-Jim Peterson, Architectural Audio

the perfect solution to the aesthetically
integrated subwoofer for our
acoustically critical dients."
-Barry LCayton, Audio Command Systems
ROOM 1

WIRING DIAGRAM
VOL CONTROL
SOUNCE SELECTOR
SONANCE
9 COND CABLE

o

El LEFT SPEAKER

ASW1 SUBWOOFER

VCA1
CI RIGHT SPEAKER

r
This is clean powered bass, the first and only...
-Peter Fingado, The Sounding Board

Specifications

a

PAIS Output Power 8ohms -60 watts, 4ohms -100 watts
at <.025%THD 20Hz-20KHz
lntermodulation

<.025% at 1watt and rated power

Satellite channel
150Hz @ -6d8/octave or flat
crossover frequency: (presettable internally)
Local wall-mount
volume control:

60dB remote volume dynamic range
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HEAR DIGITAL MASTERPIECES
THE SAME WAY THEY WERE MASTERED.
No claim Sony could make for these headphones could conceivably be more
impressive than this simple statement: this year, in the production of nearly 100 state-ofthe-art compact discs, the headphones used as aquality control reference during the
critical mastering stage were the Sony MDR-(D999.
In fact, chief mastering engineer Bob Ludwig of the renowned Masterdisk
studios explains, "The 999's superior isolation allows me to experience the full dynamic
range of these digital master tapes for the first time. They're also comfortable enough to
wear for extended listening sessions." As Bob neatly summarized: "Everything sounds
as Iintended!'
So audition the Sony MDR-CD999, CD777, and CD555 Digital Monitor Series
headphones. And hear digital masterpieces
the same way they were mastered.

SONY:

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"'

public ever being aware that there had been a
problem. Iunderstand that this is the policy of
Audio and Gramophone regarding hardware
reviews that would otherwise be negative. Certainly Larry Klein told me that this was Stereo

variance with the mainstream of America
today" In other words, it is unfair of me to stick
to my value structure, to be judgmental, given
the more relaxed critical standards of others.
Sorry, Mr. Andre. If the component doesn't

Review's policy when he was that magazine's
Technical Editor back in the early '80s.

strike those responsive sparks in the reviewer,
fails to excite those mental resonances, it must

Iagree that an important role for Stereophile
and the other high-end magazines is to gener-

be rejected no matter how sincere its progenitors' love of music. No matter if it could be said

ate enthusiasm for listening to music with as
good asound quality as possible. This, for

that the reviewer's values are more critical than
those of others. No matter that the effect of the

example, is why this magazine gets involved in
hi-fi shows, and why Itry to visit audiophile

be "devastating." Otherwise, we would offer

societies whenever possible. We have aduty
to put back more than we take out from the
audiophile community. But to me, this is amatter unconnected with equipment reviews, be
they negative or positive.
It would seem that it is the judgmental nature
of reviews that is actually being questioned
here, first because it endangers the livelihoods
of small but sincere manufacturers, second
because it endangers the growth of this suppos-

review on the manufacturer's livelihood could
no more of aservice to our readers than those
cynical hacks who write with an equal lack of
enthusiasm in every review that "of all the
products Ihave reviewed, this is one of them."
Far from being the pejorative term implied
by Mr. Carpe, "consumer advocacy" is actually
a powerful mechanism for products to
improve, to more closely approach the unapproachable. (It isn't the only mechanism. Highend dealers, too, have apowerful incentive not

edly fragile industry. But why do these people

to sell poor-sounding or unreliable products—

think amagazine like Stereophile exists in the

they lose customers by doing so!) Larry
Archibald has said on more than one occasion

first place, if not to pass judgments on components? And if we pass judgments on how close
or how far acomponent approaches the paradigm outlined above, it follows that those
components that do not approach closely
enough will be downgraded accordingly. Saying that acomponent is perceived as having

that the disservice done by the likes ofJulian
Hirsch to his readers is not that he fails to tell
them when aproduct is bad, it is that he fails
to inform them about components that are
excellent. Yes, when reviewers are true to what
they hear and what they value, it is inevitable

"minor deficiencies in sound quality" makes

that some manufacturers will suffer, but those

it sound as though the reviewer is being
unnecessarily harsh. But it's aharsh world out
there, Mr. Carpe, particularly when you know

who design components in which, as John
of man go together," will benefit. (The heart

that someone is going to spend some hard-

alone is not sufficient, Mr. Carpe.)

Ruskin said, "the hand, the head, and the heart

earned cash based on what you say. If are-

Don't misunderstand me. Iam not saying

viewer finds that acomponent's deficiencies
are greater than those typical of competing

that to publish negative reviews is aparticularly

products, then Ican't see how it can be recommended if the reviewer is to be true both to
what he or she believes and be responsible to
the needs of the magazine's readers.
Take the Amrita loudspeaker that 1review in
this issue. Both in comparison with the unobtainable ideal and with competing products
from other manufacturers, Ifelt it to have asig-

enjoyable task, only that it is necessary. Personally, Imuch prefer to publish justified praise
of products that allow the music to more
closely touch the listener's soul. Icertainly do
not go all the way with The Audio Anarchist,
who once said in a first draft of one of his
columns that "Reviewers should be required
to produce a certain number of negative
reviews—like police given quotas for handing

nificant level of midrange coloration, coupled
with poor imaging, that precludes any recommendation. In his "Manufacturer's Comment"

out speeding tickets." But Ido agree with Sam
Tellig that the role of the magazine is not so

letter, however, Amrita's John Andre says that
the "man who says that all coloration is bad

as to keep them there unless they are terrific.

exhibits an extremist musical taste which is at

when the product deserves it.
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ES

Seven years ago,
Sony made your turntable
obsolete.

Our Digital Signal
Processing is about to do
the same to the rest of
your system.

Sony proudly presents
the TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier,
incorporating the most advanced
Digital Signal Processing
in high fidelity.
Seven years ago, Sony engineers astonished
the world with the Compact Disc, the first giant step
for digital high fidelity. Now, the Sony ES Series is
pleased to introduce the second step: bringing the
digital technology of the Compact Disc to the rest of
your system.
Sony's new TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier incorporates Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to maintain the
integrity of Compact Disc sound from input to out-

the limitations of analog cassettes. Or use DSP
expansion to bring your analog sources closer to
digital standards.
Bass and treble controls
were never like this.
Sony's DSP also accomplishes digital parametric equalization. It's simple, effective, and free from
the distortion, phase shift, and noise of analog EQ.
With any of 31 center frequencies and four slope
settings, you have achoice of over three trillion E0
curves. Which is more thon enough boosting, peaking, shelving and tweaking to overcome even quite
severe acoustical deficiencies.
If you don't like your
listening room, change it.
Because listening rooms were never designed
to contain the Vienna Philharmonic, Sony's digital
surround sound places you in your choice of sym-

Ten loctory preset combinosions of deal soundfieldoplus-equolosonon ore co your
posó —ready to be odium' le. Remit, troth., of teem°. enemas

put. This incomparable circuitry not only handles

phony hall, movie theater, stadium, studio or small
club. Unprecedented digital adjustments let you
choose room depth, width, wall obsorbancy, reflection times—even the row and number of your seat!

analog sources to digital. So all your music can

You get acoustic environments so detailed, so
authentic, they have apalpable presence. And for

receive the full DSP treatment, including digital
expansion, digital compression, digital parametric

Dolby Stereo ."movies, our six-channel Dolby Pro
Logic — Surround Sound projects omore vivid

equalization, digital reverberation, digital delay, and
digital surround sound encompassing ten digital
soundfield parameters. Now you can heighten sonic

soundstage than most sound stages.

digital sources in the digital domain, it even converts

performance digitally, obtaining optimum ambience
and brilliance without enduring the veil of conventional signal processing.
Direct the Dynamics.
The numerical prowess of DSP puts you in full
digital control of dynamic range, with nine discrete
D.driamics = [DIP] 9dB
A, Ind. you on take contTol of dynoron range I
ha lA 11000f SO offers both doe&
dynornK e•ponso,n and coropetuon

steps of compression or expansion. So you can
finally do aproper job of fitting live music within

pro

logic mode

!

For rho Jenai, on surround sound proses...got Dolby Stet...mow...Me
tot•f1000(SD worponstessmoshonnel Dolby Pro loge'"corromy

After all these digital attainments, Sony didn't
forget that the TA-E1000ESD is also apreamplifier.
So we included five low-noise audio inputs, three
digital inputs, seven A/V inputs, aprogrammable
remote control and athree-year limited parts and
labor warranty—the same one that covers ES power
amps, CD players, cassette decks and receivers.'
All of which leads to one simple conclusion. The
company that wrote the book on digital audio has
just inaugurated awhole new chapter.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'
< Copyroght 1989 Sony Corporotoon of Arneroco All Roghts Reserved Sony and The leader .n DoVol Audio ore trodernorks of Sony Dolby Dolby Pro loge
and Dolby Stereo are trodernorks of Dolby loborotores tocensong Corp For dead, on the worronly. see your outhortsed ES dealer lo locate that dealer
and 10 rereove ofree White Paper on Sony DSP technology call 201-930 7150 durong lost Coos, buseness hoc"

Your NEWSource For Audiophile, Import,
Independent &Major Labels. ALL LABELS.
FOR ORDERS OR FREE CATALOG, CALL:
WE KNOW MUSIC!

Pe e-

SPEEDY DELIVERY

3203 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67218
FAX (316) 685-1133
=V4

INFO (316) 681-2025
tsicee

remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for suck
glorious performance? Well...
that's even more remarkable.
INesapm

•

ANIBIla.a MIMI\ ION\

music ...above all.
h the US AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 5, Weston. ON M9L 2S8
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LETTERS

o

We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Bash away!

vides about 144in 2of space for printed text. If

Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber for about 18 months,

the album has agatefold sleeve, there are about
432in 2 of space. That's room enough for a

and for 18 months Ihave been meaning to
write this letter. Ihad intended to ask you to

phrase-by-phrase description of the score with
afew printed excerpts as illustrations, plus alist

refrain from "slick-bashing." Ihave subscrip-

of all the orchestra members' names.

tions to afew "slicks" and it had always been

Now look at the tiny CD booklet. A single

my feeling that each magazine fit its own niche
and catered to its own clientele.

page of that allows for about 22in 2 of text;
barely enough to list the sections of the music,

What is wrong with that? After all, Ihad subscriptions to the "slicks" long before Isub-

the recording engineer and producer, and a20line backgrounder on the musical work itself

scribed to Stereopbile. In fact, had it not been

(and there are often two works per CD). But the

for those "slicks" Imay have never become so

important thing about the CD booklet is that

interested in fine audio gear, and hence, may

it can be abooklet, rather than just asingle

never have subscribed to your magazine.

sheet of paper folded once or twice. As abook-

So, how come I'm not asking you to quit
"slick-bashing" now? It all became quite clear

let, it can have pages—many pages—each one
of which adds another 22 in 2 per side.
Irecently came across aCD booklet which,

to me while reading aspeaker review in a
recent "slick" (CD Review, September 1989).
In it Ifound the following quote; "Midbass
excellent! Rich, tight, solid, firm lows. Dry and
crisp deep bass, toa Really smooth sound.

by using fairly thin (but by no means flimsy)
paper for its inside pages, managed to provide
748in 2of space for the accompanying notes,
and accomplished this without making for a

Can't wait to see how these measure."
They can't have it much more backward than

tight fit under the little tabs that hold the book-

that, can they?

gatefold album sleeve. Now compare this with
the usual CD "booklet." Get my point?

Bash away!

Robert S. Meineke
Los Gatos, CA

let in place. Compare this with the 432 in 2in a

Most of the "booklets" packed with CDs are
ridiculously skimpy, often occupying no more

The teeny tiny booklet

than two pages of afour-page folded sheet.

Editor:

When there are more pages than this, alot of

When the Compact Disc was first announced,
one of the legitimate concerns expressed about

usable space is frequently squandered by print-

detailed jacket notes that serious record col-

ing what few notes there are in three languages.
Considering what we're paying for CDs, this
is inexcusable, and illustrates how seriously the
moneymen at these outfits take the music that

lectors value almost as much as the music itself.

is making millionaires of them.

its size was that the eentsy little booklet packed
in the jewel box wouldn't allow for the kind of

Well, that concern has turned out to be justi-

Yes, Iknow that classical titles account for

fied, but not because it had to be.

only about 5% of CD sales, and that for this rea-

Most of today's classical CDs do come with
but asmall fraction of the annotation that was
routinely supplied with the LP versions of the

doing us afavor by condescending to make
classics available at all. But if they're going to

same music. But this skimpiness has nothing

do it, they can damn well do it right while

to do with available space. What it has to do

they're at it. Rock buyers may be accustomed

with is plain, ordinary indifference and, per-

to jacket notes consisting in their entirety of a

haps, penury on the part of some of the CD

few production credits and awhifty quote

manufacturers.
The back of asimple LP record sleeve pro-

from the lead guitarist, but classical buyers
expect and deserve more Given enough detail,

Stereophile, December 1989
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The Proceed CD. An original expression of
how technology can fulfill your desire for musical fidelity. Twoyears of research into the sonic
possibilities of the compact disc medium have
resulted in acomponent worth waiting for.
The Proceed CD. The world's most well
understood CD player.

PROCEED
Proceede products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

many classical listeners enjoy following the

somehow drying out ambient information.

jacket notes throughout the music, rather like

Yes, it could be argued both that Iwas compar-

ascore for those who don't read music.

ing neither medium with the original master
tape—it was still in the UK at the time of

1feel this is an important enough issue that
it should be addressed in all classical record

writing—and that the LP somehow adds

reviews in Stereopbile, so that producers who

ambience. Butas! was intimately involved in
choosing the mike placementfor this recording Iwould respond that the LP is a truer;
more accurate rendition of what recordist

do the job right can be given due credit, while
those who shortchange the buyer can (and
should) be called down for it. Iplan to do this
in my future reviews, and Iurge other contri-

Kavi Alexander was trying to capture both in

butors to do likewise.

terms of soundstage and in terms of the tonal
colors of the live instruments. Yes, digital is

J. Gordon Holt
Boulder, CO

good; itjust doesn't approach the best analog

In defense of digital

when it comes topmerving rather than losing

Editor:

touch with, reality.

Audiophiles who still think the best that analog
has to offer is superior to state-of-the-art digital
recording and playback have lost touch with

The sound of Telarc brass

reality!

Ihave enjoyed Richard Schneider's reviews in
Stereophlle, and indeed, Iam pleased to see that

Iwill concede that early digital recordings
and CD players had problems. As with many
new technologies, the problem was one of execution. Theoretically, the parameters that were

Editor:

Stereopbile has greatly expanded its record
review section. Iwould like to comment on
your appraisal in Vol.12 No.9 of Music of Gab-

adopted for digital recording have their basis
in mathematics, and when properly executed

rieli, etc from the Empire Brass and Friends
(Telarc CD-80204).

(the Wadia and Theta digital processors for

Since Iam aprofessional brass player and
several of my friends play on this record, Iwill

example) are fundamentally sound.
As aclassical musician and audiophile Iwas
fortunate to be involved in arecording that was

resist the temptation to thrash its musical value.
They sure can play loud, though.

made using acustom digital recording system.

Iwould like to comment on the sound.

Agreat deal of care was taken in choosing the
microphones and their placement. While

Though it's been years since I've been inside
Studio A at Tanglewood, Ithink 1can confi-

listening to the master to decide which takes
to use, Iwas struck by how well the character

dently say that there's no way it has the 4-5s
reverberation period audible on this disc Listen

of the hall ambience was preserved. The tonality of the individual instruments and group as

to the reverb tails. The reverb doesn't vary with
frequency, as it does in real life, and it is

awhole was the most accurate I've ever heard.

unbelievably smooth—Lexicon smooth! If this

It is reassuring to know that when this CD is

isn't artificial reverb, I'll eat my mouthpiece.

played through the current crop of high-end

Please note that the usual Telarc disclaimer,

CD players, all will be preserved. The absence

"During the recording of the digital masters and

of compression, hiss, pops, ticks, musical infor-

the subsequent transfer to disc, the signal was

mation lost due to groove wear, inner-groove

not passed through any processing device. ..
at

distortion, coloration added by various car-

any step during production," is nowhere to be
found in the liner notes. That clinches it for me.

tridges, arms, and turntables, etc. will not be
missed!

Ihave enjoyed some Telares even though I'm

As audiophiles, we all share the same goal.

not sold on the spaced-omni technique, but cer-

Let's not hinder the process by living in the

tain insiders have told me that the Telarc ap-

past.

proach is not as purist as they might like us to
believe. This bears out my own suspicions that

Lawrence Di Bello
New York, NY

All very well, Mr Di Bello, but comparing the

began when Iheard the very famous bass drum

LP of theStereophileflute andpiano recording
with aDAT tape madefrom the analog mas-

on the very famous Telarc Firebird; that instru-

ter on aSony D7r- 1000 indicates that the dig-

Finally, Iregret that the brass recording field
is so dominated by Empire and the Canadian

ital process still seems to reduce room size by
Stereophile, December 1989

ment quite obviously has aspot mic on it.
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MUSIC.
ENGINEERING.
Camber loudspeakers are
engineered to sound like
music. The simple
appearance of these
loudspeakers belies this
advanced engineering.
Looking inside a Camber
enclosure you'll find a woofer
built around a cast aluminum
frame that is significantly
more rigid than sheet metal.
The voice-coil, wound to
exact tolerances, can handle
an astonishing 300 watts of
electrical power. The
crossover is designed with
the fanatical care usually
reserved for the best
amplifiers.
On the outside our
advanced materials research
is evident in the form of pure
metal dome tweeters, and
carbon-doped polypropylene
woofers with natural rubber
surrounds. We design and
build these drivers ourselves,
ensuring the highest quality.
We put years of
engineering effort into each
component of every Camber
loudspeaker. What you get is
pure music.

Plateau Camber, 4946 Bourg, Montreal, Quebec, H4T 1J2
Tel: (514) 738-3225 • Fax: (514) 738-.5797

Brass. Years ago one could get recordings from

arrives Ishall eagerly compare the Prokofiev

agreat variety of ensembles, many of whom

Flute Sonata to the sovereign Doriot Anthony

put music ahead of show business much more

Dwyer (soon to retire from the BSO) on an

often than the current crop. (Those records had
almost universally awful sound, Imight add.)

original-tube-era Cambridge Records release.
By the way, have you stated clearly which

Oh well.

polarity yours is in?

Mark Rohr

Portland & New Hampshire Symphony
Orchestras, Boston Audio Society
Jamaica Plain, MA

Self-serving advertising. ..
Editor:

The Weissmann Nine

The September 1989 issue of Stereophile contained 20 pages of prose—Okay, one was afull-

Editor.

page drawing—concerning the Stereophile LP.

Many earnest Stereophile readers (and writers)

This is without adoubt one of the longest articles published in your magazine, and is con-

may well wonder why it matters who first
recorded The Nine—how do they sound? I
wish Iknew, having asserted it was Dr. Weissmann in the "Acoustic" era (in "Letters," Vol.12

cerning aproduct that you wish to sell us at
$15.98 before postage and handling. Combine
this with the Anarchist throwing in another

No.8, p.21). Strange that this musical-historical

two or three pages selling his tour to Russia,

identity crisis should appear in ahigh-end jour-

and Ibelieve you wind up with avery serious
conflict of interest.

nal, but Mort Frank and Iare to blame, not the
equipment jockies.

Ienjoy your magazine very much, but Istren-

Here's my story. Mea culpa on some sloppy
research, and already I've admitted to never

uously object to paying $4.95 per issue to read
what amounts to self-serving advertising.

hearing asingle disc in the series. Several years

Charles L. Ford III, DMD

ago at my studio Ientertained William Malloch
and Henry Schwartz, both, like myself, addicted

St. Petersburg, FL

...
or aconflict of interest?

to 78s with their glorious performances and
sound. The great Boston painter of classical

Editor:

music casually inquired of the famed Los

Icheerfully join the ranks of those who feel

Angeles musicologist who had first recorded
The Nine, half-expecting (I knew) to hear

ters" always excepted) in the magazine. But

that Sam Tellig's is by far the best column ("Let-

"Weingartner," which had been my own reply

enough is enough. If Mr. Tellig wants to make

months earlier. But no: "Dr. Weissmann! And

some money (and endure some pain) by lead-

Ihave them all!"

ing atour, that's his business. But Ido know

So Ireported, and thus does error get per-

that Stereophile carries all sorts of advertising

petuated. Iapologize for quoting hearsay and

and that there is adifference between editorial,

would gladly leave Messrs. Malloch and Frank

however funny and idiosyncratic, and adver-

to duke it out, except that now Ihave proof!

tising copy.

American Record Guide, Vol.13 No.3 (1946),

Ihave always admired loyalty and devotion,

in "Frieder Weissmann Reminisces," reveals

especially to noble, if lost, causes. But is it really
afunction of the magazine to enter the com-

that he did indeed record all Beethoven symphonies prior to 1924, minus only the choral
finale to the Ninth, which may or may not have
been completed later.
Irest my case.

Clark Johnsen. ,
The Listening Studio

Boston, MA
PS: Congratulations to Stereophile, not only for
anew analog recording, but even more for the

mercial arena of record making, and—to add
insult to injury—wasting page upon page of
the magazine in amanner akin to loving parents writing in the baby book of their first child
as though they were creating an immortal journal penned in the 18th century?
Lloyd Tennenbaum
New York, NY

absorbing commentary on procedures, music,
and artists. You can be sure that when my copy
IClarkJohnsen is author of The Wood Effect, abook about
Absolute Polarity and other things audio, and he enjoys pulling
tails.
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We tried to preserve correct polarity tbrougbout (be recording process, but Ido not know
which way round the signal ended up during
the record-cutting process. It sounds correct
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PICTURE PERFECT

If true perfection is
unattainable, they haven't
told our engineers.
Case in point. The Elite®
combination LaserDise/
CD player. It is arguably
the finest sight-and-sound
machine ever created.
For one thing, it's the
only LaserDisc player
available with digital time
base correction —which
delivers apicture with
unsurpassed brightness
and resolution. And it
features extraordinary CD

sound, something you
won't find on any VCR.
As aCD player, its
specifications would
impress even the most
ardent audiophile. So no
matter how you look at it,
the Elite CLD-91 makes
perfectly good sense.
For your nearest Elite
dealer, call 1-800-421-1404.

e 19N9 Pionecr Elccuunks (USA) Inc.. Long Beach.CA

Not renewing

to tbese ears.
Is there aconflict of interest with the Stereophile record and the Sam Tellig Russian tour?

Editor:
Iam writing this letter to tell you why Iwill not

Possibly there is. Does it matter? Obviously it

renew my subscription, although Iwill buy

does to Mr 7ènnenbaum and Dr Ford, but

occasional issues.

after much thought Iwas sufficiently uncon-

1) Too slow: Hi -Fi News & Record Review

cerned to go ahead with both projects. My rea-

gets info on US CESes to me faster than Stereo-

soning? Both these matters fundamentally

',bile; and on the first three Chesky jazz CDs;

concern asharing of what we think important.

and on the next two Cheskys. (Ken Kessler is

The Audio Anarchist, for example, despite

the one who is scooping you!)

being the most capitalistic man Ihave ever

2) Equipment reviews: Too longwinded.

met, does bave alove affair with Russian soci-

Nobody starts off with what they listened to,

ety and it seemedfair to allow him to want to

how it felt to listen, and then analyzes various

share his feelings with our readers in the form

aspects of the sound. There is too much

of this trip, particularly as so much live music

extraneous BS before you get into the meat of

would be involved. Ifyou disagree, then nei-

the reviews. This is asubjective journal and all

ther Sam nor Iare compelling you to go along.

else should follow as an "appendix" to the

The points made about the recording are

review. (I applaud your developing approach

more telling. However the project serves aseri-

to take measurements to correlate why the

ous editorial purpose. It is one thing for the

above sounds the way it does, however.)

magazine's editors and writers to write about

3) Record reviews: Because of you Inow

what they value about reproduced sound

have aTheta (and Micro Mega) and find your

quality. But tbe reality is that no amount of

record reviews good but very lacking. Ihave

deathless prose can communicate exactly what

listened to only five CDs that do not have some

kind of, for example soundstage reproduction

digital grundge, which prevents listening for

we think important as effectively as actually

more than three minutes without finding my

allowing you to hear it, in theform of arecord-

teeth clenching and shoulders tensing up.

ing over which we hadfull control. In effect,

There is no mention of this.

the Stereophile LP presents both an easily com-

CDs should be reviewed both on aTheta and

prehensible statement to the effect that "This

on alesser machine and the sound compared.

is bow we think a recording of this music

Many CDs aren't as offensive on alesser ma-

should sound,"andan assurance that pro-

chine which lets less grundge through. If aCD

cesses which would have changed the intrinsic

can't pass the no-grundge test, it shouldn't be

sound encoded within the record's grooves

recommended.

bave been kept to a minimum. Having beard

4) Push for AAD CDs: If more labels were like

this recording whether he or she likes it or not,

Harmonia Mundi and recorded AAD, they

the reader will have both avery powerful han-

could later remaster their recordings when a

dle on ourfuture statements concerning sound

decent A/D converter came out. We're losing

quality and auseful reference recording with

lots of good music that we won't be able to res-

which to assess system quality.

cue later. Stereopbile should push all record-

Regarding the "baby book" aspect of the

ing to be AAD until Chesky/dbx machines are

project, it is not that Ifeel ours is tbe most

used. A neglected issue. Leaving alegacy of

important recording of the late 20th century.

shame.

Rather; Iwanted those interested in bearing

Steve Gleitman
Los Angeles, CA

the recording to have sufficient honest supporting information available that it would

You're right on target regarding AAD CDs, Mr

be as though they bad actually attended tbe

Gleitman. Iemphatically agree that modern

sessions themselves. The feature in the Septem-

recordings should be mastered on analog tape

ber issue seemed the best way of doing this,

leaving open tbe question of which AID con-

and Istand unrepentant.

verter should be used to create a digital

Ifyou are still concerned that our involve-

"clone" Longwinded equipment reports? Yes,

ment in this project presents an ethical prob-

as discussed in last month's 'As le All See It"

lem, then, please, do not buy it. If you have

feature, our presentation is somewhat bass-

bought it, enjoy!

ackward in that the most important part of a

Stereophile, December 1989
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VISIONARY.

It leaves an indelible impression
on your senses even
before you turn it on.
It's sleek. Stylish.
Contemporary It's
sculpted brilliance.
It's the Elite Pro-92
Projection Monitor.
This is no mere
television. It's atheatrelike experience so
ahead of its time, it
doesn't invite comparison.The picture? In a
word, perfect. Images
aré amazingly bright
and sharp. The secret
is an advanced lens
system that dramatically enhances color
reproduction, clarity
and detail.
The Elite Projectkx
Monitor. The future
never looked so good.
For your nearest
Elite dealer, call
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review, the writer's conclusion, appears at the

month will make an uncommitted reader pick

end, while the beginning of the review con-

up your magazine rather than your compe-

cerns itself with such matters as where the

titor's is desirable. This, of course, includes

knobs are, and the designer's particular phi-

"scoop" reviews both of records and of hard-

losophy. But, to be honest, that's bow Ilike

ware, and also explains why UK magazines

reviews to be constructed, as an arch centered

often offer cover gifts in theform of blank cas-

on the subjective experience, and that 's bow

sette tapes and even custom CDs.

Iintend them to continue to be presented. I

When Iwas editing HFN/RR, Iwas ambiva-

if readers read the

lent about the needfor ''scoops." Yes, always

individual sections of each review in any other

striving to outsmart the competition keeps

bave no objection, however

order or even omit some. That 's why Stereo-

writers and editors on their toes—a flow of

phile 's reviews are (nearly always) split into

adrenalin is always a good thing when it

discrete modules—design philosophy; phys-

comes to creative writing—and Ibappily

ical description; listening; measuring; sum-

played that game. But to be put against it is

mary. (And don't forget the Manufacturer's

the danger of rushing into print witb aprema-

Comment at the back of the issue.)

ture, not fully informed opinion. Not that I

Concerning Mr Gleitman's specific com-

allowed my writers to do so then, nor does Ken

plaint that HFN/RR gets CES info to bim faster

Kessler do so now (although my eyebrows do

than Stereophile, Ilooked back at the last three

rise when the redoubtable Mr K writes about

years' worth of both magazines. Reports on

classical recordings). But since moving to the

the Las Itgas CES appeared in the March 1987

US, Ibave appreciated the fact that the less

'88, and 89' issues of both magazines, while

immediately competitive nature of American

reports on the Chicago CES appeared in tbe
August '87 '88, and '89 issues of both maga-

publisbing 2 does allow a more completely

zines. Its sales being predominantly via UK

value judgment. And if the best writerfor a

newsstands, it is important for HFN/RR to

review cannot tackle the component or record

sufficient time to reach afinal, and accurate

appear as soon as is possible in the month

immediately, then lam content to adjust my

before its cover date; it is nominally published

publishing schedule to his or ber availability.

on the third Friday of that month. Stereophile,

—JA

most of whose readers subscribe is printed in
Florida and goes in the second-class mail

Time for music

there approximately on thefourth Friday of

Editor:

the preceding month. Readers in the East will

In his letter published in the August issue of Ste-

get their copy of Stereophile witbin a week or
sofrom the day it goes in the mail; Californian

reopbile, Andy Buck suggests that in the notso-distant future it may be possible to down-

readers, like Mr Gleitman, should receive their

load digitized music by using apersonal com-

copies before the 10th to 12th day of the cover

puter to contact abulletin-board-type system.

month. It is quite possible, therefore, for a

A back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates

reader of both magazines who is prepared to

it may be farther in the future than he thinks.

pay HFN/RR 's 580/year airmail subscription

Suppose aCD contains 50 minutes, or 3000

rate to receive the UK magazine before the

seconds of music Each of the two stereo chan-

American. Ift,currently do not offer any kind

nels contains around 44,100 samples/s, so there

ofpremium-price rush subscription; perhaps

must be about 88,200 samples/s of music Each

we should. Ifyou would be interested in such

sample is 16 bits (give or take acouple—I can't

ascheme let our Circulation Director Michael

recall whether they add error-checking bits).

Harvey, know at RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe NM

Anyhow, aCD must contain around (3000s) x

87502.

(88200 sample /s) x(16 bits/sample), which is

As for scoops, again it comes down to the

about 4,200,000,000 bits (not including redun-

different circulation natures of the two maga-

dant information for error-correction pur-

zines. Having edited botb, Ifeel that this is

poses.)

something Iknow something about. As all UK
magazines' circulations are based on the
reader going to anewsstand and physically
purchasing each issue, anytbing which that

Stereophile, December 1989

Most personal computer modems today
2Over the long term, of course, competition in business is
equally ruthlessly Darwinian no matter where in the world
you happen to be.
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.
Riffle

elm

A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2°tune'
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

ADCOM

*Continuous power output, 20 Hz-20 kHz <002% THD, measured in accordance with F7C specifications.
II
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Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08916 U.S.A. (200390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4%3

communicate at 1200 bits/s, some of the fancier ones at 2400 bits/s. The time required at

frustrating and does not do aproper job. After

2400bps is (4,200,000,000 bits) x (1s/2400

Ihad better luck centering the rings by eye.
After installing some rings, Inoticed that a

bits), or about 1,800,000s. That's 500 hours,
or about 21 days. Around my house, I'd never
get away with tying up the phone that long.
If you wanted to cut the connect time down
to, say, 21 minutes instead of 21 days, you'd

afew attempts, it got tossed in the wastebasket.

few days later, the middle section of the rings
had become unstuck. Out of sheer disgust, I
tore the rings off. Then Idiscovered some
adhesive remained on the discs. Itried every-

have to increase the transmission speed by a

thing under the kitchen sink, short of BonAmi

factor of about 1400. Improving technology
keeps increasing the transmission speed of

and Wrinkle, to get that junk off. Finally, Ifound

modems, of course; for garden variety modems, it's gone up afactor of eight, from 300
to 2400 bits/s over the last few years. But I
doubt if we'll see athousandfold increase in the
near future.
Ken Craven
Morristown, NJ

something readily available that cuts the glue,
but doesn't harm the printing on the label or
the plastic. Good old-fashioned lighter fluid
does the trick quite nicely. Squirt some on atissue or an old cotton T-shirt and rub gently. I
know there's got to be someone out there with
the same problem. Now they have asolution.
John Seymour
Warren, MA

CD SoundRings again
Editor:
Ihave been reading the controversy regarding

And again

the CD SoundRings with interest. When Ifirst
bought them, Iwas absolutely convinced that

Editor:

they solidified the soundstage and allowed me
to hear new depth and realism. Iwas always
concerned, however, that Inever could get
them on straight. Isuppose one could argue
that it doesn't matter if they are not perfectly

Here's some more "anecdotal" evidence regarding CD SoundRings, this time using the
new Rotel RCD-855 player with the Pierre Verany test disc. The player was carefully leveled,
and the discs repeat-loaded to assure centering.
The player performed identically with

straight, but just remembering my elementary

ringed and unringed dires on 'hacks 1-48, ren-

physics, that doesn't make sense. Iwas most

dering them all perfectly except for one click

intrigued with the letter from Ron Jordan in the

per revolution on Track 38.

September 1989 issue. He mentioned aSimply

The player produced 1click on 'hack 49 and

Physics product by Rick Roberts called "Iso-

19 clicks on Track 50 using the unringed disc.

driver Have you tested this product? Will you?
Could you please give me his address so that

However, with the ring on, Track 49 was per-

Imay contact him and at least try to make my

fect and Track 50 produced 7clicks.
By the way, the Rotel RCD-855 sounds simply marvelous—much better than the Philips

own decision?
Michael H. Coverman, MD
Austin, TX

880. Thanks to Lewis Lipnick for his lead on
this.
Bernard A. Engholm

Simply Physics can be contacted at 4230 Glen-

Carlsbad, CA

chase Houston, 7X 77014. lb!: (713)537-5083.
The Isodrive is also used by The Mod Squad
in their Prism CD player

—JA

And again
Editor:
Although the sonic results are similar, at least

And again
Editor:
Head Monster Noel Lee's complaints about
Consumer Reports in Vol.12 No.6 are awaste
of his energy. Is he surprised CR didn't listen
for or didn't hear any improvement with the

to my ear, my experiences with both CD

use of SoundRings on aCD? Idoubt very much

SoundRings and The Mod Squad CD damper

if Icould either if Iwere playing the CD on a
Nalcasoni player through Pananishi receiver and
New York Wow speakers. Which are precisely

lead me to prefer the damper. I'm not sure why
alocation ring is necessary with the CD damper, but at least they can be installed easily and
accurately. The method of applying the rings

the type of components CR tests. The people
who read CR are the same people who long

is terrible, however. The centering device is

ago gave up their direct-drive $99 turntables
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Ng 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

eproducts are designed. manufactured, and distributed
MADRIGAL AUDIO
•A

for CD, and who claimed (rightly, given their
equipment) that CD is vastly superior to vinyl.

seems in order. At $4.95 an issue, Iwould expect amagazine with print dark enough for

Does Mr. Lee seriously think he can sell

comfortable reading.
Ihope you will correct this situation. Ienjoy
Stereophile, but if this problem continues, Iwill

SoundRings to that audience? Why not, while
he's at it, get CR to report on Monster's $170

have no choice but to stop buying it. The arti-

interconnects or $300 speaker cables?
Speaking for myself, the only way Ican enjoy
CDs is with SoundRings or with Mod Squad's
damper, but then Ididn't find any of my com-

cles may be excellent, but that means nothing
if Ican't read them!

Ira Kohn
Livingston, NJ

ponents mentioned in CR. I'm no snob, but I Part of the difference between Stereophile and
tbe other two magazines mentioned by Mr

am willing to put out for sound which rises
above Musak.

Herb Barringer

Kobn is that we set our type in aserifface,

Kaneohe, HI

Garamond Light, whereas they use (d(erent)

See the interview with Monster Cable's Noel
Lee and Rodney Herman elsewhere in this

sans-serif faces (ie, they lack all the little
curlicues which are generally held to improve

issuefor adiscussion of how and why Sound-

legibility). Publisher Larry Archibald, Produc-

Rings work.

—JA

tion Manager Rebecca Willard, and Iare in
agreement that we prefer a serif face, but
Garamond Light is sensitive to printing

Why no MFA?
Editor:
How about some reviews of Moore, Frankland

irregularities. Unfortunately, the heavier

and Associates gear? Ibought aMagus preamp

print ourfootnotes) is too black, wefeel, for
regular text. Music Editor Richard Lebnert,

on the recommendation of Audio Outlet's
Frank Huang and was totally unprepared for

"Book" weight of Garamond (in which we

who once was a typesetter by profession, is

how good this thing is. It really knocks the

involved in aproject with Rebecca to find a

Audible Illusions Modulus into acocked hat—it

serifface that preserves the classical beauty
of Garamond while being more inherently sta-

makes the Super PAS sound like apoor cousin.
This stuff is at least as good for the money as

ble when printed on aweb press.

anything David Manley has to offer. And Frank
even called me to make sure it was working

Sequels & distortions

OK, etc. Mr. Huang is smart enough to know

Editor:

that aprospective customer on the telephone
is already more than 50% sold. All you have to

Iam writing to you in regard to the review of
the Martin-Logan Sequel II in the August 1989
issue. After reading the article, Icame to the

do is wait for the person to talk themselves into
the purchase.
Finally, thank you for your fine magazine. My
eyes (and ears) have been opened in ways I

conclusion that the audio critic's initials, JA,
must stand for our four-legged friend!

never even knew were possible!

you're forced to pay for the item you review,

Gregory Campbell
Hancock, MI

It seems to me that on the few occasions
you are much more critical and defensive in
your opinion. You expect the impossible from

See this month's Audio Anarchist column. —JA

aproduct in its particular price range—(unless
it exceeds $5k-$10k). Anyone who thinks a

Poor print quality?

CLS II is going to sound like aSequel II must

Editor:
Iam asteady reader of Stereopbile, and Ihave
noticed apersistent problem with its print qual-

have just fallen off the wagon!
Who am I, you ask, that would speak out
against one of your golden-eared gurus? I'm

ity. The print is simply too light. It appears pale

an avid reader of Stereophile and the proud

grey instead of black. One has only to compare

owner of Martin-Logan Sequel Ils.

apage of text in Stereophile to asimilar page
in The Absolute Sound and/or Sounds Like...

ion of the idea that you need amplifiers equiva-

to see the difference.
This problem should not exist at all, and Isee

lent to Mark Levinsons or Krells to drive the
Sequels! The majority of us just don't have the

no reason for it to continue. Adiscussion with

money that Little Richie Rich has to afford

your printer, or switching to anew printer,

those big, beautiful, arc-welding amps. You
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Istrongly disagree with JNs distorted opin-
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For Those Who Love CD, And
Especially For Those Who Hate It
Only computing power an order of magnitude beyond any CD
player can recapture all the information digital has to offer.
With the power of 80 IBM PC's and ultrasophisticated programming, Theta delivers asignal perfect in phase and time.
Only digital done right sounds right.

What The Experts Say:
"...I found for the first time that the CD
could equal or surpass the analogue record
in revealing the details of the sound stage."
—Anthony H. Cordesman
Audio Magazine
September 1989

"...Theta DS Pro simply recovers more
information, more music, from the digital
medium than any other playback system."
"...transcends everything else that digital
technology has yet offered."
Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #55

"...the DS Pre sets an entirely new standard
of performance."
"...a sense of clarity Ihad never before
heard from anything other than master
tapes."
.the best sound ever from CD..."
—Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 3
March 1989
It is simply astounding in all sonic
aspects, especially in transparently revealing whole layers of musical information we
had not suspected of existing on CDs."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #53-54

Digital Done Right
Theta Digital çkrporation
6360 Van Nuys Boulevard •SAM •Van Nuys, CA 91401
(714) 997-8908 FAX (818) 905-7301

owe it to your readers to inform them that they

good results. I've also heard great results from

do not need the megabuck exotic power amps

the Sequel Ils with Sumo electronics (Athena,

to run the Sequel II.
What am Idriving my Sequels with, you ask?
One Counterpoint SA-12, 85W power amp

Polaris). Nice to know you don't outgrow the
speakers as you upgrade the electronics. ..

costing aconservative 51145. You could not ask
for abetter combination in contrast with the
Sequel's price range. Ihave plenty of power to

Research SP9 and D-125 —just love that SP9,

crank up anything from classical to heavy metal

Currently my system consists of an Audio
more so after the Mk.11 update. Gene S. Lee
Fontana. CA

and everything in between. After listening for
over amonth, Iheard the Sequel II vertically
bi-amped with two Counterpoint SA-12s and

Baffled by the Sequel reviews?

my Counterpoint SA-1000 preamp.
The tonal quality and soundstage had drasti-

tive remarks about Martin-Logan's Sequel II.
Unlike Mr. Tellig, Ihave been able to compare

cally improved! With the use of Discrete Tech-

the original model with the updated version
in the same room with the same electronics.

nology's superb Diamond interconnects 3and
6' of their awesome Dreadnought speaker/
jumper cable, the sound improvements were

Editor:
lam completely baffled by Sam Tellig's nega-

There is no question that the Sequel II is an
improvement. Bass definition and the blend

further enhanced. Needless to say, Ibrought

with the electrostatic element are the most

home my second amp and upgraded my cable

obvious improvements. However, it doesn't

to Diamond and Dreadnought cables. The

end at that. Ialso noted better specific image
placements, and the top octave is more open.
It was unfortunate that the manufacturer was

Martin-Logan Sequel Il is an excellent speaker
in its price range. When matched with the correct components, you will get exceptional
results without spending alot of money.
David R. Williams
League City, TX

not given achance to work with Mr. Tellig
before he trounced their product in print. Iam
sure that someone would have sent someone
out to insure that the speakers were functioning properly and set up in the best possible

Why did we buy the Sequels?
Editor:
Ienjoy Stereopbile every month, especially the

manner.
Other manufacturers were given this opportunity in the past—why the exception to

informative and well-written articles by Lewis
Lipnick. But how come Lewis always reminds

Stereopbile's policy here?
To make matters worse, Mr. Tellig didn't have

us two or three times in every article he writes

the intestinal fortitude to confront Gayle
Sanders with his opinion. If Mr. Tellig was not

that he is amusician?
Ialso enjoyed the thorough reviews of
Martin-Logan's Sequels land II. However, how
come you made it a point to purchase the
Sequel Ils but not the Is? Iunderstand your
comment in the text, but don't you trust Gayle

steadfast in his own opinion, he should not
have written it.

Steve Philipczak
Mohnton, PA

Whenever we review aMartin-Logan product,

chased review samples outright.

we get more letters questioning our conclusions Iban we do with any other company

Regarding break-in, the Sequel manual
explains the need for the speaker to be broken

(with the recent exception of Dick Olsber's
review of the Lazarus HIA power ampl(fier).

in. ..
You're absolutely right, Sequels do respond
to high-quality (high-priced) electronics. I've

Several points are raised in these letters that

run my pair with Carver amplification with

Sequel, that is the way be felt. Period. Coincidentally, when musician Lewis Lipnick (who

Sanders? Idon't recall the last time you pur-

3like some preamplifiers, the Como-reign SA-1000 does not
have an additional main-out iack to run two power amps. The
Discrete Technology Diamond cable allows you to overcome
this problem without the use of a"Y" adapter The Diamond
cable is actually a"Y" cable, being two runs of their excellent
Platinum cable per channel with one terminator at one end
and two terminators at the other end.
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require specific answers. First, regarding Sam
7kIlig's preferencefor the earlier version of the

reviewed the original Sequels for Stereophile
in Vol.11 No.12) beard the Sequel Ils in my
listening room, be remarked a) tbat be bad
never beard Sequels sound so good, but b) the
design revisions bad done nothing to allevi27

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VA\D RST
AD o

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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ate his main complaint of the speaker which

we are "much more critical and defensive" in

was that it lacked visceral impact in the upper-

our opinions.

bass/lower-midrange exactly the same criti-

This doesn't happen very often. Over the last

cism that was voiced by Mr Tellig. You may

two years, we bave bought thefollowing com-

remember from my review in the August

ponents in order to review them: Spica Ange-

issue—and yes, Mr Lee, the speakers were

lus and Martin-Logan Sequel II loudspeakers;

broken-in for aconsiderable period of time—
that I
felt the crossover between the Sequel's

Spectral MCR- Icartridge; Quicksilver KT88,
B&K ST- 140, and Krell KSA -200 amplifiers.

woofer and the electrostatic panel to bave been

More purchases are planned, of course. In

poorly arranged, something confirmed by

addition, we sometimes purchase equipment

Dick Olsber in October (p.I74), who found the

after the review bas appeared in print in order

sound to be considerably improved with the

to have it on bandfor reference purposes. Not

woofer connected in reverse phase.

counting components owned by individual

Regarding thefact that Martin-Logan was

reviewers—and they own a whole bunch of

not given the opportunity to make sure the

stuff—this list includes: Audio Research SPI!

speakers were working properly—as it turned

Mk. II, Threshold FET 10, Mod Squad Line

out, they were performing to spec—and to set

Drive Deluxe Vendetta Research SCP2A, and

up the speakers, we do not offer thisfacility to

Klyne SK2A preamplifiers; Vandersteen 2Ci,

manufacturers as amatter of course. If they

Sound Lab A3, and B&W 801 Matrix loud-

ask for it, however; we try to accommodate

speakers; Rowland Complement and Audio-

their needs. In this case Martin-Logan did not

Quest AQ7000 cartridges; Versa Dynamics 2.0
and SOTA Star Sapphire III turntables: and an

ask for the opportunity.
Dear; dear, Mr Pbilipczak, to suggest that
Sam 7èllig was "not steadfast in bis own opin-

SME Vtonearm.

—JA

ion" is acheap shot. Ihave never met anyone

Subjects to sink your teeth into

more steadfast in bis or ber opinions as of that

Editor:

moment than Mr T And as to being afraid to

"As We See It" in August discussed some topics

confront Gayle Sanders, my policy is quite

Ican sink my teeth into: amplifier power rat-

simple: reviewers and writers are instructed

ings and the correlation of measurements with

specifically not to inform manufacturers of a

audibility. JA's suggestion of adding dBW rat-

review's outcome Rather; after the review bas

ings to reviews makes sense, and his discussion

been edited, and between six and eight weeks

of NAD's problems with power ratings is very

before the issue appears in readers'mailboxes,

interesting. But it is another question as to

the manufacturer is sent acopy of the text as

whether an NAD amplifier with a100W "Musi-

it will appear in print. He is instructed to contact the editors, not the reviewer there is any-

cally Effective Burst Power" and aloosely regu-

if

lated DC power supply will ever compare son-

thing factual with which be disagrees, and is

ically with aKrell KSA-100's class-A circuitry

asked to formally respond in theform of alet-

and brute-force power supply. Which brings

ter to the Editor to be published in the same

up my suggestions for Stereopbile's reviews of

issue of the magazine as the review. This was

the future, now that you have Robert Harley to

exactly the procedure carried out in the case

do all that number crunching for you (what a

of the Anarchist's report on the Sequel II.

thankless job!).

Finally, Mr Lee asked why we decided to

Isuggest that in power ratings for future

buy the Sequel Ils, implying that this is not our

amplifier reviews, you include agraph (not a

usual policy. That is true: in the main, we ask

table. ..
tables are apain to interpret and boring

manufacturers if we can borrow samples for

visually) comparing the amplifier under test

review. However when, for whatever reason,

against areference amplifier (I nominate the

the manufacturer does not want to loan Ste-

Krell). You should graph (using dBW on a"skyscraper graph") the FTC continuous power, the

reophile a review sample—which, of course
tbey bave every right not to do—but we still

IHF Dynamic Headroom (20ms burst—what

feel that the product is significant enough that

alaugh!), and NAD's 200ms measurement; for

it deserves coverage in the magazine, we buy

the amplifier under test, and for the reference

it. But nq Mr Williams, because we sometimes
buy aproductfor review does not mean that

8, 4, and 2ohms).
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amplifier (three separate graphs, one each for
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RAVES FROM
THE CRITICS.
WE'RE HAPPY TO
REPORT IT RUNS
IN THE FMI

The Mirage M-ls have garnered their fair share
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
comments as "...I'm completely bonkers over this
product.: and '...the best conventional loudspeaker of the decade':
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-1s, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

cally extended without compromising center
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the audiophile world is substantial. From the flagship M-ls to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
simply can't do better.
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
For afree booklet of M-1 reviews from seven leading
audio publicatioru, write us or see your Mirage dealer.

mirage
AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
3641 McNitoll Av.Ñu,rtutough. Ontano,

MIX 105 (416) 321.18C0

Then, of course, comes the fun, correlating

exclusively to demonstrate their products. I

sonic differences between the amplifiers to the

visited the room twice (had to go back one last

graphs! Ialso suggest that any other objective

time on the final day of the show before going
to Wrigley Field to watch the Cubs!). Along the

measurements you make (eg, harmonic distortion, divided up into harmonic components
and their dB levels) be graphed for the amplifier

side wall to the left of the speakers was awide
selection of discs from various companies.

under test against your reference amplifier.
With these kinds of tests, and some statistical

ther offering!

analysis, maybe by the year 2010 we'll have
some idea of why components sound different.
Bob Katz
New York, NY

Heck, Ieven heard Telarc's Mancini/Pink PanIwas very impressed by what Iheard in this
room and my expectations were quite high
going in. As Itold Paul Jung at the DMP
booth —DMP discs are the most often used
demo material in my store.

Shahinians are that good

Bob Recupero
Owner, Sound Source

Editor:
LL's SCES coverage in August prompted me to
write regarding my 18-month speaker search
in hope of improving upon the sound of my
custom monitors. My only requirements were
that the speakers could live in my 16' by 22'
listening room and not exceed $10,000.
Months passed with little success. Oh, some
speakers were better in certain areas than mine,
but fell off in others.

Middlebury, VT

Face to face with the
audiophile ideal
Editor:
In two steps Icame face to face with the audiophile ideal. The rust was the acquisition of the
MIT Shotgun interconnect, the second—of the
Grado MCZ cartridge and the Systemdek IIX

Then Idecided to audition apair of B&W
801s (due to Ws review in Vol.10 No.9), and yes,
finally, here was aspeaker that did, if not by

turntable. Iacquired the Systemdek on the

much, best my monitors. But could Ijustify the

ad is useless since it does not inform.) Iwas glad

recommendation of the one-time-only Systemdek ad that quoted reviews. (Their standard

large price difference ($3k)?

that the IIX got at least aquasi review in the July

While debating this issue, Iattended the
Chicago CES. At the urging of my dealer

issue of Stereopbile. The point of this letter,
however, concerns audiophilia. AMusical Her-

(Golden Stereo in Prairie Village, KS), Ihap-

itage Society recording of Richard Davy's The

pened into the Shahinian exhibit. Of course,

Passion According to St. Mattbew, MHS

I'd seen the Shahinians at my dealer's request
(he highly recommended them) while considering the 801s, but I'd never even heard of
Shahinian, much less read areview on them.
Well, to put it mildly, Iwas blown away by
the Shahinians. Back home Iimmediately set
up acomparison listening session between
them and the 801s. No contest! Itook the Diapasons home, and after disconnecting my monitors, never reconnected them. The Diapasons
are that good.

Bob Gash
Lee's Summit, MO

Open your eyes, Bob!
Editor:
It's too bad Robert Harley didn't open his eyes
as well as his ears at Summer CES's "Sweet
Spot" (DMP, Duntech, Mirror Image Audio,
RPG, and Wadia Digital).
Contrary to what RH reported in August, the
companies involved did not use DMP discs
Stereophile, December 1989

7094W, comes across so natural and lifelike that
it is enough to close one's eyes and feel in the
living presence of the singers. Part of the singular charm of this performance is that, as
Frank Lloyd Harrison says on the jacket, "the
singers use vocal timbres which owe little
either to Italian bel canto or Anglican 'hoot"
For those looking for agood test record, this
is an eminently good one.
Michael M. Piechowski
Washburn, WI

Dynaco mods
Editor:
Iwould like to relate an experience concerning my Dynaco Mk.III mono tube power
amplifier and Alan Rauchwerger of DoRtitech
Audio Service, PO. Box 6054, South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354, la: (201) 233-2659. Having the unassembled kit, Iasked Mr. Rauchwerger to build and modify the amp. Since it
31
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delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles a small quantity
of the total power, extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound,
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments,
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

andcrafted

ith pride in the United States

iLudIkuudb abaudiewam114

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P.0 Box 96 EiST SIDTIOÂ. DEPT S2,"
1:11110
ehaaar,d
111111_i

is a mono amp, Iwas in need of another.

The 8000P is beautifully made, uses top-

Although specializing in Dynaco Stereo 70
upgrades, he agreed to assemble the one Ihad

quality parts, and is compact and cool-running.

and also the other that he would obtain for me.
Iwas very happy to have talked with Alan.

The price? A remarkable $650. No wonder
local high-end dealers do not stock this brand.
Steven Paradis

It is so hard to find aprofessional who enjoys

New York, NY

performing specialized services, is competent,
communicative, and trustworthy. After Mr.
Rauchwerger's work was finished, Imade the
five-hour drive to audition the amps on Alan's
own reference system. Both he and his wife
Kathy were quite hospitable. Iwas overjoyed
with the quality of Alan's workmanship. Better yet, the Mk.III amps sounded as good as
they looked.
J. Michael Diantoniis
Altoona, PA

BS from BS?
Editor:
Aargh. Bill Sommerwerck has done it again. I
greatly enjoy your publication, virtually devouring each issue when Ireceive it and taking your recommendations quite seriously.
Occasionally, however, you tread upon ground
that Iknow well and the result is astrong feeling of disillusionment. Iwork in the film indus-

Affordable Audiolab

try, and, while no expert, Ihave attended afew
Dolby mixdown sessions and know anumber

Editor:
Iagree with the Stereopbile subscribers who

of people who are professional sound mixers.
The last "comprehensive" Dolby decod-

request more reviews of "affordable" high-end

er review (Vol.11 No.3) left abad taste in my
mouth. His review in the August issue does

products. While these terms are often mutually exclusive, increasingly this is not always the
case. For over ayear Ihad been seeking an
amplifier whose quality matched my Quad
ESL-63 speakers. Ihad tried Quad's own electronics as well as units from Rowland, Threshold, Krell, Conrad-Johnson, Audio Research,
and NY Audio Labs-Futterman (the OTL amplifier).
All these contenders had their points; with

worse than that. Perhaps BS drank alittle too
much Beetlejuice. As Bill points out in his article, every mixdown is monitored with aPro
Logic decoder (a Dolby Professional decoder).
It follows that that should be used as areference. It also follows that we should set up our
system similarly to the mixdown stage. Ihave
never seen or heard of amixdown stage with-

also cost more than the loudspeakers. But none

out acenter channel. In fact, it is considered
the most important speaker in the system. And
here is Bill telling everyone not to use acenter!

really brought the sound to life the way Ikept
hoping for. Then Iread Geoffrey Horn's review

Thank you, Mr. Sommerwerck, but Ithink I'll
trust Lucas, Spielberg, Zemeckis, et al. Some-

the exception of the Quad 306 and 606, they

of the 100Wpc Audiolab 8000P in the June

how Ithink Iwould rather hear it the way they

1989 issue of Gramophone. After some search-

did, rather than the way BS thinks it should be.

ing, Ifound an excellent mail-order source of

Bill also states that "any program source with

this British product (it's not available in the
greater New York area, as far as Ican tell). Jay

stereo music and amono vocalist is Dolby MPencoded:' Wow! You mean all those expensive

Bertrand, afriendly and conscientious autho-

Dolby cards and encoders are just black boxes!

rized dealer in Nashua, NH ("Ibl: (603)883-1982)

Wake up. No wonder the folks at Yamaha were

dispatched my 8000P by UPS and Ihad it two

"really distressed:' What does Bill know about
this business? He states that Shure decoders

days later.
The sound from this unit ideally complements the Quad 63s, providing the spacious,
open, full-bodied performance Ihad sought,

"seem to be the defacto standard in the home
playback theaters of Hollywood's producers,
directors, and sound mixers—according to

and combines wonderfully sweet treble
response—violins sound natural, voices

Shure." Yah. And I'm the most popular guy in

soar—with outstanding stereo focus, depth,

has an old Aphex unit, with most of them

clarity, and firm, realistic bass. LPs are as quiet
as CDs (and still so much better sounding!).

switching over to or lusting after the Lexicon.
BS seems to mix up his "facts" with Shure's

The amplifier seems to me to be extremely
neutral.

ing stew of BS. His statements on the Pro Logic
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LA—according to me. Fact is, everyone Iknow

marketing hype to create ahighly biased steam-
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The Direct Path to
High Performance

troducing the LS1 Stereo Line &age Amplifier

To begin with, forget any comparison
to ordinary passive line-stage controls.
The active L,S1 goes far beyond them—in
musicality. in technical innovation, in
quality of manufacture. Its pedigree, in
other words, is pure Audio Research.
But far from being an expensive, limitedaudience assault on an esoteric ideal, the
LSI costs $300 less than our popularly
priced SP9 Mark II preamplifier. And, it
includes Audio Research's famous hybrid
tube/solid-state circuit technology, unstinting
parts and manufacture, and service backed
by 20 solid years of leadership in audio.
The LSI offers owners the exceptional
convenience of seven inputs, including the
new Direct Gain Path, which bypasses

all major controls except Gain—
and provides adegree of resolution that
challenges the best preamps in the world.
The [Si features Audio Research's
own oxygen-free Litz wire in critical
circuit paths, as well as audiophile-grade
connectors selected for their sonic purity.
And for audiophiles who own signal
processors or who bi-wire, the [Si offers
two main outputs.
If you've forsaken vinyl records, if you
collect only tapes or digital source
material, audition an [Si at your
nearest Audio Research dealer today.
It may seem too good to be true,
but we promise: the
will make a
believer out of you.

audio research
HIGH

mommile
DEFINITION'

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway /Minneapolis. MN 55430 /Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

standard have been shown to be way off base
before (by Mr. Dressler of Dolby Labs) and now

tween the Dolby decoder and the Lexicon CPI, but could easily hear the Shure. It didn't

(by Dr. Griesinger of Lexicon). This scares me.

sound bad, it just didn't work the way the
Dolby decoder did.
The Lexicon actually sounded "tighter" (his

It's like Consumer Reports. Iused to trust them
for appliance recommendations until Iread
some articles about stuff Iknow about (audio

word) than the Dolby decoder on one section,

and cameras). Then Ifound them to be all wet.
Mr. Sommerwerck's surround reviews shake

which my friend determined was from its correcting of alevel error on the dub. This led us

my faith in Stereopbile to the point that Idon't

to adebate of the correcting of errors by the
machine Iclaimed that it should be just like the

know who to trust.
Fortunately Istill trust my ears, and fortu-

Dolby decoder. He pointed out that the error

nately Iwas able to attend the Stereophile show
in Santa Monica last year (thank you, thank you,

was in the duplication, and therefore should

it was great). Being aShure 5200 owner, Icon-

of the original soundtrack. He also said the

sider myself at least familiar with good sur-

Shure's darker sound may be afunction of its
very high output impedance, although he said

round decoding. Iheard demos of the Lexicon
and the Shure at that show and was impressed
by both. Iwas particularly impressed with Lexicon's Azimuth Correction demo, which made
adramatic difference. As Irecall, they were
using the same Star Pek movie with which Bill
claims he couldn't hear an improvement with
all channels working.
Having "rushed out in abuying frenzy" to
purchase aYamaha DSP-1 upon Bill's recommendation, Iwas loath to lay out the bucks for
the Lexicon. Then Iread his review of it in
Vol.12 No.l. So this spring Isold my Yamaha
and rushed out in another buying frenzy and
bought aCP-I. Well, by golly, Bill was right.
This thing's great. As Iwas unable to sell my

be corrected to ensure faithful reproduction

that would not affect the way it steered.
In rereading this, Istarted to feel like Icame
down alittle hard on Bill. He did get me interested in ambience synthesis, which is ahuge
step toward musical realism. Iam thrilled with
the Stax 'phones he recommended. And Ilike
his writing style and wit.
But come on. Ifeel Bill has done his readers
and the manufacturers he reviewed agrave disservice by swallowing Shure's philosophy
hook, line, and sinker, and then regurgitating
it out on us babes in the audio woods.
FrankJohns
Panorama City, CA

Shure 5200, Ikept it around, although it was
relegated to the closet. Then two days ago, I

The Case for Improved
AM Tuners

read Bill's latest review. Hmm, better haul the

Editor:
In his review of the Adcom GTP-400 'Ruler/
Preamplifier (Vol.12 No.9), Gary Galo made a

old Shure back out of the closet. Wow, big
difference. The Shure sounds dark and compressed, with poor stereo soundstaging in the
presence of dialog, noisy rear channels, and
lots of dialog leakage and sibilance splatter.
Maybe it's my system: Pioneer LDS-1, Thresh-

number of disparaging remarks concerning AM
radio, suggesting that manufacturers would do
better by omitting AM sections altogether.
However, Ibelieve that he is confusing the seri-

old electronics, Sequels and Spica TC-50s.

ous shortcomings of this product's AM tuner

So last night Itook it over to arnixdown stage
where afriend of mine works. (Interestingly,

with the medium itself. Criticism aimed at

Isaw Shure microphones, Aphex Aural Excit-

good than suggestions that we do without the

ers, and acouple of Lexicon digital processors
in their facility, so Idon't imagine he is playing
any favorites.) They have anew Dolby SDU-4

medium in our tuners.
Most AM broadcasters transmit audio signals
with a frequency range of 10kHz or more,

decoder there. Now it took alittle work, as the
Shure and the Lexicon are not intended for the

which is sufficient to cover aconsiderable
amount of musical information, including all

pro signal levels in the studio, but we were able

fundamental notes and most second harmonics. Why then do AM tuners sound so bad?

to do athree-way shootout with asecondgeneration dub off the master for afilm he was
working on.
We were unable to tell the difference beStereophile, December 1989

improving performance would do far more

Much of the blame goes to the manufacturers,
as most tuners limit audio frequency response
to 2-3kHz. Presumably this has been done to
35
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odd 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W's Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
Imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.
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B & W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. BOX 653, Buffslodgew York 14240 (416) 751-4520

"optimize" reception on aworst-case basis for

and my (several) GE Superradios each demon-

all conditions, locations, and frequencies.
In AM broadcasting, audio frequency re-

strate an admirable balance between fidelity

sponse is directly proportional to the broadcast bandwidth, with the audio frequency
response equal to one-half of the radio frequency bandwidth transmitted by the broadcaster. (A monaural AM signal consists of identical upper and lower sidebands of modulated
audio information centered around the carrier
wave, which is located at the assigned channel
frequency) In North America AM channels are
spaced 10kHz apart within the AM (medium
wave) broadcast band, but channel assignments in any particular coverage area are generally at least 40kHz apart. This protective spacing permits the reception of awide-band AM
signal without adjacent-channel interference
within astation's primary coverage area. This
coverage area may be effectively reduced at
night because of increased adjacent-channel
interference (thanks to the miracle of the nighttime ionosphere permitting long-distance AM
broadcast-band reception). Accordingly, fringe
areas and nighttime near-fringe areas may benefit from the selective use of restricted bandwidths. However, this does not mean that all

and AM reception, proving that such acompromise also is possible and doesn't add to the
cost of manufacture.
Irecently purchased aDenon TU -800 tuner
and generally found its FM reception to be a
delight, consistent with Don Scott's review in
Vo1.11 No.5. The AM section, however, is a
disaster—no treble or bass, amildly muddy
and otherwise distorted sound, and it severely
overloads with the attachment of ashort outside antenna. Where was all of the engineering
talent that designed the FM section? If Denon
could develop such asuperb FM section, why
couldn't they develop a low-distortion,
variable-bandwidth AM chip and couple it
with auniversal AM Stereo decoder?
In fact, Denon has announced that they will
be expanding the audio bandwidth of their
future AM tuners to 8kHz, and Motorola has
announced the development of an automatic
10/51cHz bandwidth chip, C-Quam Stereo only.
(Broadcasting, "AM Radio—the Fidelity Factor," August 21, 1989, p.38). Much of this
development is being spurred on by the efforts
of the National Association of Broadcasters to

tuners should restrict AM bandwidth to worst-

improve the sound of AM receivers. These

case conditions. Furthermore, bandwidth restriction does absolutely nothing to alleviate

include 10kHz sideband limits (ie, a20kHz

nighttime co-channel interference (other stations on the same channel) or noise.
Manufacturers of AM tuners have two visible alternatives to severe AM bandwidth restric-

broadcast bandwidth) to reduce alternatechannel interference (recently adopted by the
FCC), and standardized NRSC frequency emphasis/de-emphasis curves to permit recovery
of aflatter audio-frequency response.

tion: a) selectable bandwidths; and b) more rea-

Although AM tuners individually may never

sonable compromises in the tradeoff between
fidelity (bandwidth) and adjacent-channel

achieve audiophile quality (and some level the
same criticism at FM), there is no reason why

interference. My Sansui TU -9090 tuner (ca

they shouldn't sound as good as conditions and

1978) has manually selectable wide and narrow
AM bandwidths, as do my GM/Delco AM Ste-

the medium permit. AM broadcasters continue
to offer avariety of programming generally not
available on FM. In our area, WNEW is aprime

reo car radios (push the stereo button for wide,
mono for narrow). Both have astonished
friends with just how musical AM broadcasts

example, offering pop programming in C-

can sound, with or without stereo, even though

offer some of its classical programming only

Quam AM Stereo, and WQXR has begun to

their "wide" settings aren't as wide as possible.

on AM (and WQXR-AM has amuch greater

In fact, Iuse the wide-band mode on my sets

coverage area than its FM counterpart).

almost all of the time, even at night and in fringe

Manufacturers should be encouraged to im-

areas (when listening to reasonably strong local
or clear-channel AM stations). Premium units

prove the AM sections in all of their tuners and
to produce superior AM sections in their top-

easily could be designed to offer three or more

of-the-line units with the same care as their FM

choices of AM bandwidth and the option of
automatic switching for convenience. My old

sections. Furthermore, manufacturers should
be complimented when they try to do so.

Grundig AM/SW/FM 'Bible Radio (ca 1954), my

Lawrence David Swift

retired Lafayette LR500T Receiver (ca 1968),

Ossining, NY
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This limited edition Reference Series LHH1000 is adirect descendant of
Philips' broadcast-standard CD recording and mastering equipment. In fact, it's
the first consumer model with the professional LHH designation.
With this breeding, no wonder the LHH1000 is of exceptional quality, inside
and out. For complete isolation, the transport and DIA converter are housed separately. This dual-chassis design virtually eliminates inter-component interference
and thoroughly dampens vibration. And with coaxial or optical fiber cable connecters between the two units, you get virtually error-free transmission. The
result is pure sound with absolutely no distortion.
No expense was spared in utilizing the materials best suited for sound. For
example, Philips' top CDM-1 transport and all critical chassis components are
solid diecast aluminum zinc alloy.
Further, the LHH1000 features Philips' premier creation-16-bit, four times
oversampling. And the heart of the separate digital-to-analog converter is Philips'
Special Select Grade TDA-1541A-S1 chip, widely regarded as the premier DAC
technology.
In fact, the LHH1000 has been "recommended... in Class A of Stereophile's
'Recommended Components' listing'* Call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest
Philips audio specialist. •stereopme, Vol 12, No 6, June 1989
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UK: Ken Kessler
International stature is ahard thing to gauge,
but Ireckon that Hi-Fi News & Record Review's
Hi -Fi Show at London's Heathrow Perna Hotel
has made the grade. From its beginnings as the
UK's only non-dealer specialist hi-fi show with
mere national importance, the event has grown
to join Europe's other great international hi-fi
shows. (Before anyone starts wondering how
ashow with 250 brands on display can be
deemed arival to, say, the massive, CES -like
Berlin show, please note that Isaid "hi-fl," not
satellite dishes or camcorders.)
The 1989 Hi -Fi Show attracted no less than
500 foreign trade visitors (of over 2000 trade
visitors in total), including distributors and
dealers from as far away as New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Japan,
and California, as well as every European territory (Despite aconflicting show at Milan, half
of Italy's high-end community seemed to be
in attendance.)
What really sealed the show's international
flavor, as far as I'm concerned, was the way the
imported brands supported the show by sending over the VIPs. Iknow you're eager to learn
Stereophile, December 1989

Two living legends: Gramophone's Geoffrey Horn (left) and Donald Aldous of HFN/RR
about the new hardware, but I'd like to men-

visitors there were. The two extra halls full of

tion that the show presented an all-too-rare
opportunity for British audiophiles to meet

exhibitors meant more space, but it was still

such heavies as Dan D'Agostino (Krell), David

crowded—as it should be. 15,000? 20,000? I'll
let you know if anyone tells me something

ques Riendeau (Oracle), Flemming Rasmussen

concrete.
Every make on hand seemed to have some-

(Gryphon), Bo Christansen (Primare), Randy
Patton (Sumo), Rodney Herman and Noel Lee

thing new to offer, with global debuts matching
the number of UK debuts. Although you'd ex-

(Monster Cable), export agent Mike Berns,

pect the Hi -Fi Show to be heavy with speakers,

George Cardas (Cardas cable), Tony Federici

what with the UK's reputation for having more
box-stuffers than restaurants, the reams of

Hafler, Leon 1Cuby (Infinity), Jeff Rowland, Jac-

(Mondial), Ken Ishiwata (Marantz), Jason Bloom
(Apogee), Bill Low (AudioQuest), Dr. Tominari
(Dynavector), numerous foreign journalists,

brochures and rolls of film reveal apreponderance of new amps and preamps. One of the

and on and on. At times, it seemed more like

sweetest packages of all was Marantz's Music

the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas than afunky
(original meaning rather than the musical one)

Link system, which could create its own niche.
The initial models include afour-input line-

hotel next to one of Heathrow's landing strips.
Because the Hi -Fi Show is open to the public

level preamp, the SC22, and apair of matching
60W mono MA22 power amps—safe down to

and free of charge, Ihave no idea how many

1ohm. Prices weren't finalized, but Iwas told
to expect three figures rather than four. The
most enticing thing about the Music Link components is the size: the two monoblocics placed
side by side occupy no more space than asingle
430mm-wide, "2 U" chassis. Construction of
the champagne-colored boxes is superlative,
with flush-fitting end cheeks and luxury feel;
aphono amp is set to follow.

First in anew line of Marantz separates, the
"Music Link" line-level preamplifier
Stereophile, December 1989

Nene Valley Audio, known for short as
NVA, showed anumber of fresh products, notable for cleaner, more professional styling. This
41

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

•

•

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and
resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AuclicrOuest F-14

.

4/000/

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz•
conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no
e
h
signal.
P

These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at aminimal cost.
The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.

e.
•

Audio Quest Cobalt

Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

audioquest
Tel: 714'498 .2770
Fax: 714'498'5112
PO. Box 3060, San Ck.mente, CA 92672 USA

eu:

could signify abreak with the kind of cottageindustry mentality which keeps these pieces
at cult level. Despite adisplay of hostility and
cynicism from the company's main spokesperson, the likes of which I'd never experienced
from anyone whose products I've never handled or reviewed, Ipersevered long enough to
find out that NVA had the new high-end Statement monoblock power amp of push-pull
transistor configuration, rated at around 150W.
Each amplifier contains four separate power

Moth's affordable modular electronics

supplies, with one for every gain stage. Price
per pair is £3000/14950. ,
A&R Cambridge almost beat all of the

Another all-new line-up appeared on the
Moth Group stand. Moth, known best for its

other British amp builders in the race to pro-

range of accessories, audiophile LPs, and a

duce the first preamp with on-board DACs. The
company was first out with aseparate D/A

budget turntable, launched two distinct product lines. Moth showed the fascinating Series

converter—the Black Box—so we shouldn't

Thirty "modular" system, aimed at the purist

be surprised with the DAC-equipped Delta 110.

on abudget; the system is based on apassive

Also launched at the same time was amatch-

control unit, the 30PCU. Housed in a2" H by

ing power amplifier, the 100Wpc Delta 120,

4" W by 13" D slim-line module, deep but with

which can be bridged for higher power. The

aminuscule frontal area, the 30PCU is entirely

units sell for 1990 each, which means that the

passive and offers four line-level inputs and one

11980 combo will be fighting the likes of Nairn

line level output. The front panel sports only
an Alps volume control and the source selector.

and Musical Fidelity. It will be interesting to see
how much the on-board DACs are worth in
marketing terms.
T&R Industries, whose earlier products
were seen afew years back at the Celestion dis-

All input and output socketry is gold-plated,
and all of the signal paths feature high-purity
copper/silver-plated wiring. For phono usage,
there's an RIAA preamp in amatching chassis

play, showed an all-new lineup under the "Pre-

with all-discrete circuitry; gain is 40dB for

cision Series" banner. This range, consisting

moving-magnet and 60dB for moving-coil.

of nicely attired units of sensible dimensions,

The matching power amplifier, again in the slim

includes the APP6 two-chassis preamp and the

chassis, is rated at 30Wpc but can be bridged

MPP9 mono power amplifier. The preamp fea-

for 60W mono operation. The front panels are

tures a fully adjustable moving-coil input,

made from 25mm-thick solid Santos rosewood,

record-out facility, and inputs for two tape
decks; the power amplifier is rated at 150W.

but can be ordered in other finishes, including
acrylic in various colors. Prices are 1212 for the

Prices are decidedly high-end, but the build

preamp, 1279 for the phono amp, and 1328 for
the power amp.

quality reflects this.

Moth's Series One Hundred components are
housed in more conventional, rack-mountable
chassis. The Series One Hundred control preamplifier has inputs for seven sources including
moving-coil and moving-magnet cartridges,
and features passive tone-control circuits with
tone defeat; the preamp also offers two pairs
of outputs and adiscrete class-A headphone
amplifier. The matching mono power amplifier is rated at 125W and has 60A peak output
T&R's Precision Series APP6 two-chassis
preamp

capability. Price of the preamp is 1990, while
apair of the monoblocks will set you back
11240.
Cyclone Systems Ltd. is anew name to me;

1An prices convened to US dollar equivalents at $1.65 . SI.
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they had an auspicious debut with their gor43

Copyright 1987 Esoteric Aud,c,

HEARI \G AO
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

Cambridge's long-awaited CD3
geous Catalyst integrated amplifier. Rated at
60W, the Catalyst features aseparate phono
amplifier housed in acopper-plated steel case.
The main chassis is crafted from aluminum and

phono section, something which Ifear may
become an afterthought as CD wreaks more
havoc on vinyl. (Note: The quarter leading up
to June 1989 was the first in which unit sales

houses amassive custom-made Avel Lindberg

of CDs surpassed that of LPs in the UK, 8.7 mil-

toroidal transformer surrounded by asym-

lion CDs to 8 million LPs.) The companion

metrical mother board containing the main circuitry. Other details include solderable loud-

power amplifier is conventional in that it operates in class-A up to the output stage, with an

speaker terminals in addition to conventional
binding posts and Tiffany sockets for all inputs.

emitter follower, then class-AB output for effi-

Externally, the Catalyst is as un -British as you

ciency and the ability to handle nasty impedances; output power wasn't stated.

can get, aslim, glossy beauty with four gold-

The JDI looked not unlike the new power

finished knobs spaced across the panel. Price

amplifier from DNM Design, the PA2. Devel-

will be high, but then it looks like amillion
dollars.

oped from the earlier DNM Gem, the PA2 is a

Another company which knows that per-

monoblock amplifier rated at 70W into 8ohms;
it uses "balanced bridging" as its mode of oper-

ceived value is more than amarketing notion
is Li= from New Zealand, whose unconven-

ation. Construction is entirely nonmetal as
with other DNM products, and the PA2 offers

tionally styled components with "no moving

full bi- and tri- wiring capability.

parts" controls ooze luxury yet at sensible

Some of us were given asneak preview of the

prices. The company has an extensive range,

revised Cambridge Audio range at Chicago;

but the focus at the Hi -Fi Show was on the Nebula 60W integrated amplifier and the long-

for the show at Heathrow. The company's new

awaited Theta FM tuner, each selling for $660.

owners have revamped the entire range and

the stuff was out in the open, with lids removed,

The Nebula offers four inputs including phono,

launched all-new models for the public's per-

and features such tweaky touches as Audioplan

usal. The forward planning is extensive enough

internal wiring and DNM film capacitors. The

to suggest that by Spring 1990 the company

Theta uses the legendary Magnum Dynalab

will be able to offer every part of asystem bar

front end with Linx electronics. Also on show

aturntable Star of the range is the long-awaited

were the Vega preamp and matching 75Wpc

CD3 CD player, a 16-bit, 16x-oversampling

power amp (51450/pair), the Pulsar 120Wpc

machine utilizing aCDM 1/Mk.2 suspended,

power amplifier ($1440), and the Sigma preamp

diecast chassis transport mechanism, six sep-

with digital circuitry (see A&R above) at $1475.

arate power supplies, Sidereal output coupling

Yet another new range of British electronics
was unveiled by JDI Amplification, who

details. Companion goodies include the 40Wpc

capacitors, and aload of other high street-cred

showed ahandsome preamplifier with out-

P50 integrated amplifier, the 60Wpc P70 inte-

board power supply. In keeping with current

grated amplifier, the C70 and C100 preamps,

minimalist fashion, this unit offers only vol-

and the bridgeable 60Wpc A70 and 100Wpc
A100 power amps. Announced for future con-

ume, source select, and record-out facility, but
extra care has been shown in the design of the
Stereophile, December 1989

sumption are the P25 25Wpc integrated ampli45

The
Highest
Expression
of
Audio Cable
Art.
M12SIGMA SERIES
SPEAKER CABLES

Smooth •Clear •Transparent •Lemma:
Exciting •Natural •Frequently Breathtaking
The New M Sigma Series Cables are an
accumulation of the most revolutionary audio
cable technologies ever designed to advance
the art of listening.
The musical results are pure magic.
Since its introduction less than one year ago,
the Sigma Series has already been established
as the audiophile standard for the finest
interconnect and speaker cable available
anywhere. At any price.
We invite you to audition the M/2Sigma
speaker cable and the M12000 Sigma
interconnect cable in your system, in the
privacy of your own home. Available through
selected Sigma Series dealers.
For afree audition in your holm.. contact Monger Cablefor

M12000 SIGMA SERIES
AUDIO INTERCONNECT

an M Sigma dealer near you

M E Sigma Series Audio/ink, Only

°Monster Cable Products Inc. 274 Wattis Way, So. San Francimm. CA 940440.(f%1 (415) 871-ootx)
Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio. (416) 847-88813

plifier made some of the nicest music heard at
the show, and that was in one of the prefab
rooms not known for acoustic merit. The BB100
is an integrated line-stage amplifier rated at
50Wpc, and it sports enough glass to qualify
as alight show; four ECC8ls and two ECC82s
in the preamp section and adozen EL84s in the
power amp. Inputs include CD, tuner, auxiliary,
and tape, with an external phono section to be
made available as an option. Concern for reliability and user friendliness is paramount, so the
unit sports afaultfinding system with telltale
LEDs indicating any tube failures. No user bias
A sight to warm Ken Kessler's heart—all
still in their wrapping
fier, the DAC3 16-bit, 16x-oversampling outboard D/A converter, the T50 digital AM/FM
tuner, the CT50 two-head cassette deck, and
the CAM 1three-way loudspeaker.

adjustment is necessary. Construction is dualmono, and the hardware is all top-class. The
best news of all is aprice-tag below f1000/$1650.
The ideal partner for the BB might be Lynwood's Super Analogue Valve Phono Stage,
which the company recommends for both the
current run of line-level-only preamps and as

The Hi -Fi Show was heaven for tube crazies.

an upgrade for existing preamps or integrated

'flicked away at the end of one corridor was
valve Nirvana, with PM Components making

amps. The basic recipe includes top-quality
components, an ultra-short signal path, and an

their first-ever appearance at ahi-fi gathering.

overkill power supply. The literature suggests

Ifirst learned of this company about 10 years

mail-order-only supply, so contact Lynwood
ago when Iwas in the worst throes of my res- - at Coley Lane Farm, Wentworth, Rotherham
toration kick; they were the only people in
S62 7SQ, England (Tel: 011-44 709 873667).
England who could supply 7199s for my aged
ibbe supremo Tim de Paravicini showed the
Dynaco Stereo 70. They laid out afew hundred
latest pre-amp from Esoteric Audio Research
ultra-rare tubes, some sparkling new ones as

(EAR). The G88 is atwo-chassis design with

well, test equipment and more, and Ihave no
reason to disbelieve the rumor that appanese

the power supply housed in a1U-high chrome-

visitor nearly had aheart attack when he saw

box with smoked acrylic front panel. The G88

what was on offer. Believe me, these guys make

sports eight valves and offers ahost of facili-

fronted chassis and the preamp in a2U-high

Tokyo's Akihabara components stalls look like

ties, Tim arguing that minimalism is alimited-

Woolworth's.

appeal fetish. Those who know Tim are aware

Beard Audio, now under new management,

that his particular fetish is power supplies; the

showed the current range along with the over-

G88's has no regulation whatsoever because

due P1000 power amplifier. -I was just about to

Tim also argues that awell-designed power

review this gorgeous 100W stereo powerhouse

supply doesn't need it. Iquote: "A good build-

when the company entered abrief hiatus; now

ing doesn't need scaffolding to hold it up."
Functions include selection of four inputs,

Ihope to get my hands on afinished version.
to allow you to switch off the radiator in your

phase and mono function (including the allbut-forgotten L-R null facility, which allows

listening room, but the prototype sounded

the user to set cartridge alignment to perfec-

It's big and heavy and generates enough heat

sweet and powerful all at once Also announced

tion ...
by ear), tape dubbing, user-friendly

is the M1000 100W monoblock, each chassis

separate L-R volume controls with mechan-

sporting eight 6550s.

ical coupling to eliminate two-handed oper-

And what of the founder, Bill Beard? He's left

ation, balanced operation, transformer for

to form anew company called British Built

moving-coil, and lots more. The price for all

Audiophile Products, or BB for short, and

of this technology is $6270, abargain if you've

his first release is ahoney. Heard with aCD

ever heard what Tim can produce.

source through the delightful Sonus Faber

Foreign tube-amp builders also showed
some fresh products, with ICammerzelt of

Electa loudspeakers, the BB100 integrated amStereophile, December 1989
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Speakamps.
Amplifeakers.
Speakerfiers.
What would you call aspeaker cable that unites
my loudspeaker with any amplifier so magically
that they almost become one? We call it the Temporal
Continuum:" The revolutionary new interface cable by Tara Labs, the
makers of Space & Time— Cables and Interconnects.
Involvement? Participation? How would you like asound that is
warm and musical, and yet with asmall adjustment will become more
detailed, crisp, clear? Now, for the first time in audio cable history, you
have the control over your own musical enjoyment. It's the
audiophile's dream. The Temporal Continuum will ultimately defy
your present understanding of speaker cables and turn cable from an
accessory into afine hardware component.

e :_,%S4\

JRAL T.
CONTINUUM

Listen for them in early 1990
as they make their debut at select dealers worldwide.

Tara Labs, Inc. 2567 Siskiyou Blvd. Ashland, OR 97520 503-488-6465

Cast your mind back afew years to the GB
mount for Decca cartridges and how it transformed those tin-bodied wonders. The Decapod takes it astage further, but changes the
structure of the cartridge rather than serve as
amere clamp. The kit consists of areplacement
top-plate for the Decca London models, machined from light alloy. It sports two threaded
Early prototype of the Kammerzelt tube
preamp from Germany

studs for fitting up through the headshell, and
comes with all the necessary hardware and
lucid instructions for converting your wayward

Germany displaying aprototype of anew preamp which employs six ECC88s. Also from

Decca. It even comes with an ideal template for
setting up the overhang and alignment. Price

Germany were the Claassen tube components,

of the kit is just under $85; I'll soon learn if it's

including the CA10 valve preamp and PA160

worth the effort when Iattack one of the Golds

FET power amp. The CA10 accepts moving-

in my collection. For details, contact MW Bastin, 225 Tettenhall Road, Wolverhampton, West

coil and moving-magnet cartridges and features two sets of main outputs for bi-amped

Midlands WV6 ODE, England (Tel: 011-44 902

systems; construction is bombproof. Claassen

751861).

can supply the CA10 in either epoxy enamel
black or stainless steel. The partnering power
amp is amonoblock rated at 65W into 8ohms,
operating in what the company terms "cool
class- A." Man.
The product that stopped me in my tracks
was the Solen Tiger B50, atriangular-shaped
hybrid integrated amp using ECC81 valves in
the preamp section and solid-state output devices. The Tiger yields 50Wpc and is available
as aline-level-only unit for those who have
abandoned LP The distinctive features include
the aforementioned shape, with aconventional
front panel but with sides made of heatsinks

The Oracle Paris entry-level turntable

which form the triangle. Construction was
solid, and the sound, heard through Ensemble
loudspeakers, was smooth and detailed. Solen

The Decapod was heard in action on the
Tom Fletcher-designed Mentor turntable, a

also manufactures an outboard phono section,

massive beast featuring a35kg platter; total

powered by aspecial outlet on the Tiger.

shipping weight is 48kg. The drive comes from

Which reminds me: there were plenty of

an AC synchronous motor via abelt, and the

new analog products on display, just in case

physical construction includes the use of spe-

you thought the UK had finally succumbed to

cial materials (even the oil is acustom blend)

the digital juggernaut. New cartridges announced

matched for sympathetic properties. On the

at the show included the Ortofon MC-3000

other hand, the Kouros from Quest has aplinth
carved entirely from solid marble. This deck,

Mk.II, the first public hearing in the UK of the
half-priced Rowland "moving-coil Decca,"
the Lyra Lydian, would have UK distribution.

once seen with aRock-like trough, is as cleanly
styled as any (well, it's hard to beat the aesthetically perfect Oracle Paris, also on show). The

The latter is an all-new design housed in achassis/body like that of the Tsurugi, but there the

Kouros uses aDC motor driving abelt; an
optional outboard power supply provides a

resemblance ends. Price is up in Koetsu Rose-

second speed. The platter is made from avinyl
"conglomerate," but Ican't say more as another

and word that anew killer cartridge from Japan,

wood Signature territory. The neatest device
on show for cartridge cultists, though, was the
Decapod (with one "c"), seen in the Nottingham Analogue Studio room.
Stereophile, December 1989

company is currently negotiating to purchase
the technology, the rest of which is proprietary
Although the Paris—in pure white—was
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THIEL CS5

loudspeaker system is
uncompromisingly
engineered to provide the
most realistic music
reproduction possible. It
provides extreme accuracy
of tonality, spatial imaging,
clarity of musical detail and
dynamic range. It is
designed for people who
want to experience all the
subtle musical nuances,
every delicate shading of
musical timbre, and a
natural, three-dimensional
spaciousness ... afeeling of
complete musical realism.
The 5-way, electrodynamic design incorporates
1HIEL's unique Coherent
Source 'technology which
preserves all three types of
musical information:
amplitude, phase, and time.
The combination of the
Coherent Source design,
point source radiation
pattern and diffractionless
cabinet design provides the
utmost in natural spatial
imaging.
We believe the CS5s
provide amost realistic and
complete musical
experience. We invite you to
audition them with the
music you love most.

Suggested retail price: $9200 per pair
Call or write for product information, reviews
and the name of the THIEL dealer nearest you.

THIEL

• 1042

Nandino Boulevard

• Lexington, Kentucky 40511

• 606-254-9427

The award-winning Roksan display
Oracle's main eyecatcher, eagle-eyed visitors
noticed that the Delphi on show was apreproduction version of the Mk.IV, which offers
anumber of refinements including ahighermass subchassis and easier installation. Nothing, however, could be simpler than the leafsprung Paris short of going to aRega-like, sus-

out one benefit which will please those who
have to set up turntables on aregular basis: the
arm lead doesn't need trimming (though the
mains lead does). It looked handsome all in
black on its own dedicated pedestal and struck
me—even though Iwas unfamiliar with the

pensionless design. The Paris features abeau-

system—as being particularly quick and controlled. Oxford Acoustics, too, showed their

tifully curved plinth made from aMedite -type

Crystal and Crystelle turntables with their own

of material, painted with afinish worthy of
BMW. The suspension is cut out of this slab and

electronics and speakers. Particularly fetching

simply bolts in place.

vast slabs of gorgeous gloss black with only a

are the slim-line battery-powered preamps,

NVA demonstrated their electronics and

few controls and aheight of around 2". (No

loudspeakers, including the Allison-esque

comment on the two-tone, silver-over-black
version, other th:In apossible name suggestion:

Cube, with the unusual Senior turntable which
features asuspended motor but rigidly mounted
bearing and arm assembly. Richard Dunn pointed
Stereophile, December 1989

Edsel.)
Beyond any doubt, the most exciting rooms
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THE METAL AGE
IS HERE

S

erious recording enthusiasts know that in
today's world of digital audio, conventional
cassettes just won't do. Their formulations
don't meet higher recording requirements.
So now there's Sony Metal'," the first
complete line of advanced metal particle
audiocassettes. Each

Recording
will never be
the same,

Sony Metal tape offers a
level of performance
that's ideal for digital
source material like the
compact disc.
To begin with, there's Metal-ES, the most
highly acclaimed metal cassette currently
available. That's according to Audio, High
Fidelity and the leading consumer reporting
publications. For most manufacturers,
Metal-ES would be enough. Not for Sony.
Sony introduces Metal Master,'" the preeminent tape in the Sony Metal line. Based
upon years of Sony advanced research into
high density metal materials, it combines
ultrafine ExtraHoy" magnetic particles with a
new high polymer binding, to achieve superb
linearity and the highest rated output ever.
Plus its unique one-piece ceramic shell and
tape guide are designed to dampen vibration
and reduce modulation noise.
Sony also introduces Metal-SR. The first
affordably priced pure metal cassette that offers
greater dynamic range performance. Because,
like every Sony Metal cassette, the Metal-SR
has three times the magnetic energy of any
Type II cassette. And it's available in both
90 and 100 minute lengths.
Each Sony Metal cassette is the ultimate
in analog recording technology. So look for
Sony Metal. Because recording will never be
the same.
For more information write: Sony Metal,
Sony Magnetic Products Company, Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

SONY
1989 Sony Corporation of Arnestica. Sony, Sony Me
Metal-ES, Metal Master and Metal- SR are tradem

for analogists were the Revolver and Roksan

outboard D/A processor, the PDM One. This

displays. Revolver (distributed in the US by

compact device is designed for CD use, but I'm

Music Hall) continues to serve the entry-level
sector with fine, affordable players, and the
company made certain that visitors remem-

certain that Deltec will offer aDAT-ready version with the necessary automatic sampling-

bered analog's noble heritage by featuring a
wonderful mini-museum which included a
Dansette, an elderly Goldring turntable cylinder players (which sounded amazing), and a
replica Wurlitzer 1015 jukebox.
Roksan, whose new products included
dedicated stands for the Hot Cakes loudspeak-

frequency selection should the format really
reach the civilian population. DAT was barely
in evidence, although TEAC showed an interesting unit amid aplethora of machines ranging
from asub-$330 player "tweaked" by the estimable Stan Curtis (ex-Cambridge), up through
arange of impressive two-box machines. British visitors also had the opportunity to hear

ers and anew power supply for the Xerxes
turntable, went to town with an absolutely

other territories, notably the gorgeous MS

breathtaking display. They covered every wall
surface in their cast room with black curtains,

Brasfield Silver and Gold players and the
Krell CD Ibrntable with outboard D/A con-

and sited their various products on imaginative

verter. The latter was one of the show's most
talked-about products, especially after Imade

pedestals and platforms, including arow of
turntables on stands in the middle of abed of
shattered glass. So much effort went into this,
and so effective was the display, that the show
organizers honored Roksan with abottle of
champagne as winners of the first-ever Best
Display Award.
(On apersonal note, Iowe Roksan adebt of
gratitude for amention in their paper on the

players previously seen and heard at CES or in

afool of myself while photographing it when
it was playing. The clear lid allows the sharp
burst of light from the flash through to the guts,
causing it to mute. Idid this twice, to withering stares from Dan D'Agostino. And, oh, do his
stares wither.. .
Also seen and heard for the first time in the
UK was the Wadia 1000 processor, but ant can

Shiraz cartridge. It offers ascientific justifica-

do is wonder why the number of separate pro-

tion for my use of rock music when reviewing

cessors still exceeds that of available transport-

hardware. Copies are available from your nearest Roksan dealer, who probably isn't aware

only units. Aside from splitting up natural pairs
(the TEACs, the Marantz, the Krell, and other

that he's defending one K. Kessler, Philistine.)

two-chassis units), this market seems to belong
to Philips, Kenwood, and Arcam.

CD, as you'd expect, was the dominant source,
and one of the hot demo discs was the second
edition of the Hi-Fi News & Record Review
Test CD. This volume doesn't include agarage
door as its coup de grace; instead there's afrightening recording of Big Ben chiming away, and
adisplay of the Fenny Popper cannons. Players

Musical Fidelity, reeling from the flood of
orders for the hot B1 integrated amplifier and
the uncommonly successful Digilog D/A converter, unleashed adelightful tuner, the Ti. This
is aperfect match for the B1 and offers auto
seek, eight presets, and nonvolatile memory.

which may or may not have been anointed

But enough of small metal boxes. What

with this include the Radford WS1, amarve-

about the big wooden ones? Yes, the Penta was

lous solid-state single-chassis player having its
first public showing. Woodside Electronics, the

pregnant with loudspeakers, including some
rather odd beasties like the Pearl & Oakley

manufacturer of Radford-brand components
(with Arthur Radford's blessing), further cele-

ish, these were launched in the US at last Janu-

brated their entry into the field of digital hard-

ary's CES in Las Vegas (Nikko is the US distrib-

ware with the showing of the SC 26 tube preamp; this is available with phono section, or
line-only for CD-based systems. The unex-

Following similar thinking—speakers don't
have to look like speakers —Lindley Audio

pected surprise, though, was the showing of

Cerca earthenware vases. Despite being Brit-

utor), so it was adebut for British consumers.

aprototype of the DAC 1, the company's out-

Applications showed the Principles, $12,000
worth of beautiful woodwork in the form of

board D/A converter, with atarget price of
around $825.

a44" tall, 136kg sptagonal cupboard. Doors
on the upper half open to reveal an array of

Deltec, manufacturer of fine preamps and
power amps, also showed early versions of an

drivers including four dome tweeters and two
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midbass drivers. The tweeters are mounted on
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CABERNET

Premium
CD Turntable
A precision, highly refined laser assembly combined with the
ultimate in laser/motor control electronics. This CD front end is
mounted in an exquisitely designed, highly damped base with digital
electrical/optical outputs. The Barclay Cabernet connected to the
latest DIA converter boxes provides CD playback which is unsurpassed.

BARCLAY Cabernet
BARCLAY CD Turntables and players are designed and manufactured by Soloist Audio
Details, call or write 348 Tuttle Rd., San Antonio, IX 78209 1-800-648-6637

Pick up your Sony Metal'' at all these locations:
EAST
BJ's
J&R Music World
Record World
Square Circle
The Wiz
Tower
Trader Horn
Wall to Wall
SOUTHEAST
Brendles
Burdine's
Jordan Marsh
Record Bar
Rich's
Spec's Music
Turtles
The Wiz
Waxie Maxie

MIDWEST
Best Buy
Camelot
Highland Appliance
Kohls Department Stores
Montgomery Ward
(selected locations)
Music Craft
Musicland
Osco (Chicago only)
Walgreens
SOUTHWEST
Camera &Video Center
Columbia Photo &Video
Creve Couer Camera
&Video

WEST
Eber Electronics
Fred Meyer
HiFi Sales
Listen Up
The Good Guys
Tower Records
Wherehouse
Entertainment
Whole Earth Access

SONY
c) 1989 Sony Corporation of Americo.
Sony Metal eotrademark of Sony
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aremovable baffle which the listener can de-

concentric-driver UNI -Q high-frequency driver

tach and mount on top of the cupboard for seri-

and internally mounted twin bass drivers in

ous listening; this move turns the speaker into

coupled cavity format. The 105/3 can be biwired or bi-amped, and comes with spikes
down below.

aline-source system.
Sumo's controversial panel speaker, the Aria,
has been joined by asmaller version called the

A strong Danish contingent appeared at the

Sonata. Retailing in the UK for around $20001
pair, the Sonata uses the same operating principle—a center-driven, tensioned Mylar dia-

Hi -Fi Show, with Falborg, MAG, and Posselt
offering new and unusual speakers, including

phragm—but in apanel some 25% smaller

Albatross. This unfortunately named product
has afootprint of only 12.2" by 12.7", but

than its predecessor. Apogee's baby, the full-

Posselt's Cleopatra's Needle of aspeaker, the

range-ribbon- in-a-small-package Stage One,

stands just over 6' ta11. 3The system combines

turned up on the second day of the show,

an active bass section with abass-reflex cabinet

hastily supplied by one of the company's Euro-

in its unusual enclosure. Primare showed up

pean distributors, and it quickly became one
of the major hits. Iknow just how fussy and

with revised samples of the exquisite 928 electronics and their new loudspeakers, and Gry-

critical Apogee's Jason Bloom can be (especially

phon demonstrated aproduction sample of

when he's not in charge of the set-up), so it was

their dual-mono preamp. Iwas so taken with
this fabulous beast (Gryphon? Geddit?) that I

amusing to snap his photo with agrin on his
face. Full marks to the team at Absolute Sounds
for making an unfamiliar product sound so
good.
But are the British succumbing to apeculiarly German pursuit: ribbon hybrids? The Hi -Fi
Show was chosen for the UK launch of Celes-

borrowed the show sample for review; it's a
honey of ahigh-ender.
Meanwhile Monitor Audio's Mo lqbal threatened me with defenestration if Ididn't mention the company's all-new 165mm cone made
from soft, pure aluminum sheet, anodized on

don's 3000, 5000, and 7000 ribbon/cone hy-

both sides and finished with aspecial ceramic

brids, while SD Acoustics—who have been
making ribbon hybrids for years—unveiled

coating. The cone is thermally coupled to an
aluminum voice-coil, and should appear in a

one of their most promising models yet. The

model called the Studio 10.

Celestion is packaged like aconventional box

blordaunt-Short wins my "Lateral Think-

to make the transition easier for traditionalists,

ing Award" for an ultra-clever, one-size- fits all speaker stand made from molded polymer.

while SD's speaker is atall and slim column
measuring 59" H by 12" W by 12" D. 2

The kit consists of top and bottom plates, plus

KEF, in awell-attended press function on the

abunch of "biscuits" which form the center

morning of the first day, showed systems from

pillar. You simply use as few or as many as you

both ends of their range. For the music lover

need for the required height, securing them

on a budget, the company unveiled the

with asectional center bolt. Dead simple dead

C200SW subwoofer, heard in conjunction with

cheap, and Christopher Short said that the most

the wee C15. Price is rock-bottom for atrue stereo subwoofer; the C200SW consists of two
separate enclosures, which means that those

surprising thing was that they actually sounded
lolly nice," which is his rather British way of
saying 'Awesome!!!!':

who believe in stereo bass needn't compromise

You had to look closely, but there it was: a

the lower registers with amono-ing central

new Gale loudspeaker. The 230 is an afford-

subwoofer. At the other extreme, the company

able model (ca $330/pair) featuring asoft-

introduced the Model 105/3, aradical update

dome tweeter and an 8" woofer in aported

of an old favorite, featuring the company's new

enclosure. The company is experimenting with
proprietary finishes at the moment, so finished

2Maybe I'm turning into an old cynic, but Isec so many speak.
ers with two dimensions the same. I'm starting to doubt thc
common-sense wisdom about designing loudspeaker enclosures. Ihad always understood that the optimum spreading
out of the frequencies of internal standing-wave problems is
to make all three dimensions (height, width, depth)dissimilar;
le, acube or asphere is the worst shape for aloudspeaker in
this regard. Or maybe it's just that many of the younger generation of speaker designers haven't donc sufficient reading on
the subject .
—JA
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versions may be afew months away. Alphason, too, showed abudget speaker, the $18501
pair Jet and matching Ebony subwoofer at
$330, but—like Celestion and SD—the most
fascinating new model was aribbon hybrid.
3See footnote 2.
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What does 20 Hz. @ 104 dB
with less than 1% T.H.D. mean?
It means the cleanest, most accurate bass
reproduction system possible.
At Velodyne Acoustics, we're committed to
providing our customers with unparalleled
bass reproduction.
Imaintain that the pure, undistorted
bass from aVelodyne Servo Subwoofer is
the single most dramatic addition you can
make to your audio/video system. 5,

David Hall, President

Velodyne
Not Just ASubwoofer The Subwoofer.

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112 408/436-0688 800/VELODYNE

Tentatively called the Enigma, this small system features aribbon in aported enclosure, the
ribbon operating from 3500Hz on up. Bi -wiring
facility is offered, and the price is areasonable
$660 /pair.
Most British speakers shy away from the high
end, but Orell—best known for electronics—
was demonstrating the Model 1. This tall threeway system uses ATC drivers (champs in the
pro sector) in aported enclosure finished in a
lovely metallic grey usually found on Porsches.
Price is in the $4500 region.
No show is complete without its weird and
wonderful toys. While CES had Serious Listeners, the Hi -Fi Show could boast the novel
storage unit from Nigel Carew-Jones. Closed,

Seen in the Denon and Dual distributor's
room—named after KK's favorite soul
singer, or does its sound put alift in your
heart?

it looked like any waist-high, 5' wide cupboard. Well, not any; the one at the Show hap-

of ribbon-speaker maven Stanley Kelly telling

pened to be finished with marble surfaces. But

me how Ican drink without getting migraine

the secret to the cupboard lurked within. Rim

headaches (my main reason for being teetotal);

the key on the left-hand door and one half of
the cupboard rose in the air, housing the hi-fi

he recommends the costliest, purest Scotch or
Bourbon. I'll remember the panic when we

system. ibm the key again and it glided slowly

sold of out Hi -Fi News three-quarters of the

back down, out of harm's way. This custommade beauty is aimed at the well-heeled and

way through the show, celebrating magazine

houseproud, so Idon't think its $10,000 price

pany of industry heavies, and discussing wallmount loudspeakers at 3am. Now, if we can

tag will daunt its target clientele.
There was plenty more to see as well, including the Linn Basik turntable and their Intek

Private Eye-Fi's second birthday in the com-

only get Rose Records to open up abranch at
Heathrow Airport ...

integrated amplifier, Quantum's UK-made ambient sound processor (I don't know if it has
Dolby Stereo innards), Paul Miller demonstrat-

Canada: Robert Deutsch

ing Bitstream, 4 Martin Colloms and Chris

How many Torontomans does it take to screw

Bryant revealing the differences between fiber

in alightbulb? Just one—to hold the lightbulb

optics and coaxial cables, John Gay of Goldring
and Veda dressing one of his (male) staff as a

in the socket and wait for the world to turn. Or

fairy godmother, Mission's 767 flagship loud-

maybe two—one to hold the lightbulb, the
other to FAX New York to find out how it's

speaker, a$265 remote-control CD player from
Denon, new speakers from Alexander, six

done.
This alternative-punchlines joke illustrates

new models from Bose, anew range of Pro-

the classic Canadian attitude: vacillating between asuperior and an inferior view of one-

ton, anew Thorens turntable, and lots more.
Was the show asuccess? Judging by the feedback I've received, it was asmash, with the

self. It allows us Canadians to alternatively look

usual muttering rotters doing their rotten mut-

vulgar) and yet deprecate our own CE -EX (too
small, not enough pizzazz). CE -EX organizers

tering. Ileave the show with fond memories

down on the American CE shows (too big, too

promised that this year's show would be "bet4Ifind this alittle weird. Iam told that Paul Miller demonsuated Dray the Philips system tin the form oía horriebrew DIA
stage) and not the competing topologies from, for example,
Matsushita. But amagazine reviewer who has v.ritten favorably
about Philips' "Bitstream" D/A conversion system should not
then demonstrate it in public without reference to its competition if he wants to retain any reputation for impartiality. Don't
get me wrong. I'm not suggesting that there Is anything corrupt
going on here, Paul Miller having made obvious in print his
respect for the l-bit process, but certainly no writer who would
want to continue writing for Stereopbtle could consider behaving in this manner.
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ter than ever," apromise that really meant "better than last year" since this is only the show's
second year under the present name and management.
All right. I've loaded the old but more-or-less
trusty Miranda Sensorex with Tri -X, charged
up the flash batteries, and Ihave my pen and
little notebook—all the props for the role of
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We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies
Eleven Recommendations

you, send for our catalog of more

(all available on CD; •-also on LP)

min. order. 2discs

BECAUSE OF YOU, Eiji Kitamtira, Clarinet with Piano.
Where or When, Simmer On the Short,.Audio Lib,

29.95

IN CONCERT, JAPAN, Mel Tonné: Sum') Performance
and Recording with Marty Paich.

Concord Jazz, 15.98

BLOW UP, Isao Suzuki Jazz Trio, includes Aqua Marine,
Ciin't Gel Marled, Like II Is.

3 Blind Mice, 18.99

DREAMING, Amanda McItnxrm, Ten Original Vocals, .\
world-clam talent, impeccable recording.

Gecko, 14.99

SICYLARK,t Ann Burton, Best Songs of the 40s and 50s,
Incl. Ain't Mishebarin', Exactly Like You.
BERLIOZ: REQUIEM,t Verdi

Lobster,

29.99

Deum, bIto Mesfistolele,

Grammy, Robert Shaw, Ad. Orch. & Chor.

Telarc,

25.99

than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving
audiophiles, we promise all the
quality your system can reveal.
We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
& Swing, Popular & Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.

I'VE GOT IBE MUSIC IN ME, Thelma Houston, Includes

For our catalog and ayear of our

Pressuir Cooker, Don't Misunderstand.

New Releases Newsletter, send $5 —

Sheffield - I
6.99

WATER MUSIC OF THE IMPRESSIONISTS: Liszt, Ravel.

refunded with first purchase; $24.00

Grilles, Debussy; Carol Rosenberger, Piano. Delos, 14.99

in discount coupons with catalog.

SOLO: Kunihiko Sugano, Our Favorite Jazz Pianist, lint
lbo Beautiful, IGel a Kick Out of You. Apollon, 24.99
NOJIMA PLAYS LISZ're Meet° Waltz, la Campanella,
Felix '
,
idle's, Sonata in B Minor.

Reference: 16.99

ANTIPHONE BLUES,t Sax and Organ, Spirituals + Duke
Ellington, Nobody Knouts, Heaven, Largo.Proprius*, 18.99
tEvery collection should include these.

ORPHEU S

For afire summary about the eleven tides we have
recommended in the list above, write to us today!
If ordering directly from this list, please include $1.50
+.50 per disc shipping and handling; CA, add 7% tax.

AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.

r7

RPHELS

AND

NINE

Premium Recordings Since 1968.

4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Amer. Gramaphone
Audio Lah
,%pollon
Bainbridge
Cheskv
Concord Jazz
Iklos
DMP
Dorian
(.RP

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. Ienclose S5 to he applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
S24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.

Imbster
Mobile Fidelity
Opus 3
Privaie Music
Proprius
Reference Recording,
Sheffield Lab
Telarc
Three Blind Mice
Ultradisc 24K Gold

QOM

crry

STATE

ZIP

Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.

ORPHEL S
AND NINE

•tt Serra &ere,' • 4947 Juniper° Serra Boulevard • Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282
at Hermary's •386 El Camino Real (at Holly St.) •San Carlos, CA 94070 •415-593-1111

11111111111111111Leclasse A power supply from tube maven
Jean Hiraga of LAudiophile

Unison Soundsmiths Vulcan 240 power
amp. Love those handles!

Serious Audio Joumalist. The show is at the Airport Hilton, alittle short on charm but at least
the parking is free. (Toronto is working on its
"world-class city" status by charging increasingly "world-class" rates for downtown parking.) It's showtime!

Canadian content
You know Bryston, Oracle, and Museatex, of
course. They were all showing their wares:
Bryston is doing well with their pre- and
power amps and is said to have received avery

Optek Turntable. Yes, it's real marble.

enthusiastic response for their active crossover

ety of smaller Canadian companies were rep-

(introduced at last year's CE -EX); Oracle now

resented, such as Magnum Dynalab with its

has five turntables in their range (the new Paris
looks like agreat entry-level contender), and
Museatex (aka Meitner) has introduced the

FM tuners, Sima electronics, Unison (makers

Melior control center, amplifier, and DIA converter/processor, the whole system computer-

(bravely entering the fray with two turntables
and several speakers), and Mountain Power,
another maker of "value for money" speakers.

controllable with MIDI interface. The Mellor
system was making exceptionally nice sounds

of the $9100 5 Vulcan 240 "VTL on steroids"
power amp, finally in production), Optek

Thus, even with API (Mirage, Image) and Clue

with apair of B&W 801 Matrix 2s. Camber's

absent, CE -EX provided aconvincing demon-

line of speakers includes two models that were

stration of the health of the Canadian audio

given favorable reviews in Stereopbde; designer

industry.

Allan Devantier told me that these have been
substantially improved, as indeed has the entire

Analog artistry

line. Talking to him left me impressed with his
dedication to produce die best possible speak-

CDs may be outselling LPs, and some new

ers for the price, and listening to the small

mat, but turntable manufacturers appear to be
doing much more than just putting on abrave

2.0ti's and the floor-standing 5.0ti's left me
impressed with the results. Clements—for-

releases may be appearing only in the CD for-

front. I've already made reference to Oracle's
thriving line and the two new 'tables (including

merly of Dallas, now of Richmond Hill, Ontario
—has also been refining their ribbon-hybrid

an $8000 model) from Optek. The people from

speakers; the new flagship Reference RT-7 Spe-

Linn were proudly displaying the new Basik

cial Edition has goodies like Edison Price connectors, internal wiring with triple lengths of

'table and Akito (where do they get these names?)

Spectral cable, and bi-amp capability. A Irani-

5All prices are in Canadian dollar.. unless otherwise indicated.
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ONE OF THE BEST BUYS IN AUDIO:

MK ST-140
Power Amplifier
An audio component that
offers both musical sound and
excellent value.
In afield littered with supposed giant-killers (i.e., the field of "inexpensive"
basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this solid-state amp is the true standout. The ST-140's sound is musical and well controlled, with good detail and a
degree of smoothness that has prompted many to describe the amp as being
"tube-like". Good build quality, too—and we've never heard of anyone having
reliability problems with this one. Sure, more money, spent wisely can buy more
pitch certainty, stronger bass, an "airier" top end, alittle less artificial texture, etc.
But then, more money can (and very often does) buy alot less. For $500, the B&K
ST-140 seems almost unbeatable.
ep —cc
HIFI Heretc, Number Ten
,

,

FEATURES:
•Class A pre-driver circuitry driving
class AB Mosfet output stage.
•Toroidal transformers for highly efficient
power supply operation.
•Differential input stage with an active
current source load, assuring DC stability
and extremely wide band width linearity.

EK

•5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
•95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
•105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than
.09THD, 8ohms)
•14 Amperage (peak to peak)
•1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.

1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, N. Y.14218 FAX: (716) 822-8306
1-800-543-5252

bl

NY: (716) 822-8488
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arm, and Bryston had the complete Roksan
Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz front end. Colin Higham,
Revolver's top gun (sorry!), informed me that
their sales are going so well that they're opening asecond factory (in Germany). Colin is a
real enthusiast, whose devotion to the format
almost transcends sonic considerations; he can
wax rhapsodic about the role of the phonograph in social history, collects old phonographs, and points with disdain at the CD
player next to his turntable, questioning whether anyone will collect these in the future. By
the way, does anyone out there have aSony

Micromega CD player and Nexus (son of Nytech) electronics, the floor-standing Intégrales
($3850) impressed me with their clear, wellbalanced, lively sound. (Unfortunately, the line
is not available in the US.)
Also present at the show was evidence of
Yankee ingenuity, as exemplified by. ..well. ..
the Yankee FTR-72 full-range ribbon speakers.
These 6' dipoles ($5800 US) were set up in a
room that was much too small for them, making it impossible to judge the bass extension,
but the sound was impressively smooth and

CDP- 101 for sale? (Don't call me; I'll call you.)

unfatiguing. The Infinity Modulus satellitesplus-subwoofer combo struck me as being per-

Digital high

their sound was better than that of most of the

haps the best of this breed; in fact, Ithought
Those who already own ahigh-end turntable

larger (and more expensive) Infinities I've heard

(or, sadly, those who don't want aturntable at

in the past. Speaking of big speakers, both the

all) now have some suitably high-end CD play-

Sound-Lab A-3s (beloved by JGH) and the
Duntech Sovereigns were on demo, but room/

ers and DIA converters to choose from. The

multi-megabuck Spectral and the latest Accu- setup problems prevented them from sounding
their best. The Soundwave line of "baffleless"
phase DP-80L/DC-81L (at $12,500, cheaper
speakers fared better, the Soliloquy, driven by
here than in the US) were the most physically
Soundwave's own electronics, effectively comimpressive. (They sound pretty good, too.)
Warren Weingrad from Wadia was demonstrat-

bining aneutral tonal balance with apleasantly

ing their Model 2000SH, the "SH" standing for

open sound and good imaging. Soundwave is

the new "Sledge Hammer" high-current output stage, said to improve bass response and
dynamics considerably. In comparison with

NY, but there has been extensive consultation

an interesting illustration of US-Canada cooperation: the company is located in Rochester,

the built-in DIA section of the mid-priced

with various Canadian experts (including Floyd

Yamaha CD player that was used as the source

Toole of the NRC) on crossover design, the
crossovers are actually made in Canada, and

deck, the superiority of the Wadia was quite
evident, but then, at $7700 US, it should be. In

Technical Director Jim Gala told me he likes

aslightly less exalted sphere were the Meitner

Canada so much that he's thought of moving

CD-3 (recently modified to "eliminate some
subjective hardness"), the French Miaomega
range (several players, one DIA converter), and

his company to this country at some point in
the future. It's about time we got adecent trade
for Gretzky!

the products from Arcam, the company that
introduced the first affordable DIA converter,

Show music

their Black Box (now in "2" designation).

No surprises here: Jazz at the Pawnshop, Growing up in Hollywood Town, Three Blind Mice,

Other neat stuff
Iwas surprised by the strong French presence

Famous Blue Raincoat, etc. Nothing by
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Lerner & Loewe, or

at the show.Jadis, naturellement (including

even Andrew Lloyd Webber, I'm afraid. At least

the new "pour tout le monde" Defy amp/preamp combo, amere $12,000), and Ellpson

there wasn't as much synthesizer-dominated
music as I've heard at other shows. Whenever
Ihear that in ademo, Isuspect that the manu-

speakers (although not their more outrageouslooking models), but also relatively unfamiliar
names like Lectron (a very nice-looking twochassis JH -50 and the Hiraga class-A amps),
Audioanalyse (heatsinks as sculpture), the
beautifully built YEA electronics, and Pierre
Etienne Léon speakers. M. Léon himself was
on hand demonstrating his speakers. With a
Stereophile, December 1989

facturer is trying to disguise how unnatural the
product sounds.

Slings, arrows, and
olive branches
Being identified as arepresentative of Stereophile makes it impossible to be adiscreet show
61

"Quite Simply,
the MC-101 is asuperb
preamplifier!'

s
j
Go

Sonata Series

Music brought to you by B&K
B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
FAX: (716) 822-8306

1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, New York14218
NY: (716) 822-8488 1-800-543-5252

•Reprinted from HIFI Heretic. Summer 1989
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year, admitting that he got alittle carried away.
We had apleasant chat, during which we discovered that we have the same ethnic origin.
Now his behavior makes sense: Hungarians are
supposed to be volatile!

Power Block and Titan Energy Storage
System, from Tice Audio. There, George,
will that hold you for awhile?
visitor. Most of the attention is positive (several
attendees made apoint of telling me how much
they enjoyed the magazine), but you do get the
occasional disgruntled manufacturer sounding
off. George Tice, designer of the power line
conditioners that bear his name, complained
about being ignored by the audio press, including Stereophile. "A lot of manufacturers use my
products at shows to help make their products

Get 'em while they're fresh. The ones on
the right taste awful but do agood job of
banishing bad vibrations (courtesy of Sims
Vibrations Dynamics).

sound better, but Ihaven't been able to get my
stuff reviewed by any of the audio magazines."

Eureka!

Ipromised him that Iwould use my personal

At every audio show, I'm on the lookout for

influence with JA to get his products reviewed,
and Ioffered him my guarantee that the reviews
would be unequivocal raves (just kidding!). In

some relatively inexpensive product that will
allow my system to sound abit more like the

the meantime, Itook apicture of the Power

Silencers, made by Sims, of CD Rings fame Bert

Block and the Titan Energy Storage System. 6

Whytes favorable writeup in Audio had already
piqued my interest, so when Ispotted astack

Those of you who've read my report on last
year's CE -EX may remember that Iwas subjected to an anti-Siereophile tirade by arepresentative of acompany whose product did get

real thing. Well, this time Ifound one: Navcom

of these puck-like component supports at CE EX, Iasked Jim Richards of Response Audio
Marketing, the importer, to let me borrow a

reviewed in Stereophile but the review was not

set. "Borrow? You cheapskate! These things

avery favorable one. This time the same repre-

aren't expensive! And they're great! Why don't

sentative was present, identified himself to me

you just buy them?" — They're not cheap enough
if they don't work in my system," Iretorted,

as "the guy you wrote about who gave you a
hard time" (I didn't recognize him), and asked

with as much dignity as Icould muster. He

me to accompany him to the stairwell. Oh-oh,

relented and signed me out aset. Well, Ihave

Ishould have asked JA if Stereophile's medical
insurance would cover treatment for injuries

to admit he was right. These gizmos are great!
Iinstalled them in place of Tiptoes between the
subs and the Quads in my stacked speaker setup (see "A Matter of Taste," Vol.12 No.6); the

sustained while in the line of duty. Fortunately,
my worries were groundless. The representative (whom Iwill identify only as "Mr. T.") actu-

result was amajor gain in bass clarity/articu-

ally wanted to apologize for his behavior last

lation, with improvements extending well into

6Sterrophile has had aTice Powcrblock and Titan conditioning
and storage unit in our storage room for acouple of months
awaiting the finishing of resident technofrcak Robert Harley's
new listening room. Bob is planning to review this formidable
combination for our March 1990 issue.
— JA
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the midrange. Iended up buying the set, plus
another two sets for under the CD player and
the preamp, replacing aMission Isoplat and
Tiptoes, respectively. The beneficial effects of
the improved CD-player vibration control
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Bremen IB power amplifier

Bryston amplifiers produce asound image so real, it feels as though you can
reach out and touch the musical instruments. The harmonic structure, image,
tonal balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range of each instrument are
faithfully reproduced. The clean, unblemished Bryston sound is achieved, in
large part, through superb open-loop linearity.
Other manufacturers rely upon aclosed feedback loop to correct distortion
and establish acceptable specifications. The engineers at Bryston have focused
on creating an almost linear or distortion-free signal across all amplification
levels.
When measured with the loop opened, the signal is nearly perfect; only
minor amounts of feedback are required to remove the remaining distortion.
A number of significant design factors contribute to Bryston's amplifier
linearity. Two independent power supplies eliminate interaction between left
and right channels for clear separation. In fact, each channel's circuitry is
duplicated throughout the amplifier and joined only at the 120 volt power cord.
Bryston amplifiers define the art of driving loudspeakers. Every component,
every design element works together to recreate the live musical event.

D
Br) stun Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonverrnont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

were quite audible (more detail, better layering within the soundstage), and although I'm

lines to pick up, afact that pleased manufac-

not sure if the Silencer treatment does all that

more and higher-quality products. Only the

much for the sound of the preamp, Ifigure that,
like chicken soup, it can't hurt.

poor audiophile seemed to get short shrift: the
show was not open to the public on the week-

turers and distributors no end. There were also

end, and even the fact that it was open to the

Was it good for you?
When queried, most of the exhibitors and

public at all was not well publicized. Show
organizer Shirley Trotter promises that audi-

about the show. Compared to last year, there

ophile accessibility will be improved next year.
She's already working on next year's show, and

were more dealers in attendance looking for

says it'll be "better than ever."

attendees Ispoke to had positive things to say
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US: Donald A. Scott
Luxman has anew wrinkle on D/A conversion
as an alternate to high sampling rates and the
1-bit DAC approach. Much of the credit goes

vidual 16-bit D/A converters step-synchronized to create acontinuously smooth, variable
analog output by shifting the digital staircase
over them and combining the three outputs

sity for his work on the project. The unique

into one. The digital data supplied to the three
converters is slipped by one sample to create

"fluency-effect" process consists of three indi-

the "fluency"; thus, the usual steps in the con-

to Professor Kazuo lbraichi of ibukuba Univer-
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A Major Event
In The History Of
Phased Array
Speaker Systems.

The DQ 12

The mid range
system consists of
alow distortion, low
mass laminate cone
operating in an
aperiodic loading
structure. This provides optimal cone
loading and controlled dipolar radiation
for accurate depth
of field reproduction.
The DO112 provides
the emotional involvement with music, so
important for long
term satisfaction and
enjoyment.

is anew Phased
Array" system which
provides the open
window on the soundstage for which
Dahlquist is famous.
Images come to life
with a vivid, three
dimensional feel that
truly suggests live
sound sources.
The design provides for extremely
accurate voice band
reproduction by paying special attention to the
shape of the mid-top end baffle.
In addition, millions of electrostatically aligned fibers adjacent
to thetweeter diaphragm control
high frequency diffraction at
the source.

llseaded
spiked
feet for
increased
stability
8. trans.
parency.

S ecifications
Design
Typo
in?
Baffle

Wooler
Olarn

8

Inch

Midrange
Dim

Twetter
Diem

5
Inch

1
Inch

Frequency illeommondoe
Response Min Amp Power
35-20
kHz

Isolated
mid-top end
baffle for
reduced
coloration
& optimal
time alignment

40
Watts

CreUtVer
Frequencies

Impodanco

Alm.

400.
3500

8nominal
5min

Irx
16x9

lei* Black With Black Cloth
Welobt 42 lbs.

MIA el ILO MI IST

Ituppested Retail
51200/Pair

601 Old WIllets Path, Hauppauge. NY 11788
Tel: 516-234-5757 Fax: 516-234-5781
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necting staircase are lessened by the smoothing
action.

those who have bought aCD license from Philips may have access to the Red Book, which

The strength of the system is that the con-

contains all the technical information neces-

ventional low-pass filter is not needed to smooth
out the stair-stepped waveform. This technol-

sary to make and quality-check CDs and players, as well as rigid manufacturing specifica-

ogy is not yet available in the US, but soon may

tions. The Red Book was established to ensure
complete compatibility between players and

be—Luxman's projected price for atwo-piece
unit (DP-07 and DA -07) is acool $18,000.

discs made by avariety of manufacturers. Deviation from Red Book specifications can result
in revocation of Philips's CD-manufacturing
license.
The Red Book does not specify amaximum
playing time. Instead, it specifies disc starting
radius, ending radius, linear velocity, and track
pitch (24.8-25mm, 58mm, 1.2-1.4 meters/second, 1.6pm respectively). Performing the calculations gives us aplaying-time limit of just
over 74 minutes. Legend has it that amaximum
playing time of 74 minutes was established after
Sony's Akio Morita stipulated that this new format
should hold Herbert von Karajan's version of
Beethoven's Symphony 9on one disc. Howeve4
the veracity of this story is open to question.
The secret to making long discs lies in the
fact that the 1.6irin specified track pitch (distance between adjacent tracks) has atolerance
of ±0.1n. To put this dimension into perspective, a tenth of a micron is about y
m,,, the
diameter of ahuman hair (see the accompanying scanning-electron-microscope photograph
of aCD surface). CD manufacturers simply
master the disc with 1.5m track pitch, thus
increasing playing time while still adhering to
Philips's Red Book specification. However, this

US: Robert Harley

tolerance was incorporated in the Red Book to
allow real-world variations in the precision of

Many Compact Disc buyers have noticed a

the mechanical disc-cutting equipment. Al-

recent trend toward very long playing times,

though aCD mastering machine is an astonish-

often exceeding the frequently quoted 74-minute maximum CD limit. The first of these was

ingly precise piece of engineering, aproblem
arises: any deviation in track pitch results in a

the 80:06 Mission of Burma (Rykodisc RCD

disc that does not meet Philips's specifications,

40072), at the time the longest CD made. Now,

and thus cannot be expected to play perfectly

however, CDs with playing times of nearly 80

on every player.

minutes are becoming commonplace. These

When Iworked in CD mastering, Iconducted

discs raise several questions: How are extended

an investigation into the compatibility of theses

playing times achieved? Don't extra-long CDs

long discs with existing players. Many record

violate the Philips CD specification? Will they

companies were inquiring about long playing

play correctly on all players? Before answering

times and wanted to know if Disctronics would

these questions, let's look at what the official

manufacture these discs. First, Imade what at

CD specs actually say.

the time was probably the world's longest disc:
80:23. Ithen took it to hi-fi stores and played

The CD specifications are detailed in Philips's Red Book, named for its colored cover

it on awide range of players, from a$69 port-

(CD-I specifications are in the Green Book,

able to top-of-the-line units; in all, about 60
different machines.

while CD-ROM are in the Yellow Book). Only
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Seeing is believing.
From simulation of anechoic chamber
Believe it. Contact Techron for aTEF
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TEF is the one instrument that shows you more $152" per month.
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The disc played perfectly on every player,
except for two machines which could not

could go to the Japan Audio Fair and discover
apanoply of moving-coil cartridges, dozens

search tracks on the 80-minute disc. Instead,
they would simply return to track one and start
playing. My hypothesis is that these players cal-

of finely crafted tonearms, numerous tube and
class-A amplifiers, and an invigorating variety

culate the disc radius at which agiven track

products came not only from independent
specialists such as Koetsu and Dynavector, but
also from major companies like Pioneer and

should appear. When the laser slews to that
position and the player begins reading the "Q"
subcode channel for disc-time information, the

of loudspeaker designs. Important high-end

Luxman. Exporting to the US was scattershot;

machine sees something wrong and resets itself.

some of the best designs never made it to the

Record companies that have released these
long discs report very few returns and are fur-

States, or appeared only briefly. Products were
produced for the domestic market first, so the

ther tempted to increase disc playing times.

Audio Fair provided an advance look at many

Given astandard LP's 40-minute playing time,

new products that wouldn't be seen in the US

record companies could reissue two catalog

until six months or ayear later. And there were

selections by the same artist on one disc. This

bargains to be had; you could buy moving-coil

saves them the cost of manufacturing two discs,

pickups in Japanese stores for one-third of the

and using double jewel boxes. One would

US price.

hope that these cost savings would be passed
on to the consumer.
Philips, however, takes adim view of this
end-run around their Red Book specs. They

Things have changed. High-end audio may
be flourishing in the US, but in Japan it is becoming invisible. Reflecting this (or perhaps
causing it), the Audio Fair has been transformed.

fear, with good reason, adilution of the CD
standard that would create confusion among

When the Fair was on the Harumi peninsula it
was accessible only by ferry, an uncomforta-

consumers. They have strongly cautioned CD
manufacturing plants about tinkering with the

ble city bus, or along and costly taxi ride. That
discouraged casual onlookers, but hordes of

established standard. Technically, if the CD

enthusiastic hi-fi buffs flocked to the Fair every

mastering machine can hold aprecise enough

year. Recently the Fair moved downtown to an
import/export trade complex known as Sun-

track pitch, the discs still meet Philips spec and
thus are not in violation of the CD license.
As more of these discs appear on the market,
the controversy is sure to heat up. If double
albums can be released on one CD at asubstantially lower price, the public will clamor for

shine City, just three blocks from the giant
Ikebukuro rail and subway station, and it's no
longer as much fun. While gaining middleclass respectability, the Fair has lost its party
atmosphere. Exhibits are scattered over five

them, creating ahuge demand. One thing busi-

floors of the trade building; yet the total area

ness doesn't ignore is people with money to
spend who want something. In the end, the

of the show has shrunk, and the cost of exhibiting has risen. The big-company exhibits (Pio-

issue will be resolved where so many other hi-

neeg Mitsubishi, Technics) have become cramped,

fi issues are resolved: in the marketplace.

and many of the small outfits have been squeezed

JAPAN: Peter W. Mitchell
A decade ago the annual All-Japan Audio Fair
was one of the most exciting places ahi-fi

out. There were only 65 exhibits at this year's
Fair.
The character of the Fair has changed as well.
It's no longer mainly about audio components
for the listening room. In most of the big-com-

enthusiast could visit. It occupied the entire

pany exhibits half of the space was devoted to

interior of two large barrel-roofed exhibit

video-related hardware: TVs, cameras, VCRs,

buildings that resembled WWII airplane hangars, at the tip of apeninsula jutting into Tokyo

combo CD/laserdisc players, A/V receivers, satellite receivers, and surround-sound equip-

Bay. Nearly 150 manufacturers, large and small,

ment in which Dolby Surround is the main

showed new audio products of every descrip-

focus and concert-hall ambience is an after-

tion—including asubstantial portion of the

thought. Much of the space allocated to audio

world's best high-end gear.

gear was for mid-fl in motion—car stereo

In those days, when American high-end

(becoming more complicated and costly), head-

audio was astruggling cottage industry, you

phone portables (amazingly tiny), and trans-
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Interested in a 200 Watt Amplifier?
May We Suggest Something More Powerful...
A 100 Watt Aragon.
Interview with Anthony Federici—Mondial Designs Ltd.
Q. How can a 100 watt Aragon be more powerful than a 200 watt
amplifier?
A. The amount of watts has become a secunty blanket for the consumer.
Wattage and power can be measured by many different methods. A method
was adopted as a standard to offer the consumer a reference for one of the
many methods of measunng power. That is why it is possible for amplifiers to
measure as 200 watts by this one method of test, but for the Aragon to
measure more powerfully by several other methods of test.
El. Can you give an example of how the Aragon is more powerful?
A. The standard test is a guideline for amplifier power into an 8ohm resistive
load. Many 200 watt into 8ohm amplifiers are less powerful than the Aragon
into 6 ohms, 5ohms, 4ohms, 3ohms. 2ohms and 1ohm. This includes some
that are far more expensive than the Aragon 2004.
Q. How is this accomplished?
A. There's no trick to doing it, you need a large power supply. The most expensive
amplifiers you can purchase all have one thing in common, a large power
supply. In fact the 2004 has a larger power supply than the vast majority of
200 watt amplifiers.
Q. If the 2004's power supply could produce an amplifier of over 200
watts why did you create a 100 watt amplifier instead?
A Because we'd rather produce good sound than useless specifications. The
uneducated consumer will look at the power rating into eight ohms and buy
the amplifier with the higher rating. The educated consumer will listen to the
amplifiers on high quality speakers to make a decision. How the amplifier
powers and controls the speaker will influence his decision, not some
misleading specification
EL Doesn't a "200 watt into 8 ohms" specification mean something?
A. Yes—if you own speakers which are mostly resistive, and the impedance
remains at 8ohms throughout the bandwidth. Under those conditions a 200
watt amplifier with a smaller power supply will play louder before clipping.
However, the overwhelming majority of quality speakers are not 8ohms
throughout the bandwidth, and are not resistive.
Q. Is a large power supply the only thing that matters in an amplifier?
A. No, of course not. The amplifiers' sound quality, through a wide variety of
speakers, is of paramount importance. Achieving the highest sound quality
level requires a large power supply, excellent circuit engineering, the finest
quality components, and the highest level of manulactunng.
Q. Does the Aragon satisfy this criteria?
A. The Aragon's circuits were designed by an internationally acclaimed
engineer, designing some of the world's finest amplifiers. From the Tiffany
input connectors to the tightly matched output transistors only the finest
components are employed, and the 2004 is manufactured by military and
medical electronic contractors to the highest standards.
Q. How much more does the Aragon cost compared to typical 200
watt amplifiers?
A. At $1150 the 2004 is a bit more expensive than some, but far less expensive
than most.

MONDIAL
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Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502
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portable boom boxes (large units combining

DAT development; while last year's Technics

aCD player, dual cassette deck, radio, and

DAT decks employed 16 ICs, the chip count in

speakers in a molded plastic case with no

the newest model has been reduced to seven.
Prices, which averaged $2000 last year, are

edges). Evidently this year's styling trend requires rounded corners everywhere.
Speaking of styling, among the usual sea of

under $1500 this year.

blackface panels with semi-readable gray let-

Fair was Aiwa's modular portable DAT recorder, part of an extended family of remarkably

tering Iwas delighted to see asmattering of new
components from Teac, Denon, Sony, and
Technics that sported brushed-gold faceplates
and wood side panels, vividly recalling the gorgeous Marantz equipment of aquarter-century
ago. But it would be premature to call this a

One of the most talked-about products at the

tiny Walkman products. It's apre-SCMS design
and will be available in the US only via graymarket dealers, if at all. The core module, the
palm-size HD-X1 ($580), has digital input and
output jacks for recording and copying, plus

trend: aTechnics executive described it as a
cautious experiment. They are not sure how
people will respond to it.

analog headphone playback. To record from

The most surprising new product at the
Audio Fair was an optical disc recorder from

ule ($400) adds the ability to record and play
still-frame video pictures.

Sony. It would be amisnomer to call it are-

Seven manufacturers displayed prototypes
of new DAT decks featuring the SCMS circuit.

cordable-CD machine, because it employs a
magneto-optical recording system with aHalleffect sensor for playback. Its signal format

analog sources, plug in the HDA- 1A/D converter module ($170). The HDV-1 video mod-

They didn't contain areal SCMS chip of course,

resembles aCD, and the machine can play

because it's not available yet; but signs explained
what the SCMS compromise means, including

existing CDs, but its recordings can't be played

the promise of digital CD copying. Sony's pro-

on normal laser-pickup CD players. That one-

totype featured the read-after-write monitor
heads that have been developed for pro DAT

way compatibility is likely to doom it as apractical consumer product, even though its discs

recorders. But not asingle maker would say

can be freely edited, erased, and re-recorded.
It's rather like atape recorder with nonstandard

when the new decks would be available. At a

heads, whose tapes can only be played on the
machine they were recorded on.
Sony and Yamaha have already introduced
"CD-R" optical disc recorders with the opposite limitation: the discs can't be erased, edited,
or re-used, but they do play on astandard CD

minimum, nothing will happen until laws are
in place requiring SCMS in every DAT deck sold
to consumers.
Anew line of Sony CD players, ranging from
the CDP-X77ES ($1350) to the CDP-X33ES
($450), uses a"high-density linear converter"
similar to the Philips "one-bit" pulse density

player. CD-R machines are being purchased by

modulation decoder, together with the "dig-

many recording studios because they can gen-

ital sync" jitter-correction circuit described

erate limited-production runs (one to 50 CDs)

here last month. The top model also has bal-

of specialized recordings at arelatively low
cost, about $10 per disc. The usual method of

anced outputs and an acoustically sealed case

mastering and pressing aCD costs about $500
for the first disc and becomes economical only

sounds. (For this report I've converted Japanese

when hundreds or thousands of copies are
required.
The non-story at the Japan Audio Fair was,
of course, DAT. Some new DAT decks were

that isolates the disc and pickup from exterior
list prices to dollars at the rate of 133 yen = $1.)
In most CD players the mechanism is at the
left, with displays and controls to the right, as
in cassette decks. In Kenwood's DP-8020
($600) and DP-7020 ($420) the mechanism is

shown, but they were designed last spring

in the center, mounted on balanced springs, to

before the summertime compromise between

minimize the tendency of external vibration to

record manufacturers and the electronics

be translated into rocking or rotary torque The

industry. Like their predecessors, they can't re-

same idea was applied by Pioneer, for the
same reason, to the CLD-909 multi-format

cord at 44.1 kHz, can't copy CDs digitally, and
will be obsolete when governments enact laws
requiring the SCMS copy-control system. But

CD/laserdisc player ($1260). This unit also uses
alarge-area magnetic clamp in place of the

manufacturers continue to pour money into

usual ball-bearing clamp at the spindle hole,
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WHO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENS1Vr
AS THEY SOUND)
Not us. Oh no. no, no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And — here's the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee, too:
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge it! Order toll-free:
system. If you're not completely satis1-800-942-0220
fied. return them within 30 days, and
MasterCard/VIsa/American Express/Discover
we'll send you acomplete refund.
Two New Cables from Tara Labs
From the makers of the famous Space & Time Phase
II speaker cable. All cables made with high-purity
Australian copper.

Note: Speaker cables are terminated in spades unless pins are requested. Bananas or X-terminators
are extra. Longer and custom lengths are available.
Shipping costs. for 1-3 pair: $5.95 in US.

# IParagon
Interconnect
Sound is open, airy.
detailed.

# 2Astral Blue
Speaker Cable
Solid-core, twin-lead
design. Excellent!

New AudioCluest Blue
Speaker Cable
Better than speaker
cables twice the price!

3ft. pr

$49.95

7h. pr

$55.00

New Golden Section
Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
Smooth highs, tight lows.
great for CD players!

7h. pr

$59.95

5ft. pr

$66.00

10 h. pr.

$70.00

3h. pr

10 h. pr

$79.95

9h. pr

$98.00

S59.95

15 h. pr.

$95.00

5It. pr

$79.95

15 h. pr.

20 h. pr.

$120,00

9h. pr.

SI 19.95

20 ft. pr.

audio
advisor, inc

Not astore. More.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids. M1 49503

$95.00
..

$117.00

to prevent the disc from rocking as it rotates.
Pioneer's exhibit, which was dominated by
rear-projection TV and A/V receivers with
Dolby Surround, also featured the D-900 DAT
recorder ($1360) and aprototype D-700 with
SCMS.
The best sound Iheard at the Fair came from
aTeac "Esoteric" P-2 CD transport and D-2

ing material within the ball; that would spoil
the visual effect. With coaxial drivers and no
interior damping, the sound was honky and
colored, but they are sure to prove popular
with architects and interior designers who
value appearance over sound.
The most expensive products at the show

D/A converter ($6000 total). Heard through

were huge horn-loaded loudspeakers designed
30 years ago: the 'Emnoy Westminster, imported

Stax Lambda headphones, the Teac sounded

from England at $11,000/pair, and the Electro -

as sweet and musically true as any CD player
I've heard. The transport features a"vibration

Voice Georgian from the US at $19,000/pair.
The Georgians were being driven by beauti-

rigid-disc damping system" (VDRS), which

fully crafted solid-state and tube electronics
from Audio Electronics, aTokyo high-end

forces the label side of the disc into intimate
full-disc contact with a built-in vibration
damper. VDRS is also found in lower-priced

maker that Ihadn't encountered before. The
company's products indude an $11,000 moving-

transport and D/A units, the P-1 /D-1 ($3500)

coil phono preamp, an $18,000 line-level pre-

and the P-500/D-500 ($1350). Teac's ZD-11

amp with acustom-made switched-contact

(zero distortion) decoder adds dither to the digital signal to overcome quantizing distortion
in the recorded signal, and uses back-to-back

volume control employing 60 discrete contacts
and thin-film resistors, and an $11,000 80W
power amp. Unfortunately, the sound from the

pairs of 18-bit D/A converters for good linearity.
Iwasn't happy with the sound of Sennheiser's previous top-of-the-line headphone,

Georgians was so awful that Icouldn't tell anything about the electronics.

the HD 540 Reference; its rising high-frequency
response exaggerated the steeliness of CDs and

video" ($1260). It looks like alaptop computer
but contains aVHS HiFi VCR and a5" color-

Hitachi's cleverest new product is "laptop

the tracing distortion in LPs. So I'm happy to

LCD TV. Hitachi's new 40" rear-projection TV

report that Sennheiser's newest 'phone, the HD

was impressively sharp and bright, finally good

560 ($340), sounded very good with the com-

enough to compete with Pioneer's sets. Mit-

pany's demo disc, and Ilook forward to hearing

subishi's exhibit was also dominated by video,

it again with more familiar recordings.
Easily the oddest product at the show was

in this case the CZ series of 27" to 35" color TV
sets featuring new color phosphors with deeper

the line of Clearball speakers with transparent

greens and truer reds. These phosphors, first

spherical enclosures made of lead-crystal glass,

seen in NAD's 13" mini-monitor, are even more

from Sasaki Acoustics. The concept arose
from amathematical exercise in Harry Olson's
classic textbook on acoustical engineering,
showing that adriver mounted on asquare or

impressive in Mitsubishi's full-size sets; they
provide astriking improvement in color rendition.

that cause severe ripples in frequency response,

The Finial Laser ibrntable was expected to
make its public debut at the Audio Fair. The
show catalog did not list Finial or CT! (its par-

while adriver on asphere can have smooth
response. There are three Clearball systems

ent), and Ididn't see the turntable anywhere.
But two days after the Fair the Asahi Shinbun

with ball diameters ranging from 6" ($300/pair)
to 20" ($3400), each containing acoaxial speaker

newspaper announced the turntable's launch,
reporting that production was scheduled to

about half the size of the ball. Within each ball

commence this month in CTI's Japanese fac-

rectangular box suffers from diffraction effects

is athick coiled wire connecting the driver to

tory. The surprising part of the story is the

gold-plated terminals at the rear. To drive the

expected selling price: $14,000 in Japan, less

speakers, Sasaki makes a$500 15W amplifier

than half the $32,000 tag that was announced

in the form of a12" flying saucer. Adapters allow the crystal-ball speakers to be mounted on
pedestals or hung from the ceiling, and they

by Finial for the US market.

can be ordered with fluorescent glass that
glows blue or orange when stimulated with
ultraviolet light. There's no damping or absorb-

type digital decoders from Technics, Sansui,
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Next month: the one-bit wars, with MASHSony, JVC, Harman-Kardon, Philips, etc. How
they work, and how they differ.
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udio Express Delivers!
Why Istarted Audio Express

After 14 years in high end retail audio. I've found that people want:
1) wider selection of "best buy" components and accessories
2) prompt shipment (usually by 2nd Day Air!)
3) an ironclad satisfaction guarantee.
Give us atry. Iguarantee you'll be pleased.

E•
Mark E Lyon

Grado
Still the best in low price cartridges
ZTE.1 $19 95
ME. 544 00
Other Grados

Accessories

Navcom/Audioquest
Vibration Dampers

Edison Price Music Post
829 95/2 pr.
TRT Wonder Solder

Navcom -Silencers The latest in
vibration technology
Component size $59 00/4

y

Capacitors,
Resista Resistors
Call

Audioquest -Sorbothane Feet
CD Feet 520 95/4
Big Feet $34 95/4

Call

Target and Standesign

Counterfeet
Best buy cones for speakers and
components
C3 w/ wood screw $4 95
C4 (tall) w/ screw $6 65

Finished black metal shelves and
stands
Target Wall Moun TT1 $109 00
Target Wall Mous TT8 (2 shelves)
$159 00
Target A18 amplif er stand (4' high)
569 00

Antennas
Terk Pi $79 95
Magnum Silver Ribbon $24 95
Speaker and Tape Switchers
Niles Call

Head I
hones
Stan SR34 Pro $179 00
Other Stan Call
Closeout Sennheiser HD480
$79 00

Shure
Stylus force gauge 512 95

Sonex Jr sound absorption panels
2' x2 x2" (only 2colors')
$49 95/4

Standesign Racks
2shelf $145 00
3shelf $219.00
4shelf $249 00
5shelf 5265 00
Target HJ24 speaker stands 230 00
Cantor other Target and Standesign
speaker stands

Signet
Signet/ AT OC -9 phono cartridge
$379 00
Highly recommended component'

Revolver Rebel
Turntable
"Top value budget deck" 111E1
flFRETIÇ. Summer '89
Best buy table, arm. and Bullet
cartridge
5389 00

302 Contact Cleaner S22 95
Effective plug and tack cleaner

Interconnect Cables
Sumiko Tweek
Special

$12 95

Audioquest. Aural Symphonies.
Cardas. Kimber. MIT. Monster.
Straightwire.
Audioquest Lapis. Emerald.
Aural AS-One. limber KCAG (silver)
Kimber KC-1.etc etc
call for the best cables available in
every price range'

Audioquest. Aural Symphonies.
Cardas, Kimber. MIT. Monster.
TARA
Audioquest Clear. Green, Cardas Hex.
(lad. TARA. limber 4TC. Kimber
8TC. etc .etc
Call for the best cables available in
every price range'

Wider Selection of "Best Buys".
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air!

1-800-866-5575
Kinergetics/BSC System

LPs/CDs
JD1 Johnny Frigo cd S14 98
JD2 Clark Terry
cd 514 98
JD3 Phil Woods
cd 514 98
J028 Caram, Rio After Dark
cd 514 98
JD29 Bionfa. NonStoo to Brazil
cd 514 98
Reference
RR-29 Chicago Pro Musica
cd/lp 515 98
RR-30 Farrell Sinos Arlen
•
cd/lp 515 98
Wilson
Swoodedtil Jazz cd/lp 515 98
Debussy 8 Brahms Sonatas
cd/Ip 515 98
Winds of War and Peace
cd/lp 515 98
Sheffielq
Kodo Drums
cd 514 98
Moscow Sessions set 3
cd/lp $39 95
Harrnonia Mundi
HMC 7010, Handel Water Musick
512 95
Call for other titles

For Records

"Punning,"....and more important. musically honest
one of the two or three
most musically thrilling experiences Ihad during the entire show "
Lewis Lipmck. on the Kinergetics/BSC system with Spica TC-50, August 1989
StereoPhile
If you own Fried. Spica, Magnepan. WA n. ProAc or others. Kinergetics /BSC can
create an entire system (CD. amplifiers, cables, stands, and speakers) that
received the rave review above for about 85000 00 OK. it is alot of money. but
consider that Mr Lipnick is normally raving about $5000 for speakers only
This is the whole system ,And, you can get one piece at atime
Kinergetics KCD40 CD player 51995 00
(or. on abudget. the Kinergetics KCD-20B

BSC 100 Subwooters and 200 amp $1532.00 (shipped ground)
tor the smaller 100 5woofers for $4.38 00 less)
Music Mate stands
$250 00 pr used in CES system
above Call for exact cables
Call for individual or system prices

Mitt
Power Cords
Aural Symphonies $159.00
Best we've heard
Cardas Non-resonant $89 95
Distech $169.95

Signet/AT 0C-9 phono cartridge
5379 00

Record mats
Audioquest 532 95
Hunt EDA Brush 519.95
Record Cleaning Brushes
Audioquest 59 95
Record Sleeves
50 513 95
500 5109 95
Other quantities available
DB Protrac Alignment Protractor
524 95

1 '.
Vacuum Tube Logic

Flitty Gritty Pure 2-Best record
cleaning fluid
16 oz S11 95, 1gal $39.95
Nitty Gritty Record cleaning brush
59 95
klitty Gritty First applicator S9 95
Last Cleaning and Preservative
Products
#1 Power Cleaner $11.95
#2 Preservative 514 95
#3 Regular Cleaner S7 95
*4 Stylus Cleaner 57 95
#5 Stylast 516 95

$1195 00)

Kinergetics KBA-75 Class Aamp 51495 00 (shipped ground)

Maximal preamplifier in VIL black
5699 00
VTL 50/50 Stereo amp S995 00
50/50 shipped ground UPS)

amminummik
r
All items are shipped UPS
2nd day air unless otherwise indicated
Accessories. One item $3 95
Turntables and stands: $12.95
Extra items. S1.25
Electronics: S8.95
Business hours: Sam-7pm CST
Saturday: 10am-3pm CST
Prices subject to change
Add 3°. for Amex

3800 North Lamar
Austin, Texas 78756

1-800-866-5575

1-800-580-5575 Texas only

FAX: 512-323-5576
Service: 512-323-5575

MIMIIMIlk
AINVIMPIM'

We accept Mastercard.
VISA. Discover, Amex

We have over 565 items
Please call'

THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig
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calce how price inflation has gripped
the audio business?

And Ben's fussy. He writes for—no, Iwon't

Five years ago, according to the
October 1984 Audio directory, the Quicksilver

Ilet Ben give alisten to today's Magus and he
likes it even more. It's more extended on top

power amps sold for $995/pair. Now, in a
slightly revised version with KT88 output

and tighter on the bottom. The Gold Aero

tubes, the uncaged Quickies sell for $1850/pair.
Almost double the price. In October 1984, the
cheapest Threshold amp was the 90Wpc S/150,

use. The preamp is more dynamic than it
was—the outboard power supply probably

with a list price of $1490. Today, the least

tucked inside the chassis. Even the faceplate

expensive Threshold is the 50Wpc SA/3 for
$3150.

has been upgraded.
Ireceived the latest Magus aday after Itook

Yet some manufacturers have managed to
hold the line on prices. Adcom, for instance.

delivery of a...
mystery amp. I'll tell you what
it is in afuture column. It's solid-state, runs in

And B&K. In 1984, the ST-140, then a70Wpc
amp, retailed for $399. In 1989, the ST-140,

room-heating class-A, and costs alot. Iliked
the combination of Magus and Mystery

now a100Wpc amp, retails for $499. That's a

Amp—the solid-state amp sounded very tube-

25% hike over the course of five years. Not
bad. What is it about containing costs that B&K

like: smooth and delicate. But perhaps that's
the way the Mystery Amp sounds. Anyway, the

mention the magazine.

tubes are quieter than the tubes MFA used to

helps, beefed up from what it was when it was

knows and other manufacturers don't? ,

Magus seemed to help. Iparticularly liked hav-

Isee apattern—but then I'm the naturally
suspicious (some would say hostile) type You

ing tubes between my CD and the Mystery
Amp—actually, just asingle tube a6DJ8 in the

know, aproduct gets some favorable reviews
and then the price goes sharply up. Take the
Forte Model 2preamp. It had just gone up in
price from $790 to $850 before Igot it for

Magus's line stage.

review. Now it's up again to $990—an overall
25% hike Ithink the price increases have been
alittle bit ...well, forté.
MFA has been forté in its price hikes, too.
Introduced in 1984 for $595, the Magus is now
$995, up from $895 ayear ago. But it's unfair
to pick on MFA. They've upgraded the sound
quality and build quality of the Magus over the
years—better-quality parts, better-quality

Don't get me wrong about the Magus. It's not
a$1500, $2000, or $3000 preamp selling for
$1000. It shares many of the same weaknesses
as other preamps in its price range —je, under
akilobuck. Dynamics, while improved from
earlier Magus versions, are still reined in. Detail
and definition could be better. Bass could be
tighter and fuller. Sciund familiar? All the same
things I've said about preamps like the Counterpoint SA-3.1 (now discontinued) and the
Forté Model 2. Ithink what you need with a
preamp is aballs-out power supply, and you

tubes, outboard power supply.
The original version—or was it an early ver-

won't get one in apreamp for under $1000.

sion? I'm not sure, but Ifirst heard the Magus

to Definitive Hi -Fi of Mamaroneck, NY (home

in 1985—sounded more tubey than today's. A
little rich, alittle warm, abit woolly in the bass,
and slightly veiled: definitely rolled off on the

of alot of cheapskate equipment, including the

Ifound this out when Itook the Magus down

Wilson WAMM). We put it on asystem with the
Vandersteen 2Ci speakers. Amps were the

top and lacking ultimate transparency. It had

Quicksilver KT88 monos and the B&K Sonata

the old tube magic through the midrange,
though: sweet, smooth, harmonically accurate

Pro 600 monos. For comparison, we used the
$1495 Quicksilver preamp.

My friend Ben just bought an early Magus used
for $325 and considered it avery good deal.

All half-dozen of us who listened quickly
concurred that the Quicksilver is the "better"

ISo many variables are involved in determining aproduct's
retail price, including the need for acompany to charge asufficient price that its continued existence be assured, that personally lwould hesitate to make such comparisons
—JA
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preamp—more detailed, more dynamic, more
extended on top and bottom, wider, deeper,
less constricted soundstage. The Quicksilver
is astunning preamp. It's already gone up from
Stereophile, December 1989

Carver TFM-25 power amp
$1195 to $1495. Perhaps Quicksilver's Mike
Sanders will read this and hike the price to
$1995. You might want to act quickly before
Sanders charges more silver.
Of course, the Quicksilver should be abetter
preamp then the Magus—it costs half again as

third less. What it is is avery fine preamp for
under $1000. But if its price goes any higher I
would have to rethink my recommendation.
This preamp strikes me as fairly, but fully,
priced.

much and it may, at the moment, represent one

The Carver TFM -25 power amp

of the best-value preamps on the market today.

From the almost sublime to the almost—what?

Compared with the Quicksilver preamp, the
Magus is less. Less dynamic, less detailed, less
extended in its soundstage, less revealing of
source material and associated equipment.

As companies go, you couldn't find two
more disparate companies than MFA and
Carver. MFA—small, almost obscure, limited
distribution, nary aword of promotional hype,

Still, you have the magic of tubes in the
midrange—that's the main thing. The Magus

and of course, no name recognition among
subscribers to Stereo Review. Carver—well,

is sweet, smooth, and very easy on the ear—
without being excessively dark or closed-in.

you know Carver. Everybody knows Carver.

If the bass isn't exactly ballsy, it's not wimpy
or woolly, either. This is not atube preamp in

patent, see, and it allows him to offer you a
solid-state power amp that sounds almost as

the Conrad-Johnson PV5 tradition—over-rich,
overripe, slightly flatulent.

good as his $17,500/pair Silver Sevens—so why

Bitches? Afew. While the Magus can accommodate moving-coil cartridges down to 0.2mV

Threshold, Levinson, or Krell, or apair of
Carver Silver Sevens, for that matter? Capture

(I tried a0.5mV-output Audio-Technica/Sig-

the gist?

Carver is apublic company. Bob has this great

should you buy an expensive amp like, say, a

net AT-0C9 with no problems), you then have

Ihave no doubt that the Carver TFM-25,

a problem that the gain will be too high

which is heavily advertised in Stereo Review,

through your high-level sources: tuner and CD.

meets its specs. Ihave sent it to Santa Fe so Bob
Harley can verify that it does.

Some kind of internally adjustable phono gain
setting would be welcome—the Forté Model

Iwould have been delighted to discover that

2does it right.
The whole way of adjusting gain is rather

Ilike this amp-225Wpc of terrific sound. Boy,
wouldn't Krell or Threshold or Rowland like

odd, and awkward—you have three volume
controls. A main pot controls both channels.

only they had Bob's patent!

Then you have additional pots—attenuators,
if you will—for left and right. The problem is,
if you use alow-output 'coil you'll have to
change these settings for high-level sources.
Unlike the Forté Model 2, which the Magus
goes up against, the Magus has amono switch
and automatic output-mute relay, though it
doesn't work so fast going off—my sample
turns off with apop before the mute kicks in.
Ican recommend the Magus, then. It's not
akiller—not a$2000 preamp for half the price.
Nor is it a$1500 Quicksilver preamp for one
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to produce a225Wpc amplifier this cheap. If
Let's not be cynical. Iwasn't. Ihonestly
hoped, despite the hype, that this would be a
pretty decent amplifier for $650, whether it
was because of Bob's "great patent" or whatever.
Itried the Carver TFM-25 first with the
Classé Audio DR-5 preamp and the Vandersteen 2Ci speakers. Interconnect between preamp and power amp was Discrete Technology
Platinum; speaker cable Kimber 8TC. Idid not
bi-wire the 'steens. Then Itried the same combination with the Spica Angeluses.
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Analog was provided by an Audio-Technica

do better. Iquote from aCarver ad for the TFM-

AT-0C9 cartridge in an SME 309 arm on an AR

25 in the October 1989 issue of Audio:

ES-1 'table. Digital was aMarantz CD75 SE via

"With the right speakers, this kind of serious
power can achieve afull restoration of the

optical digital-out cable into aMusical Fidelity Digilog.
Ifound that the amp is rather warm-sounding—actually quite pleasant through the lower
midrange. There is even atouch of seductive,
tubelike "palpable presence" —a sense of

robust percussive attacks and lightning transients so necessary to achieving musical realism
from digital sources."
Lightning transients?

roundness, of space around instruments and

Ididn't hear any—but then, maybe Ididn't
have "the right speakers."

instrumentalists. Not alot of air, perhaps, but
definitely asense of "there."

Iget the sense that the Carver TFM-25 is trying to be tubelike but can't because it isn't. The

Problem is, though, Ifound the amp lacks

best tube amps have plenty of high-end spar-

both bottom- and high-end extension, striking

kle: the TFM-25, in my opinion, has very lit-

me as lackluster and lifeless. Moreover, I
noticed ametallic quality in the upper mid-

tle life at the top. Couple this with awoolly, not

range typical of what Ihave found from other

strikes me as very bland and boring. It did not

ordinary-sounding solid-state amplifiers. This

do as its advertising promised it would do—

may have diminished with time—but Ijust
didn't have the patience to go on listening. Not

not for me anyway. It did not "rekindle" my

with the Mystery Amp on hand.
Itook the Carver to the Thursday-night
'philes assembled at Definitive Hi -Fi.
"Hi, Rudi, Ihave something to put on the
Wilson WAMM."
"What is it this timer
"A Carver!"

too tight bass, and you have something that

"sense of musical wonder."
Build quality and appearance are about what
you'd expect from aJapanese-manufactured
$650 power amp these days—no more, no less.
The phono input jacks are flimsy—very cheap.
So are the speaker output terminals.
Perhaps Bob Carver should give up on all this

There were loud guffaws from the other

transfer-function hype and set about designing
adecent-sounding $650 power amp. In other

assembled 'philes, including Lars, the Krellcrazed Swede, and the others.

replicating the sound of real music than cloning

"Hey, guys, give it achance," Isaid. "Remem-

words, he should be more concerned with
the sound of his Silver Sevens.

ber that the B&K ST-140 didn't sound all that
bad when we hooked it up to the WAMM."
After alittle cajoling, Rudi hooked up the

As Iwrite this column, space is available for the

Carver to the WAMM. We let it warm up for

Russia tour that leaves New York March 29. If

about an hour. And then ...
...well, not much of anything. The amp was

sia Tour, P.O. Box 1198, Ridgefield, CT 06877.

everything Ihad heard at home—only less.
Less life, less sparkle, less control. There was
little in the way of high-end extension. (Low
end was handled separately by a Krell
KSA-200).
The sound was dull. One of the 'philes said

Comrades!

you'd like more information, please write:RusWe'll attend musical performances

in

Moscow, Leningrad, Odessa, and Helsinki. Go
shopping for records in the Arbat in Moscow,
Nevsky Prospekt in Leningrad, and Karl Marx
Street in Odessa. We'll see the Hermitage. The

he thought the amp was running out of power.

Kremlin. Pushkin palace. The Potemkin steps.
We'll go to Dostoyevsky's house in Leningrad

It sounded that way to me, too, but alook at the

—few tours do.

Carver's meters said that the amp was putting
out peaks of around 10 to 20Wpc.

Early spring is agreat time to go (I've been
to Russia at this time of year). The worst of win-

All right, what do you expect for $650? Do

ter is over. Theaters and concert halls are run-

you really expect 225W of el cheapo Carver
power to do as well as the 518,000/pair Krell

ning full tilt. Hordes of other tourists are not
competing for tickets or getting in your way at

200Wpc Reference monoblocks driving the

the Hermitage. And you know you'll like the

$88,000 Wilson WAMMs?

company of the people you'll be touring with.

Of course not. But, on the basis of their
advertising copy, Ihad hoped the Carver would

So do it. Write in now for information and I'll
rush it to you (pun intended) right away. S
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Through Our New Electronics
Counterpoint's "new Generation''
tube circuitry uses solid-state devices
in asupport role. Our SA-3000 preamplifier gives maximum performance:
tube musicality plus solid-state reliability. Team it up with our SA-220
power amp—a tube/solid-state
powerhouse that provides 220 watts
per channel. Then experience the
closest re-creation of alive musical
event; the three-dimensional depth
of aholographic soundstage, seethrough clarity, dynamics, and
musical truth.
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COUNTERPOINT
The New Generation of lithe Electronics

2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 •Call 800 -266-9090

Ka-BOOM. There it goes. Audio Advisor
brings you anew way to buy audiophile
equipment. It's fast. Convenient. And very
smart. It's called "direct," and it's right
from our warehouse to your house.
Worried about buying expensive equipment through the mail? Not to worry! We
package your purchases like they're going
to China (some do, too).
Think you won't get service buying
direct? Not true! Our toll-free number
connects you with Audio Advisor's expert
technicians—audiophiles who live with

the equipment. So you get answers, advice,
and awesome product service on every
product we sell. All with one phone call.
And this may be the smartest part yet.
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk
from the best manufacturers, we can offer
you the best prices. Usually 10-20% off
regular retail. Exclusives, too—because
when we find great equipment, we buy it
all. At Audio Advisor, you'll find what you
can't find in audio stores.
So hold ont» your ears. Ka-BLAM! There
goes another one.

MK

Tube Amps at Transistor Prices.
With the VTL Stereo 50/50 tube amp,
you'll get Class "A" tube sound at transistor prices. The 50/50 is smooth and images
clearly —without transistor edge or hardness. Rated at 45 watts per channel, it
sounds like much more. And it's powerful
enough to drive most 4, 6, or 8ohm
speakers.
For even more power and the remarkable
openness of mono amps, we offer VTL's 80
Watt Mono Block amplifiers. The transparency is breathtaking, the midrange smooth,
and the treble is clear and superbly articulated. Bass is tight and dynamic. Imaging is
solid, holographic, and 3-D. Although

rated at 80 watts per channel, the VTL
Mono Block amp sounds like much more!
Both these units are built to the same
military-grade specs as are all VTL components. With heavy gauge chassis. Cardas
internal wiring and Cardas RCA input
jacks. High quality, 5-way speaker connection posts. And Russian KT-66 output
tubes. In other words, built like atank. (A
tank we know inside and out, by the way.)
VTL Stereo 60/50

$999.95

(Add $19.95 for shipping in US).
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks (a pr) ...$1995.00
(Add $39.95 shipping in US).

High-end Tube
Preamp for $699.95
It's another VTL miracle. Introducing
the VTL Maximal Tube Preamp, only
from Audio Advisor. You'll love its clear,
crystalline highs. The warm, yet neutral,
mid-range. And you'll really fall for the
tight, dynamic bass.
The VTL Maximal comes with an adjustable phone gain stage which accepts moving coils of 1.0mv and higher straight in,
with no step-up. And when you hear what
the line stage does with CDs—well, it's the
next best thing to atubed CD player.
Built to last, with three line inputs,
phono stage, mute switch, and heavy-

Tube CD Player
only $995.

VTL Maximal Preamp

gauge steel chassis. You won't find this one
in any store.
VTL Maximal Tube Preamp
(Add $9.95 shipping in US).

$699.95

track memory. Three-speed music search.
And shuffle play, 19-function wireless
remote.
Don't look for this in the stores. They
just don't have it.
VTL CDB582 Tubed CD Player
(Add $9.95 shipping in US.)

3995.00

Charge it! And ask for our
complete catalog.
Amex/Discover MC, Visa

1-800-942-0220
The new VTL CDB582 combines the
latest Philips technology (16-bit twin
DACs, 4X oversampling) with anew tubed
circuit. The result? Pure magic—with
smooth sound, true timbres, and natural
soundstaging.
Of course, VTL kept all the convenience
features of the Magnavox CD582. Like 20

CC3

ác
uf\2
il l
soor, inc

Not astore. More.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

Take Me lb Your LEM
Bob Katz discusses an absolute test for imaging ability
11

M

ysystem has great imaging!" "1 can
hear sound coming from beyond my

To use LEDR, you only need one set of test
instruments: your ears. LEDR consists of a

speakers." "The depth image in my

series of computer-generated sounds that are
intended to move in apredefined way between

system goes back at least 20 feet." Yes, we audiophiles are proud of our' imaging, and we've
worked hard to get it. My back is still aching

apair of loudspeakers. Asampled cabasa (a percussion instrument often used in Latin music)

from the last time Itweaked my speakers until
the image was just right.
Wouldn't it be nice if we had atest to set up
and check astereo system for correct imaging?
Yes, Virginia, there is an imaging test—your
LEDR 2is here. LEDR, which stands for "Listening Environment Diagnostic Recording," is
available on atest CD from Prosonus, the Studio Reference Disc. 3The CD is rather expensive (about $50), but there is no other official
test for imaging.
82

IMetaphorically speaking, we are what we hear.
2 LEDR, pronounced "leader:* is atrademark of Electro Acoustic Systems, Inc.

3LEDR is track 51 on the PrasontLs CD. Most of the other tracks
on the disk are designed for professional studio purposes, but
acouple of the other tests are suitable for home use without
instrumentation. Track 50, the ASC "Music Articulation Test
Tape:* by the people who make Tube Traps, tests for lowfrequency resonances and rattles. Track 52 tests for interspeaker polarity, and track 48's filtered pink noise can be used
to set up asubwoofer system.
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is electronically manipulated to move through

ming the filter characteristics of the pinna trans-

three different paths. The paths are Up, Over,

forms into the spatial reverberator, the
Chicagoans can literally move sound around
the room, even behind the listener, using only
asingle pair of loudspeakers placed in front of
the listener

and Lateral. The differences between what
these signals are designed to do, and what your
system actually produces, represent ameasure
of the imaging accuracy of the stereo speakers,
electronics, and the room environment.
Playing LEDR on several systems, including
abargain-basement bookshelf model, is an earopener. LEDR unfailingly reveals the astound-

Grading the LEDR paths
The first path. Up, will amaze your friends and
quiet your enemies. It's hard to believe that a

ing variations in imaging accuracy among the
systems. More importantly, LEDR is an objec-

sound can appear to travel from aloudspeaker

tive tool for testing and adjusting loudspeakers
and room acoustics that requires no test

ated first in the left speaker, then in the right.

instrumentation. If astereo system corrupts or

up to 6' above the speaker! This path is generThe sound should begin at about eye level and
then travel as straight as possible up in the air

distorts one or more of the LEDR paths, that

about 6'. You should grade the system on how

system cannot be considered accurate. While
listeners may like the sound of such asystem,

vertically straight the path is, how high the
image goes, if it is continuous (unbroken),

they may not pronounce that sound to be accu-

whether it approaches or recedes from the lis-

rate. But don't be scared; your audiophilequality system will probably pass the LEDR

tener (it should not), and if the left and right
paths are symmetrical.

test. There is positive correlation between
LEDR results and systems already known to

but Doug officially calls it the Over path. The

produce good sound.
Of course, there is more to good sound than

Ilike to call the second path the "Rainbow,"
sound should begin at one speaker and travel
in asmooth arc to the other speaker, from left

imaging accuracy. Recently afriend reported

to right and then returning. The top of the rain-

he had to give a"LEDR grade" of about 50 to

bow should be as high as the previous Up sig-

his system, consisting of Quad loudspeakers,

nal (about 6' above eye level). Judge the Over

two Janis woofers, and electronic crossover;
that grade improved to about 90 when playing

path by how smooth, continuous, symmetrical, and rainbow-shaped the arc is.

the Quads alone (a testimony to the resolving

The last path, Lateral, tests left-to-right stereo

power of LEDR). But he preferred the superior

imaging. This consists of four elements.

tonal balance and dynamic range of the bi-

First, the sound moves from left to right,
between the acoustic centers of the speakers.

amplified system over the basic Quads. It's a
matter of choosing your poisons. By the way,
bi-amplifying does not necessarily degrade
imaging, it is just more likely without careful

Since aspeaker's acoustic center may not be

attention to phase and amplitude response,
crossover and driver design, and electrical and

sound traverses a60° angle from the listener's

physical alignment.

Who's behind our LEDR?

its physical center, you should use the first
Lateral test to adjust your speakers until the
point of view. Second, the sound moves from
beyond the right loudspeaker to beyond the left
(about I' out from acoustic center). The next
two signals are the mirror image of the above;

The LEDR signals were generated by Northwestern University's Spatial Reverberator, a
software program running on an RISC main-

third, from right to left speaker, and fourth,
from beyond the left to beyond the right.

frame computer. The spatial reverberator was

continuous, and symmetrical this path is.

designed by researchers Gary Kendall and Bill

Grade the beyond path by how far out from the

Martens of the Computer Music Department,
while the trademarked LEDR test signal is the

speaker it appears to go (about l' to the left or
right of the requisite speaker, according to
Doug Jones), and that it does not approach or
recede from the listener.

brainchild of acoustician Doug Jones. These
psychoacousticians have been researching
what are called "pinna transforms," the way in
which the shape of the head and outer ear permit us to hear signal direction. By programStereophile, December 1989

Again, grade your system by how straight,

4Sec Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" column, July 1989.

p.55.
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Free Association
green :grass
car :fast
musicality: conrad-johnson

Musicality is the term most often associated with conrad-johnson
audio components by owners, audiophiles and audio critics. It is
for their musicality that conrad-johnson group products consistently receive critical acclaim from major audio publications
internationally. In fact, products representing all four conradjohnson group marques routinely appear in Stereophile
Magazine's Recommended Components List.
Musicality is -- and always has been -- our primary goal. It is the
common theme relating conrad-johnson and Motif® audio
electronics, Sonographe® systems, and Synthesis® dynamic
loudspeakers. If musicality is what you seek in an audio system,
you owe it to yourself to audition conrad-johnson group products.
You will then understand why audiophiles immediately think of
conrad-johnson when they hear the word "musicality".
For information about conrad-johnson, Motif, Sonographe, and
Synthesis products, write or phone:
the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax, VA 22031, 703-698-8581

ti
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Fixing problems

Idiagnosed one system that had good Lateral

No loudspeaker/room system in my experi-

imaging, but the Over path resembled abro-

ence has even gotten aperfect grade on the

ken corkscrew. This was (not surprisingly)

very stringent LEDR test. Let's look at each path
for problems and solutions.

caused by amedium-size video cabinet and television monitor, which were back against the

First, the Up path, which is incredibly re-

wall, but still close enough to distort the image.

vealing of room acoustics problems. Slight
errors in the Up image (curving or bowing in)
are permissible, representing differences in

The Lateral-Between path is easiest to reproduce and therefore usually quite good. If it is

pinna shape from individual to individual.

look for obstructions between the speakers or

However, large anomalies in the Up path will
affect asystem's accuracy, even though height

rear-wall reflections; also look for unmatched

information is not purposely encoded into stereo recordings. If your system gets abad grade

nels (or your ears).

on the Up path, look (not surprisingly) to the
ceiling and floor for reflections, which are

reproduced the Lateral-Beyond path very dis-

probably controllable with proper applications

not symmetrical or smooth from left to right,

frequency/phase responses between the chanSo far, no speaker system I've tested has
tinctly. To my ears, all the best systems have

of Sonex or RPG diffusors. For example, B&W

managed to produce is adiffuse ghost image
afew inches to the right of the right speaker,

801 monitors have considerable vertical dispersion. If the upward energy from this loud-

due to small errors in the spatial reverberation

speaker bounces off alow ceiling, it can produce comb filtering that affects frequency
response and therefore the accuracy of LEDR's
Up image. Solution: Sonex at acouple of crit-

and the same on the left. This problem may be
program itself. But the Beyond image should
appear slightly beyond the speakers and symmetrical (left vs right).
If you have no Beyond image, 5 remember
that the side walls of alistening room influence

ical points on the ceiling and athick rug underneath the speakers, to at least 2' in front of

the Beyond path and, if they are very close, can

them. Also look for near reflections from cabi-

introduce reflections destroying the quality of

nets in front of the speakers. You may have to
ing the speakers (this is why LEDR is also called

the stereo image. The typical solution to this
problem is matching absorbent treatment on
the left and right side walls (or move to another

the "spouses beware" test).

living room).

Normally, if the Up path is nonexistent or
very ragged, look for broken crossovers or

The LEDR's power

put apiece of Sonex on the skie of cabinets fac-

(sadly) poor crossover design. However, one

Iregret that LEDR does not contain adepth -

respected brand of loudspeakers (Duntechs,

of-image test. Although the spatial reverber-

according to hearsay) reportedly has no Up

ator can simulate depth, calibrating distance

image at all, due to cancellations between vertically placed drivers carrying identical fre-

is an incredibly powerful test of stereo imag-

quency ranges. In their case, at least, the missing Up image is not due to crossover or room
problems.
While LEDR-testing apair of Apogee Divas

is extremely subjective. Despite that lack, LEDR
ing and proper room acoustics, which we've
only begun to utilize. In fact, professional
acousticians acknowledge that LEDR (used by
atrained listener) performs many of the func-

in apoorly treated room, Ifound the Up and

tions of a$10,000 acoustic analysis computer.

Over paths to be totally nonexistent and the
Lateral path very ragged. Although Apogee

That's why the Editor informs me that
Stereopbile's reviewers will shortly begin to use

does not recommend toeing in, Ifound that

LEDR tests as part of the magazine's speaker

toeing in these speakers 1" restored the Up and

reviews. In upcoming issues, we will develop

Over paths considerably. Their sound was

agrading scale and words to describe this new

much improved, to the happiness of the system's owner, who did not want to make acous-

tool for evaluating imaging. 6

tic modifications that would affect the room
decor.

5Please don't take this personally.

The Over path tends to reveal problems
caused by obstructions between the speakers.

6 Readers can purchase the Prosonus Cl) from EASI, 1525
Greenleaf, Ewnston, IL 60202-1156 for $50 via US mail or $62
via Federal Express.
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HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS
RECORD DOCTOR
Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning
machine
Only

STYLUS CLEANER

Fluxbuster FB-1

AO Electronic
Stylus Cleaner

Demagnetize your
MC satin age lor
best sound

Reg 39.95
SALE
19 95

FB -1 Fluebuster

149.95

••169.95

Your records
will sound better and last longer ,

GRADO
Cartridges
19 9,
Signature Oint
TLZ XTZ
Cd
8mz stylos
89 9' ,
MCZ stylus 135 00

LAST
Record Care
•1

ere' '1 95

preservatve 14 95
r3 Rep Cleaner
795
.4 Stylus Cleaner
795
v5 Stylant
16 95

Magnavox CD Players

Monster Sound Rings
IMPROVE
CD SOUND!

•

2Rings
'5 R'tos
50 Rings

:13262 Player w-erno..e
t

•—149 95
— 199 95
•'279 95

14 95
24 95
49 95

RECORD BRUSHES
AO or le
VP ,Brush tor 16 5or 17

AO CD FEET
Energy-absorbing sorbothane
CD Feel (al
Large Feet (4i

21 95
34 95

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Counterteet

Stylus
Force
Gauge

1,7 Trp Toe without
wood screw
650
11/2' Tip Toe w wood
screw
895
C-10 For Oracle Deer
Lead Balloon ARCICl
Quad Stand Vandersteen stands
895

HEAD
SHELLS

Cartridge
Alignment Gauge
24 95

MC
Cartridges

RECORD
MATS
AO Serbetheee
34 95
Sole Mal ... 12995
Simko Acrylic
84 95

Semite HS-12
29 95
A0-16
BEST AVAILABLE
39 95
ONE LITZ
beeestell mires
THE BEST 22 95

SuperStze

16 Oz
16oz
32 oz
1gal
2gal

Nifty Oritly -Firer Record Olen«
601
.1495 16 or .
Silty GrItty
Purifier t2:
16 oz
toll"

86

.1195
.39.95

.1.;

—

4e)

AR
AR
AR
AR

199 95
599 95
99 95

TIPTOES
for Turntables

C-3 1/118
C-17 WPR
C-37 ISOTAi
C•10 (Orac ,

495
895
895
o vo

ES-1
ES-1
ES-1
ES-1

turntable
turntable
turntable
turntable

only
220v
*AO PI-5 arm
veMEAT arm

•
419
•
469
•
649
•
666

95
95
95
00

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines
vPI 9W-16 5
PIMW-165220v
SP IHW-17
MW-17F tan model
HW•16717 sucgon tubes

369 95
'399 95
Call
Call
19 95

Reduces
vibrations,
improves sound

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
Torumat Tm -7011
Sueereleanes

Auchoguest Ruby 1Anny
Audio Advisor Onyx 5& 14my
Sumo«, Blue Poe 2Omy

14 95
1295
1695
2495
4995
24.95

METAL ARMBOARDS

Mastercard /Discover /Visa /Amex

SOTA metal armboards for fill. FT-4. NW.
SME. etc
89 95
AR ES-1 metal armboards
for AO PT-5, Linn. 08-300
MMT
'34 95

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids. MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709 Service. 616-451-3868
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CALL FOR FAST DELIVERY
1-800-669-4434
TARGET RACKS
RACKS
Sirius Ht

SOTA CLAMP
Reflex

Price

112

2

20'

149 00

113

3

33'

219 95

PS3

3

33'

275 00

117

4

33'

259 00

115

5

33

275 00

1157

5

40'

299 00

The VTL Tube Book Manley 12 95
Good Sound Dearborn
12 95
The Good CD Guide 1989
17 95
The Wood Effect RC Johnson 795

Record Clamp
134 95

INTERCONNECT CABLES
AS-One Cardas. Distech. Sdtech Aud ,oquest, MIT Monster VandenHul

Call

Custom length interconnects

Call

TARGET STANDS
SPEAKER CABLES
Target HS Stands

Cardas. Dstech Aud,ouu ,s M

12

Tara Labs Space & Time

16

20'

149 95

Target HJ Stands
HJ20 2T

210 00

-1,124/27

235 00

DELUXE POWERCORDS
Cardas *Non resonant powercord
Cardas Powercord II
['We& Powerbrldge II

AKG
STAX
62400F
11995
SA-34 Speoal
14995
6240M
9500
SR-34 Pro
17995
6141
79 95
SR-84 Pro
269 95
62
35 00
SAE-15N 15meter extensan cable
Beyer Dynamic
39 95
BDT990
189 95
SAE 16 15meter Pro cable 95 00
001880
149 95
SAC-17 15meter Sig cable 189 95
801550
129 95
Replacement ear pads 34 884
Replacement ear cushions 22 95
19 95

Wall Shelves
MICICI Stands
109 95
149 95
emil

08,0801M

399 95

ESL63

175 CO

Old ESL

17500

Sound Meters Elands
Yandeisteen 11c

249 95

MagIlla

299 95

88 1N80111.4

399 95

TAT Wonder
Solder/Caps
Caps

8995
16995
16995

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

Target

TI -i
TT 1L

Call

Cal

Monster
X-Terminator

FM
Antennas
AudiePnsm antenna
HI-0
4995
APPA-1
249 95

Solder
15oz 999
1lb 34 95

Sumiko
Tweek

•
•

I9.95 each
ONLY
14.95

pair

Miscellaneous

24 95

050 2030G tape selector
Utthte turntable ,rallt
Extra halogen bulb

EDISON PRICE
Music Post

99 95
45 00
695

Target Amp Floor Stands
AJO trstr
69 95
PS4 rry2r
89 95

2pair
29.95

ASC
Tube Taps

King Size
Banana

LEAD
BALLOON
Table Stand
249 95

Call for
models
and
price
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thasineu Hours:
Mon Fr, 909700 EST — Sat 1003-3 00
Pnces sothect to change Add 3% tor Amex

VIDEO CABLES
Monster Video
Om)
1995
(20 9)
VandenHul Video
(1m)
24.95
(2m)
Audloquest Video "X"
(1m)
34 95
(2 m)
Audioquest Video "Z"
11m)
69 95
(2m)

Skipping Charges (UPS. Insured. U States)
Accessories One item
395
Extra Items
125
TIurntables/Stands
12 95
•'Electromcs
895

49 95
3095
3995
8995

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /Discover /Visa /Amex

1-800-942-0220
0

oud o

advisor, inc

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids. MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709 Senoce 616-451-3868
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WORLDWIDE DELIVERY
Outside US 616-451-3868
Muumum order
2LPs or CDs please

Chesty NEW Jail CDs,

JD1 Johnny Frigo
JO? Clark Terry
JD3 Plfil Woods
J028 Caram. 8,0 After Dark
J029 Efionfa. Nonstop to Brazil
Referees, Recordings LF1 or CDs
RR-27
RA-28
RR-29
RR-30
RR-31
RR-32

Fuller Plays Rameau
M Nixon Sings Kern
Chicago Pro Musica
Farrell Swigs Arlen
Trockc Allante
Farrell Rodgers&Fian

(cd)
(Cd)
(cd)
(cd)
(cd)
(CdAp)
(cddp)
(cddp)
(cap)
(cd1p)
(cap)

14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15

98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98

MOBILE FIDELITY LPs

Reference Video
Standard Laser Disc
Reference

NILES AUDIO
Speaker Seekers
t'inS(1
4pr spkrs
-DS-4
dpr spkrs
-DS-6

74 95
139 95
179 95

6pr spkrs

Record 055
L0 101

Speaker Switebere

Viae0 Calibration

,CC-2
2pr wivolume control
SyC(.1
4pr wfvolume control
,,VC•4WiP 4pr wall mot

Laser Disc
59 95

139 95
249 95
299 95

Audio Video Svolchers
Infrared repeater systems
Wall-mount controllers

Call
Call
Call

POWER STRIPS

The Beatles
nits
17 95 each
Sgt Pepper s Please Please Me For Sale
Hard Days Night Help Revolver Leh Be
Freak Sinatra Collection
Rolling Stones Collechon
Sheffield: dodo Drums
Moscow Sessions set

(16 Ips) 299
Ill Ips) 299
(cd) 14
(3 1p/cd) 39

Moscow Session CDs
CD25
CD26
14 99 CD27
Rhapsody no Russia CD18
Sheffield Track Record
Wilson Audio Center Stage
Grace Cathedral Chou

(cd)
(1p/cd)
(1p/cd)
(Iplcd)
(lp/cd)
(lp/cd)
119,01
°p/Cd)

Beethoven/Enescu Sonatas
SWonderful Jazz
Debussy d Brahms Sonatas
Winds of War and Peace
Piorinus
CantateDomlno

95
95
99
95

14 99
14 99
14 99
14 99
1598
15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98

Clean up your power!
Protection and better sound
-1.508A11" Line Fillers
ISOBAR d-220 4outlet 220/240y
ISOBAR-6 6outlet 3-stage filtering
ISOBAR 88 outlet 4stage 'tiering

RAM Vacuum Tubes
Last longer .1 sound
better than ongmal
tubes Complete sets

79 95
89 95
99 95

MYILL SuPen1
NYAL
Moscode 150/X0
Moue* 600
Chncl:Myr Monos
Tube Da.04 ,s

(cdA9) 17 95

Jaw at Pawnshop
lips) 34 95 (cd) 16 95
three-Blind-Mice Jazz
(cd) 17 95
Antiphone Blues Jazz
(cd) 17 95
Dees 3Test Recorderal
Depth of Image
Tentere

cal 2398

Opl 1699
op only) 16 95

Dynamics

Ical 23 95

(11)) 16 95

`ï-

Fad Wind Jaw CEN
J1 Four Going Home
Pavane Pour uve
Hank Jones Hanky Panky
earmenie Mine %weeds
HMC379 G Pannagua
HA4C1050 La Folks Spagna

(ccl 18 95
cdi 18 95
(cd) 18 95

inept, Power Reemerge.
LC-1200-220 4outlet 2stage 1200 wan
output 120s/ " 29 95 220v
— 219 95
LC 1800 6outlet 3stage to , aucho and v0eo
1800 watt output
•'299 00

/995
64 95
65 00
109 95
tal
64 40
MOO
17500
Cal
6500
115 CO
/5 00
2995
55 00
9995

tow iserre
Reg
900
514
1695
umtri
00 80

1995
75 CC
49 gr

VII haw Tea
65504
EL-34
K1•188
147.66

30 OC
2090
3590
ts Pc

MS Ma.. Paws, I.mes
655t,
EL 34
8417

Ale Ship Worldwide oy.

(1p) 12 95
Op) 12 95

HAIC7010 Handel, Water MUSIC

AOL sP3 &8
APC 5f6
ARC SP9
gvcsPrn
ARC Amps
meet fez
Ulna
CJPV5
unities
CP 9.3 or 7
CP SA.5
C9 SA.I2
Cf. SA-20
Oyu PAS 3/1
UN'

agIt
599,,
65 Of
149 9,
269 9‘
SC

(
1
10) 12 95

UPS International Air
Emery World Wide

RATA
TORLYTE

CHARGE IT'

Below
Dealer
Cost'

The Record Doctor Cleaning Machine
100 •17v
169 95
220/2498

ISOLATION PLATFORMS
Regular NI 13 5•Ir 16'

Sumiko Fluibuster F8-1 220/240v

189 95
209 95

SALE

79.95

AR ES.1 Turntable 220v95

Large PL2 ier 17 s•
L,si
140 00
SALE

89.95

Tripolite
ISOBAR 4-2201240v powerstrp doutlet79

399.88

LC-1200-220v voltage regulator. 4outlet
220v Only95
249

,.ist

125 00

audio

'469

95
RATA LINN MOD KIT
r.st

88

600 00

SALE

man=

1-800-942-0220

0 0 a Isar, Inc.
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids. 4,11 49503
FAO 616-451-0709 Service 616(451(3868
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The Monster Is Ten!
John Atkinson discusses cables, SoundRings,
and other audiophile arcana with
Monster Cable's Noel Lee and Rcxlnev Hermsi.n

T

hc say that time flies on faster wings
once you pass 40, something that ¡baie

engineer who had previously worked on laser-

found to be more true than Icare to think

Laboratory, virtually invented the high-end

fusion target design at Lawrence Livermore

about. Yet even considering the unfortunately

cable industry. Isay "virtually" becausejean

subjective nature of time it hardly seems pos-

Hiraga in France Robert Fulton in the US, and

sible that it was 10 years ago, in those golden

Saboru Egawa in japan had laid down con-

days of thefirst Conrad -Johnson preamplifier;

siderable experimental work in the mid- '70s

Infinity 4.5 and Hill Plasmanrmic loudspeakers

showing that interconnects and speaker cables

Infinity class-A and Audio Research DI 10B

were hardly the passive devices conventional

power amplifiers, that asmall San Francisco

engineering considered them, and the highly

company, led by adrummer and mechanical

capacitative Cobra Cable, distributed in the
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Your records will sound better
and last longer.
Audio Advisors New "Record Doctor"
vacuum cleans records... spotless!
Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to clean

Ii

....

your records right—liquid application and vacuum suck-up. The new "Record Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor cleans records right
for only $169.95.

serious
Serious audiophiles always vacuum-clean their
records—for less surface noise, fewer ticks and
pops. Sound is clearer, cleaner.., the music more
natural. Your amp doesn't have to amplify noise!

TheRecordDoctor
hi
'.

Longer record life

prints. Debris is sucked up, NOT picked up from
one part of the record and left on another.

Records /asflongerbecause your stylus no longer
pushes particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves.
You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years
to come. The "Record Doctor" pays for itself!

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid—all for only $169.95 (220v version
$189.95) plus $8.95 shipping & handling in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed—no other machine near
this price cleans records better.

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid.
safely removing dirt, dust, grease and finger-

Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power. Appliances and furnaces can cause voltage to
vary and add line noise whenever they

LI* IMISUMI, Mil»

kick
It regulates
on or off.voltage
Solution?
so TrippIite
it's constant—not
LC-1800.
t

too low, not too high. Full voltage—even in
brownouts Five LEDs show you what Tripplite is doing.
Tripplite's patented ISOBAR circuits provide three "banks" of isolation that eliminate interference between critical components. It's like putting your CD player,
preamp, and amp all on separate lines!

Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power
from damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely essential if you leave
any of your gear on all of the time.

Take aPower Trippe— No Risk!
Try the Tripplite LC-1800 for 30 days. If
not satisfied with the performance (and protection), return it for a full refund of your
purchase price. Made in USA by Trippe
Manufacturing Co.. Est. 1922. Only $299.00
plus $9.95 shipping in the US. If you want
a clean musical signal, start with clean,
consistent power. Order now.
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Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-949-0220
(-)

ClUd 1
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" (Devisor, inc.

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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US by Polk and in the UK by Monitor Audio,
was already destroying marginally stable
power amplifiers in 1977. But it took Monster
Cable to put specialist cable on the audiophile
map with its original cable, priced at amon-

Initially the marketing
has to be 80% and the
product 20%.

strous 65 cents/foot. In addition to expanding its product catalog to now some 300 items,
Monster bas spent considerable effort in promoting the virtues of audiophile cables to the
pro-audio industry, with the result that 130
feature films have bad their sound recorded
using Monster's Prolink cables, as have more
than 500 music albums.
The day after alive blues concert celebrating the Monsters' 10 years in the business, I
met with company founder Noel Lee at the

neering terms, if you lower the inductance of
the wire you extend the bandwidth, and that's
what alot of people did. They later found out
that that was completely wrong. The cables
sounded bright and caused amps to oscillate.
Our current line of cables do exactly the opposite. We actually increase the impedance and
inductance at certain frequencies.
JA: Did you have an uphill struggle persuad-

1989 Chicago CES. (Another Bay Area personality and one of the designers of the SOTA turn-

ing dealers and audiophiles that cables should

table, Rodney Herman, who bas been Monster's bead of engineering since mid- 1988,
also joined in the conversation.) Iasked the

NL: Ithink that was the one thing that Monster

Head Monster why be had gotten into special-

you need to have a product that is well-

ist cable manufacture:

engineered, it must also be well-marketed. In

Noel Lee: I'd tweak my stereo whenever I

the product 20%. Of course, if the product is
no good, it won't be validated in the market-

could and one of the things that Idiscovered
was that when Ihooked up 12 -gauge Romex,

place and you can't expect along lifetime out
of it. But if the product is good, and the mar-

Igot better sound than from 16-gauge. But
when I hooked up a different 12 -gauge

keting is good, you can sustain aposition.
So we set out to do amarketing program that

stranded wire, Igot adifferent sound. And then

was educational. It went, "Listen to this!" "I

when Itried yet another one with adifferent

don't believe there's adifference." "Well, listen

be taken more seriously?
had to its advantage. There are alot of good
products that come and go, but not only do

fact, initially the marketing has to be 80% and

kind of winding, I'd get adifferent sound still.

to one wire vs another." When we first started

This was baffling to me as an engineer because

out, every Monster dealer had alittle switcher

Ohm's Law indicated that this shouldn't be. A

and they switched back and forth between 18-

circular mil area is acircular mil area: you

gauge wire and Monster Cable. Of course

should have acertain damping and that should

everyone heard abig difference. Nowadays we
don't need that. Everybody knows there's a

be it. So the first Monster Cable was designed
by ear. We'd fine-tune the different windings,
and it's only been changed twice in its lifetime
during the whole ten years. It does very well.

difference in cables so it doesn't take that kind
of convincing. But it was areal rigorous education program and we spent alot of time at it

It had agood beginning, and when audiophiles

with the intent of bringing audiophile cables

plugged it in, not only did they notice more
bass, which they can get from just asolid 12 -

to abroader audience. Monster Cable wasn't
just for audiophiles, it was also for people who

gauge wire, they heard things like improvements in imaging and soundstage and defini-

bought receivers and low-powered amplifiers,
and you didn't have to have $10,000 invested

tion, qualities they didn't expect to hear out of

in your system to appreciate the qualities of

acable.

wire. We were very successful and carved out

John Atkinson: There were others at that time

our own market niche in the cable business.

wbo were saying that cables could sound

People really recognized the sound quality of

different. ..
NI: There was Fulton; Polk was out there with

the products.
JA: The first Monster Cable was a relative-

awire; and Monitor was out there with acable.
These were low-inductance types—in engi-

stranded design. It was some years before you
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ORIGINAL

MASTER

RECORDINGS

TM

The Sound with
the Midas Touch.

The 24K gold answer in the quest for optimar
compact disc reproduction. Original Master
Recordings that demand Intelligent
Engineering and Proprietary Mastering
Technology. Exacting Technical
Specifications satisfied by aprocess that
offers acompact disc with the Highest
Reflectivity and Enhanced Longevity.
Current releases on ULMID!IC"....
The Police, Def Leppard, The
Beach Boys & more.
Upcoming titles on

uLnaanc:

Band &

Sting, The

e.

77u , ULVIalliN3C
is protectively
packaged in
the "412-Lock"
jewel box

mobile fidelige
sound lab

For a complete free Original
Master Recordings catalog, call
toll free: 800-423-5759, or write:
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
1260 Holm Road
Petaluma, CA 94954.

introduced the first Bruce Brisson-designed
cables.
NL: Icame across Bruce quite by accident.
Somebody told me about this fellow out in
Fremont, who had some very nice cables, was
winding wires of different design. Ifollowed

The good high-end
products were the ones
that didn't do anything
wrong.

up on it and we got together and Bruce says
"Yeah, I've got this idea about winding cables."
Ilistened to his handwound prototypes and I
said, "Boy, there's something very interesting
going on here. I'm hearing things that Inever

one of the things that is typical of the bandwidth-balanced designs is that you have avery
even, balanced sound. As with other high-end

heard before in our previous designs. Or anybody else's cables." Itold Bruce what Iliked

products, if everything sounded great but you

and didn't like, and he says "You know, Ican

the reason why you get rid of that piece. We try
to have a good balance between phase
response, amplitude response, depth, imaging,

change that." Isaid, "Oh yeah?" And he came
back and changed them. Isaid, "Well, there is

had one thing that stuck out, that's eventually

some validity here." He filed apatent, and we
were granted alicense on this bandwidth-

soundstage. And the cable does nothing

balanced technology, which Bruce and Ishare,

good high-end products were the ones that
didn't do anything wrong. Ithink ours and

between MIT and Monster.
JA: What was the first bandwidth-balanced
cable?
NL: That was Interlink Reference. It's now in

wrong. If you look back through the years, the

Bruce's products are like that. Although we've
gone off in different directions since the initial
Interlink Reference days. He has his ideas and

its third generation as Interlink Reference II.

we have added our own technologies.

That product is eight years old now. It's a
refined 911, if you will. It still serves avery good

JA: When you say "didn't do anything wrong"
aproduct does have to do something right.

purpose, it's still an excellent-sounding wire,

NL: Doing alot of things right is of course what

and it's not so expensive anymore.
JA: You had aclear idea of what you wanted
cables to do, Bruce had aclear idea of bow be
wanted to make cables do that. There's been
an explosion in the market since then, with
every cable having adifferent story or white
paper explaining bow and why it works.

we all strive for. So, if you can get the imaging
and the naturalness, the tonal reproduction, the
harmonic structure, without doing something
wrong—that is the most difficult thing. All
these other designs, they will do some things
right. But then they will do other things wrong.
If you remember when linear crystal first came
out, everybody embraced it. Imean, it was

When so many people say so many different
things about why their cable is better, hou ,is

almost embarrassing to us.

an audiophile to know which really does sound

JA: Hitachi took some potshots at Monster

better (rather than just sounding different)?
NL: Well, the market is an indication. The fact

member Ken Kessler mentioning that the ini-

that MIT and Monster Cable are the leaders in
the high-end part of the market tells you some-

Cable in their promotional material. (I retials "LC-OFC" must have stoodfor "Linear
Crystal Offends Friendly Chinaman.")
NL: It actually bothered me alittle bit. There

thing about the common technology that we
share being the correct one. We've seen linear

are some good things that linear crystal does.

crystal come and go, we've seen long-crystal
silver, you name it, come and go. If aproduct

gee, it doesn't do this, and it does sound alit-

is truly good, the marketplace will sustain it.

tle tizzy on the top end, and maybe I'm not get-

But then when you listen to it, you say, "Well

But no matter what you do to acable unless

ting the low end that Ithought Iwas getting."

you time-compensate it in some fashion, you
can only get so much out of it. Idon't care what

And then it fails in the marketplace This is what

you do to the material. You can tune acable to
do all sorts of things by fooling with an the various gauges of wire, certain dielectrics, you can

Imean, that there are some things that some
cables can do well, but if they don't do everything well, they won't sustain themselves. Not

get it to sound awhole bunch of different ways.

with as critically as your readers listen. As good
as we have to be, we have to make sure that

Some may be pleasing, some may not be. But

we've got it before we can release it.
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NEW

I've just designed a
new solid state amplifier
In many ways, it my best
work and I'd like to tell you
about it.
I've given my new
Bob Carver
solid state Silver Seven-t
more absolute maximum output current into low
impedance reactive loads (including 0.5 ohms) than
almost any amplifier Iknow of: 50 amperes. In fact,
Dan D'Agostino's BIG Krell is the only one that tops it.
Not only that, I've also given the Silver Seven-t
more output voltage than any other amp except my
own Silver Seven Vacuum 'like Amplifier (which beats
it, but only by afew volts). Nobody else's amp that I
know of has more output voltage— and that includes
the new OIL tube amps on the market
I
can get all this voltage and current because I
have agreat patent, the Magnetic Field Power Supply.
In updated form with lots of energy storage, it easily
producesfive times as much current as any other
power supply of the same manufacturing cost.
But Bob, bow does it sound?
Beyond the sheer power required for explosive
transients and rolling thunder, the ability of an ampliPOWERFUL
DtstrIbuted

fier to reproduce the subtle, dimensional shadings of a
delicate soundstage depends on its transfer characteristics (a scientist would say transferfiinction). I've given
my new solid state amplifier atransfer function that
comes as close as I
can possibly make it to my Silver
Seven Vacuum Ilibe Amplifier
No, they are not eractly the same. But with
production nulls at approximately 40dB, they are very,
very close. So close that if I
close my eyes and drop my
concentration for amoment, the transistor version
can completely fool me into thinking I'm listening to
the vacuum tube Silver Seven.
Like the Silver Seven, the Silver Seven-t is a
mono amp design, so you will need two for stereo;
the pair costs $2,000.00.
Until my next ad, warmest regards,

4

Bob Carver
P.S. If you'd like to know more about transfer functions,
voltage and current, and the Silver Seven-t, please write
to Carver Corporation, Literature Department, P.O. Box
1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046.

MUSICAL
Canacia by irot. u

®

AUDIO INC

1.(416) 847-8888

CARVER
ACCURATE

JA: Three years ago, you launched MI and

nity to once and for all describe bow this

M1000. This year you've introduced Sigma

works?

series cables. What is the difference in the technology between the two, and what have you
tried to improve in the new Sigma cable?

NL: Our answer is that the signals will go down
the path of least electromagnetic resistance. If
you force high and low frequencies all down

NL: We came out with the M series as our top

one-size conductor, the low frequencies take

flagship cables, in sound and in winding technology, manufacturing technology. They incor-

up the inside and the high frequencies get

porated everything we then knew how to do

squeezed to the outside. We can all calculate the
skin effect, the depth of penetration depending

and we felt they had the best sound out there.

on frequency, and so on. But if the high fre-

But we also priced it to be as little as we could

quencies had another path, allowing the low

charge and still give the consumer agood value.

frequencies, with their high current and "Get

Ithink it suffered alittle bit of an image prob-

out of my way, I've got alot of energy," to go

lem because the cables that came out subse-

down the big wire, the high frequencies, being

quent to it were alot more expensive—a lot of

of amuch lower level, will go down the higher-

audiophiles equate price with quality, which

frequency wire

is atrap that some people get into. We still think
it's avery good cable, especially the M1000

JA: )bu 're saying that it's amatter of the complex impedance of all the various conducting

Mk.II; it's avery difficult cable to beat.

paths?

Our dealers and customers then said, "Look,
we want something that is asuperior cable in

NL: Right. And once we've got the different
conducting paths divided out, so to speak,

performance to the high-price cables." We said,

then we wind those different paths to differ-

"Okay, we can't compromise our standards. We

ent impedances. We can then look at the

need to design something that is at least as

impedances that the various frequencies face

good as MI000 and MI in every parameter, then

and we can time-correct the cable. That's how

improve it." That was atwo-year effort. In addi-

we do it.

tion to bandwidth-balanced, microfiber- in-

JA: There's also been some criticism along the

sulated, multigauge conductors, we came up

lines of that, "Yes, time dispersion in cables

with some very complex stranding on the
inside, an additional balanced impedance net-

frequencies."

is afacton but it's actually negligible at audio

work. The two cables have extraordinary nat-

NL: Well, it's adynamic property. And it's very

ural sound.

difficult to measure—don't say we can't mea-

As Rodney Herman will testify—he came in

sure it and we haven't done measurements, but

on the tail end of this project—a lot of what we

the ones that correlate sonic results are diffi-

tried to do was to design awire that did every-

cult but not impossible to achieve Bruce is

thing right but nothing wrong. And to improve

doing alot of work in that area. The dispersions

things. For instance, we wanted lower bass but

that we talk about will get nasty only with cer-

we didn't want it loose and flabby. But when

tain kinds of music. When Itest and listen to a

you take the Ml, which has extraordinary bass,

cable, Iput on acartridge, abright one, and I

and try to extend its low-frequency response,
everything we first did made it looser. If we

put on arecord, abright one. Because Iwant

tried to extend its high end, we started to get

mally hear. But if your cable is under control

high-frequency dispersions and some nasty-

with mistracking or very bright records, then

to excite those frequencies that Idon't nor-

sounding things only on certain kinds of music

it will be under control with other musical con-

Not all kinds of music showed it. But we had

ditions. Those dispersions are areal problem,

to get that out. So we worked to make it very

and are asource of irritation for alot of audi-

natural and linear, to get this even balance of

ophiles.

all the sonic parameters. Iwould say it would

JA: One of the things Monster bas devoted a

be very difficult for us to outdo the Sigma.
JA: One of the criticisms ofyour "balanced-

lot of effort to is promoting the idea of using
good cables in professional environments, in

bandwidth" concept bas been "How do the

recording studios, for example where tradi-

highfrequencies know that they must go down

tionally the signal bas travelled down miles

the thin wire and the bass frequencies down

of nondescript coax. Has that been rewarding?

the large wire?" Could you take this opportu-

NL: No, we've lost alot of money! [laughs]
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studio 1
The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition*to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

[
7
1
bL

ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Tel: (203) 324 7269

Fax: (203) 324 7027

TC Electronics 87-A Brunswick Blvd. Dollard Des Ormeaux Quebec H9B 2J5 Canada
Tel: (514) 683 7161 Telex: 05- 822847 Fax: (514) 683 9951

Because while there are alot of audiophiles to
sell wire to, you have only so many recording
studios that you can sell to But now that audiophiles have got good reproducing equipment,
with good cables connecting the speakers, CD
players, turntables, and so forth, what about

We've had big recording
studios completely tear
apart their facilities to
put in our cable.

the stuff that's recorded? If you buy aCD or a
record right off the shelf from amajor label,
you want to know that it would have been
properly recorded. At least with good cables.

dynamics are there the clarity is there, an addi-

So we set out to educate major studios. I'm not
just talking about audiophile labels, I'm talk-

tional presence is there. If you listen to what

ing about Warner Brothers and Epic—we
worked with Michael Jackson on the Bad

improvement. Big improvement.
JA: Iunderstand that the Star Trek V movie

album.
It's been very well accepted. We've had big
recording studios completely tear apart their
facilities to put in our cable Now aprofessional,
unlike an audiophile, uses his equipment as a
tool. It's like acarpenter might use ahammer.
He doesn't want to know that hammer is not
right, or broken—he has to go buy another
one. So they do it very reluctantly, but the sonic
results are so overwhelming that they take apart
awhole recording studio, deal with the downtime and the loss of revenue, to put in proper
cable. That's happened with many, many
recording studios now.
JA: Igot the impression from the workshops
at the 1988 Los Angeles AES convention, however that some recording engineers are very

is there compared to earlier recordings—big

was made with Monster Cable?
NL: We worked with Ralph Winter, the movie's
executive producer, on Star Pek IV with such
stunning results, he insisted that Star 7).
ek Vbe
completely wired with Monster—dialog,
sound effects, and music. So we worked with
them on that project and they gave us
acknowledgement on the film. So if anybody
stays for the credits, they'll see one for Monster
Cable. For amajor film studio like Paramount
to acknowledge the kind of wire they used to
make their movie, you know there's something
important going on, that we've been able to
make strides. As far as making money—not yet.
JA: Will people hear adifference in anormal
movie theater with its ancient equipment?
NL: You'll still hear, believe it or not, astunning

NL: Not the engineers in the recording industry

difference Particularly in the naturalness of the
sound effects. Maybe alot of your readers don't

who are the movers and shakers. These are the

know that every sound that you hear on afilm

people who rewire their studios. When they're

is dubbed in afterward. But shuffling paper and

doing the mixdown, alot of engineers will even
carry their own sets of Monster Cable with

footsteps, notice how natural those sound. The
new Indiana Jones and Ghostbusters movies
were also done completely with Monster

conservative when it comes to cable.

them. Ihad an interview with abunch of mad
recording engineers and recording-studio
owners in Nashville. They got to me and said,
"Noel, what are you doing to these guys? Why
are you making them drag their cables around?
I've got perfectly good X-brand cable in my
studio." Isaid, "I'm sorry, Idon't pay these
guys. They buy their own cable You have lousy
cable in your recording studio. I'm sorry. It

Cable.
JA: Iunderstand that you're also supplying
cablefor bands like David Bowie's and Carlos
Santana 's. It couldn't harm matters: in my
opinion, live rock sound in the late '80s is the
pits.
NL: The big news from Monster for sound reinforcement is what Rodney is working on: adig-

makes lousy sound. These recording engineers

ital multiplexing distribution system. We go for

don't want to carry around anvil cases of Monster Cable. They would rather you have it in

avery short run of cable from the microphone
to adistribution box onstage where it gets dig-

your studios."

itally multiplexed at avery high resolution. A

These are the guys who care about the quality of their work. They're still not in our camp

single fiber-optic link then goes back to the
sound console. That enables us to get away

all the way in terms of naturalness of sound,

from alot of the noise and things you get, for

they still use too much EQ and so on, but the

example, from the lights onstage. It will also
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As soon as you start
correcting errors,
perfection slips to an
approximation of
perfection.

reduce the cost significantly for long cable
runs. If you look at what 1000' of Interlink
Reference might cost times 50 for 50 microphones, that could get to be quite abill.
Rodney Herman: It's aphenomenal system.
And also what's nice is that if we develop it as
we intend to for the recording industry we will
set anew digitization standard that can be read
by the existing standard. We're digitizing at
3.2MHz. That's our sampling rate. We're running at 1-bit resolution so that we can control
the glitch error much more closely. And then
we can basically mathematically create any
word length we want to out of that. The thing
we're really excited about is that all the work
that's been done on the tail end of the system
with DIM is now being followed by work on
the A/Ds. And with the AID stuff that we're
doing, to all intents and purposes as far as the
audio band is concerned, it's tillerless. Because
we're filtering third-order, gentle slopes, very,
very high up. There are none of the brickwall
filtering problems. The glitch error is minimized, and then you've got immunity from the
environmental problems. It's really buying a
tremendous amount of advantages.
JA: You get rid of those dreadful multicore,
multiway snakes going out atbousandfeet to
aconsole.
RH: You can transmit amile, two miles, with
this technology.
JA: When u,111 this "Ligbtspeed" system be
offered to the pro-sound industry?
RH: It's in production now. We're going out on
the road with Pat Metheny in July, and we'll be
having some of the major speciality record
labels running it as ofJuly. Some well-known
names and faces. It's out there already.
JA: It 's quite adeparturefor Monster
NL: It is. It's the future.
JA: As we've moved on to digital, I'd like to
bring up the subject of CD SoundRings. There's
been some skepticism about SoundRings in the
pages of Stereophile, as well as in Consumer
Reports. The question is begged that if a
SoundRing doesn't improve the integrity of the
data coming off the disc apartfrom improving
thejitter performance, why should that produce better sound? Because doesn't every CD
player bave afirst-in/first-out buffer so that
jitter in the data off the disc won't effect the bits
presented to the DAC?
RH: We just produced atechnical paper to
explain that.: Ithink the point we're trying to
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make more than anything else is that while the
digital theory is perfect, as soon as you start
correcting errors, that perfection slips to an
approximation of perfection. Consequently,
we're more concerned with the quality of error
correction than the quantity of error correction. One error can involve one wrong bit. On
the other hand, it can be aserial event involving
maybe 3000 bits that are being misread. If we
can minimize the number of misread bits by
various mechanisms, by controlling vertical
flutter so that there's not so much focusing
bounce, for example, then the correction circuitry and correction algorithms are not going
to have to do as much work. And what we
believe is that probably the reality of why we
like one CD player over another CD player, or
one sound over another sound, is largely
because the quality of the error is better. In
other words, we're not having to do as much
interpretive work with our perceptive abilities.
JA: But experiments show that whatever the
effect of the SoundRing is, it seems not to
involve the quality of the error correction. It
seems to be some kind of second-order effect
occurring in the CD player such asfocus and
tracking-servo current demands affecting the
DAC performance. For example, when Stereophile 's Technical Editor Robert Harley took
two identical CDs from the same production
run, ringed one but not the other and read the
data blocks off both discs after error correction
into acomputer's RAM, abit-by-bit comparison of the data showed that after correction,
the SoundRing didn't appear to have an effect.
So even if there are more data errors coming
off tbe disc without the SoundRing, once
they

been corrected the digital data are

identical to what they were with the ring.
RH: Mathematically or qualitatively?

1"The Nature of Errors in Digital Music Playback, - available
from Monster Cable Products Inc., 274 Wattis Way, South San
Francisco, CA 94080-6761.
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JA: Mathematically.
RH: That's precisely what I'm saying. Say a
player failed before it misread the first bit so
that it didn't make any sound. It would have
carried on not making any sound for 55
minutes or an hour. But this would still have

We never claimed the
SoundRing would
decrease the amount of
errors.

only been counted as one error. The whole
point from amathematical point of view is that
it's nice and tight, you can say with absolute
knowledge that there have been "this many"

"The premise upon which [Monster Cable]
bases the design of this product is false. ..
An

error corrections. But what we're saying is that
you're not dealing with the aural perception

error-reading machine was not able to detect

of the errors when you talk about the

never claimed the SoundRing would decrease

any decrease in the amount of errors." But we

mathematics of the event. You can only judge

the amount of errors. Instead, we're looking for

the qualitative elements of that by what you
hear. 2And as much as some people out there

an increase in the quality of the data acquisition and the lessening of the severity of the

dislike the notion that you can't mathematically
explain differences in hearing or perception of

JA: It seems to me that when people hear a

the sound, the fact remains that we do perceive

difference, being audiophiles tbe next thing

error correction. Which is audible.

differences in the sound of adisc with aring

they do is ask themselves why there is adiffer-

on and not with aring, under certain circumstances. We've had enough statistical data from

ence. And with SoundRings at the moment,

surveys done on follow-ups of magazine articles to know that we have got abody of posi-

there is no real answer to that question.
RH: The big question is, "Can we be happy

tive opinion that Ithink is significant.

that there's adifference just because we perceive it?"

JA: Noel, you wanted to do an experiment with

NL: When we first initiated this project, we

Consumer Reports where you would supply

already had the Discus on the market, and we

aselection of theirfour million readers with

had gained alot of experience with the sound
of different CD-damper materials. Iasked many
engineers to come and give their explanation

CD SoundRings, provided CR would publish
the mutts of asurvey of their readers'findings?
NL: They haven't accepted our offer, which is

of what was going on because digital phenom-

to do alistening test. We've done this with Hi Fi Answers in the UK, and in Italy. We've had

ena were pretty new to me. Igot alot of dif-

lots of good feedback from audiophiles ...3

sort that out, because Iknew when Idid the

The CD SoundRing is just what the name says.

listening what sounded right to me. And Iknew

It's for sound. We say on the front of our pack-

there was an improvement, otherwise we

age that it's going to improve the bass response,

wouldn't put our name on it. But looking for

ferent explanations. But it wasn't up to us to

soundstaging, and transient response, all of

the explanation, Itook the safest route, which

which it does. If it didn't, we couldn't sell one.

was not to give an explanation that we couldn't

Not to mention the people who come back and

prove. So if you look at our package, it talks
about vertical flutter, which you can measure,

buy hundreds. Consumer Reports' article said

it talks about the sound improvements, which
2Following the inteniew. Isat down to study the Monster
Cable paper mentioned by Rodney. which explains in great
detail how nominally the same number of error events can produce adifference in the eventual uaveforrn. hence the sound,
of the analog signal produced by the DAC. However, reflection indicates that this paper is talking about the quite rare interpolation errors where the combination of redundant data on
the disc and the Reed-Solomon algorithm in the player's correction circuitry fail to reconstitute the missing data exactly.
It still doesn't explain why aSoundRing should produce aconsistent improvement in sound quality. The verdict remains
open. Iguess
3Perhaps Stereopblies readers would be interested in such
an experiment. We would offer them aCD SoundRing to carperirnent with and publish the results as asurvey of their reactions in afuture issue of the magazine. Stay tuned.
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you can hear, but that's all it says. We don't
claim lower data-error rates, we're going to
leave that for other engineers to figure
out. .It's not asurprise to me that we don't
have all the measurements that we need to
measure what we hear in the digital path.
We knew that when we started to market the
SoundRing, people would be skeptical. It's a
highly engineered product, in terms of the
damping compound, the thickness of the ring,
the width of the ring, how we load the
plasticizers, and the adhesives. Rod's spent a
99

lot of time with this, as amatter of fact, he's

tion, which is that when we listen to the things,

responsible for all the delays on the project ...

we hear differences. And if we're misguided in

RH: Iwill say one thing: the actual objective

some of our answers, it's because we're still

measurements we took as we were evaluating

searching for the answers. Slowly, we're getting

the materials correlated absolutely with what

some correlations between what we can hear

we heard. What read better sounded better.

and what we can measure, but that still doesn't

And the optimum weight of the ring that we are
using was derived by that mechanism.
JA: What measurements did you find meaningful?

mean that we can explain it any better.
JA: So the ear is the final arbiter
RH: It has to be.
NL: Right.

NL: We measured the vertical excursion of the

RH: Recently we've been working with aspe-

disc. We did aseries of tests using B&K test

cialist in aural perception. He's astounded at the
arrogance of our industry, trying to explain

equipment where we modified the B&K microphone to become acapacitance sensor sus-

what we can hear by measurements of equip-

pended over the disc. And the discs were then

ment. He says until we start doing measure-

tested with aseries of different-weight rings;

ments of aural perception there's no way we

you could then measure alow-frequency voltage generated by the vertical excursion of the
ring.

can determine what we're hearing.
Talking to someone who specializes in the
physiology of hearing gives you completely

RH: We found that the ring which measured

different insights into what's going on because

the best on this test also sounded the best, and
we ended up with aweight of just over 3.2gm

you have then to start taking into account the
fact that hearing is an ancient sense. It was
developed with differential abilities for survival

for the ring. We did another test which was a
facsimile of that in light, where we shone alaser
on to the disc while it was turning and looked
at the laser patterns projected onto ascreen
with different rings. And again, the tightest dispersion pattern that we had was with aring of
about 3.2gm.

purposes. When you realize that in the history
of evolution, your life depended on your hearing adifference, achange, in the soundfield,
you realize what you're capable of differentiating.
JA: The results of our listening tests in San

JA: In effect, you are optimizing the ring's

Francisco last April suggested that people are

mechanical parameters to give the lowest level
of vibrations in the rotating disc
RH: Right. And it was easy to postulate from

very good at bearing when things are different, but not so good at bearing things that
remain the same.

there that somehow the vertical flutter has asignificant impact on the way we hear what's

important for people involved in high-end hi-

coming off the disc.

fi to have contact with the real thing? With live

Noel, you're a musician. Do you think it

JA: As Isaid, this is where Iget hung up.

music?

Because whilejitter in the ciatastream going

NL: They have to experience the live thing

to the DAC is subjectively disastrous, jitter in

because otherwise they get conditioned to a

the FM data stream coming off the disç which

facsimile, especially when they're listening to

will be improved by a SoundRing, does not
result in jitter in the datastream going to the

never be the real signal. But when we listen to

DAC. ..

live music we listen to the tonal structure, the

NL: If what you say is true, then we wouldn't

harmonic balance, the depth ...
Everybody at

hear adifference in CD players either.
RH: I'd be less than honest if Isaid Iknew why.

the blues concert last night, with the trumpet
blaring and the saxes and the drums and every-

We're being pushed alot for explanations for
what we're hearing, which is always difficult.
That we bear differences has been the back-

to reproduce. We can't get it close to that yet."
JA: Onefinal question. At the end of Monster's

bone of our industry. That we can explain them
is the enigma of our industry. And we now have

first decade of existence wouldyou like to look
into your crystal ball and say where you think

a new enigma. Monster doesn't know the

Monster will be in 10 years' time?

digital, which is afacsimile of afacsimile It can

thing going, was saying "That's what we need

answers that we're being asked questions to.

NL: We have two goals. One is that we bring

But at the same time, we have adefault situa-

audiophile cables to some kind of sensibility
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in the industry—to stabilize, to sort out, so to
speak, all the different stories and things that
you've been hearing. To encourage people to
listen, to use their ears, and then be the judge.
Despite what my story is or what another
manufacturer's story is or what our story is
with CD SoundRings, it really doesn't matter.

Had we had cartridges
of this caliber five years
ago, maybe we wouldn't
have gone so far with
digital.

Because in the end it has to sound right. And
that's the message we want to promote, as far
as what is better. Don't get jaded by the price
or the story or the packaging—listen to what
the product actually does.
We're looking to expand the availability of

continue to bring that message to people, that
despite the hardware and the glitzy-looking
products, sit down, hook everything up, plug

audio cables to abroader audience. You will see

it in, and sit back and listen. We want to enjoy

our product show up in more and more places:
we want your daughter or your son, if you have

the music. Not necessarily the equipment.
JA: The Sigma Genesis 2000 cartridge is new

kids, to have good audiophile cables. We want

at this show. Will there be an Omega Genesis

to see that no audio system is sold without

in 1999?

good-quality audio cable. And on the high end,
our goal is to keep pushing, to be at the fore-

NL: We hope that audiophiles will continue to

front of technology and music At CE shows we
have had music for the last two to three years
now, we've always had aconcert because we
don't want people to forget what it's all about.

support analog and support cartridges so that
we can continue making them. Because the
records played back with the cartridges that
we've got now sound better than they've ever

We're here to do business, but our roots are that

been reproduced; had we had cartridges of this
caliber five years ago, maybe we wouldn't have

it's music reproduction that's important. We'll

gone so far with digital.

Heard Your
System Lately?
Probably not!
In fact, we're confident that if you
don't have aPS Power Sonic on your
CD player, preamp, tape deck or turntable, you don't know how good your
system can sound!
Not just another power conditioner,
but ahuge, 500 watt, custom-wound,
triple electrostatically shielded isolation transformer.
At $399 we know of no greater
improvement.., no matter what you
own. PS Audio, for 15 years we've
helped make yoursystem worth owning.

PS AUDIO
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302 South 13th St. Grover City, CA 93433
(805) 481-4844

ASONIC REFERENCE!
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth—
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the music.
Pressed using afidelity-preserving one-step process and premium vinyl from an original
lacquer mastered using all-tube equipment, this limited-edition LP is available only from
Stereophile—order now!

STEREOPHILE LP ORDER FORM
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The Stereophile Record is now available?
Name
Address
City

State

Please send me

Zip

copy(ies) of Poem: Works For Flute and Piano
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$15.98 each
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$2.00 per record Domestic (US and Canadian) S& H
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$5.00 per record for Foreign orders (surface delivery)
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Li Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

El MasterCard

Credit Card Number

El Visa

E Am Ex
Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to:

Stereophile
Records department
436 Cerrillos Rd., Box C
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Credit Card Orders: (505) 986-2432 (record orders only, please). Allow 4-6 weeks delivery.
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
out of print

VOLUME I(1962-1985), VOWME II (1966-1972)
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$400.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED
*Photocopies
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(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $5.00 each)
1
Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $1000 each)

Total:
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MUSIC REFERENCE RM-9
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Music Reference RM-9 tube power amplifier
All vacuum-tube design. Power output: 100Wpc (20dBW). Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input
sensitivity: adjustable, 0.4-1.2V. Weight: 60 pounds. Size: 17 3/
4"W by 11 3
A" D by 61
/
2"H. Samples
tested: S/Ns 137 & 198. Price: S2450 with EL34 output stage, $2750 with KTB8 output stage; an
oak base is standard, but rosewood is available optionally for an additional S100. Approximate
number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: RAM Labs/ Music Reference, PO. Box 40807, Santa Barbara,
CA 93140-0807. Tel: (805) 682-0388.
Do you believe in beginner's luck? If so, some
of your personality traits should be quite pre-

The truth of the matter is that the approach
to perfection is an evolutionary process. llibe

dictable. Lees see. You're very likely an optimist
with a"bull-market" mentality, play the lottery,

Avariety of circuits clashed in the marketplace;

hi-fi amplifiers flourished in the '50s and '60s.

and, most important, bought a CD player

only the fittest survived, today regarded as clas-

within ayear of its introduction, or asolid-state
amp in the '60s. You're apt to mail in aprofu-

sics of the genre. An example would be the
Marantz 813. Properly upgraded with modern

sion of bingo cards (you know, the kind Stereo
Review is full of) and spend hours perusing

coupling caps, this amp would easily contest

specifications in the hope of finding akernel

the sonic performance of many renaissance
tube products. The art advances only by de-

of truth in all of that chaff. You'd particularly

signers standing on the shoulders of past

be appalled at that fellow Iran into the other

masters, and grasping the essence of their craft
before attempting any "improvements."
Apparently, Roger Modjeski, the Patriarch of

day, who had bought an AR-1 in 1956 and
waited another decade before buying another
speaker—just to make sure stereo wasn't afad.

RAM Labs, did just that. Roger dove into power

Hey, relax, Iwon't turn you in; the mere fact

amps in 1981 after having studied the Futter-

that you're reading Stereopbile is sufficient rea-

man OTL design for anumber of years while
waiting for the patent expiration in 1980. One

son for redemption.
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of his goals was to improve the stock circuit's
performance under overload conditions. He
points out that, unlike apreamp, apower amp

put tubes, the result being an increase in tube
life and sonic performance. Adriver balance-

clips quite frequently when driving speakers

adjustment pot and LED monitor for each
channel are also provided. The screen grids of

of average sensitivity to loud SPLs. How so?

the output tubes are connected in "ultra-

Well, if you require 10W on average but 20dB
headroom to be sure to reproduce piano music

linear" fashion to the output transformer, being
at 40% of anode voltage. Hence, the transfer

adequately, that translates to a1000W ampli-

characteristics of the output stage are inter-

fier. So if you're going to clip an amp fairly routinely, recovery from overload becomes an

of atriode.

mediate between those of atetrode and those

important performance criterion. Roger's find-

When Ifirst read about 10,000-hour tube-

ing was that the capacitive coupling of the Fut-

life in the Music Reference literature, Ifelt that

terman caused severe problems during over-

surely this was atypo. After all, there are tube

load. His solution, embodied in the RM-6, was

amplifiers out there today with tubes that kick
the bucket after only 1000 hours. For most

to DC-couple from input to output, and use a
DC servo to keep the output signal baseline at
OV. The RM-6 design was sold to Counterpoint
and is still available as the Counterpoint SA-4.

users, 10,000 hours represent about adecade
of listening (at roughly 3hours per day). But
MR tells me that it's really true; welcome news

The lessons learned from the OTL project

indeed! It means that the average cost of re-

were folded in with aprolonged study of early

tubing the KM-9 should be quite minimal when

hi-fi amps, starting with the Williamson of the

prorated over its lifetime. The reason for the

mid- '50s. Modjeski noted several interesting
facts about the amplifiers of that era. Almost

longevity of the FtM-9 output tubes is that the
bias is set at about 30 milliamps, which results

all of them were low-powered (15-30Wpc), ran

in extremely conservative plate dissipation and

areasonable bias, and sounded musical when
not pushed hard. The best of the lot according

cool-running tubes.
The output transformers are quite beefy,

to Roger—the Marantz and the Hadley—
remained stable even under severe clipping.

accounting for over athird of the amp's weight.

What crystallized out of all this

tube

hand-wound and -stacked, and are potted

design philosophy that emphasizes excellent
output transformers, straightforward circuitry,

under vacuum in silicone rubber. Taps are
provided for 2,4, and 8ohm nominal loads via

and reasonable bias for long tube life. From this
framework the RM-9 was born.

bare wire (wrapped around the post), or prefer-

The design

ably spade lugs. A tertiary winding is used to
provide negative feedback to the driver stage

The input signal is directly coupled to one-half

while improving stability into highly reactive

was a

They use 10 pounds each of silicon steel, are

brass terminals. These terminals will accept

of a6DJ8 tube connected as abalanced dif-

loads. The amount of feedback and hence

ferential amplifier with the feedback driving

overall gain is selectable via a3-position tog-

the tail-end of the tube The signal is then DCcoupled to another 6DJ8 differential amplifier.

gle switch located under the tube cage where
all of the adjustment pots are conveniently

From here the signal is AC-coupled, using apair

positioned as well (all of these, by the way, may

of 0.22itF WonderCaps to the grids of aquartet

be accessed without any fear of singed fingers).

of EL34s operating in push-pull mode The two
quartets of output tubes provided are tested

You may select 10,14, or 19dB of feedback dur-

and matched by RAM "[Ube Works to within less
than 10% variation in both bias operating point
and transconductance. Thus only asingle bias-

ing listening so that you can fine-tune the
amp/speaker interface. The available gain
decreases with feedback from 36dB to 27dB.
The switch designations of "LO," "HI," and

adjustment pot and LED are necessary for each

"MED" refer to the amount of gain available.

quartet of output tubes. As Modjeski points

In the HI gain setting, along with ahigh-gain

out, matched tubes would be advantageous

preamp such as the Music Reference KM-5 or

even in designs with separate bias adjustments

the Counterpoint SA-7, it is possible to accommodate even low-output MC cartridges (0.5mV

for each output tube, because the bias will track
from tube to tube as the tubes age so that the
load will be equally distributed among the out106

nominal output) without an additional step-up
device.
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The power supply provides amain B-1- volt-

stage. The low-gain setting resulted in aslight

age of 450V and uses solid-state rectification.

brightness. The best compromise was reached

Reservoir capacity is 800µF and features four
Rubycon photoflash caps. The main circuit
board is accessible through the bottom plate.

with the medium setting. Here the upper
octaves were well-behaved, and the mida most
transparent.

You'd normally only want to do that when

Ibelieve that it is de rigeur to evaluate amps

replacing afuse. But being of an inquisitive

with avariety of speaker loads in order to flush
out their performance capabilities in as many

mind, Inaturally just had to take apeek. Parts
and construction qualities are high.
An added dimension of the RM-9 is its ability
to readily accept both KT88 and 6550 output
tubes. You simply retube, then readjust the bias

contexts as possible To that end Ialso included
the following loudspeakers in my listening
tests: the Koval- modded old Quad ESLs, the
Celestion SL600s, the Acoustat Spectra 22s, and

to 30mA using the same procedure as before:

the Martin-Logan Sequel Ils. Some of these

the bias pot is rotated counterclockwise to
extinguish the LED, then the bias is raised by

loads are not only pretty insensitive but also

the clockwise rotation of the pot until the LED
just lights. The stock version of the RM-9 is

quite reactive. In all cases, however, the RM-9
proved to be acompetent and uncomplaining
partner—never at aloss dynamically, and clip-

fitted with EL34s because, when the amp was

ping gracefully when pushed against the wall.

released, KT88s were an endangered species;
besides, Modjeski really likes the EL-34. This

The bass registers were well-delineated, with
plenty of detail and pitch definition. Not quite

is no small matter, however, and, as you shall

the precision and extension of solid-state bass,
but most impressive nonetheless for atubed

see shortly, the choice of output tubes greatly
affects the sonic character of the amp.

amp. The mida were detailed, but not in an

As an added measure of flexibility, you

over-analytical fashion. Massed voices, for

should know that the RM-9 may be bridged for

example, were clearly resolved. You could not
only place the sopranos, but the soft male

awhopping 200Wpc. Ihaven't tried this yet,
but would like to—possibly as afollow-up to
this review.

voices in amixed chorus were plainly audible.
Midrange textures were liquid and suave in the

Sonic impressions

tically lush. The first sample possessed asight

It occurred to me that the RM-9's model desig-

glare in the upper mida, which as far as Ican tell

nation may actually refer to its nine lives or

is not representative of the design and may very
well have been caused by asample defect. One

best tube tradition, though not overly, roman-

incarnations: three output stages times three
gain settings for atotal of nine permutations.
Roger, is there any truth to that? In any event,
Iapplaud the versatility the amp affords. However, from areviewer's standpoint it all represents extra work for probably no additional
pay.
My first impressions of the RM-9 were all
with what Iwill call the stock version—the one

of the output tubes would cut off intermittently, apparently due to adefective tube socket.
As Ijiggled the tube Icould reestablish high
voltage.
The second sample of the amp provided by
Music Reference has been working just fine for
several weeks, and in no way could be described as bright. The timbrai accuracy of the

with the EL-34 output stage. Because the KT88

RM-9 is very good—more faithful to the source

version turned out to be much more entertain-

than the Quicksilver, for example. During a
sonic shootout between these two amps, the
RM-9 distinguished itself by imposing less of
its sonic signature on the reproduced sound.

ing musically, Iwill condense my description
of the stock version to eliminate the usual
blow-by-blow description in favor of asummary, which Iwill use as ajumping board to
elucidate the virtues of the KT88 version.
Ifound it important to experiment with the

Daniel, my 13-year-old son and sometime
assistant, had amuch easier time recognizing
the essence of his mother's voice during an

GAIN setting. There wasn't aconsistently best
setting for all loads. For example, with my own

administration of the Lesley Test when the RM-

Dahlia-Debra loudspeakers, the high-gain setting yielded the more natural upper octaves but
at the expense of aslight veiling of the sound-

ence regions were well-behaved, displaying the
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9was in the chain. The upper mida and presrequisite amount of sweetness on violin overtones, and very good brass bite The treble was
107

abit on the soft side, smooth and liquid. Yet treble transients were very well resolved, without attendant zip or harshness.
The area where the stock RM -9's performance fell relatively short of my expectations
was in its portrayal of the soundstage. It was

as tight when compared with the stock version.
But the most notable difference was in terms
of imaging. Palpability of image outlines went
from good to impressive. And soundstage
transparency and spatial resolution improved
afew notches as well. It was now much easier

good all right in terms of focusing instrumental

to visualize hall dimensions and to retrieve hall

outlines and delineating the dimensions of the

reverb. Image outlines were consistently pal-

soundstage Its retrieval of hall reverb was quite

pably focused. What I'm describing is serious

good too, and if you're anything short of a

goose-bump-inducing capabilities in these

devout tubeophile, you'll probably find noth-

respects. Julianne Baird (
The English Lute Song,

ing amiss here. But for me, it simply lacked the

Dorian 90109) singing through achain that

spaciousness, the 3-D flair and image palpabil-

included the Sequel Ils, the Wadia 2000 Pro-

ity of, say, the Prodigy 150 Monos, as well as the

cessor, and the Arcam Delta 170 transport, gave

utterly transparent soundstage of aClass Aamp.

me an inkling of the best CD sound I've ever

Some of the soundstage drama was plucked
away by the RM -9.

heard. There she was, coherently focused in
space, without a trace of fuzz through her

This is also aquiet amp; no hum or much
tube noise to speak of. So Iwas quite surprised,

upper octaves, and that delicate interplay of
direct and hall sound clearly resolved. In

following a45-minute power outage, when the

general, reproduction of the mida and upper

RM -9 developed ahum problem all of asudden. Could it be that the Power Company
screwed up? Defeating the ground pin on the

octaves was smooth and edgeless, without fuzz
or grain.

RM -9's three-prong plug and reversing the hot
and neutral pins in the AC outlet immediately
cured the problem. So here's something else

The RM -9 again established its dynamic
strengths. Even with the power-hungry Sequel
Ils it had no trouble at all eliciting alinear,

for you to worry about: your local Power Com-

uncompressed dynamic range, expanding from
soft to loud and affirming its ability to clip

pany screwing up mains polarity.

gracefully when really pushed hard.

At this point in the proceedings, Iwas staring
at alikable amp, eminently listenable, without
any significant weaknesses, yet one Ijust could
not fall in love with. Acompetent amp all right,
but without aperformance aspect to really get
excited about. It lacked the midrange incisiveness I've become addicted to: that combination of transparency and spatial resolution that
commands your undivided attention because
it mimics the live experience so closely.

Enter the KT88
Initially, Iscrounged together whatever KT88s

Summary
Unquestionably, as AT&T is fond of saying, the
KT88 version of the RM is the right choice, easily worth the extra $300. For amodest increase
in price, you essentially get astereo amp with
imaging capabilities that rival that normally
afforded only by monoblocks. There are no
serious sonic weaknesses. The bass is not as
tight and extended as that available from solidstate quarters. But it is competitive with the
bass performance of any tube amp I've heard
to date. The RM-9 clearly loses out to the VTL

Ihad on hand to retube the RM -9. Remember,

300 monoblocks in punch and authority, but

we're talking alot of KT88s. Ihad two matched

is just as strong in bass detail and definition.

pairs of the Gold Aero variety that Iwas saving

The mida and treble are texturally liquid and

for arainy day. And by raiding the Quicksilver

suave. There's no fuzz or edge accompanying

Monos Iwas able to raise the necessary quota

treble transients. Timbral accuracy is another

of output tubes. Later, Music Reference provided me with apair of matched quartets of

strong suit of the RM -9; it imposes very little
coloration on the reproduced sound. The tre-

Chinese KT88s, which Iused for most of the
listening.

ble is abit soft, the upper bass atad loose, and

It was quite asight to behold! Count them,

sounding—at least with the KT88 version. But,
all in all, the RM -9 does very little to interfere
with the essence of the music.

eight glowing KT88s. Midrange textures were
definitely richer and lusher now, and atad
darker as well. Upper bass was fuller and not
108

the mida could be accused of being abit dark-

Let's not forget the extended tube life and
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Fig. 2Music Reference RM-9, frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms in parallel
with 2.2pF

I
.eue

potential reliability of the design. Isay poten-

2.2µF of capacitance in parallel with the load

tial, because reliability implies atrack record,
which in the case of the RM-9 Iknow nothing

resistor produced the trace in fig.2. Note the
rising HF response and change in scale from

about. But at least from the several months I've
lived with it, it has impressed me as the sort of

1dB per division to 5dB per division. Fig.3
shows the RM-9's frequency response driv-

amp that could take alickin' and go on tickin'.
Both Vulcans and Humans would be pleased

speaker.'

Fig. 4Music Reference RM-9, THD + noise
vs frequency at 1W into 8ohms

ing asimulated 20-liter, sealed two-way loud-

with the RM-9. It combines good looks, log-

The RM-9 clipped at 103.5W into 8ohms

ical execution, and the sort of musical involvement we humans very much appreciate. In its

(20.15dBW), 102.9W into 4ohms (20.12dBW),
and 96.2W into 2ohms (19.8dBW), measured

KT88 incarnation, the RM-9 is worthy of a

at the 8, 4, and 2ohm taps respectively. Output impedance was 0.3 ohm, amoderate value

strong Class B recommendation.

for atube amplifier. THD and noise as afuncPostscript: measurements
On the test bench, the Music Reference RM-9

tion of frequency, shown in fig. 4, were less
than 0.5% within the audio band. All measure-

exhibited aflat frequency response when driv-

ments were made with KT88 output tubes.

ing an 8ohm resistive load at 1W, as shown in
fig.l. The right channel's output (dotted trace)
was about 0.2dB higher than the left's. Adding

—Robert Harley

S

I Thank, to Kenneth Kantor of NHT for supplying us with this
simulated loudspeaker load.

TDL REFERENCE STANDARD
LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Configuration: Four-way floor-standing dual transmission-line bass with separate midrange line.
Two long-throw 12" by 8" polystyrene glass-fiber reinforced bass drivers, two 6" doped polymer cone midranges, two 1" magnesium-alloy naked metal-dome tweeters with ferro -fluid control
and separate rear chambers, one 3/
4"chemical dome ferro -fluid controlled supertweeter. Crossover
frequencies: 200Hz, 3.5kHz, 13kHz; separately terminated LF input provided for bi-wiring and
Stereophile, December 1989

bi-amping. Specifications: Frequency range: 16Hz-35kHz (tolerance not provided). Impedance:
nominal 8ohms. Sensitivity: 87dB/1W/1m. Power requirements: 50W each minimum. Weight:
154 lbs. each (70kg). Finish: black with polished aluminum trim standard, or brown with laminated wood top and solid brass trim. Dimensions: 23" (588mm) W by 46 1
2 "(1180mm) H by 19 1
/
/
2"
(496mm) D. Price: $6995/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Transducer
Developments Limited, P.O. Box 98, High Wycombe Bucks HP136LN, England. US distributor:
Transducer Developments Limited, 652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, CT 06906. Tel: (203)324-7269.
Inever cease to be amazed by the hi-fi industry's reliance on old ideas when creating new

in Vol.12 No.10. The VTL amplifiers are another
example: their basic circuitry has been around

products. Some audio design principles, con-

for decades, waiting for the ultimate realization

ceived long ago, seem to be written in stone,

of that design. When JA wanted to make a

impervious to the power of late-20th-century
scientific research. It seems as though our

music for Stereopbile's first LP, he turned to

recording that most accurately captured the

audio forefathers discovered all the important

tube microphones (using amike technique

principles and left it to the current generation
to work out the details and refinements. ,Wit-

originally proposed in 1928) and anearly 30year-old analog tape machine.

ness the Futterman OTL amplifier, designed in
1956 and recently reincarnated as the superb

Another basic design that has been around
along time is transmission-line speaker load-

Prodigy Audio Laboratories amplifier reviewed

ing, though it's appeared in relatively few prod-

IWhen someone remarked derisively to Paul Klipsch that his
Klipschom design was 30 years old, he replied. "No one has
repealed the i2WS of physics."

ucts. This is surprising, considering the concept's exceptional technical merits. Transmission-line loading provides the best possible
acoustic environment for the driver. The line
absorbs the backwave from the driver, and by
careful gradation of the absorbent material and
inverse tapering of the line, the output of the
line produces low frequencies over awide
band. The transmission-line produces the kind
of bass output from relatively small woofers
and enclosures that one would expect from
units four times their size.
Coincidentally, Ihave lived with transmission-line speakers for the past seven years in
the form of the Vortex Screens, reviewed in
Vol.12 No.7. One of the Screen's best characteristics, low-frequency extension with detailed bass articulation, is attributable to the
transmission-line design. Despite the sonic
attributes of small speakers, Ifind music much
more enjoyable when the lowermost octaves
are reproduced with weight and control, without asense of strain. Itherefore approached the
TDL Reference Standard Loudspeakers with
high expectations.
TDL's parent company, ELAC of England,
manufactures drivers for many other speaker
companies and currently ships over 100,000
drivers per week. Many readers may be familiar
with the ELAC 25mm metal-dome tweeter
found in many speaker brands. TDL is ELAC's
hi-fi division and consequently can create
drivers from scratch for their designs. In fact,
all drivers used in the Reference Standard are

TDL TLS Monitor loudspeaker

designed and made in-house.
Stereophile, December 1989

Description

are mounted on the narrow (5" wide) front baf-

The Reference Standard (hereafter called the
RS) is large and imposing, but not overly so in

fle, which causes the RS to behave like asmall
speaker at mid- and high frequencies, improv-

the context of the recent trend toward huge
loudspeakers. The six-sided enclosure man-

ing imaging. The midranges are located at the
top and bottom of the array, flanked by the

ages to pack in alarger internal volume than the

tweeters, with the supertweeter in the middle.
According to TDL, this driver complement and
configuration emulates point-source distri-

cabinet first suggests. The woodgrain cabinet
is available in black, or brown with brass trim.
Employing seven drive units in afour-way
system with an elaborate enclosure, the TDL
RS is an ambitious and unusual design. The
majority of the enclosure is consumed by two

bution.
When properly positioned, the front baffle,
with its mid- and high-frequency drivers, is 45°

transmission lines, each driven by its own

off-axis from the listener. This scheme follows
Blumlein's recommendations for stereo repro-

woofer. These woofers were designed and

duction. To increase dispersion, the super-

optimized specifically for the RS. In adeparture from the vast majority of speakers, the bass

tweeter augments high-frequency output off-

drivers are oval to increase the piston area that
will fit into agiven box size. The 30 by 2Icm
diaphragms are made from glass-fiber reinforced polystyrene. The two drive-units and

axis. Consequently, when measured on-axis,
the RS has arise in high-frequency response
which the manufacturer says disappears at the
listening position.

corresponding transmission lines look iden-

The crossovers use third-order slopes at
200Hz, 3.51cHz, and 13kHz. The low transition

tical, but have subtle differences in Q, imped-

point between woofers and midrange keeps

ance, and line damping. This arrangement staggers the resonances so that apeak in one driver

the crossover point away from the critical midband, where the ear is most sensitive and much

is complemented by the inverse characteristic

musical information lies.

in the other driver. In addition, sensitivity and
power handling are increased by using two
bass drivers. Each labyrinth is terminated at a

The sound

rectangular opening at the bottom of the two

dedicated listening room. The room is 21' long,

angled enclosure sides.
The two 6" midranges are separately loaded
in anonresonant transmission line. Loading the
midranges in atransmission line gets rid of the
unwanted backwave without it bouncing back
at the driver from the rear wall of the cabinet.
Instead, the rear wave is absorbed by the damping in the line. Ideally, the line would absorb
all the energy from the rearwave. In practice,
however, the acoustic output from the end of
the midrange labyrinth is 40dB down from the
midrange's front output. In addition, such load-

This is the first review in my just-completed,
14' wide, with asloped ceiling and an irregular shape. At the time of this writing, the final
acoustic treatments were not all in place, but
the room has been sufficiently treated so that
valid judgments of sound quality can be made.
The Phantom Acoustics Shadow, an active lowfrequency control system, was used throughout the auditioning (see review in this issue).
Before any critical listening sessions with the
RSes, Ispent some time in the new environment with the Vortex Screens, with which Iam
intimately familiar. Ihave spent so much time
listening to music through the Screens in avari-

ing lowers the fundamental resonance of the
driver: the midranges in the RS have an ex-

ety of rooms that any anomalies in the new

tremely low fundamental resonance of 40Hz,

listening room would become apparent and

well away from their operating range.

not be mistakenly attributed to the TDL RSes.

High frequencies are reproduced by two
ELAC 25mm magnesium-alloy dome tweeters,

The Screens sounded the best Ihad ever heard
them.

mounted in their own rear chambers. Like the

After this initial conditioning, Iconnected
the RSes to aplayback system consisting of VTL

midrange loading, the chambers reduce the
tweeters' fundamental resonance below their
bandpass frequencies. A single 2cm supertweeter augments the tweeter output above
13kHz.
These five mid- and high-frequency drivers
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225w and Muse model One Hundred Fifty
monoblocics, Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven
preamplifier (phono), and apassive preamp
made by Electronic Visionary Systems (CD).
The turntable was an AR with Ortofon MC-200

Ill

cartridge, and CD playback was through a

sessions, Inever had the impression that the

Marantz CD-94. Speaker cable was AudioQuest

speakers disappeared into the music. Much of

Clear, while interconnects were van den Hul

this was due to the lack of tonal purity, but
some blame must be placed on the limited

and Solid Core Technology ST-04. All AC
power was conditioned by aTice Audio Power-

depth of the soundstage. The RSes, even when

block/Titan power-line conditioner. The RSes
were alternately driven by the VTLs alone, the

driven by the VTL monoblocks, just didn't

Muses alone, and bi-amped with the Muses on
the bottom and VTLs on top. Since the speakers
and most of the playback system were brandnew, Ileft everything cooking for afew days

have the three-dimensionality Ihave come to
expect from speakers. This limited spatial perspective and lack of transparency was amajor
impediment to hearing through the system and
into the music.

before any critical listening. Inoticed aprogres-

The speakers were positioned according to

sive improvement in the sound as the system

TDUs recommendations, the midrange/tweeter cabinet facing 45° off-axis from the listener.

warmed up and broke in.
Ifirst played afemale vocal, Flora Purim on

Directly on-axis they were very bright, in

the Chick Corea/Retum to Forever album Light

accordance with their design. Ithen rotated

as aFeather Ifind that female vocal is the most

them so the listening position was further off-

revealing instrument of midrange tonal color-

axis in an attempt to reduce the high-frequency

ations and imaging. Indeed, Iimmediately

level at my ears. This began along process of

noticed an unnatural huskiness in her voice

adjusting and listening as Itried to find the opti-

that could clearly be heard to resonate in her
lower registers. This peak was also audible on
piano as a"w0000f' sound in the left hand.

mum placement before continuing with the
review. The RSes are very placement-sensitive,
especially with respect to the axis between the

Further listening with avariety of music con-

listener and midrange/tweeter cabinet side. I

firmed these impressions. Joe Farrell's sax had
an unnaturally bloated lower register.
In addition, Idetected another coloration,

liked other aspects of the RSes' performance
so much (described below) that Iworked very
hard to optimize the placement.

apeak in the upper-midrange/lower-treble
area that added an edge to sibilants. This peak

This time was well spent. An improved tonal
balance and better imaging were achieved with

was lower in frequency than the common
10kHz-13kHz range where many speakers are
bright. The coloration added more of anasality
and stridency rather than the spitty sound pro-

the speakers facing more toward each other
and farther away from the listener than the
manufacturer's recommendations. However,
Istill couldn't get away from the lower-

duced by other speakers with elevated top
ends. Cymbals also took on aforward, splashy

lower-treble colorations. Perhaps I'd become

character without being overly tizzy in the

spoiled: Most of my listening over the past

midrange/upper- bass and upper-midrange/

extreme top end. Playing aCD Iengineered of

month had been through the Martin-Logan

afive-piece jazz group confirmed these charac-

Sequel Ils, with their smooth, transparent mid-

teristics. The flugelhorn, recorded with atube

and treble presentation. However, not all music

microphone and tube limiter, had an unnatural

was affected equally by this tonal imbalance.
Music without substantial energy in the prob-

tonal quality toward the upper end of its range.
Iconsider midrange tonal neutrality a fundamental prerequisite for musicality. Because

lem frequencies was much more pleasant. The
more Ilistened to the system and experimented

of the lower-midrange peak and upper-mid-

with speaker placement, the better it sounded.

range coloration, Iwas constantly reminded

Whether this was the result of the speakers or

that Iwas listening to speakers, not music. I

electronics breaking in, Idon't know. My initial

should add that my room, with carpeted floor,
drapes, and acarpet-like material on the walls,

criticisms, although still applicable, were
mitigated somewhat by extended listening.

could not be considered live or bright.

In particular, soundstaging improved. Instru-

The RSes' imaging was somewhat better, but
not convincing. The vocal was not adisembod-

ments started to become palpable in space

ied point floating in the center of the sound-

instead of emanating from two boxes. Isuspect

stage. Instead, it tended to cling to the sides

that my continued adjustment of speaker position accounted for the improvement, even

around the speakers. Throughout the listening

though the final adjustments were very small.
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I've saved the best for last. B2s.s reproduction
through the TDL RS was easily the deepest,
most effortless, and enjoyable Ihave heard
through any system. They present low frequencies with power and impact only hinted
at by other speakers. Listening to the Donan
recording of Pictures at an Exhibition (DOR90117), performed by Jean Guillou on the great
organ of the Tonhalle, Zürich, revealed the prodigious performance of the RS. It was like hearing an entirely new aspect of the work: the
tonal foundation was presented as it must have
sounded in the Tonhalle. Ihad heard this
recording before on several other speakers, but

when augmented by room boundaries. The
crossover frequency between the woofers and
the midrange drivers appears to be higher than
the manufacturer's specifications. The mild
excess of presence-region energy in-room may
be due to both increased dispersion of the
tweeter in this region compared with the midrange, and to energy loss from 8kHz to 10kHz
due to off-axis suckouts from the tweeter-tosupertweeter crossover. The overall tonal balance appears very smooth, but with aslight tilt
up, correlating with the FFT plot.
The RS's impulse response from 3' away on
the supertweeter axis is shown in fig.3. The

none matched the authority of the Reference

Imidi

Standard. The depth of the bass extension was

r
r
rml

TIIIIIII

stunning. Even at high playback levels, the RS
handled these difficult passages with ease. At

'

no time did the woofers run out of excursion,
as may be expected of even the best transducer.
In addition to this remarkable LF extension,
the tonal character of the lower octaves was
very neutral, without atrace of tubbiness or
boom. Bass was fast, detailed, and articulate.
The lower-midrange peak became audible
only when acoustic or electric bass was played
in its upper registers. Ifound myself playing
recordings that featured my favorite bass players, reveling in the satisfying combination of
seemingly bottomless depth and tight, punchy
attack.
Measurements
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Fig. 1TDL, FFT anechoic response, averaged across 30° lateral window, with
nearfield woofer and port responses
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JA's measurements of the TDL Reference Standard, which Idid not see until the subjective
portion of this review was finished, revealed
some interesting information. Fig.1 shows the
FFT response on the supertweeter axis across
a±15° lateral window. The plot shows atilted
high end with the metal-dome tweeters' res-

-4111
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_I
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1
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Fig. 2TDL, 1/
3-octave, spatiaIly averaged
in-room response

onant peak clearly visible at 24.5kHz. The
lower of the two woofer curves shows the
nearfield analysis of the woofer response and
the top trace the nearfield analysis of one of the
side ports. The broad overlap between port
and woofer may correspond with my impression of a "w0000f' in the piano's lower
registers. The excellent LF extension is also revealed. The peak in woofer response between
400Hz and 500Hz, though well down in level,
may be responsible for the lower-midrange
coloration Idetected on voice.
Fig.2 shows athird-octave spatially averaged
in-room response Note the increased LF level
Stereophile, December 1989

Fig. 3TDL, impulse response (5ms window
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the Reference Standard's $6995 pricetag, these
problems take on greater significance. Many
systems with greater smoothness, transparency,
and musicality in the midrange and treble cost
far less. However, Imust admit that, despite

-4.0

their shortcomings, Iwill be sad to see the RSes
leave my listening room. Their lower-octave

Fig. 4TDL modulus of impedance
(2 ohms/vertical div)
output from the out-of-phase tweeter coin-

reproduction is that good.
During the listening sessions, Iimagined the
sound of aspeaker that had the bass reproduction of the Reference Standard, with the openness, transparency, and soundstaging of the

cides with the negative overshoot of the connected in-phase supertweeter. The non-time-

Martin-Logan Sequel Ils. Hi-fi can be cruel.

coherent pulse reproduction is due to the high-

rations, or if you are apipe-organ buff, the
Reference Standards may be for you. Ifound,

order (18dB/octave) crossover filters. Fig.4
shows impedance magnitude and phase angle.

Conclusion

If your ear is not that sensitive to tonal aber-

however, that on most program material, the
RSes' flaws severely limited the feeling of being
transported by the music. A notable exception

The TDL Reference Standard Loudspeaker is
stunning in its ability to present the weight,
depth, and impact of the bottom octaves. Its

to this was the organ transcription of Pictures
at an Exhibition. Listening to this recording
in agood-sounding room with the Phantom

overall performance, however, is limited by

Acoustics Shadow, the TDLs biamped with

midrange colorations and lack of transparency.
These faults were aconstant reminder that I

VTLs, was an unforgettable experience. Once
you have heard the bottom octaves reproduced

was hearing amusic-reproduction system, not

correctly, it may be difficult to live without
them.

music itself. In alower-priced system. these

A TWO-WAY STREET?
John Atkinson reviews two-way loudspeakers from
Amrita. Paradigm. and Rogers
Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonitor: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" soft-dome tweeter, two 8" plastic-cone woofers in compound configuration. Crossover frequency: 3.6kHz. Crossover slopes: Front woofer: first-order: Rear woofer: second-order:
6dB/octave. Frequency response: 35Hz-32kHz -3dB. Sensitivity: 92dB/W/m, Nominal. Nominal
impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 30-350W. Maximum SPL: 110dB "Full Music Power
Spectrum." Dimensions: 17.125" H by 11.25" W by 11.5" D. Weight: 35 lbs each. Price: $875/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Amrita Audio, P.O. Box 770, Fairfield, IA 52556.
Tel: (515) 472-2100.
Paradigm Control Monitor: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (26mm) textile-dome tweeter, 8" (210mm) copolymer polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover
frequency: 2kHz. Crossover slopes: third-order (acoustic slope), quasi-Butterworth. Frequency
response: 55Hz-20kHz -2dB. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier
requirements: 15-100W. Dimensions: 20" (510mm) H by 10" (255mm) W by 13.5" (345mm) D.
Internal volume: 32 liters. Shipping weight: 55 lbs(25kg)/pair. Finishes available: Natural Oak,
North American Walnut, Black Ash wood veneers. Price: $680/pair (matching m-40 stands cost
$120/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 180. Manufacturer: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457
Fenmar Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2R6, Canada. US Distributor Audiostream, PO. Box 2410,
Niagara Falls, NY 14302. Tel: (416) 632-0180.
Rogers LS7t: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" titanium-dome
Il

i
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tweeter, 8" polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequency 3kHz. Crossover slopes: thirdorder, 18dB/octave. Frequency response: 55Hz-22kHz -2dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 15W minimum. Dimensions: 22" H by 11" W
by 11" D. Weight: 38 lbs/pair. Price: $949/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer Rogers Loudspeakers Ltd., Mitcham, Surrey, England. Distributor: Audio Influx Corporation, P.O. Box 381. Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381. Tel: (201) 764-8958.
If speakers were cars, the Infinity IRS Beta and

US, the Amnia JUIRIT-MiniNlonitor; the third,

B&W 801 Matrix would represent the luxury

the Paradigm Control Monitor, is from that cur-

end of the mass market, with perhaps the

rent hotbed of competent loudspeaker design:

Celestion SL700, Quad ESL-63, and Martin-

Canada.

Logan Sequel II analogous to rather hairy, temperamental sports cars—the Porsche 911, for

Review context

example. But most people don't buy Porsches,

The most important consideration with

or even Lincoln Town Cars; they buy Hyundai

speakers such as these is what stands to use.

Excels and Ford Escorts. In the same way, when
the car is garaged for the night, they don't sit

of stands is fundamental to getting optimum

down in front of IRS Betas; in all likelihood they
listen to their records with acompact two-way
design. If competently designed, asmall two-

Often treated as an afterthought, agood pair
performance from even inexpensive loudspeakers. Paradigm did supply astand intended
for use with their Control Monitor, but in order

way can give agreat deal of musical satisfaction,

to keep the effect of the stand aconstant during

and, to take acurrent hobbyhorse of mine out

the listening tests, Idecided to use the same

for atrot, if adesigner can't produce an at least
competent two-way loudspeaker, he or she has

stands for all three models. These were

no business trying to design larger, more ambi-

center pillars each filled with 30 lbs of lead

tious models—there's nowhere to hide your
lack of talent if all you have to play with is a

shot, topped up with sand.' With my listening

tweeter, awoofer, arectangular enclosure, and

ground, the tweeters of all three speakers were

ahandful of crossover components.

placed at ear height, given that Ihad to slouch
slightly with the Amritas.

This reminds me of my musician days: Of
the chamber music Iattempted to perform, I

5300/pair, 18"-tall Celestion SLSi stands, their

chairs placing my ears 34-36" from the

The stands were fitted with floor spikes, and

found the hardest music to play well was by

each speaker was coupled to the stand top plate

Mozart. Vivaldi, Telemann, even good old
George Frederick Handel—so what if your tim-

with small blobs of EZ-1k, anot-very-reactive

ing and intonation was alittle wayward, there
was always plenty of room to hide among the

carefully positioned for the best sound, gener-

flurries of scale passages and arpeggios. But
Mozart. No way, Wolfgang. What the audience
heard was what you had to give, and if your

damping compound. Each pair of speakers was
ally some 4' from the rear wall (which is faced
with books and LPs) and 5.5' from the side
walls (also faced with bookshelves). With the
exception of the Amritas, each pair was toed-in

musicianship was inadequate, that was what

to the listening seat. The amplification was

they heard. Ican remember sweating blood

either aMark Levinson No.25/26 preamplifier

trying to play eight measures of repeated

combination or an Audio Research SP14

accompanying

(review to come soon) driving my 1986-vintage

eighth-notes—every

note

ostensibly the same—without appearing atotal

Krell KSA-50. Speaker cable was 15' lengths of

incompetent. Only angels can play Mozart in

AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz, doubled-up for

public and get away with it, in my opinion.
Those same angels would probably design a

biwiring, while interconnects were lm lengths

pretty good two-way speaker selling for under

player to preamp, and preamp to power ampli-

$1000/pair!
Accordingly, following my favorable report

fier (1m lengths of Magnan V—an excellent
cable—also served). Six-foot lengths of Madri-

on the Spica TC-50 and Celestion 3in October,

gal unbalanced HPC connected the No.25 to

Iwill be looking at afurther selection of affordably priced two-way speakers in the next few

the No.26. Source components consisted of a

months, starting with this group of three. One
is from the UK, the Rogers LS7t; one from the
Stereophile, December 1989

of AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis connecting CD

IThese are single -pinar designs. with steel top and bottom
plates.
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Revox A77 to play my own and others' 15ips
master tapes, aLinn Sondek/Ekos/Troika setup
sitting on aSound Organisation table to play
LPs, and the CAL Tempest SE two-box CD
player.
Only one pair of loudspeakers was in the
listening room during the critical tests, something that Ialone among this magazine's
reviewers appear to consider important.
Regarding measurements, Iuse amixture of
nearfield, in-room, and quasi-anechoic FFT
techniques to investigate possible objective factors that might explain the sound heard.
Readers wanting more detail on this regime
should read pp.166-167 in the October 1989
issue (Vol.12 No.10).

Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonitor:
5875/pair
"Amrita" is Sanskrit for "nectar," and indeed,
the Amrita owner's manual states that they are
confident their speakers "will provide Nectar
For Your Ears." Although this Iowa-based manufacturer offers alarge range of loudspeakers,
Idecided that Stereopbile should review their
small AMRIT-MiniMonitor after Martin Col-

Fig. 1Compound bass configuration used
in AMRIT-MiniMonitor

loms mentioned in his report from the 1987

When properly implemented, this technique

SCES 2that it sounded "pleasantly balanced on

usefully modifies aspeaker's low-frequency

both rock and classical material." We received

response, being used, all other things being

apair for review in the summer of 1988, but it

equal, either to reduce the size of enclosure

turned out that only one was working, the

needed for the same LF extension, or to in-

other having avery restricted low-frequency

crease the extension for the same cabinet size

response below 100Hz. After repeated requests

The disadvantages are that it doubles the drive-

for replacements, Amrita's John Andre per-

current required from the amplifier and

sonally delivered apair to Santa Fe in the Spring

increases cone excursion for the same sound-

of 1989. This time, both worked out of the box!

pressure level. It also makes the low-frequency

The AMRIT-MiniMonitor appears to be a
conventional two-way design, using a1" soft-

performance more critically dependent on the

dome tweeter (sourced from Morel in the UK)

slightly and the response will change to adis-

drive-unit parameters: change the cone mass

asymmetrically positioned on the baffle, and

proportionately large degree In the case of this

an 8" plastic-cone woofer with afoam half-roll

Amrita, the two Danish-made woofers are also

surround. In fact, two woofers are used, the

loaded by areflex port some 8" long and 2" in

second being positioned behind the first, with

diameter positioned at the top of the cabinet
rear.

an enclosed airspace between the two cones,
as can be seen in fig.l. According to Amrita,

The crossover uses high-quality compo-

they have applied for apatent on this "com-

nents, including Solen capacitors, and features

pound" configuration, but Iwould be sur-

first-order filter slopes. The high-pass filter for

prised if it were granted, as it was first proposed
by Harry Olson in the '50s. Linn has also made

the tweeter is glued to the rear of the terminal

use of it in their "Isobarik" speakers, even

provided to allow bi-wiring or bi-amping-

patenting the idea in the UK, and Mitsubishi
recently applied its use to in-car loudspeakers. 3
2Vol.10 No.5, p.83.
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board—two pairs of five-way binding posts are

3See "A Compound Loading Loudspeaker System," Noboru
Kyouno and Susumu Fujiwara, AES Preprint 2738. Preprints
are available from the Audio Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10165, and cost 85 each to nonmembers, including postage and handling.
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the 18" Celestion SLSi stands with these
speakers, though the tweeter did seem alittle
low. As the grille consists of cloth stretched
over awooden frame, foam inserts being used
to try to minimize reflections, Idid the bulk of
my listening with the grille removed.
Ioriginally tried toeing in the speakers, but
the smoothness of the midband suffered. Eventually, Iused the speakers facing straight ahead,
with the tweeters on the outside baffle
edges—the speakers are supplied as amirrorimaged pair—which Ifelt to give the smoothest treble response.
Spoken male voice is generally my first test
of aloudspeaker. The Amritas were revealed as
adding an "aww" coloration, with adegree of
sibilance exaggeration endowing the man's
voice with aslight lisp. The upper bass, however, didn't suffer from boom. The positionAmrita AM RIT-MiniMonitor loudspeaker

ing precision of what should be anarrow central image was not impressive, treble sounds

and in addition to the series capacitors, the
tweeter is shunted with acapacitor/coil net-

spreading to the sides alittle. Moving on to

work. The woofer crossover components are

female singing voice, again the treble content
of the singer's voice splashed to the sides, cen-

glued at various places around the cabinet
interior, and comprise an air-cored inductor

quality thrust the image forward at the listener,

in the front woofer feed and aferrite-cored

ter imaging being quite unstable. A "hooty"

inductor in that to the rear woofer, presuma-

there also being noticeable overhang on some
notes.

bly to roll its response off before the midrange.
There are also Zobel RC networks shunting

Naturally recorded piano (my own recording
of Anna-Maria Stanczyk playing Chopin on the

each woofer. The internal wiring looks like

original HFN/RR Test CD) also revealed the

original Monster Cable but is actually sourced

AMRIT-MiniMonitor to have restricted image

from "Super Sound By Saxton." The cabinet

depth and imprecise lateral imaging. Again,

is built from oak-veneered fiberboard (many

some piano notes, from 500Hz-800Hz, literally

other veneers are available) and is extensively
braced, not including the internal sub-enclosure between the two woofer cones.

phile flute-and-piano LP4 proved the clincher:

The sound: Amrita suggests that the speakers
be positioned well away from rear and side

the hall and that Kavi Alexander had captured
on tape. The flute, in particular, acquired a

leapt forward from the soundstage. The Stereoneither the sounds of flute nor piano bore
much relation to the sound Ihad heard live in

walls, facing straight ahead rather than toed-

"reedy" tonal color quite alien to the instru-

in to the listening seat. They also suggest that

ment's true sound, while its central image,

in alive-end/dead-end room, the speakers

which generally sounds very narrow, significantly splashed to the sides of the soundstage

benefit from being sited in the live end, the
dead end being to the listener's rear, which is
the opposite to convention. In my listening
room, which is generally live, though with an
even decay characteristic, Iended up with the
Amritas around 3' out from the rear wall and
5' in from the sides, this forming a rough
equilateral triangle with the listening seat. In
atelephone conversation, Amrita's John Andre
suggested that 20" stands would be appropriate. Accordingly, Ihad no doubts about using
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at some frequencies. The piano, which is beautifully set back in the soundstage when
reproduced by Spica Tt -50s, was presented in
the same plane as the flute and sounded too
"boxy."
Low frequencies had obviously good exten4For the hill story behind this recording, see Vol.12 No.9, Septernber 1989, p.66. The LP is available for $15.98 plus $2 shipping and handling from Stereopbile Records Department, 436
Certillos Road, Box C. Santa Fe, NM 87501. la (505)986-2432
(credit-card orders ).
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sion, organ pipes having apowerful sound.
The upper bass, however, sounded alittle thin,
robbing the sound of dynamic impact on lowpitched drums. The speaker does have asuperficially "loud," exciting character which some
might find impressive, the sound certainly
grabbing the listener's attention. But over time,
this quality becomes fatiguing. This Amrita will
absorb alot of power and will play very loud
for what is still quite asmall speaker, but its
rather "shouty" mids have you reaching for the
volume control long before the bass, for example, shows any sign of stress.
Icould go on, but, all things considered, the
AMRIT-MiniMonitor is sufficiently colored in

Fig. 225ps test pulse (5ms window)

the midband and features such poor stereo

I

imaging that there would be no point. At its
price level, the competition is just too stiff for
this speaker to be considered acontender.
Measurement: As the Amrita MiniMonitor features first-order crossover filters, which can be
time-coherent in behavior, Iinvestigated the
speaker's response to a25¡is rectangular pulse
(fig.2). Fig.3 shows the manner in which this
pulse shape is modified by the Amrita when the
measuring microphone is on the tweeter axis,
plotted over a5ms window. The drivers appear
to be connected in phase, but the up/down
spike from the tweeter can be seen to lead the
slower rise of the woofers in time. Some ringing

_
Fig. 3Amrita Amnt MiniMonitor, impulse
response (5ms window)

from the tweeter also overlays the woofer output, which is still continuing at the right-hand
edge of the window 2.5ms after the stimulus
has been and gone. Carrying out five such
impulse measurements across a ±15° lateral
window on the tweeter axis and averaging the
resultant FFT-derived frequency responses
indicates the spectrum of the first arrival-sound
at the listener's ear without either the effect of
the room or specific microphone- positiondependent interference effects influencing
the measurement. The resultant response is
shown on the right-hand side of fig.4. The
main points to note are adegree of midrange
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Fig 4 Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonitor, FFT
anechoic response, averaged across
30° lateral window, with nearfield
woofer response

prominence, coupled with asevere suckout

This significantly minimizes amplitude errors

between 2500Hz and 4kHz which is undoubt-

across the crossover point." Certainly this claim
is untrue if the listener sits level with the

edly acrossover artifact specific to this axis.
(Although acrossover point of 3.6kHz is quoted

tweeter, even off its direct axis. Higher up in fre-

in the specifications, it appears from my mea-

quency, the treble is reasonably smooth,

surements to be around 2500Hz.) Given the

though the fact that it peaks up at 15kHz or so

presence of this suckout, Iwas puzzled by

correlates with the "lispiness" noted during the

Amrita's claim that they "have discovered how
to properly use the first-order crossover. ..

auditioning. Above that frequency the speak-
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er's output dies rapidly, as is typical of areasonStereophile, December 1989

ably large soft-dome driver.
With the asymmetrical layout of the Amrita's
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drivers, Ifelt it important to look more closely
at the individual responses taken to derive fig.4,
three of which are shown in fig.5. The top
curve is the speaker's response off-axis on the
tweeter side of the baffle; the middle is the
response on the tweeter axis; the lower is the
response off-axis on the other side of the baffle
to the tweeter. The latter is actually the smoothest, reinforcing the idea that the speakers
should point straight ahead into the listening
room with the tweeters on the outside edges.
All the above measurements were taken with
the grille off. Repeating the on-axis response
with the grille on showed that it introduced
additional suckouts in the treble centered on
approximately 5, 11, and 17kHz.
Returning to fig.4, the left-hand curve is the
nearfield response of the woofers, measured
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response of the woofers is 6dB down at aquite
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measurements. More significant is asharp suck
out in the upper bass, centered on 160-166Hz.
Undoubtedly the lack of energy in this region
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Fig. 6Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonitor, 1/
3-octave,
spatially averaged, in-room response
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correlates with the subjective impression that
this Amrita lacked overall impact.
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to assess its effect on LF extension from these

I 11111111

tin

tribution of the rear-firing port is not accounted
for in this measurement, but the intrinsic

between 30Hz and 60Hz, but it is impossible

IItt

Fig. 5Amrita AMR1T-MiniMonitor, FFT
anechoic response on tweeter axis
(center). 15° horizontally off-axis
on tweeter side (top), and 15°
horizontally off-axis on opposite side
to tweeter (bottom)

in front of the forward unit's dustcap. The con-

high 53Hz. The port broadly covers the octave
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(fig.6), taken with the grilles on, broadly ties

41.111a

in with the anechoic response in the treble,

Mee ,

although the lack of on-axis energy in the

•-• F.—

crossover region is now smoothed out. Note,

Fig. 7Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonito ,modulus
of impedance (2 ohm/vertical div)

however, the energy peak in the midband,

7-d.7 1
—

iiii—

a
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which is the fundamental sound in front of the
speakers. It is somewhat alleviated off-axis,

of 30" -high stands!

again suggesting that this is aspeaker that

Finally, the manner in which the Amrita's
impedance amplitude (continuous line) and

should not be toed-in to the listening seat. The
lack of energy in the upper bass noted earlier
is also apparent, and the entire bass region is
somewhat shelved down in-room compared
with the midband level, though there is useful
output down to 35Hz or so. The individual
measurements taken to derive this response

phase (dotted line) change with frequency is
shown in fig.7. The woofer peak can be seen
at 60Hz, with the port tuning almost an octave
lower indicated by the minimum around 33Hz.
The odd kink in both amplitude and phase
responses at 200Hz was present on the curve

curve indicate that pair-matching was only fair,

for both speakers and may be an artifact of the

and that the smoothest sound through the mid-

compound loading. The generally low nature
of the impedance, particularly in the upper

range and treble (given that the crossover notch
then deepens in amplitude) is to be heard with
the listener's ears level with the woofer. With
my listening chair, this would demand the use
Stereophile, December 1989

bass, suggests that the Amrita Mini needs a
good beefy power amplifier to be driven to
high levels.
119

Conclusion: Attractively finished and well
made, the Amrita AMRIT-MiniMonitor proved
disappointing in its fundamental sound quality.
While the treble is quite clean, and the bass
extension good for the enclosure size, the
speaker lacks dynamic impact, its image focus
is poor, and the midrange is thrust forward at
the listener. In addition, the level of resonant
colorations in the midband colored the sound
to the extent that Ifound it hard to listen for any
length of time. Not recommended.

Paradigm Control Monitor:
$680/pair
In common with other Canadian loudspeaker
manufacturers, Paradigm (founded in 1982) has
been able to benefit from the research into
blind listening tests carried out by ateam led
by Dr. Floyd Toole at Canada's National Research Council in Ottawa. By offering astandardized and repeatable subjective test environment, 5 the NRC has enabled speaker
designers to more effectively target the qualities desirable in aloudspeaker, in particular
asmooth, fiat, on-axis response and asmooth
control of the lateral off-axis sound. It doesn't

Paradigm Control Monitor loudspeaker

tell them bow to achieve these qualities, which
is why speakers from different manufacturers

out) rather than the 5se's vinyl wrap. The MDF

using the same NRC facilities still manage to

front baffle is finished with an attractive

sound different—compare, for example, the

hammer-finish gray paint, and the speaker

Waveform, the Image Concept 200, and the

looks handsome without its black grille (As this

subject of this review, the Paradigm Control
Monitor, all three of which have quite distinct

consists of cloth stretched over abulky unprofiled wooden frame and will therefore present

personalities. Nevertheless, it has become

the tweeter with significant reflecting surfaces,

apparent that the main benefit of the NRC's

Ileft it off for the bulk of my auditioning.) The

help has been to help Canadian speaker
manufacturers offer alevel of performance

enclosure is loosely packed with what appears

higher than usual at their products' specific
price points.

braces the sidewalls just above the port.

to be long-fiber cotton, and ahorizontal panel
The drive-unit complement, mounted in a

This was certainly true of Paradigm's two-

vertical array, appears very similar to the 5ses:

way 5se model, which Ireviewed acouple of

an 8", mineral-filled polypropylene-cone

years ago (January 1988). It did have acouple

woofer of Paradigm's own manufacture con-

of flaws, but the overall sound quality was

structed on adiecast basket, combined with

exceptional for just $360/pair. Like the 5se, the

aVifa 1" fabric-dome tweeter using an alumi-

Control Monitor is atwo-way, reflex-loaded

num voice-coil former. (The 5se used aless

design, but selling for almost double the price.
The extra money buys you alarger, deeper-

highly specified plastic-dome unit, also

than-wide enclosure, its chipboard sides and
MDF rear covered in wood veneer (inside and

sourced from Vifa.) The bass unit is loaded with
alarge front-firing reflex port, this 9" deep and
3" in diameter. The crossover is said to be
"third-order (acoustic slope), quasi-Butter-

SA bound edition reprinting Dr lbole's earlier papers is available for $3.75 (US) including postage from the National
Research Council, Division of Physics, Ottawa, Ontario KlA
OR6, Canada. These are essential leading for anyone seriously
interested in loudspeaker design and testing.
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worth." This takes the acoustic response of the
drive-units into account; the actual electrical
slopes are first-order low-pass to the woofer,
there being asingle ferrite-cored coil in its feed,
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and second-order high-pass to the tweeter, the

becoming slightly "sniffy" (Imagine the sound

network consisting of aseries pair of film capa-

of an aerosol can being added to the metallic

citors and aparallel air-cored coil. In addition,
the tweeter drive is reduced by aseries resistor, this bypassed with avariable resistor to give

chink.)
Stereo imaging was laterally precise soundsources being unambiguously positioned,

fine control of HF level. The shaft of this pot

without the positional "splash" that character-

is taken through the rear panel and is adjusted
during manufacture to give amatch within

izes the Amrita loudspeaker auditioned at the
same time. Soundstage depth, however, was

±0.25dB to Paradigm's design reference, following which it is sealed with paint. The cross-

less well-developed than with such consummately superb performers in this respect as the

over components are glued to afiberboard

Spica TC-50 or Rogers LS3 /5a. This was some-

panel on the speaker's rear, this carrying two

what due to treble instruments, such as the

sets of five-way binding posts to allow biwiring/ -amping.

trumpet at the beginning of the Bernstein Mah-

The sound: Paradigm's recommended listening axis is with the tweeter at ear level, the exact
height that the Celestion stands placed them
with my listening chair. They also recommend

ler 5recording, being pushed forward by the
degree of treble emphasis noted above. But
while recorded ambience was not suppressed,
being readily audible, it failed to gel sufficiently
with the direct sound of the instruments. This
is still excellent performance at the price,

running-in the speakers for 24-48 hours at a
"moderate/loud" listening level. This Idid,

however.

before carrying out any serious listening.

My only real criticism of the Control Mon-

First impressions were extremely favorable

itor concerns its low-frequency alignment. The
lower midrange was consistently warm, with

The Control Monitor's basic sound is both

too much lower-bass energy audible. While

more neutral than the Paradigm 5se (particularly in the treble) and considerably more so

quite weighty, and pizzicato double basses

than the Amrita MiniMonitor. Not only were

throbbed, it became too much on rock record-

individual instrumental tonal characters well

ings, bass drum and bass guitar losing defini-

this made the piano's left-hand registers sound

preserved, but, more importantly, so were the

tion. In addition, the lower midrange notice-

differences between those characters, an area

ably thickened up at high replay levels,

where the Amrita fell down. This is not to say

something that may correlate with the fact that

that the speaker didn't have asignature. Male

the cabinet sidewalls vibrated strongly between

voice was reproduced with rather achesty

350 and 380Hz and at 465Hz. The bass balance
could be usefully modified by bi-wiring, but

quality, while female voice had aslightly "cold"
character. The flute on Stereophilds first LP also

the speaker's propensity for lower-midrange

had alittle too much breath noise apparent.

congestion remained unaffected.

Nevertheless, the Control Monitor passed difficult tests for midrange neutrality, such as nat-

Measurement: Fig.8 shows the Control Moni-

urally recorded piano, with flying colors. The

tor's response to the rectangular test pulse on

scale passages on my Chopin Waltz recording

the tweeter axis with the grille removed. Both

on the original HFN/RR Test CD were repro-

drive-units appear to be connected with the

duced with an even emphasis on all notes,

same polarity; je, they both start moving for-

something quite rare even with relatively high-

ward in response to the positive voltage spike

priced loudspeakers.
The importance of choosing the correct-

The initial short-risetime pulse is from the
tweeter, which leads the woofer in time on this

height stands with these speakers was revealed

axis, but note that it appears to have agreater

by listening to pink noise Sit so you can see the

degree of undershoot on the negative side of
the time axis than its initial positive-going rise,

top of the cabinet and the mid-treble depresses, leaving the top octave isolated; sit so your
ears are level with the woofer and the sound
lacks HF "air." However, even on the optimum
listening axis, the treble did feature adegree of
liveliness, naturally recorded snare drum
acquiring additional wires and hi-hat cymbal
Stereophile, December 1989

something Ihaven't seen before when both
units appear to have the same polarity.
Repeating this measurement over a ±15°
lateral window and averaging the resultant FFTderived responses gives the curve shown in
fig.9. The midband and treble are reasonably
121

smooth, though too much energy is present in
the top audio octave. With the grille on, asignificant suckout between 4and 7kHz appears
in this response, although the top-octave peak
is then reduced in level. Fig.9 also shows the
nearfield response of the woofer, this 6dB
down at 48Hz, not taking the contribution of
the port into account.
At the listening position (fig.10, where the
effect of LF standing-waves in the room has
been minimized by spatial averaging), these
quasi-anechoic measurements translate to a
balance with an excess of upper-bass energy,
though there is useful output down to 30Hz at
moderate listening levels. The midrange and
treble balance is again very smooth, though a

Fig 8Paradigm Control Monitor impulse
response (5ms window)

slight energy lack around the crossover region

1 I1111111

1 11111111

I 11111111

I

is followed by what is too much tweeter energy.
Personally, Iwould have gone for aslightly less
sensitive tweeter setting on the calibration control. Iam sure that this tweeter balance, coupled, again, with aslight peak centered on the
12.5kHz /
3-octave band, correlates with the

plotted with ascaling of 1.9 ohms/vertical division) drops to aminimum of 6.8 ohms in the
upper bass and 9ohms in the treble, suggesting
that the speaker will present no drive problems
to inexpensive amplifiers. The dimple in the
impedance amplitude and phase curves at
460Hz is also present when just the woofer is

r_

illiu I
11111111

"somewhat cold" subjective balance noted.
The Control Monitor's impedance (fig.11,

Fig 9Paradigm Control Monitor, FFT
anechoic response. averaged across
30° lateral window, with nearfield
woofer response
[._ 1 I1111111

1 11111111
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measured: it is probably due to aresonance of
some sort—remember that Inoted astrong
cabinet sidewall mode in this region—and
might correlate with the subjective "thicken-

-2&18

ing" in the midband.
Conclusion: As implied in the introduction
ro this review, Paradigm has continued the
value-for-money tradition that Inoted in my
review of their 5se. The Control Monitor owner
gets awell-balanced design that, while not
achieving greatness in any one area of perfor-

1.11

I PIVISIOR •

mance, offers an excellent balance of virtues

Ill to
10.6.

loose overall, particularly when the speaker is
single-wired, and the sound became rather
congested at high playback levels. Iam oblird,
however, to point out that my personal taste
tends toward atighter, more damped bass alignment, the Celestion SL700 being typical.
Before you spend $1000 or more on apair of
122
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Fig. 10 Paradigm Control Monitor, 1/
3-octave,
spatially averaged in-room
response

at its price level. The only region Iwas bothered
by was the upper bass, which Ifound to be too
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Fig. 11 Paradigm Contro Monitor, modulus
of impedance (1.9 ohms/vertical div,
plotted from 1to 20 ohms)
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loudspeakers, it may well be worthwhile your
taking a listen to these Paradigms. Recommended.

Rogers LS 7t: $949/pair
The English loudspeaker manufacturer Rogers
has had an illustrious history since being
founded in the '50s by veteran designer Jim
Rogers. Absorbed by the Swisstone company
in 1976, it has since gone from strength to
strength, the main creative work now being
done by the respected English engineer Richard Ross. Noteworthy for keeping the miniature LS3 /5a design in continuous production
for nearly 15 years. Rogers also makes arange
of polypropylene-cone woofers and midrange
units which are used in other models in its
range.
The LS7t is the second most expensive
model in Rogers' "domestic" range, and is an
elegant box speaker, finished in walnut veneer.
Unusually, the grille, which consists of black
cloth over aprofiled fiberboard frame, is set
into the front of the speaker and should not be
removed. Under the grille, the familiar sight of
the German MB Electronics titanium-dome
tweeter greets the eye, this featuring aplastic
"phase plate" and mounted vertically above a
6" diameter. polypropylene-cone woofer. This
is constructed on adiecast chassis and is fitted
with a generous-sized magnet. A 6" -deep,
2,5"-diameter reflex port completes the baf-

Rogers LS7T loudspeaker

fle array.
The crossover is constructed on aprinted-

Control Monitor), with the piano set further

circuit board fitted to the input terminals. (Two

back still. Both instruments could be heard to

sets are provided, for bi- wiring and bi-

be surrounded by adome of ambience, and the

amplification.) Ferrite-cored inductors are
used, while the capacitors appear all to be

retrieval of detail was impressive— in fact, I
used the 1S7ts to decide which of the test press-

plastic-film types. The enclosure is lined with
"eggcrate" plastic foam, and apart from the rear

ings of this recording best represented the orig-

panel being inset slightly to add adegree of

inal sound.
Atest of mine for detail retrieval is to try to

stiffness, there appears to be no other internal

hear whether aspeaker allows you to hear what

bracing.

remarked on as the entry of "chime accompanying the regal" in the Hildegard of Bingen

The sound: Positioned well away from room

track "Columba Aspexit" on the original

boundaries, the LS7ts proved capable of throw-

HFN/RR Test CD in Vol.12 No.5 (pp.105 &

ing adeep, well-defined soundstage. Instrumental placement within that soundstage was

106). 6 1was taken to task on this by reader Bernard Engholm in the August issue, where he

unambiguously palpable, and the effect was

pointed out that there is no such instrument

consistently musical. On the Stereopbile fluteand-piano recording, the flute was set back a
little behind the plane of the speakers, with a
slight "chiff' noticeable to its tonal quality (this
not to as great adegree as with the Paradigm
Stereophile, December 1989

6 Isay "originar because HFN/RR has now released asuccessor to that bestselling CD. Volta:nett will be reviewed in the
January 1990 Sterropbfie. but it appears to include as equally
an idiosyncratic choice of well-ix-confect music. Price including
S&H is $30 from Music & Sound Imports. 45013 Pike Road,
Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006. Tel (2151953-9222.
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listed on the original album's sleevenotes. Well,
it occurs at exactly 2:56 into the track, and can

Thiel CS1.2 and Meridian D600, or the various
Celestion aluminum-dome tweeters.

be heard as agentle low-frequency transient,

Repeating this impulse measurement across

much as ametal bar would sound when struck

a ±15° lateral window, calculating the equiva-

by asoft felt mallet. As it seems to continue

lent anechoic amplitude responses with the

from there on till the end of the piece, however,

Fast Fourier Transform, and averaging the

it can't be apercussion instrument. Ihypothe-

results gives acurve representing the spectrum

size that what Iam actually hearing is an edit

of the direct sound from the speaker to reach

at that point. (You might point out that it is per-

the listener's ear. Plotted from 200Hz upward

haps due to adata dropout specific to my copy

with 200Hz resolution, this is shown on the

of this disc. However, it occurs at exactly the

right of fig.13. Impressively smooth through

same point on my copy of the original

the midrange, the response is upset by adegree

Hyperion album A Feather on the Breath of

of liveliness in the mid-treble and an overall

God, CDA66039.) Whatever it is, it is auseful

shelved-up top octave Repeating this measure-

test for transparency as Ican only hear it on a

ment without the grille in place revealed the

limited number of loudspeakers.

top-octave boost to become alittle higher still,

This Rogers is one of them.

while the slight peaks at 3kHz and 5-6kHz

As neutral as the Paradigm speaker in the

were accentuated. The moral: for the smooth-

midband, the Rogers LS7t featured aslightly

est treble from this speaker, leave the grille on.

cleaner mid- and high-treble balance. Its low

Fig.13 also reveals the tweeter resonance to lie

frequencies, while still too rich-sounding when
compared with the Canadian speaker, didn't
suffer from any added congestion at high play-

at 25.4kHz, with amodest 5dB rise above the
IkHz reference level apparent.
The left-hand curve in fig.13 shows the

back levels. Such overcooked rock—OK,

woofer's nearfield response. Reaching its half

country—recordings as the CD release of the
1984 Dwight Yoalcam album Guitars, Cadi!lacs Etc Etc (Reprise 925372-2) 7had suitable
"slam" in the bass, the weight still having sufficiently well-defined leading edges.
As with the Paradigm, however, Iwas ultimately left dissatisfied by the Rogers in one
specific area, the low treble. While the speakers
hardly qualify as "bright," there was aslight
hardness apparent in this region which lends
the speakers a somewhat unsympathetic
nature. Already bright recordings like the
Yoalcam just mentioned, which features some
fiery close-rniked violins, become fatiguing too
soon. Care should be taken when choosing
matching electronics with this speaker if what

Fig. 12 Rogers LS7t, impulse response
(5ms window)

is occasionally noticeable is not to become a
dominant system characteristic.
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Measurement: The LS7t's response to a25µ.5
rectangular pulse (with the grille on) is shown
in fig.12. The initial downward plunge is the

1-

tweeter, with then its overshoot on the other
side of the time axis reinforced by the rise of
the bass/midrange unit. This is in turn overlaid
by ultrasonic ringing from the metal-dome
tweeter, though this is mild compared with
that, for example, of the SEAS unit found in the
7Check out his great versions of "Ring of Fire" and "Heartaches by the Number"
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Fig 13 Rogers LS7t, FFT anechoic
response, averaged across 30°
lateral window, with nearfield woofer
response
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power point at 53Hz, this does not take the output of the port into account. In-room, the bass
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extended to -6dB at 33Hz or so, though, as can
be seen from the spatially averaged response
(fig.14), plotted on ay
r octave basis, there is an
excess of upper-bass energy in the room, this
typical of a"traditionally" tuned reflex design.
The overall response trend in-room, however,
is pretty smooth through the midrange and treble, relieved only by aslight excess around 45kHz and in the top octave. "Excellent pairmatching," say my notes.
As can be seen from the plot of impedance
amplitude and phase (fig.15), the LS7t represents an easy load for an amplifier to drive, staying above 8 ohms over nearly all the audio
band. The port tuning can be seen at 40Hz.
Conclusion: Well-engineered and capable of
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Fig. 14 Rogers LS7t, 1/
3-octave, spatially
averaged in-room response
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offering aconsistently musical presentation

Mee!

with superbly precise soundstaging and pal-

.1.•

pable imaging, the Rogers LS7t departs from
neutrality only in the rather bright nature of its

Fig. 15 Rogers LS7t, modulus of impedance
(2 ohms/vertical div)
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low-treble balance and in its over-warm upper
bass. While Ican recommend it to those whose

severe competition in the US from the floor-

tastes tend toward a traditional "English"
sound, at $230/pair more expensive than.the

standing Thiel CS1.2 and Spica Angelus and the

Paradigm Control Monitors and at S1100/pair
when good stands are included, it comes under

ever, Idid enjoy my time with the LS7t; Isuggest that you listen for yourself.

slightly more expensive Vandersteen 2Ci. How-

LEXICON CP-2
SURROUND-SOUND PROCESSOR
J. Gordon Holt
Digital surround-sound processor. Inputs: Stereo pair. Outputs: Front left, front center, front right,
rear surround, subwoofer. Main unit controls: AC power, input level, main output level, front center
output level, subwoofer output level, rear output level, phantom center On/Off. Remote controller:
Volume. [IR balance, F/B balance, Rear Delay, Parameter, Mono Logic, Music Logic, Pro Logic,
Main Mute, Surround Mute. Specifications: Frequency response: 10Hz-16kHz, +1/-3 dB. THD:
<0.05% at 4.5V out; Sensitivity: 0.1V in for 4.5V out; Input impedance: 50k ohms. Output impedance: 500 ohms; S/N ratio: 80dBA. Dimensions: 17" W by 12.5" D by 2.5" H. Weight: 11 lbs. Price:
$895. Approximate number of dealers: 350. Manufacturer: Lexicon Inc., 100 Beaver St., Waltham,
MA 02154. Tel: (617) 891-6790.
While serious audiophiles continue to debate

decoders arapidly burgeoning business.

—or argue loudly—the merits of synthesized

Ostensibly for recovery of rear-directed

or detracted ambience in music reproduction,
it is insidiously invading more and more Ameri-

sound effects from blockbuster films, hometype surround decoders usually include at least

can homes every day—through the back door.
Videophiles have discovered that most stereo-

one other surround mode for use with music
recordings, which are agrowing segment of the
video market. MTV-style music videos, usually

sound films carry surround information in their
soundtracks, and are making sales of surround
Stereophile, December 1989

on 8" Lys, are often surround-encoded with
125

Lexicon CP-2 surround-sound processor
weird effects that whiz past, behind, or around
the listener, while 12" discs of classical symphonies, operas, and ballets feature—ambience Lots of videophiles who only wanted surround for Star Wars and Superman, The Movie
have found it adds agreat deal to the enjoyment
of musical material, and there's nothing we seri-

idea of surround extraction in music reproduction, no one will argue that it is essential for getting the biggest emotional bang for the bucks
from ahome video system. Agood surround
setup can enhance the impact of home video
presentation more than alarge screen, and the
combination of the two will deliver about as

ous audiophiles can do to stop this madness.

much excitement from ablockbuster film as

Imust confess Ilike it too. Ever since Ibecame aware of the lack of real ambience in ste-

you can experience at home. I'm talking about

reo sound, Ihave been unable to ignore the
lack of it. With conventional stereo, the sound
is all up front and behind the loudspeakers,
when only about two-thirds of it belongs there.
So, when Ilisten for enjoyment (as opposed to

goosebumps you could smooth wood with!
But film surround is quite different from the
kind of surround that you can extract from
music recordings, and abit of background can
help to understand what's going on, and why.

listening for review purposes), Iusually do it

How it works

with ambient surround.
What does rear ambience do for audio-only
recordings? Several very interesting and, to me

As in conventional stereo, identical signals in
the left and right channels of afilm soundtrack

rewarding things. The front of the orchestra
moves slightly forward, its front-to-back-row

identical signals, there will be no difference
between channels, so if we subtract one from

will image as front center information. With

perspective becomes much more definite, the

the other, we will get nothing. This is described

instruments sound rounder, taking on afullness
and solidity that Ihear at live concerts but

by the complex mathematical relationship: 11=0. Stereo directionality, as we know, results

rarely from two channels, and the recording
hall surrounds you and wraps you into avast

phase, or both. When Lis louder than R, the

space—much as it does at aconcert. Not everyone likes the effect as much asido, though. JA
and LA hate it, because it can impair frontchannel imaging and soundstap,ing, although
neither of them ever topped one of our former
contributors, who told me the reason he was
against ambience reproduction was because

when Land R signals differ in amplitude or
signal will image between left and center; when
it is Lonly and not in Rat all, it will image at the
left speaker.
But what happens when the signals are identical but of opposite electrical polarity—that
is, when Land Rare the same signal and are out
of phase with each other? It doesn't image at
all. It forms two indeterminite "clouds" of

it "couldn't be done well enough." Imagine
how far sound reproduction would have

sound hovering beyond the physical limits of

advanced during the past 112 years with that
attitude!

the speakers, and will often produce avague
feeling of pressure in the ears. In this circum-

But while audio purists may question the

stance, there is even more difference between
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the stereo signals than when only Lwas working: +1 - -1 = +2. (Remember basic arith

L

IN

speaker and placing this third speaker behind
energy as asolid back image. This is how film
surround works.
When asoundtrack is put together, sounds
intended to come from the screen, such as dialog, are encoded as A-i-B signal. Off-center front
sounds are panned toward the left or right
and true stereo signals go directly to the front
Land Rchannels. Sounds intended to appear
at the viewer's sides or back are subjected to
phase-reversal and mixed (encoded) equally
into the Land R channels. Playback merely
reverses the process. But it isn't quite that sim-

R

IN

Steer to Center.
Cancel Sides.

metic? A minus-minus is aplus.) Feeding this
difference signal to another amplifier and
you will cause it to reproduce all out-of-phase

PROCESSING

r\j

f\J

Steer to Right
and Center.
Cancel Left
and Rear.

7\./

Steer to Left.
Cancel Center,
Right, and Rear.
Steer to Rear.
Cancel Sides.

How logic steering processes Dolby-stereo
signals. With only two fronts. Center goes
equally to Land R.

ple, because once mixed together, the signals
cannot be entirely unmixed. Sounds encoded

equal Land Ramplitude, it will direct them to

for opposite directions—left-to-right and

the surround output and cancel them from the

center-front-to-back—are easily separated out,

others. If it sees asignal at the left which is
absent from the right, it will identify that as a

but separation between adjacent channels is
inherently poor, being on the order of 3dB.

hard-left front sound, and cancel it from the

This won't do in amovie theater.

center and the surrounds. And if there is

For motion pictures, it's directionality which

enough ambiguity to suggest that the sound

counts, not soundstaging. It's more important

should originate somewhere between, say,

that sounds "track" their images on the screen

front center and front left, the amount of can-

than that they be heard in their correct acousti-

cellation in both will be such that they share

cal environments. It is particularly important

the reproduction of that sound but not neces-

that dialog remain anchored on-screen, and

sarily equally, and the sound will be suppressed

that surround effects be isolated from the

from the other two channels.

screen, even as heard by people near the back

Note that the cancellation of unwanted chan-

or sides of the theater. With 3dB of separation

nels is not as heavy-handed as just shutting

between adjacent channels, this just isn't pos-

them down. Because the directed signal itself

sible. But logic steering makes it happen.

is used (in reverse-phase) to do the canceling,

Here's how it works. Special circuits continu-

that is all that is removed from the other chan-

ously monitor the signals coining into the two
stereo channels, comparing the relative ampli-

nels. Thus, when dialog is steered to the center speaker, only the dialog is canceled from

tudes and phase relationships between them

the side channels; the directionality of other

on the basis of the four encoded directions:

sounds, even the width of the soundstage (if

front left, front center, front right, and sur-

there happens to be one), is unaffected. Or

round. When the measured relationships indi-

should be. That's where some decoders out-

cate that asound should be coming predomi-

perform others; with many, center steering

nantly from one of those directions, the logic

causes the stereo stage to collapse—evidence

system routes it to the appropriate channel and
applies that signal to the other three channels

indiscriminately.

in reverse-phase so as to cancel it from them.
For example, if substantial portions of the signals are identical in both input channels, it will
tag those components as Center-Front signal,
feed them to the center output, and cancel

that the side cancellations are being done too
The result of all this is adramatic increase in
center/side separation, which anchors the center image onscreen even for listeners who are
way off center. Without logic steering, asurround decoder's separation can never be better

them from the other outputs. If the decoder

than poor. But just because asurround decoder

finds components which are antiphase and of

bears the Dolby Surround logo on its front panel

Stereophile, December 1989
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is no guarantee that it uses logic steering. Dolby

than the attack time. This creates adilemma

licenses two kinds of decoding: aso-called pas-

that few surround-decoder designers have suc-

sive matrix, which is unsteered, and the active

cessfully resolved: If the attack is extremely

matrix, which is. (The matrix is the resistive

fast, it will tend to be triggered by false alarms

network which divides the two input signals

—momentary but irrelevant steering cues,

and distributes its directional components to

which cause it to send the signal where it

the four outputs. Varying the values of the resis-

doesn't belong. And the longer the release time,

tors determines which output a particular

the longer that steering error will persist. Lex-

amplitude/phase relationship gets fed to.)

icon's all-digital processing allows for an in-

Pro-Logic is Dolby's name for steered sur-

spired solution: They delay the entire signal by

round 1which includes an added fillip: aselec-

about 20 milliseconds, to give the logic system

table pink-noise signal that continually se-

time to ascertain whether asteering cue is legiti-

quences through all four channels, pausing for

mate and decide where to steer it. By the time

about 3seconds on each. The idea is, you ad-

the signals are sent to the speakers, they're

just all output levels so the pink noise sounds

already aimed in the right directions.

equally loud from all directions. (This test sig-

Because identical front-center signals auto-

nal is also very helpful for adjusting an

matically cancel themselves from the surround

equalizer that you might have added to the sur-

channel, no Dolby Surround decoder has cen-

round channel to minimize differences be-

ter/surround logic steering. But if the front

tween the main front speakers and surrounds

channels are not accurately balanced in level,

of adifferent type.)

there will be front/surround leakage, which is
why all decent film-surround decoders have
an input balance control. This does the job

What it is
The Lexicon CP-1, the CP-2's predecessor, was

nicely if both channels have the same fre-

reviewed in these pages by Bill Sommerwerck
in Vol.12 Nos.1 and 8. That $1300 unit is an

quency response and phase synchronism, and
if they stay that way. Often they haven't, and

extremely versatile and sophisticated proces-

don't.

sor, capable of performing ambience extrac-

Because most video audio is transferred

tion, ambience synthesis, image (soundstage)
expansion, stereo synthesis from mono sources,

from optical tracks recorded side-by-side on

surround synthesis from stereo sources, and

through the projector (or transfer telecine) gate

Dolby Pro-Logic film-surround extraction. But
the very flexibility that makes the CP-I so ver-

causes loss of track synchronism. This is no
problem at low to middle frequencies, where

satile also makes it too intimidating to people

recorded wavelengths are long, but at higher

who don't understand things like reverberation
density, steering, and difference signals. Which

frequencies, slewing causes severe intrachannel

the film, any slewing of the film as it goes

is why Lexicon came out with the CP-2, which

phase shift, which can sometimes reach 36ce,
of error! Some other films, due to what could

offers the CPA's most basic functions in a

be nothing more than sloppiness, have been

much simpler (and less costly) context.

transferred with severe intrachannel high-

Two very unusual features of the CP-I were

frequency imbalance, so that when the middles

all-digital signal processing for the surround-

and lows are balanced (with the decoder's bal-

decoding functions, and Lexicon's (probably)

ance control), the highs are not. Either of these

proprietary automatic balancing circuit. The

situations will cause leakage of treble, most
conspicuously vocal sibilants, from the front

CP-2 has both.
In order to be effective, alogic-steering system must be very fast-acting, so that asound
isn't heard to start from one place and then

into the surround channel.
For their movie-theater systems, Dolby added
two provisions to minimize the effects of front/

steer to another. And, so it won't release the

rear leakage, as well to reduce rear-channel gar-

steering prematurely during abrief moment of
ambiguity, the "release" time must be slower

bage from noisy sound tracks: They limited the
surround channels to a7kHz upper range, and
added rear delay so that precedence effect (the

ILexicon's assertion that Pro-Logic is the only kind of highseparation film surround processing is incorrect. There have
been and still are home Dolby-Stereo decoders which have
logic steering but no pink-noise test signal generator
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ear's tendency to localize sounds as coming
from where they are first heard) would help to
make surround sibilance leakage sound as if it
Stereophile, December 1989

is still coming from the screen. In Lexicon's CP-

in Westminster Abbey.

2, automatic balancing ensures that both the
amplitude and phase of front-center high frequencies are matched prior to decoding. How
well does it work? Patience. .
The CP-2 accepts one pair of (stereo) inputs,
and is intended to be inserted in the 'ape Monitor loop of aconventional line controller or
receiver. Outputs include Front Left, Front
Right, Front Center, Subwoofer, and Rear (sur-

Setup
Installation and setup are simple, but not quite
as simple as the instructions would imply. You
set arear-panel switch according to whether
or not you will be using acenter front speaker,
and connect the center and surround amplifiers and their speakers. Incidentally, since the
surround outputs deliver identical (mono) sig-

round). Since input level is fairly critical if the

nals, you can feed both surround speakers from

unit is to perform at its best, afront-panel Input

asingle amplifier channel, using its other chan-

Level control is provided, as well as separate
rear-panel level sets for all outputs. Except for

nel for the front center or subwoofer. If the
amplifier is solid-state, connect the surround

AC power, all other controls are on the infrared

speakers in series; if it's atube type, connect

remote control unit, which has buttons marked

them in parallel. For series connection, speak-

Volume Up/Down, L/R balance, F/B balance,

ers must be Red-to-Black.

Rear Delay More/Less, Parameter Up/Down,
Pro Logic, Music Logic, Mono Logic, Main

phasing, apparently assuming that all speakers

Lexicon makes no mention of loudspeaker

Mute, and Surround Mute. There are three
Mode buttons, with which to select Pro Logic,

are identically polarized and all the amplifiers

Music Logic, and Mono logic.

made by the same firm, and you know for afact

Controls

that all your amplifiers are noninverting, these
are unwarranted assumptions. So just polarize

You already know all about Pro-Logic, and Lexicon's version of this hews to the Dolby theater
standard, as indeed it must in order to use the
name on aproduct. But the other two modes
need some explanation.

are noninverting. Unless all your speakers are

all the speakers identically for the time being.
Setup is mostly amatter of adjusting signal
levels, which is something you will find alot
easier to do if you own test discs for each signal
source, having on them a0-level midrange

Music Logic, which Lexicon recommends

tone. Input level is fairly critical, and is set by

for all stereo sources that don't have Dolby Stereo encoding, is essentially adifference-signal

adjusting the front-panel control until the red
bar on the front-panel volume indicators light

extractor with rear delay (adjustable from 0to

up, then backing off until they go out. (The red

32ms) and fully adjustable steering logic With

threshold is just 1dB below overload, and set-

Steering all the way off, the Music Logic mode

tings of more than about 6dB below optimum

low-pass-limits the rear signal to 2.3kHz and

will start to impair the logic action.)

provides nothing else but rear delay. As steering

Unfortunately, there is no standard OdB line

is increased, it also opens up the rear band-

level for home audio, so different signal sources

width so that, full up, the processing is identical to Pro-Logic except that it passes the full
16kHz upper-range capability of the device (as

will require different input-level settings. The

opposed to Dolby's 71cHz limit). Why not more

grease pencil (a "china-marking" pencil) to

adjust knob is not marked off with anumbered
scale, so my suggestion is that you use awhite

HF range than 16k? Because the digital process-

mark the settings for each program source,

ing, which is not CD-standard format, uses

then just keep an eye on the indicator when
listening and pull it down abit if the red bars

32kHz sampling.
Mono Logic mode is astereo synthesizer.
Drawing from the left-channel input only, it

light up. Level setting on the CP-2 isn't something you have to fuss over; you just have to

places all dialog at center front, while placing

make sure that at least one loud part of the pro-

all other sounds in abroad, spacious, L-to-R

gram is close to the red ignition point.

panorama. There is no rear-channel delay

The relatively stringent input-level require-

adjust; only what is called Enhance This allows

ment is why Bill Sommerwerck advised put-

you to vary the ratio between front center

ting the CP-I between the main preamplifier's

information and ambient information, within

outputs and the power amps. In this way, the
input level will be set to about the right posi-

arange of no ambience to the sound of avoice
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tion every time you adjust the preamp's volume

center speaker—not the side speaker. Recon-

control to a"comfortable" listening level. This

nect the other side speaker.

makes sense, but if you want to bypass the

Now unplug one of the Y-adaptor inputs to

front-channel processing for hypercritical

the CP-2. With the steering defeated, this will

listening—and, considering the CP-2's sound,
you will—you must reconnect some cables.

and the surround(s). If they aren't equally loud,

Putting the decoder in atape loop makes frontchannel bypassing as easy as hitting aTape
Monitor switch.
When the side-front channels are bypassed,
front sounds are kept out of the rear, but ones
intended for rear only are not kept out of the
front. So front bypassing works best for recordings of "natural" music, where all the instruments are in front of the listener and all there
is behind is room or hall sound. It is less effective when discrete sounds, like applause, musical instruments, or odd noises are intended to
come from the rear only, for the logic steering's
suppression of these from the front channels
will be lost.

feed signal equally to the active side speaker
adjust Rear Level until they are. Now replay the
same program material, stand midway between
these speakers, and check for imaging between
them. If they are far apart, there won't be
much, but one polarity will give more of it than
the other, and that's the one to use for both rear
speakers. (If these are in series, Red on one
speaker will be connected directly to Black on
the other, so both will be phased correctly
when one is.)
Another omission from the instructions is
any mention of how the level-indicator bars
work. My first reaction to the remote volumecontrol function was My God, it's so sluggish,
and the increments are so coarse. On many

Once the input level is set by measurement.
Lexicon advises that you use the remote to
advance the CP-2's gain until the secondhighest bar is lit, then adjust the rear Front level

occasions, Ihad to sit with my finger on the

control for the maximum level you are likely

excessive. Then 1realized what was going on:
the level (or balance, or whatever it happened

to listen at. (This should be done with program
material, not the test tone, because subject-

switch for what seemed like seconds (it wasn't
really) before the indicator bar moved up or
down anotch, and the change was usually

to be) changes each time you press the button,

ive judgments of volume will be very different.) Next, you invoke the built-in Pro-Logic

but the bargraph only increments once for
every five to six of those changes. Thus, the

test signal—pink noise which automatically

graph just gives you an idea of where the vol-

switches to each output channel in turn—and
adjust the rear level until the surrounds are as

ume is set; you can get any listening level you
want by pressing the Up or Down button once

loud as the front sides. Then you check loudspeaker phasing.
With surround speakers located well to the
sides of the listening area rather than behind

or twice, whether or not the front-panel indicator reading changes. The steps of change are
ahair less than 1dB each, which is more than
fine enough to suit anyone.

it, asurround system is actually capable of

This has some significance when setting

imaging quite specifically out to the very sides
—if the front and rear speakers are phased.

front-channel output level, as the second-tothe-top bar (which is where you are instructed

Surround-system phasing is most easily
accomplished with a mono signal source,

to adjust the CP-2's volume) encompasses a

which may be hard to find these days. If you

set correctly, raise the volume by one buttonpress at atime until the second-highest bar just
lights, then adjust the front-channel level.

can't, use aY-adaptor to feed either one of the
source channels to both the Land R inputs.
Select Music Logic from the remote, set Steering all the way down (to the left), disconnect
one front side speaker, and adjust the centerchannel output level until it matches the remaining side channel. (You already adjusted
front Land R; don't touch them now.) Then,
from your center listening seat, check for imaging between the speakers. If it is vague or phasey-sounding, reverse the connections to the
130

range of about 5dB. To make sure you have this

Incidentally, if the label and bargraph for a
particular adjustment is not lit when you press
its control button, the first press doesn't change
anything; it just tells the infra-red receiver to
pay attention, and lights up the label telling you
what adjustment you have selected and the bargraph that goes with it. After that, each press
increments the adjustment by one small step.
This is not mentioned in the manual either.
Stereophile, December 1989

Listening tests

no stronger than its in-phase components.

Other components used in preparing this
review included aThreshold FET- 10 preamp

Ambience is uncorrelated; ie, roughly half of

with the John Curl beefed-up power supply
(similar in function to Threshold's new upgrade

it is in-phase and half out, so there is nothing
for the steering to latch onto. In act, for reasons
Icannot explain, front/back isolation was bet-

supply), apair of VTL 300 power amps, Sound-

ter with the Steering out than with it in. This

Lab A-3s, and—for the rear channels—two
Technics wall speakers and aDynaco Stereo

means one must rely entirely on the rear delay

120 power amplifier. The surrounds are near
the ceiling on the rear wall; not the best pos-

to keep the front sounds at the front. Miming
up the rear speakers so they draw your attention spoils the whole illusion. 'Too low asetting

sible location for them, but the best Ican do
within the constraints of my present (tem-

moves the soundstage to behind the speakers
and thins out the sound, defeating the advan-

porary, Ihope) listening room. For video material, viewing was done on the remarkable (hell

tage of the surrounds. When the surrounds are

no, "incredible" is the word) Proton 3031 TV
receiver/monitor, which I'll be reviewing in

them at all; all you notice is the increase in spa-

properly set, you're not consciously aware of
ciousness, the heightened realism of the front

detail at alater date. Program sources were

presentation, and the added warmth and rich-

laserdiscs from aPioneer PR-8210 player, and

ness. Ijust wish it was possible to reduce the

Certificates of Deposit.

rear's high-end limit to around 500Hz, since

Naturally, the first things Itried on the CP2were Dolby-Surround films: Good Morning

quency, and it would have further helped to

most rear reverb in ahall is below that fre-

Vietnam, Empire of the Sun, Star eek Ill, and
The Empire Strikes Back—all first-class exam-

attenuate front-channel direct sounds.

ples of what the medium can do. Ihave heard
superb decoding of these from afew other sur-

mono instrumental pickups are panned to the

One might think that multi-miking, where
stereo stage locations, would be easy for asteer-

round units, but never as consistently as with

ing system to cope with because the direction-

the CP-2. Lexicon's automatic balancing works
so well, it's spooky. With most LVs, there is

ality is almost totally aresult of amplitude rela-

usually at least some audible front/back cross-

adjacent instruments as well as its own, from

talk, usually restricted to sibilants but not always. Star eek Ill, for example, seems to drift

at least ahalf dozen locations across the stage,

in and out of balance (film skew, perhaps) every
few seconds, and while Iwas never acutely

onto anything.
During the heyday of quadraphonic sound

aware of the low-level crosstalk with other

(from the early to mid 1970s), many rock and

decoders, Iwas immediately aware of the lack

pop recordings were encoded for SQ sur-

of it with the CP-2.

•

tionships. But because each mike picks up

the steering (again) never gets achance to lock

round, with the kind of zooming surround

Two of the worst LVs Iown, for front/back

sounds we hear on modem music videos. But

separation, are For Your Eyes Only and Top

even on these, steering is more often adetri-

Gun, both of which seem to have varying chan-

ment than aboon, because the recordings were

nel phase, with Top Gun abetting its crime by

never encoded for the Dolby matrix. Pink

amarked HF channel-balance difference. (One

Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon CD has alot of

channel sizzles, the other doesn't.) Through the

SQ-encoded side and rear effects, and while

Lexicon, Icould not hear rear spill from either
of them!
On music recordings, the CP-2 did arespect-

these are more dramatically enhanced by steering, the encode/decode disparities cause frequent and annoying pingponging—abrupt

able job of separating front direct sounds from
rear ambience, but there was never much mar-

directionality shifts that have nothing to do
with the original intent of the recording. With

gin for error in setting the rear level. While it

the steering off, front/back separation is quite

would seem that logic steering should enhance

dramatic enough, and without the distractions.
For the reason mentioned previously, logic

front/back separation even on unencoded
musical material, it doesn't work out that way.
On "natural" recordings, where all the instru-

steering does nothing for hall ambience be-

ments are up-front and all there is at the rear

cause of its randomness, even (apparently) with
Dolby Surround encoding. Astunning example

is ambience, the ambient difference signal is

of this is aUS-made CD (by the Slavyanka Chorus
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of San Francisco) of Music of the Russian Or-

surround processor connected into the tape

thodox Church, which happens to be first music

loop of my Threshold FET-10, which gives me

recording Ihave ever encountered that was

several listening options. For average music

(apparently) Dolby-Surround encoded. (I have

recordings and surround-encoded video mate-

been unable to find out anything about the rec-

rial, everything goes through the processor,

ord or the company because they don't answer

which allows its volume control to work on all

their phone.) It doesn't work; there is as much
chorus at the rear as from the front, and only

channels at once and its logic action to work
on the front channels as well as the surrounds.

the surround delay can separate them. Dolby
Labs has always strongly discouraged the use

to Source, which bypasses the decoder's front-

of their surround system for music recording,

channel circuitry but still allows it to extract

For really good recordings, Iswitch the FET-10

and the Slavyanka Chorus disc may be an ex-

rear information. But JA will be reassured to

ample of why. Yet Ihave anumber of laserdiscs
whose orchestral score stays resolutely up-

know that, for product testing, the rear channels go off and stay off, and all listening is done

front while all sorts of other things are going

through the FET- 10 only (or whatever other

on in the surround track. It may or may not be

preamp Imay be in the process of evaluating).

coincidental that Ihave never heard the orches-

Generally, Iwas ecstatic about the perfor-

tra's ambience coming from the rear.

mance of the Lexicon CP-2, but not so ecstatic

Finally, the Mono Logic stereo synthesizer,
which is without adoubt the best that I've

as to ignore afew imperfections. One was the

heard. Somewhere within the range of its Enhance control is an optimum setting for virtually any mono signal source. You can easily
overdo it, submerging voices too far into the
soundfield, but sensibly adjusted, this can
make mono films (and alot of mono music
recordings) sound very much as if they were
actually recorded in stereo. Idragged out my
laserdisc of Disney's Sleeping Beauty as one
of my tests of this, and 30 minutes later Irealized Ihad been completely hooked by the
enhanced impact of the sound. Although designed to separate dialog from all other sounds,
the same processing gives some illusion of

overall sound, which was subtly but unmistakably rough, like agood CD player that hasn't
been warmed up before listening. (The CP-2,
of course, was—for 24 hours.) You can minimize the damage by listening to music recordings with the CP-2's front channels bypassed
(with the preamp 'ape Monitor switch) and the
Steering set all the way down (for maximum
rear HF filtering), but there's nothing you can
do about it when listening to surround-encoded films.
My second gripe concerns the difficulty of
making direct comparisons between the sound
with the surrounds in and out. There are sep-

instrumental directionality to music record-

arate mute controls for both Main and Surround. Muting Main kills everything, and mut-

ings. Most woodwinds and the smaller brass

ing Surround kills the surround, but the latter

instruments are pitched within the human
speech range, and respond the same way: they

also defeats the signal processing and significantly reduces the volume of the front chan-

concentrate near center stage, which happens
to be where they are placed in normal orches-

nels. There's no way you can make avalid comparison this way. If you press the Surround

tral seating. There's no real specificity of course,

Mute button while Main is muted, all channels

but even this much localization makes the

except the center front become active. Don't

sound alot less boring than awide but com-

ask me why.

pletely undifferentiated soundstage.
But doesn't the use of asurround-sound
decoder foul up the front-channel signals?
Inevitably it must, simply because additional
circuitry in asystem always contaminates the
sound to some extent. But decoders vary

Third, and this is minor and probably peculiar to my particular sample: Incrementing
through the third and fourth steps of the second-to-top Volume bars (on the bargraph) consistently caused asmall but abrupt plop in one
channel. Not significant, but abit annoying.

immensely in front-channel purity, and some

Finally, Ihave to agree with BS about the

of them are almost perfect. Almost. (The Lexicon is less so.) But then, as already mentioned,

cables Lexicon supplies, but Idisagree about
the wisdom of it. They look cheesy, and they

it is possible to extract rear ambience without

sound cheesy, but Ihave to admit that this

affecting the front channels at all. Ihave my dbx

makes sense nonetheless. To people who are
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convinced that cables don't make adifference,

mium interconnects and decide for themselves

or have never even thought about it, Lexicon's
cheapies will do 'es' fine. Providing better ones

whether or not to switch.

would be awaste of money On the other hand,
if they did supply premium cables, the chances

All in all, though, this excellent surround
processor does Dolby Surround better than
anything else Iknow of. For Sterrophile readers,

are overwhelming that acable-conscious audi-

who tend to have embarrassingly revealing sys-

ophile would disagree with Lexicon's choice
of cable and throw them out anyway. Since

tems, the CP-2's very slight roughness may be

cables do make adifference, though, Lexicon

if you're looking for state-of-the-art decoding

might have done themselves (and their cus-

of film surround, the Lexicon CP-2 is the de-

tomers) afavor by mentioning in their instruc-

coder to buy.

reason enough to opt for something else, but

tions that users should at least try using pre-

JVC XP-A1000BK
DIGITAL ACOUSTICS PROCESSOR
Bill Sommerwerck

JVC XP-A1000BK surround-sound processor
Digital ambience-synthesis system with stereo synthesis for either spread or point sources, four.
channel output (two front, two rear), and manual compensation for listening-room size and source
ambience. D/A converter: 16-bit linear, with 4x-oversampling digital filter. A/D converter: 16bit linear, 64x(!)-oversampling. Number of soundfield patterns: 20 preprogrammed, 20 manually
set. Sampling frequencies: 32, 44.1, 48kHz (automatic selection). Inputs: analog line in, tape
play, digital optical line in, coaxial line in, coaxial DAT play. Outputs: analog main out, front DAP
out, rear DAP out, tape record, digital optical thru out, coaxial thru out, coaxial DAT record. Input
impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance: 660 ohms (front/rear DAP). Sensitivity: 500mV. Maximum output: 5V THD: 0.002% (analog, 1kHz, main out), 0.005% (analog, 1kHz, DAP out), 0.004%
(digital, 1kHz). Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz +0.0, -3dB (main out analog), 5Hz-20kHz
+0.5, -3dB (DAP out analog), 5Hz-20kHz +0.5, -1dB (DAP out digital). Dynamic range: 94dB
(analog or digital, DAP out). S/N ratio: 110dB analog, 100dB digital (both main out), 94dB analog
(DAP out). Supplied accessories: remote control and battery, 1m audio cable x4, 1m fiber-optic
cable x1. Dimensions: 18.75" (475mm) W by 4" (103mm) H by 14.25" (360mm) D. Weight: 15
lbs (6.8kg). Price: $1200. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Importer: JVC of America, 41 Slater
Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407. Tel: (201) 794-3900.
The JVC XP-A1000BK, hereafter called the

are otherwise identical. (Titanium seems to

A1000, is amarvelous surprise. It not only

answer the objection of many customers to

eliminates most of the criticisms Ihad of the

black panels, which often have hard-to-read

Yamaha DSP-3000 and the Lexicon CP-1, but

gold or grey lettering. Titanium is subdued but
classy-looking, and the lettering is legible.

it addresses certain problems that Ihadn't even
realized were problems! It's the best ambience
synthesizer I've yet tested,' and the least expensive, to boot.
Just to get this straight ...The XP-A1000BK
is now the XP-A1010TN. According to JVC, the
only difference is the titanium front panel; they
Stereophile, December 1989

Many Japanese companies showed titaniumfinish panels at the 1989 Summer CES.)
The A1000 has both analog and digital
1You might be asking "Whatever happened to the Lexicon
480L?" Some issues back, 1had promised to review aprofessional ambience system, simply as aseferrnce JA agreed to this,
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inputs, the latter including both coaxial and

The same—but different

optical connectors. The sampling rate for ana-

Operationally, there is no fundamental differ-

log inputs is 48kHz. With digital inputs the rate

ence between the A1000 and the Lexicon or

automatically switches among 48kHz, 44.1kHz,

Yamaha products. You select aroom model

and 32kHz, to respectively accommodate DAT,

appropriate to the music and recording, then

CD, and Direct Satellite Broadcasts (if you live

adjust anumber of parameters to match the

in Japan).

ambience to the recording and/or to suit your

The A1000 has an orange vacuum-fluor-

taste. What is different are the parameters that

escent display instead of abacklit LCD. The

can be adjusted on the A1000 —many don't

characters are about the same size as the Ya-

even exist on other synthesizers—and the way

maha DSP-3000's, and at about 15' they be-

they alter the synthesized ambience. More

come difficult to read easily. 2 On the other
hand, the angle of view is considerably wider.

about this later.
As with the Lexicon and Yamaha systems, the

You can shut off the display altogether; it then

A1000 attempts to duplicate the pattern of

comes on (for afew seconds) only when you

reflections that occurs in aconcert hall, night

apply power or change aparameter.

club, or other performance space. Like these

Unlike other synthesizers, the A1000 has a

other products, its design is based on measure-

complete set of controls under afront-panel

ments of existing halls and theaters.

cover, in addition to afully-equipped remote
control. The front-panel controls may be more

These measurements focus on the intensity
and arrival time of the early reflections, those

convenient than the remote if you sit close to
the unit; Ioften use them when I'm turning on
the system and want to select anew program.

sound. The pattern of these reflections is the
single most important factor in the characteris-

arriving within about 100 to 200ms of the initial

They certainly promote peace of mind: the

tic sound of aparticular hall. (The second most

A1000 remains fully usable even if your pit bull

important factor seems to be decay pattern—

prefers the remote to aMilk-Bone.

that is, the decay time and decay rate.)
The differences begin with the way these

Unlike the Yamaha DSP-3000 (reviewed in
September, Vol.12 No.9), which is one of most

measurements are made. Yamaha uses atetra-

striking pieces of consumer electronics I've

hedral four-microphone setup, JVC uses six

seen, the A1000 is decidedly understated. Its

mics. (Lexicon doesn't give any details, merely

combination of awood cabinet with "serif- - stating that the CP- l's model is based both on
edged metal parts reminds me of traditional

real-world measurements and theoretical con-

Japanese architecture—the Oriental equivalent

siderations.) The JVC mks are arranged in three

of Early American. It's awelcome change from
the glitzy or self-consciously Bauhaus- ish

pairs, with one pair aligned along each spatial
axis. JVC feels the additional mics remove any

designs Japanese manufacturers have inflicted

ambiguity about the direction of the reflec-

on us. Ilike it alot.

tions, and the A1000 therefore reproduces them
more accurately than the Yamaha products.
The results of these measurements are

and Lexicon dutifully sent of acopy of the instruction manual
for the 480L Digital Effects System.
A quick perusal of this well' written book revealed that the
ambience effects created by the 480L are meant to he mixed
with the stereo signal, not presented through additional
speakers. Lexicon confirmed that the acoustical models arc
indeed quite different and the results would not be appropriate
for home listening. The 480L otherwise appears to he amarvelous product (at least, if you believe the instructions!), and
Iunderstand is the recording industry's reference standard for
devices of this type. It does many more things than synthesize reverberation.
Ihope lexicon will decide to create aconsumer version of
this product, optimized for at least four ambience channels.
Although it would have to sell for S10,000 or more, it /mute/
sell and its advanced technology could serve as areference for
future, less-expensive products (see my "The Audio System
of the Future,- Vol.12 Nol, p.77).
2As Ifinish this article, Microsoft (my boss) has announced
that the annual employee gift will be apair of Bushnell binoculars. Just what Ineeded! They'll be tucked under the sofa, for
convenient access.
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shown in an unusual "lollipop-tree" diagram
(fig.1, taken from JVC's Digital Tecbnologies:
Beyond tbe Source). The location of asphere
(or circle, if the diagram is aplane view) indicates the reflection's virtual source—ie, from
where it appears to emanate—and its diameter
is proportional to its intensity. These diagrams
do not show the delay times, though one can
reasonably assume that stronger reflections
generally arrive earlier.
This kind of diagram is revelatory, precisely
because it visually documents what we already
know. Look at fig.1: the soundsource was centered on the stage, the measuring mics centerfront. The expected symmetry is apparent, but
Stereophile, December 1989

Now, if acentered soundsource and centered
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The ideal would be to measure the reflections
at 10 or 20 source points across the stage, then
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ion, 3so such an arrangement is unworkable.
We have to settle for simple left and right

Fig. 2Distribution pattern of virtual image
source locations with left-placed
soundsource and center-front
measuring position

patterns.
On the other hand, there are sources—such
as astring quartet—which are relatively small
compared to the size of the room they perform
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—JVC supplies both "point" and "spread"
models for each room simulation. I'll discuss
how these models differ in sound later.
The A1000 is also notable in the reflection
patterns that it avoids synthesizing. These
include both reflections in the listening room

%l'o°

•
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% e o0_20 •
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model. Fortunately, you don't have to decide

and those that are already present in single-

(

-

Fig. 3Distribution pattern of virtual image
source locations with right-placed
soundsource and center-front
measuring position
more apparent is the lack of perfect symmetry:

point recordings.
The listening-room reflections are selected
with the Listening Room control. You set it for
the listening room's area (<10m 2,10-16m 2,
>16m 2)and reverb time (0.2-0.6s, in 0.1s
increments). The corresponding early reflections are not generated. My listening room is
almost dead, so Iset this control for <10m 2and

ahall needs to create large interaural differences
in order to "sound good." Highly symmetrical

0.2s. Icould not directly confirm that this con-

reflections are not desirable.

3NI least, not at the delivery end of the recording chain!
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trol has any significant effect on the sound,
though Isuspect it does. More later.
As for reflections already in the recording,
JVC studied the early reflections that were
picked up by asingle-point mic array. Those
whose direction and delay matched reflections
in the model were removed from the model.
Although this correction would not be optimum for spaced-omni or multi-miked recordings, JVC probably felt that some correction
should be made, and that it should be for the
least-incorrect form of recording in common
use (figs.4, 5, & 6).
The A1000's last major departure from common practice is the way it handles the reverberation it adds. In the Yamaha and Lexicon pro-

Fig. 4Distribution pattern of virtual image
source locations using atwo-channel
stereo soundsource

cessors, the hall models either synthesize the
early reflections only, or synthesize both the
early reflections and the reverberant "tail." This
is especially unfortunate with the Yamaha DSP3000, since most of the commonly used room
models do not synthesize reverberation, only
the early delays. If you want reverberation with
these models, you're out of luck.
JVC has an interesting solution to this problem. Every model can generate reverberation
in addition to early delays. However, there is
no separate parameter for reverb time per se.
Instead, there is akey marked Source Reverb.
Source reverb time can vary from 0.0s to 5.0s.
in 0.1s intervals.

Fig. 5Virtual image source pattern
reproduced by conventional
simulation

When Source Reverb is set to 5.0s, only the
early reflections are synthesized; no reverberation is generited. As Source Reverb is lowered,
more and more of areverberant tail is created,
until reverberation is maximized at 0.0s. (I confirmed this by simply turning off the main
channels.) The idea is that you are adjusting the
synthesis to match the reverberation already
in the recording, rather than setting an arbitrary
reverb time.
Of course, changing Reverb Time to Source
Reverb and reversing the numbers doesn't alter
the way the hardware works. But you may
remember my complaint about other ambience
synthesizers: areverb time labeled "1.5 seconds" sounded more like 2.5 seconds, since
the synthesizer was "reverberating the reverb"
already present in most recordings. (The
models' reverb times assume a"dry" source.)

Fig. 6Virtual image source pattern
reproduced by JVC's DAP system
recording, rather than to set aspecific reverb
time—is more psychologically satisfying (to
this reviewer, anyway).
As Iracked up more and more hours listen-

As aresult, you had to either reduce the room
size or the reverb time, or both, to get the rever-

ing to the A1000, Ialso became aware that a
change in the JVC's reverb time had little effect

beration to match the recording. JVC's

on the apparent room size. This is acritical

approach—to match the synthesis to the

point, to which Iwill return later.
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Quibbles
I'll cover my non-sonic criticisms before dis-

loud, and don't seem particularly amp- or
speaker-threatening. Iwould prefer to have the

cussing sound quality. The A1000 suffers from

synthesizer on continuously; it's easier to hear

several inconveniences. The worst is the lack
of room-model names on the remote control!

the effects of amodel or parameter change.
The A1000's manual is poor, inferior even to
the manual for the Yamaha DSP-1. If you're

You have to memorize the positions of your
favorite models, or manually step through
them. JVC supplies ablank page in the manual
to mark them down (uh- huh). Well, you can

already familiar with the Yamaha or Lexicon
products, you should be able to figure out most

always keep acopy of the detailed chart on p.27

of the A1000's operation without even cracking
the book. If, on the other hand, you've never

at your side.
Another inconvenience is way the roommodel numbers are shown in the display. The

explain" I've seen from any Japanese firm. My

used aproduct like this before, you'll be treated
to one of the worst examples of "tell but don't

letters Por M (for Program or Manual) are fol-

ranking of "poor" (rather than "totally unac-

lowed by the model number. Unfortunately,
the model number vanishes when you change

ceptable") is based on the fact that you can bear
what the A1000 does, and so learn its operation

aparameter! (JVC probably wanted to remind
you that you'd changed the original settings.)

ambience synthesizer; abook cannot describe

by trial and error. Admittedly, this is true of any

If you then decide to save anew Manual setting

how ambience is supposed to sound. In any

at the same position as the old, you're in Big
Trouble if you forget the number. Labeling the

case, Iunderstand that JVC America is not
happy with the manual, either; arewritten ver-

controller would solve this problem. You could

sion may have appeared by the time you read

check the display against the controller—at
least for those models whose names you hadn't

this.

The sound

changed.
The A1000 offers 20 memories to store your

The A1000's sound quality is a significant

favorite room models; each can have auserselected name or title. These are called "manual" settings. The factory presets are called

improvement over that of previous ambience
synthesizers. My initial reaction, though, was
that the A1000 didn't sound noticeably better

"programmed" settings. As with other ambience synthesizers, there are only as many

or worse than the Lexicon CP-1. (By the time
the A1000 arrived, the DSP-3000 had been

memories as models; in this case, 20. Why can't
these products have ahundred user memories,

reference standard.)

returned to Yamaha and the Lexicon was my

from the front panel? Static RAM is not that

Istarted with Symphony Hall 1, described
as a"shoebox" type—ie, the classic long, nar-

expensive these days. [Maybe it's more amatter of the internal microprocessor only bay-

Boston's Symphony Hall—playing the Muti

ing alimited number of addresses—Ed.]
The Memory button on the remote, which

even on CD.

even if the extra memories are only accessible

row style of the Leipzig Gewandhaus and
Pictures on Angel—a lifelike analog recording,

stores the current user-modified program, is

After listening abit, Ipicked the following

poorly located. It's right next to the Manu(al)

settings as giving the most pleasing effects with
this recording: I"enlarged" the synthesized

button, and Ioften pushed the wrong one.
These two buttons are well-separated on the
unit itself. It would also be nice if the A1000

space by 20%, set the reflectivity to 0.9, the
high-frequency bandpass to 5.0kHz, and the

automatically stored changes to auser pro-

high-frequency reverb time to 0.7 of midrange,

gram, as the Lexicon does, but it doesn't.
The A1000 mutes the signal every time you
change amodel or parameter. JVC says they're

and stored the result in memory (The user is
likely to change Source Reverb from one

trying to keep transient noises out of your system, and indeed, there are times when you
press the keys in the "wrong" sequence that

recording to the next, even for the same hall
model, so it isn't stored as part of the models.
Iset it to 0.0 seconds, to obtain maximum
reverberation.)

you will hear minor clicks and pops from the

Ithen duplicated these settings for all the

speakers. (jVC clearly describes these sequences
in the manual.) Still, these transients aren't

other models and stored them. Had Iadjusted
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each model for what Iconsidered the best
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sound with this recording, Iwould have tended

the Gothic Cathedral model with astring quar-

to make them sound alike—which is exactly

tet or chamber orchestra! There is no acoustical

what Ididn't want to do. Iwas now ready to get

disparity. You seem to be sitting up-close to a

an idea of the sonic signatures of each model.

group that's playing in alarge, empty church.

Here are brief sketches of the more obvious

Don't believe me? fly one of Reference Record-

differences:

ings' albums of the Chicago Pro Musica.

1) Symphony Hall 1—shoebox type: rever-

Put another way, the A1000 can superimpose

berant, highly spacious sound with avery obvi-

its synthetic ambience over the acoustics of

ous decay; almost lush.

almost any recording. (I have confirmed this

2) Symphony Hall 2—shoebox type: aless

with almost six months' listening to scores of

spacious sound with less sense of rear reflections.

recordings, both commercial and my own.)

3) Symphony Hall 3—shoebox type: the

The range of hall models offered by the A1000

reduced spaciousness of #2 with the obvious

is freely available; you don't have to play agame

rear reflections of #1.

of mix'n'match. This is abreakthrough. In-

4) Symphony Hall 4—vineyard (fin-shaped)
type: very "open" (as opposed to spacious)

deed, it's what ambience synthesizers were

sound; dry, clear, little color or character;

accomplished—up till now.

extreme tonal neutrality.

supposed to be able to do, but none has
Idon't know how the A1000 performs this

5) Symphony Hall 5—vineyard type: a
"tighter" (less open) ambience than #4, with

between the A1000 and all other second-

more obvious rear and side reflections.

generation synthesizers is that it does not syn-

6) Symphony Hall 6—vineyard type: The
openness of #4 with the pronounced reflec-

thesize the frontal reflections that are likely to
already be in the recording. Is it not probable

magic, but Ihave atheory. The major difference

tions of #5.

that two sets of frontal reflections are confusing

7) Recital Hall—small musical space: ambient
space, but no actual sense of ahall. This is not

or irritating to the brain? By discarding the most
significant frontal reflections, the A1000

surprising, because the delays are too short for

reduces the chance of an aural discrepancy.

the material being played.
8) Opera House—with tiered seating: lush,
liquid sound with strong wall reflections.
9) Cathedral—Gothic style: avast space with

Grapes from the vineyard
Another surprise

was

the pleasant sound of the

"vineyard" models. This sort of fan-shaped hall

long decay times.

is generally considered to have poorer sound

10) Church—high-ceilinged space: asmaller
space with ashorter decay time. The rear reflections seem to come from nearer surfaces than

than the classic "shoebox" style, since the early
reflections tend to get widely scattered, rather
than hitting the audience from the sides. Ube

those in #9.

result is apredominance of direct soundfrom

The most startling result of this preliminary
listening was that every model worked! Natu-

tbe instruments, in my experience—Ed.] You
may remember my uncomplimentary remarks

rally, the models varied in both their appropriateness (one would not normally listen to Mus-

about the Lexicon's vineyard model, which

sorgsky in acathedral) and effectiveness (the

ian motion.

Recital Hall model did not generate any sense

sounded like the acoustic equivalent of BrownThe A1000's vineyard models lean toward a

of areal hall). However, there was never any dis-

generally less lush sound than its shoebox

parity between the acoustics of the recording

models. Model 4is notable for its extreme neu-

and the ambience added by the A1000!

trality, clarity, and openness. This model draws

This was completely unexpected. Ihave

less attention to itself than any of the other

owned or used the Audio/Pulse 1and 1000, the
Yamaha DSP-1 and 3000, and the Lexicon CP-

concert-hall models, which can be agood
thing when you want to focus on the music but

1. With these products it was always necessary

still want ambience simulation.

to match the model selected and the values of

Another unusual feature of the A1000 is the

its parameters to the recording. If you didn't,
there was an irritating clash between the

choice of Spread or Point ambience models.

recorded and synthetic ambience.
With the A1000, it is actually possible to use
138

The differences tend to be pretty much what
you'd expect. The Spread models produce a
more spacious ambience. When side or rear
Stereophile, December 1989

reflections are heard, they tend to come from

Even the Gothic Cathedral model worked,

the same side as their frontal source. The Point

though it lacked the spectacular sense of spa-

models produce atighter, more rear-focused
ambience with less obvious spread.
Igenerally found myself picking the Spread

was extremely smooth, even when the direct
sound was turned off, and almost completely

ciousness Ihad hoped for. Reverberant decay

models, even for chamber music. Iliked the

free of any metallic or "bell-like" quality. The

wider expanse of sound in the reverberant

"swishy" artifacts heard with conventional recordings did not appear—much to my surprise

field. The Point models, oddly, found their
most frequent use when Ilistened to vocal

If there was any flaw, it was simply the
A1000's failure to insert the frontal delays it

music. Solo voices are generally miked more
closely than the orchestra, and may not have

expected to find in the recording. The orches-

sufficient reverberation of their own to support

tra therefore seemed to be closer than you

the limited echo density of reverb simulators. 4
On the A1000, this limitation appeared as a

would expect. But the overall effect was cap-

"clattery" quality to the vocal component of

tivating. The combination of this disc and this
synthesizer are apowerful argument in favor

the reverb. 5 It was easy to remedy, either by

of anechoic recordings.

reducing the Room Size parameter or by
switching to the Point model.
Ialso experimented with the Gothic Cathe-

A lack of warmth
It has long been known that ahall's decay time

dral and Church modes on regular orchestral
music Although this is an abnormal situation,

decreases with rising frequency, since carpeting, seats, and the walls, not to mention the air

it does show what happens when you push a
synthesizer to its limits. In the case of the

cies. All Japanese ambience systems, the A1000

itself, are more absorptive at higher frequen-

A1000, long reverb times create aswishy, hissy

included, partially model this by letting the

ambience in the rear speakers. Increasing the

listener choose the ratio of high- to- low-

Source Reverb time reduced this effect to near-

frequency reverb time Regardless of the prod-

inaudibility.

uct, Ihave consistently set this to the lowest

Ispent some time listening to the Denon

possible value, finding the unmodified effect

anechoic recording (PG-6006) that JGH

to be too airy and spacious. 7
The Lexicon CP-I has adifferent option—

reviewed in the September issue. 6 This is the
roughest possible test you can expose an

you can increase the reverb time of low fre-

ambience synthesizer to—the recording con-

quencies. Iliked the added warmth this gave.
Well, maybe the next Lexicon or JVC product

tains no natural reverberation to enhance the
limited echo density of the synthesizer—and
the A1000 passed with flying colors. Bands 3,

will have both options.

5, and 8were especially notable. The "acoustic

Easier adjustments

era" quality JGH described disappeared com-

One of the A1000's most impressive features

pletely, with air and space magically appearing

is how reverb time and room size remain sub-

around the instruments. The ambience
sounded perfectly natural, as if it were anatural part of the recording.
4It is currently impractical for any reverb system to generate
the high echo density that occurs in agood concert hall. All
products of this type depend, to some extent, on there being
abit of revert, in the signal to "fill in the gaps." If you try to
create too large areverberant space, or too long adecay time,
the gaps may become apparent as a"clattery" quality, or as
ametallic, twangy sound. Some industry twits have begun calling the latter "Yamaha twang," but only because the success
of Yamatta's DSP series has made the problem audible to anew
market. The problem existed long before Yamaha ever built
an ambience synthesizer.
5I'm not saying you were limited to one model. Rather, the

jectively independent. That is, you can select
amodel, pick its relative size, then set the reverberation to whatever value you like without
having to go back and change the room size.
Attempting to set long reverb times on the
Yamaha and Lexicon units often produces an
overblown sense of space that can only be
tamed by reducing the reflectivity, relative
room size, or going to asmaller room model.
The A1000 does not have this problem. Again,
Idon't know the reason for the JVC's superiority, but Isuspect their "minimalist" approach to

range of models was restricted, as was the range of acceptable parameter values within amodel.

frontal reflections has something to do with it.

6 Yamaha has asimilar but less ambitious disc that is limited
to single instruments. This recording (DSP-00I) is not available at retail.

7 The models are all derived from measurements made in
empty halls. Is it any wonder the ambience tencs to sound too
bright, and have very obvious reflections?
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Playing favorites

Opera House model (#8) was great for operas,

You'll naturally want to experiment with all of

though it was sometimes necessary to reduce

the A1000's models and select the ones that

its size or reverb time to remove that "clattery"

best complement your recordings or musical

quality from vocals. Igenerally preferred the

tastes. Four of the models stood out for this

Cathedral model to the Church, with choral
recordings where it was appropriate. (Neither

listener.
Model 1, with its rich, lush reverberation,

of these models is especially spectacular unless

appealed to me for Romantic music, especially

the recording itself has afairly long reverb time

Mahler. Ioften chose the clear, dry quality of

to begin with.)

model 4for Baroque and Classical pieces. 8The

Realism?
8 Im one of those weirdos who loves the dry sound of
Philadelphia's Academy td Music.

From the first, it was obvious that the A1000
was avery good product, at least equal to the

Should You Buy an Ambience System?
Ihave owned some form of surround sound

ers, check the used-equipment shelves of

ever since David Hafler introduced the

your local emporium. All the Japanese pro-

"Dynaquad" system for ambience extrac-

cessors pan ambient sounds between front

tion in the early '
70s. When the Audio/
Pulse Model 1appeared in 1976, Ibought

speakers and amps should match. Differ-

one after hearing it at the SCES, and was absolutely delighted in the greatly enhanced
sense of "realism."
The JVC XP-A1000 reviewed here simply
sounds so good, has such awide range of
room models, and is so easy to adjust that,
for this listener, it removes any remaining
objections to ownership. Some readers may
still demur, however.
The basic objection to any signal processor is that its cost might be better applied
to improving the rest of the system. This is
adecision each listener must make for himself, as we each have different priorities.

and rear, so the front and rear ambience
ences in amplifier tonal balance are audible in the ambience channels, so be sure
there is no major discrepancy between the
ambience amps and your main amp.
Listeners might also object that these
products have not been perfected, and
don't really sound like the halls they are
claimed to model. (None of the manufacturers offer any verifiable proof of their
claims.) This objection is probably invalid.
The models on the better processors do
sound like a room—at least, an empty
room. The effect is pleasing, and the range

fiers so 1can afford expensive speakers!)

of different-sounding models means that
at least one of them should sound appropriate with any given recording.

You don't have to be terribly well-heeled
to afford an ambience system, though. The

Even if these devices don't accurately
mimic the sound of aparticular hall or hall

$1200 price of the JVC is not outrageous.

type, they are still worth owning. Ambience
systems add lateral sound. This not only

(For example, tprefer to own modest ampli-

The four extra speakers need not be the
same model as your main speakers, or even

"opens up" the soundfield, but reduces

come from the same manufacturer. How-

speaker awareness. Direct sounds still come

ever, they must be clean and low in color-

unquestionably from the front, but you are

ation, with aneutral or backed-off perspec-

now immersed in asoundfield. Listening

tive. The Fried Betas, at S350 /pair, meet

fatigue is reduced.

these requirements and are agood bet;

How any listener can tolerate sound com-

there are probably ahalf-dozen other good

ing onlyfrom thefront—regardless of its

choices (reader comments are welcome).
Used Large Advents or Dynaco A-25s would
probably work well, too.
As for amplifiers to drive the extra speak-

absolute quality—is beyond me. Frontalonly sound is one of the most serious and,
to me, irritating distortions of conventional
two-channel reproduction. Any halfwaydecent ambience system is better than none.

IOh Willie! how many times have Itold you?

—JA
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best of what Ihad previously auditioned. As

due to its lack of models; its sound quality is

the weeks passed, however, Ifound that it was

otherwise not Far behind the A1000's. Its com-

noticeably superior in the ways I've already
described. No other ambience system ever

bination of ambience synthesis with afairsounding Dolby MP decoder make it agood
value for those who want a"portmanteau"

"grew on me" this way.
Overall, Iwould have to rank the A1000 as
having the most realistic ambience of any product of this type, though the Lexicon is not far

product.

behind. More so than with any other product,

concert halls) do not synthesize ambience. This
is unfortunate, because the 3000 has awider

you get the feeling you're really sitting in ahall.
The illusion is spoiled only by the fact that
recordings lack the intense immediacy of live
sound.
Think of the sound of alive orchestra in a

The Yamaha DSP-3000 sits in Class C, primarily because its most-used models (ordinary

variety of models than any other processor. If
you enjoy the 3000's delay-only models, you
may find its versatility makes it your best

good hall as agigantic 3D color photograph

choice. Only you can decide. 9
My recommendations are in inverse order

hung in front of you. With better-quality

of price, which is contrary to the usual expec-

recordings (either commercial or my own), the
A1000 often gave the impression of being a2D

some way "better" than lower-cost ones. Fur-

B&W photo of near-Ansel Adams quality.

tation that more expensive products are in
ther, there is some legitimate difference of opinion about just what an ambience synthesizer

That's not bad; in fact, it's damned good.
If Ihad to describe the sound of the A1000

is supposed to sound like. Therefore, Iam

in just one word, it would be "lean" or "economical" (however odd that sounds). The

obliged to recommend any competent performer and let the reader make the decision.

reverb is never fussy, excessive, or cloying. The
A1000 sounds as if it adds just enough, and no

The bottom line

more. Perhaps this is the result of the reduced
frontal delays.

can be considered the first third-generation

Rankings

ambience-synthesis system. If you've held off
buying an ambience system because you had

in terms of Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" rankings, the JVC XP-A1000 is
unquestionably Class A. It is the only synthesizer which acknowledges that wide soundsources do not excite hall reverberations the
way narrow ones do, and supplies the appropriate models. Its sense of realism is unex
ceeded and possibly unequalled, while its wide
range of hall models can be used with almost
any program material. It is unmatched in its
ability to give you exactly the kind of ambience
you want. Whether you abuse that gift is
another matter.
The Lexicon CP-I falls into Class B, primarily

The JVC XP-A1000BK is aterrific product that

reservations about previous models, or
because you adhere to the principle that one
shouldn't rush to buy anew class of product,
you should audition the A1000. It is unreservedly recommended.

9 Stereoplelle contributor Peter Mitchell is as big a fan of
ambience systems 25 Iam. He told me at the SCES that afriend
of his was really sold on the Yamaha DSP-3000. His friend
spent hours working on the user-programmable mode that
lets you set the direction, strength, and delay time of each
delayed signal. Peter was inclined to agree with his friend that
this was the most natural-sounding ambience synthesis he had
heard. The catch, of course. was that it was obtained at the
expense of agreat deal of work, rather than using one of the
3000's built-in programs. If you love to experiment, the DSP3000 may be your best choice.

PHANTOM ACOUSTICS SHADOW
ACTIVE LOW-FREQUENCY
ACOUSTIC CONTROL
Robert Harley
Phantom Acoustics Shadow Active Low-Frequency Acoustic Control. Floor-standing, active colStereophile, December 1989

umn for attenuating low-frequency resonances in listening rooms. Dimensions, column: 31" circumference (36 1
2 "including base), 91
/
2 "diameter (15" including base), 7' high; outboard power
/
supply: 61
/ "W by 21/
2
4"H by 81
2 "D, not including feet or rear-panel jacks. Price: $2500/pair.
/
Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Phantom Acoustics, distributed by InConcert,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn, CA 95603. Tel: (800) 888-8055.
The acoustic environment for music reproduc-

frequencies (called "modes") are excited. The

tion is easily the most overlooked source of

result is apeak in the frequency response,

sonic degradation. Many fine playback systems

sometimes as great as 20dB. A room's fun-

are compromised by room-induced anomalies

damental resonant frequency can be calculated
by dividing the speed of sound in feet per second (1130) by twice the length. For example,

that severely color the reproduced sound.
When we live in aworld of directional wire,
high-end AC power cords, and $4000 CD transports, paying attention to the listening room's
contribution to the musical experience takes

aroom 21' long will have afundamental resonance at 27Hz, which represents awavelength

Audiophilia's underestimation of aroom's

of 42'. Note that the resonance occurs where
the room length equals half the acoustic wavelength.

effect on musical fidelity can be traced to two
causes: 1) the science of acoustics is quite

multiples of the fundamental are also excited

on greater urgency.

mathematical and arcane, and 2) acoustic theory has not been sufficiently popularized to
translate into practical information for the audiophile.,Although this situation is improving,
largely through the work of Peter DAntonio of
RPG Diffusors and Arthur Noxon of Acoustic
Sciences Corporation (maker of ibbe Traps),
we still have along way to go in improving the

In addition to this fundamental resonance,
at, using our 21' example, 54Hz, 81Hz, 108Hz,
135Hz (1, l, 2, 2y, wavelengths respectively),
and so on. Further compounding the problem,
each room dimension (length, width, height)
creates its own resonant series.
If that weren't enough, reflections from the
walls interact with the direct sound, creating
standing waves. In areas of the room where the

listening environment. The listening room

reflected wave's compression phase (increased

should be considered another link in the play-

air pressure) meets the direct wave's compression phase, the waves combine constructively,

back chain, just as any other component. It is
here that the acoustic energy produced by the

creating ahuge increase in level. When the

loudspeakers is coupled to our ears.

reflected wave's compression meets the direct

Background

wave's rarefaction (decreased air pressure),
nearly complete cancellation can occur, resulting in almost no sound. You can easily demon-

Before describing the technical aspects and
musical effects of the Shadow, let's review the

strate this by playing a60Hz tone on atest CD

behavior of air in aroom.

and walking around the room. The volume will
appear to increase and decrease in different

Any volume of enclosed air will resonate at
its natural frequency, determined by the dimensions of the enclosure. The classic example is

areas. If your favorite listening chair happens

across its opening. The pitch of the tone varies

to be in an area of constructive interference at
acertain frequency (reflected compression
meeting direct compression), the resultant

according to the amount of air above the liq-

increased level at that frequency will cause bass

uid in the bottle (the size of the enclosure).

to take on a"one-note" characteristic.

abottle that produces atone when you blow

Although the motion of air across the bottle

Aclassic problem in typical listening rooms

opening remains the same, adifferent pitch is

is high-frequency absorption provided by car-

created because adifferent resonant frequency

pets, drapes, and furniture, without low-fre-

within the bottle is excited.
This is also true for the air in alistening room

quency absorbers to balance this high-frequency softness. Carpets and drapes provide

excited by aloudspeaker. Large response peaks
are created when the room's natural resonant

almost no absorption below 300Hz, where

IOne excellent hook that attempts to bridge the gap between
pages of acoustic formulas and practical room treatments is
Acoustic Techniques for Home and Studio, reviewed in detail
in the next issue.

1t2

most room-induced problems occur. Consequently, high frequencies are damped, while
low frequencies run uncontrolled through the
room. The result is ashort reverberation time
at high frequencies and long reverberation time
Stereophile, December 1989

is aconsideration, panel absorbers are preferred to bass traps to conserve floor space.
Panel absorbers are made by affixing athin
sheet of 4" by 8" masonite on studs nailed on
edge to the wall. When low frequencies strike
the panel, sound energy is converted to heat
as the panel flexes. Consequently, aportion of
the impinging sound is not reflected back into
the room, shortening the low-frequency decay
time. The panel's resonant frequency is afunction of airspace depth and panel mass. Ihave
built these types of resonant absorbers in walls
during recording-studio construction, and
found them very effective.
However, such structures are usually not
practical for the audio enthusiast. In addition
to requiring the knowledge to build them,
hammer and nails must be taken to one's living
room, aprospect that doesn't endear one's
spouse to our passionate pursuit of high fidelity. Fortunately, practical, commercially made
low-frequency absorbers have become available in recent years. Acoustic Sciences Corporation's ibbe Traps put LF absorption into a
convenient, easy-to-use package that has been
aboon to audiophiles.

The Shadow
Phantom Acoustics has taken adifferent approach to controlling low frequencies in listening rooms. Instead of using passive devices, the
Shadow is an active low-frequency suppression system.
It is well known that two signals of equal
amplitude and frequency, but with opposite
polarity, will completely cancel. This principle
is widely used in industrial noise control:
instead of shielding workers from machinery
noise, the noise is amplified and reproduced
by speakers with inverted phase from the direct
sound. The result is greatly reduced SPL.
The Phantom Acoustics Shadow uses this
principle to reduce excess bass energy in alistening room. Each Shadow consists of two sets
Phantom Acoustics room processor

each of pressure-sensing microphones, anal-

at low frequencies. This condition, along with

ducers. Acoustic energy is converted to an elec-

ysis electronics, power amplifiers, and transroom resonance modes and standing waves,

trical signal by the microphone, phase inverted,

team up to make bass reproduction tubby, sluggish, and lacking articulation and detail.

amplified, and then input to transducers in the
Shadow. The transducers' acoustic output is

In professional applications, such as recording studios, this much-needed low-frequency

thus the same frequency and proportional in
amplitude to the original sound, but 180° out

absorption is usually achieved with "bass

of phase, resulting in reduced low-frequency

traps" or large resonant panels. Where space

energy in the room. Since room resonances
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have greater amplitude than frequencies between resonant modes, the Shadow will work

Without any low-frequency absorption, my
room suffers from acommon malady: uncon-

harder to cancel these bothersome peaks.

trolled room modes, lopsided absorption, and

This concept is far from new Olson and May,
in a1953 Journal of the Acoustical Society of

alonger decay time at low frequencies.

America paper, described asystem called a

the speakers. This placement brings the Shad-

"free field zone type sound reducer." It con-

ow's transducers closest to the tri -corners,

AShadow was placed in each corner behind

sisted of amicrophone, amplifier, and loud-

where pressure buildup is greatest. The Shad-

speaker set in a loop to define an acoustic

ows' AC cords were plugged in to apower strip

region of low pressure. They further described

near my listening chair, making it easy to turn

mounting the device in the room corners to

the units on and off for comparison. In addi-

maximize its effect by presenting it with the

tion to disabling the units by turning them off,

large acoustic load present there.
When aroom is pressurized by sound, the

Iremoved them from the room to eliminate
such passive effects as mid-frequency absorp-

pressure is not evenly distributed throughout

tion and diffusion. Because they are designed

the room. Instead, high-pressure zones are

to work in pairs, both Shadows were treated as
one system. All with/without comparisons

created along most of the walls, especially the
corners. The greatest pressure buildup that sup-

were made by turning off both units simul-

ports room resonance modes occurs where
three boundaries (two walls and ceiling or

taneously.

floor) meet. This gives us an opportunity to

Shadows consisted of Vortex Screen and TDL

attack excessive low-frequency problems
where they live: absorbers placed in the cor-

Reference Standard loudspeakers (the TDLs are
reviewed in this issue), VTL 225W tube and

ners are much more effective than absorbers
away from the walls.

Marantz CD-94 CD player, and AR turntable

The playback system used to evaluate the

Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monoblocks,

The Shadow consists of atall, round column

with an Ortofon MC-200 cartridge. The pre-

and an outboard power supply. The 7'-tall col-

amps were aConrad-Johnson Premier Seven

umn is mounted on abase and covered with
alight-colored fabric. In fact, the Shadow looks

(phono) and apassive unit made by Electronic
Visionary Systems (CD). Speaker cable was

very much like atall 'rube Trap. Transducers

AudioQuest Clear, and interconnects were van

mounted at the top and bottom of each column

den Hul and Solid Core Technologies ST-04.

provide the out-of-phase acoustic energy,
while the bulk of the column is internally
damped. Iwas surprised at how lightweight the

All AC power was supplied from aTice Audio
Titan/Powerblock power-line conditioner. The

column was for its size and the fact that it contains two amplifiers and two transducers.

alone, the Muse monoblocks alone, and biamped with the Muse driving the bottom end

The power supply is asmall black box with

and the VTLs on top.
Since this was the first music Ihad heard in

an AC power-cord input and aDC-supply out-

TDLs were alternately driven by the VTLs

put. Afront-panel switch (with acorrespond-

the new listening room, Ispent some time

ing LED) turns the unit on. Switching on the

listening with Vortex Screens before conduct-

power causes the column to emit aquiet turn-

ing any evaluations. Ihave logged about 2000

on thump.
Incidentally, the Shadow was developed by

hours with the Screens in many rooms and am
intimately familiar with their sound; this gave

Nelson Pass, President of Threshold Corpora-

me afeel for the room's sound before introduc-

tion and designer of, among other things, the
Threshold and Forté lines of electronics.

ing another variable. It was immediately apparent that the room was significantly better than

The sound

The room's dimensions had been chosen for

Ihave just finished building adedicated room
for music listening and component reviewing.

best distribution of resonant modes. (In fact,
the entire house's dimensions were dictated by

The final acoustic treatments (diffusors and
low-frequency absorbers) are not yet installed,

the listening-room ratios).

making the room ideal for assessing the sonic
attributes of the Phantom Acoustics Shadow.

Iswitched in the Shadows. Iwas listening to
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previous rooms that had hosted the Screens.

After becoming acclimatized to the sound,
""I'wig,gs Approved," from the Dixie Dregs'
Stereophile, December 1989

album Dregs of tbe Earth, which has avery
powerful low end. The change was startling.

provided by the Shadow. Indeed, solo female
voice and solo acoustic guitar did not benefit

The entire tonal character of the bottom end

from the Shadow.

changed for the better. Low bass sounded
deeper and more powerful, while the midbass
seemed thinner, probably due to the attenuation of resonant colorations. In addition, the
bass drum sounded lower in pitch and lost its
unpleasant wooden character, and bass guitar
suddenly had more detail and clarity.
The instant Iheard this, Iwas reminded of

To test the other side of this hypothesis, I
connected the TDL Reference Standard Loudspeaker, ahuge transmission-line system rated
down to 16Hz. The TDL's ability to pressurize
aroom with very-low-frequency energy at
high sound-pressure levels is astounding. Iput
on the Dorian CD of Pictures at an Exhibition
(DOR-90117), transcribed for organ and per-

something Ihad experienced in the recording

formed by Jean Guillou on the organ of the

studio many times before. When recording

Tonhalle, Zürich. This is an exceptional record-

bass drum, acommon method of increasing

ing, both musically and sonically. Pictures calls

punch and removing tubbiness is to use the
recording console's EQ, boosting at 60Hz and

registers, and the organ, designed by Guillou,

cutting at about 400Hz. After finding the right

has 32' pipes that produce a16Hz fundamental.

for extensive use of the instrument's lower

EQ settings, the EQ in/out switch is pressed to

My expectation that the Shadows' beneficial

compare the fiat sound with equalized sound.

effects would be more pronounced on music

The sonic effect of switching on the Shadows

with substantial LF content was confirmed

was very similar to applying this equalization

with this recording. Through the bi-amped

to abass drum. In addition, this equalization

TDLs with the Shadows activated, Iheard the

makes "room" for the bass guitar, giving it a

deepest and most articulate bass reproduction

clearer tonal character and greater rhythmic
impact. The Shadows' apparent lowering of the

Ihad ever experienced.

bass drum's pitch is probably aresult of re-

Measurements

moval of resonant modes that tend to obscure
the instrument's lowest component.

Playing the swept tone on the CBS test disc re-

In addition to increasing LF punch, midbass

resonance modes. As the pitch sweeps up, the

articulation improved. On acoustic and electric

amplitude varies greatly as the signal passes

bass, each note was delineated and clearly

through room modes. Using an Audio Control

vealed the severe room colorations caused by

audible—the effect was analogous to pulling

Industrial SA-3050A third-octave spectrum

taut atrampoline. The entire low-frequency

analyzer, Imeasured the LF amplitude in third-

range became tight and solid. Gone was the

octave bands with and without the Shadow.

sluggishness that homogenizes bass notes.
Without the Shadows, certain bass notes were

'arming on the Shadow resulted in amuch
smoother curve, both visually on the spectrum

accentuated as the room's modes were excited.

analyzer display, and audibly. The reduction

Repeating the same passage with the Shadows

in resonance peaks varied greatly, depending

dramatically demonstrated the gross colorations introduced by the room when resonances were not suppressed. The Shadow did

on the analyzer's microphone position and frequency. The greatest reduction was 5dB at
some frequencies. Room resonant peaks are

not completely eliminate standing waves, however. Moving around the room revealed chang-

certainly greater in amplitude than 5dB, but the
third-octave resolution may not be sufficient

es in LF amplitude indicative of standing waves,

to look at such narrow bands.

although amplitude changes were diminished.
Not all music is affected equally by the Shad-

Conclusion

ow. Its effects vary from dramatic (as described

Before listening to the Shadows, Iwas con-

above) to inaudible, depending on the music's

cerned about introducing devices into the

low-frequency content. For the Shadow to be

listening room that created their own acous-

audible, the program must contain frequencies

tic signal. What if their acoustic output wasn't

that excite the room's resonant modes. This

exactly out of phase with the music? Could
such an active device cause awhole new set of

implies that the deeper the speaker's LF extension and the more bass energy they can deliver
into the room, the greater the improvement
Stereophile, December 1989

problems? However, after auditioning the
Shadows at length, Imust conclude that their
145

contribution was nothing but beneficial.
The Shadows' improvements in low-fre-

CD collection as though for the first time,
amazed at what had been previously obscured.

quency definition, dynamic impact, and LF

There is something very musically satisfying

tonal neutrality were dramatic. They allowed

about being washed in powerful, accurate bass

bass to be heard without the smearing and loss

reproduction.

of articulation we have come to accept as normal. Only by hearing the Shadows' effects can

Isuspect that the Shadow may provide a
greater sonic improvement in rooms without

the untreated room's severe colorations be fully

ideal length:width:height ratios. Remember,

realized. Indeed, Iwas subsequently dissatis-

my room's dimensions were chosen for the

fied listening to music without the Shadows,

most even modal distribution. Rooms with

as this resulted in lower-octave reproduction

equal dimensions or multiples of adimension

that severely detracted from the musical expe-

will have much more severe colorations and

rience.

thus will benefit more from the Shadow.

Ishould reiterate that the Shadows' sonic

The trend toward treating the listening room

improvements vary greatly depending on the

as another component in the signal path is long

LF output of the loudspeakers and the bass

overdue. Only by hearing the lowermost oc-

content of the program. Music with alight

taves reproduced correctly can the room's con-

spectral balance, devoid of frequencies that

tribution to the playback chain be realized. The

excite room resonant modes, did not benefit

Phantom Acoustics Shadow is a significant

from the Shadows. Moreover, mini-monitors,

advancement in home listening-room treat-

lacking the ability to pressurize the room, real-

ment. 1highly recommend that you audition

ized little improvement from the Shadows.

it, in your listening room if possible. After

Through speakers with good LF extension, full-

spending some time with the Shadow and your

scale orchestral works, nearly all rock, and

record collection, you may find it an essential

most jazz, the improvement was truly reward-

component of your music system.

ing. Ifound myself exploring my record and

KNOCKING AT THE DOOR
OF THE HIGH END
Guy Lemcoe listens to "Entry-Level" power amplifiers
from Adcom, B&K, Forté, NAD, and PS Audio
Adcom GFA-555 stereo power amplifier. Specified output: 200W into 8ohms (23dBW); 325W
into 4ohms (22.1dBW), all continuous power, 20Hz-20kHz, with 0.09% THD. Input impedance:
22k ohms. Sensitivity: 130mV. Dimensions: 17" W by 7" H by 11.5" D. Weight: 34 lbs. Price: $750.
Approximate number of dealers: 400. Manufacturer: Adcom, 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick,
NJ 08816. Tel: (201) 390-1130.
B&K ST-140 stereo power amplifier. Specified output: 105W into 8ohms (20.2dBVV); 105W into
4ohms (17.2dBW), all continuous power, 5Hz-45kHz, with 0.09% THD. Input impedance: 24.3k
ohms. Sensitivity: 120mV. Dimensions: 19" W by 6" H by 15" D. Weight: 25 lbs. Price: $498.
Approximate number of dealers: 180. Manufacturer: B&K Components Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road,
Lackawanna, NY 14218. Tel: (800) 543-5252.
Forte la stereo power amplifier. Specified output: 50W into 8ohms (18dBW); 80W into 4ohms
(16dBW), all continuous power, 7Hz-30kHz, with 0.1% THD. Input impedance: 75k ohms. Sensitivity: 100mV. Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by 10" D. Weight: 31 lbs. Price: $1100. Approximate
number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Forte Audio, 12919 Earhart Ave., Auburn, CA 95603. Tel:
(800) 888-8055.
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NAD 2100 stereo power amplifier. Specified output: 50W into 8ohms (17dBVV), continuous, 20Hz20kHz, with 0.03% THD. Input impedance: 20k ohms. Sensitivity: 120mV. Dimensions: 17" W
by 4.25" H by 1a75" D. Weight: 21 lbs. Price: $399. Approximate number of dealers: 400. Manufacturer: NAD (USA) Inc., 575 University Avenue, Norwood, MA 02062. Tel: (617) 762-0202.
PS Audio 100C stereo power amplifier. Specified output: 120W into 8ohms (20.8dBW); 200W
into 4ohms (20dBVV), all continuous power, 5Hz-20kHz, with 0.01% THD. Input impedance: 100k
ohms. Sensitivity: 100mV. Dimensions: 19" W by 6" H by 15" D. Weight: 40 lbs. Price: $1195.
Approximate number of dealers: 85. Manufacturer: PS Audio, 302 S. 13th Street, Grover City,
CA 93433. Tel: (805) 481-4844.
My editor felt it was time to survey ahandful
of what might be called "entry-level" high-end
amplifiers. These five amps, offering aglimpse
of what high-end sound is all about, range in
price from just under $400 to slightly less than
$1200. Each, in its way, can serve as avital link
in asystem which, with carefully chosen associated equipment, will reward the listener with

ation. MIT MH-750 speaker cable was used,
with termination by either spade-lug or Monster Cable X-Terminator. ARealistic sound-level
meter ("C"-weighted) was used to monitor and
equalize playback levels. Ancillary equipment
included ASC llibe Traps, an AudioQuest electronic stylus cleaner, 2Sumilco Fluxbuster, Last
stylus cleaning fluid, aVPI record-cleaning

ahighly detailed, focused, emotionally involving musical experience. These amplifiers have
proven popular with consumers and have re-

machine, legal pads, pens, and lots of strong

ceived various degrees of attention in the audio
journals. They are reliable, good-looking, and

selected for their musical and sonic virtues.
They are not special "audiophile" releases, but

supported by solid, accessible companies. This
survey is limited to those amps Stereophile had
on hand at the time and which we felt deserved
are-examination. If your favorite amp is not
among those reviewed here, don't fret. Lack of
inclusion in this survey does not mean other
products are without merit. (I understand that
the Adcom is to be replaced, but JA thought it
still worth including as it represents abenchmark performance due to its success in the
marketplace.)
The only variable in these listening tests was
the particular amplifier under evaluation. All
other system components remained constant,
with the exception of the loudspeaker: I
wanted to listen to each of the amps on both
electrostatic and dynamic speakers. My Acoustat
Twos satisfied the former need; apair of Spica
TC-50s took care of the latter. My front-end

Indonesian coffee.
Records used in these listening sessions were

regular recordings which may still be available
if alittle effort is spent in tracking them down.
Here in Santa Fe, an impulsive infatuation with
compact discs will result in the demise of the
LP in one of our major shops. Imail-order most
of my recordings from distributors who still
love records and the music often found exclusively on them. Each of the records listed below
contains many moments of musical joy on outstandingly engineered discs. They convey the
musical experience in various styles, moods,
and textures, epitomizing the sounds of real
flesh-and-blood musicians performing in real
acoustic spaces. Iconsider them treasures.
Tom Waits: Swordfisbtrombones (Island
90095-1). One of the most creative musician/
songwriters around, at his esoteric best. An
acquired taste, but worth it. Side 2, track 8.
Los Romeros: Telemann, Bach, Etc (Philips

consists of the VP! Mk.II with an ET-2 arm/

9500 536). The family of guitarists in exquisite

Talisman Scombination. Tracking force is set
at 1.8 grams, and loading at the preamp is 100

performances captured in lovely sonics. Side
1, track 2.

ohms. Straight Wire Maestro interconnect links
TT and preamp. My trusty PS Audio 4.5 was

Cowboy Junkies: The Pinity Sessions (RCA
8568-1-R). Ethereal music recorded with the

used in the "straight wire" position for all listen-

Calrec Soundfield microphone and performed

ing sessions. With the slider switch of the 4.5
set to MC, adequate volume was achieved with
the volume pot between noon and 1o'clock.
Special interconnects from the Kenwood Trio

in one of the most "laid-back" styles Ihave
ever heard. Space music for beer drinkers.
Entire album.

group carried the signal to either my Kenwood

James Tyler: Elizabethan Social Music (Saga
5479). A world-class lutenist in sprightly ar-

L07-M reference amps or the amp under evalu-

rangements of music from an earlier time.
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Delightful! Side 1, track 3.
Billy Jackson: The Willpark Suite (lona IR008).

less than 0.25% THD. With my Acoustats, apair
of Adcoms would give me 850W/side Iwould

AScottish celebration of—what else? — Ten-

love to hear the effects of such megapower in

nent's Lager. Pensive at times, it explodes into

my system. It could set new standards for quiet!

afinale of joy. Side 2, track 3.
Gary Woodward/Brooks Smith: Poem: Wbrks

Asingle LED indicates when power is on, two
other LEDs serving to show when distortion

for Flute and Piano (Stereophile STPH001-1).

in either channel exceeds 1%. These never lit

Challenging music presented in one of the

up during the course of my listening tests. Ad-

most natural-sounding recordings Ihave ever

com calls this feature "Instantaneous Distor-

heard. Entire album.
These albums demonstrate avariety of sonic

tion Alert." Neat! Heavy-duty 5-way binding

qualities Ivalue highly. Among these are tim-

posts make speaker hookup easy, even with
such outrageously awkward cable as the MIT

bral accuracy, spectral balance, soundstage
recreation, focus, frequency extension, low-

Music Hose Iuse. For those who want to rackmount their equipment, optional extensions

level resolution, "aliveness," and communica-

are available. These add 2" to the width of the

tion of musical ideas and emotions. These qualities, when captured on disc and conveyed

amp. For those who have grown tired of the

through amusic system, remove artificial "veils"
and open awindow on the performance Asys-

components, Adcom offers their entire line in

tem able to do this begins to approach music

toward satisfying that important Wife Accep-

reproduction and sound less like "hi-fi."

tance Factor, especially as this amp is not alightweight in either size or appearance.

Adcom GFA -555: $750

'Riming on the amp caused no surprise
thumps or pops, but when Iwent to switch my

This amp was first reviewed in Stereophile over

ubiquitous "industrial black" finish of hi-fi
aglossy white. This should go a long way

four years ago by Antony H. Cordesman (Vol.8

preamp (with the phono section selected) from

No.4), who considered it precedent-setting.

off (standby mode) to straight-wire, asmall

Shortly thereafter, J. Gordon Holt also gave it
alisten (Vol.8 No.7) and came away equally
impressed. It has remained aClass C recommended component. Though not constructed
to Mark Levinson standards (none of the amps
in this survey are), it is nonetheless an attractive, user- friendly piece of gear. It is adirect coupled, high-power, high-current design with
class-A bias for the input stage. Ahuge, 700 VA
toroidal transformer is coupled with atotal
capacitance of 60,000g. Current capacity is
said to be 20A peak-peak. If 200Wpc into 8
ohms isn't enough power, the amp is easily
bridgeable (flicking aswitch on the back panel)
to provide 600W mono into the same load with

tbunk was heard at the speakers. A minor
annoyance perhaps, but not at all like the nasty
pop lgot from the NAD when it was turned on.
Igot asimilar (bunk when Iturned off the
preamp. (Bear in mind that the PS remains
powered, the "off' position merely disconnecting the outputs.
The GFA-555 attenuated record-surface
noise to the point that it did not intrude on the
listening. Yet Ifelt the frequency extension in
both the bass and treble regions was excellent.
Perhaps the amp's speed contributed to this
phenomenon. Iwas impressed with the '555's
overall performance. On Poem, the perspective on the soloists was captured just right, with

Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier
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an abundance of hall ambience Focus was fine,

should hear the "air" in the church. You do on

as was the ability of the amp to recover low-

the GFA-555. Soundstaging is "real" here, with

level detail. The timbre of the flute had just the
right "burnished" metal sound, with excellent
balance from top to bottom of its register. The
piano was warm-sounding, well-balanced

great depth. Better than the PS Audio, about the
same as the Forté. Margo's voice sounds alittle less husky than on the PS Audio, abit more
angelic. Sibilants were well captured, if abit

throughout its range, and seemed anchored to
the floor. The bass register of the piano had

accentuated. The vocal doubling was fine, with

good body, and the treble range rang out
appropriately. Though the sound of the Adcom
was brighter than either the PS Audio or the

voices. R2ss extension and body were the same
as the PS Audio and Forté. On the Romeros' LP,
the Adcom presented awide soundstage with

Forté, it was not as bright as the NAD or the

superb placement of the four guitars. The unique

B&K.

timbre of each guitar was captured extremely

good separation between male and female

On The WhIlpark Suite, the Adcom exhibited

well, as was the pattering of the 16 fingertips

greater depth and wider soundstaging than all
the other amps except the Forté. Transients,

on the strings. The PS Audio was alittle less
obvious in retrieving this detail, while the NAD

also, seemed faster. Bass was abundant (even
on the Spicas) and well-controlled. Individual

and B&K were slightly excessive on this point.
The ambience of the recording site was well

instruments on the stage stayed in place, and

captured. On the Tom

the sense of the size of the studio was well conveyed. Toward the end of the piece, when the

ance was achieved between the string bass and
the piano. The bass was tight, with good exten-

ensemble is going full-tilt, there was never a

sion. You were more aware of the body of the

sense of strain or congestion. Each voice could

bass with the Adcom than with the PS Audio,

be heard clearly on the stable soundstage. The
timbres of the many different instruments were
caught extremely well. The Adcom conveyed
the exuberance of the musicians and the excite-

its cut, excellent bal-

NAD, or B&K. The piano overtones were clear
and clean, with avery natural decay. An intimate perspective on the two instruments was

ment of the music on this cut as well as did any

presented which complemented the music's
emotional tone. All in all, Iwas quite pleased

of the other amps; better, in fact, than most of

with the Adcom's performance.

them. The James Tyler selection was excellent.
This amp presented awell-focused image of

B&K ST -140: $498

the soloist seated in alarge hall. The perspec-

This amp has been around for quite awhile, the
first review—by the one and only JGH—occur-

tive was alittle up-front, but this did not detract
from the sense of scale of the performance.

ring over five years aga He liked it, as did Sam

Low-level detail was excellent, with abarking

Tellig, the Audio Cheapskate/Anarchist (Vol.7

dog, birds in the rafters, and traffic noises outside the hall rendered clearly. The timbre of the

No.4, Vol.8 No.8, Vol.10 No.7, Vol.12 No.4). It
incorporates class-A pre-driver circuitry driv-

lute sounded natural, with just the right blend

ing aclass-AB output stage (this using, unus-

of body resonance and string buzz.

ually in view of the specified power, just one

On The Trinity Sessions, just after the tape
starts rolling and before Margo Timmins starts

pair of complementary MOSFETs per chan-

her solo in "Mining for Gold," the listener

34,000g of capacitance serves as the power

nel). Alarge toroidal transformer coupled with

B&K ST-140 power amplifier
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supply. Current capacity is quoted as 14A peak-

tion of fine detail. The usual performer noises

peak. Other features gleaned from the rather

were there, as were sounds external to the hall.

sketchy spec sheet indicate gold-plated input

Traffic noise was clearly audible, as was the

and output connectors and the use of 1% metal-

barking of adog. Inside the hall, the chirping

film resistors in the entire active circuitry. The

of several birds was clearly heard just after the

review sample was of recent manufacture.

dog bark. The B&K rendered these sounds

The amp is unassuming in appearance and,

clearer than any of the other amps. Timbre of

Ifeel, very attractive. Unlike the other amps

the early instruments sounded alittle lean, with

in this survey, the ST-140 does not exude a

abit too much sinewy quality on the strings.

"macho" image. Instead, it understates its func-

Focus on the instruments was good, with anat-

tionality through conservative styling. Arocker

ural rendering of the soundstage; perspective

switch on the front panel turns the unit on and

was abit more forward than the Adcom or PS

indicates power by lighting up. Apair of rather
delicate-looking brushed aluminum handles

Audio, though.
The soundstage on The Wellpark Suite was

completes the picture Heavy-duty 5-way bind-

excellent, with good depth. The "sound" of

ing posts grace the back of the amp, along with

the studio was easily heard, especially during

apair of the most inconveniently located input

the energetic drum solos. These moments also

jacks Ihave come across—under the heatsink!

demonstrated the speed of this amp in handling transients. Excellent! Bass was alittle

When Iturned the unit on Iwas not greeted
with any surprise pops; likewise when Iturned

weak in comparison to the Adcom and PS

the amp off. Excellent!
Also excellent was the incredible amount of
detail presented by this amp. The ST-140 was

Audio, but was fully extended. Toward the end
of the piece, Isensed abit of congestion as the

the champ in retrieving low-level detail, but

Perhaps this amp was just beginning to run out
of steam.

this ability came at some cost. LP surface noise
was excessive through this amp. It was hard not
to focus attention on it, at the expense of the

music became more complex and dynamic.

On Poem, the sense of the auditorium was
not as obvious as on the other amps in this survey. The flute also lost its burnished-metal

music. Perhaps there is aslight bump in the frequency response to explain this characteristic.

sound here (as if apolishing cloth had been

(Bob Harley, our technical editor, will get this

taken to it), and, overall, sounded lighter in

amp on the bench to see.) The Tom Waits cuts

tone. The bass register of the piano also took

came across brighter than on either the PS
Audio or the Adcom. The intimate ambience

on alightweight character. Idid not get the
sense that the piano was anchored to the floor

of the recording was captured well, as was the
unique timbre of the glass harmonica. The bass

of the stage The climaxes in the music seemed
strained, with the flute taking on aharsh sound

did not appear as "full" as on several of the

and the piano turning brittle Iwas disappointed

other amps. The extension was there, but the
body of the instrument seemed missing or

in the way the B&K handled this recording. I
have heard much better.

underscaled.
The Romeros' LP sounded okay with this

Forté la: $1100

amp, though the guitars sounded leaner. There

This amp is arelative newcomer to the field.

was loads of fine detail, especially the very

Its predecessor, the Model 1, received arather

prominent finger noises of the soloists. In fact,

lukewarm review from JGH in Von() No.4. That
was two years aga More recently, Dick Olsher,

the pattering of the fingertips on the strings
became acounterpoint to the actual music, a
strange and interesting phenomenon. On The

in Vol.12 No.8, waxed enthusiastic over the cur-

»tinny Session, the "air" of the church on cut

—something DO does not regularly do. The

rent version. Actually, it was more like a"rave"

1was not as palpable as on the Adcom or PS

la, developed under the direct supervision of

Audio. Stage depth was good, but not as deep

the much-admired Nelson Pass and styled by
René Besné, is apure class-A design utilizing

as on the Adcom. Lots of detail was evident
here. Margo Timmins's voice seemed lighter,
with harsher sibilants. The bass was weaker in

anewly developed FET/bipolar front end. The

both volume and body. On James Tyler's rec-

output stage is biased to operate in pure class-A
under all signal conditions, thus eliminating

ord, the ST-140 again took the lead in resolu-

any switching distortion. The power supply is
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Forté power amplifier

alarge custom-manufactured toroidal power
transformer capable (claims the manufacturer)
of providing twice its continuous rating (unspecified) for an extended period (also unspecified) coupled with 94,000µF capacitance. Current capacity is 30A peak-peak. The unit is
attractive in autilitarian sort of way, and Iwas
thankful for the functional handles on the front
panel: This amp runs bot! Idid not care to lift
it by the heatsinks which hug each side. They
quickly became uncomfortable to the touch.
Iwas reminded, each time Iapproached the la,

with fine depth. Focus on the instruments was
sharp, as was the retrieval of fine detail. Instrumental timbre was also captured realistically.
The bass was similar to that of the PS Audio and
Adcom: extended and full. The spectral balance
was the best yet. The Forté did not strain when
the music reached the climaxes. There was no
congestion; each individual musical line could
easily be followed. (I especially like the bagpipe
on this piece—he's really jamming.) This amp,
alone among the others, lets you share in Jackson's enthusiasm and become really caught up

of my experiences with the heat generated by
apair of Dyna Mk.IIls. With winter fast approach-

in the musical experience.

ing us here in Santa Fe, the Forté could serve

The ambience of the hall was rendered extremely

as aspace heater—albeit arather expensive
one! Large 5-way binding posts make speaker-

soloist. A bit more close-up than the Adcom,

cable termination asnap.
The unit turned on and off with no pops or
other nasties. The sound coming from the system with the Forté in place was the best yet. On

James Wier was also served well by this amp.
well, with an almost perfect perspective on the
though. The timbre of the lute was excellent,
with just the right combination of woodiness
and buzz. The instrument had body, and you
could hear it resonate. The extraneous noises

Poem, the piano sounded perfect, with excel-

were captured well, though the chirping birds

lent balance between registers. The bass was
full, and Igot the impression the Steinway was

were more clearly heard through the B&K. A
great sense of air was obvious on the first cut

anchored to the floor of the stage. The flute had

of The ninny Session. Margo Timmins's voice

the burnished-metal sound Ianticipated, and
it, too, was well balanced throughout its range.

appeared closer in. Iconsidered the voice re-

The sense of the hall was captured beautifully
here, with amid-hall perspective. Instrumental
focus was excellent. The performers took on

was huskier here (similar to the PS Audio) and
cording here to be among the best in this survey. The sibilants were under control, and the
chesty character of Margo's voice was captured

a"palpable" presence, with the soloist standing

well. The vocal doubling was excellent. It was

in front of and to the right of the keyboard.

clear, on the Romeros' LP, that each of the four

Detail was well-rendered, and the overall im-

guitars was different. Their unique tonal qual-

pression Igot was that Iwas transported to the

ities were easily perceived. They also were

recording venue. The Billy Jackson Le likewise,

being held in the laps of the four soloists who
were seated, side-by-side, along the wall be-

did not disappoint. The soundstage was good,
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hind the speakers. Excellent soundstaging! Fin-

capabilities are needed. At other times, alow-

ger noise was not excessive, and the ambience

voltage, low-current power supply will suffice.

of the hall or studio was well captured. Tom

Why pay for continuous high power and high

Waits's "Rainbirds" sounded fine. The string

current if it's not needed? Instead, says NAD,

bass had body and extension. The piano over-

have dual power supplies: alower voltage sup-

tones rang out, but were not disembodied from

ply that operates up to the amp's continuous

their source. An intimate perspective was pre-

power level, plus ahigh-voltage supply used
whenever peak bursts of musical energy de-

sented on this cut, with fine detail captured
well. The glass harmonica at the beginning of

mand higher power. Thus, NAD's "Power Enve-

the tune had just the right ethereal quality. As

lope." In effect, the rather modest 50W rating

you can gather from my reaction to this amp,

of this amp, in dynamic power terms, can be

Iwas impressed.

quadrupled. Also, the amp is easily bridgeable,
providing 150W mono into 8ohms, or 500W

NAD 2100: $399

dynamic power.

This amp is the smallest in NAD's Monitor

In terms of power for the dollar, the NAD line

Series of power amplifiers! Next in line are the

of amps wins hands-down! Other features of

2400 (100W into 8ohms) and the 2600A (150W

the 2100 include selectable impedance, input

into 8 ohms). JGH first reviewed the model

level controls (these bypassed if the Lab inputs

2600 back in March of 1987 (Vol.10 No.2). He

are used), filtered (Normal) or unfiltered (Lab)

followed that review up in Vol.11 No.8 with an

inputs, visible clipping indicators, and NAD's

examination of the revised model, the 2600A.
He liked it and gave it astrong Class C recom-

trademarked Adaptive Soft Clipping. Iadvise

mendation.
According to the manufacturer, the 2100 amp
operates at lower voltage and current levels but
is otherwise similar in design. The audio circuit is a fully complementary DC-coupled
class-AB circuit; ie, it operates in class-A at low
levels and moves into class-B at higher levels—
it's ahigh-current design said to provide 30A

you to send for their technical data sheet for
descriptions of these features.
My enthusiasm for this product diminished
when Iwent to connect my speakers. The speaker
terminals, enough for two sets of speakers, are
rather flimsy affairs. They appear to be 3-way
posts accepting bare wire, small spade-lugs,
and banana plugs. Icould not use the spadelugs on my MIT Music Hose and had to bring

peaks. The NAD 2100 is unique among the sur-

into play the Monster X-Terminators. Equally

vey amps in that it has dual power supplies.
NAD argues that the dynamics of music create

disconcerting was the overall feel of this unit
when compared with the other, more expen-

sudden bursts of energy involving surges of
power lasting from 50 to several hundred milli-

sive amps in this survey. Also, the weight of the

seconds. It is only during these sudden power
surges that high-voltage and high-current amp
1As this issue went to press, NAD informed us that the 2100
is to be replaced by the 2100X, asample of which was on its
way to us. As the review sample was faulty, in that the output muting relay was not functional, hence the tum-on pop. further auditioning is necessary. A - Follow-up - review, outlining
the differences between the original and the current versions
of this amp, will appear. 1hope, in the next issue.
—JA

amp is concentrated on the left side, the right
side being empty except for afew dressed
wires running along the inside perimeter. The
internal heatsinks, visible through the perforated top, had but afraction of the thickness of
the heatsinks on the other class-AB amps. Its
appearance definitely puts the 2100 in the lowprofile category. What put it in the low-priority
category for me, though, was the presence of

NAD 2100 power amplifier
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anasty and dangerous-sounding pop emanat-

soundstage remained wide and deep, and in-

ing from my speakers each time Iturned the

dividual instrumental lines could be clearly

unit on. NAD should do something about this!

heard. The overall sound, though, still remained
on the cold side with little midrange warmth.

The NAD, like the B&K, accentuated recordsurface noise to the point that it became intru-

The cellos, in particular, lacked the tonal bal-

sive. Following my experience with the B&K
in this matter, Iexpected arather bright sound

ance Iassociate with them. Iwas disappointed
with the sound of this amp on Poem. The piano

from this amp. Iwas not disappointed. The
Tom Waits cut left me uninvolved. The bass had
good extension but lacked body. Piano

did not seem rooted to the floor. The flute had
alight timbre, at times reminding me of apic-

sounded disembodied, though overtones were
captured with fine detail. The perspective on

seemed unfocused, with little bass impact. It

colo. Detail was okay, but the soundstage

the musicians was very close-up and left little

sounded two-dimensional. Idid not get the
impression Iwas in the auditorium at USC.

sense of the studio ambience On the Romeros'
LP, hall ambience was captured okay with the

PS Audio 100C: $1195

four guitarists realistically placed on the stage.
However, the individual timbres of the guitars

This amp, the kid brother of the much-reviewed

were homogenized to the point where it was
difficult to tell the differences between them.

audiophile press. This review will not fully
redress that situation but will, perhaps, alert

The sound of the fingertips on the strings was

readers to the existence of agood-sounding,

quite vivid on this cut due, in part, to the closein perspective. Compared with the Adcom, PS

Anarchist mentioned his experiences with the

Audio, and Forté amps, the NAD seemed to
move the listener several rows closer to the

200CX, has yet to receive afull review in the

well-built product. In Vol.12 No.9, the Audio
100C in rather unflattering terms. His reaction
in this instance should warn all of us of the

musicians.
The opening moments of The 7)-inity Ses-

sometimes disastrous results of mixing two

sions captured the "air" in the church well.

symbiosis. His findings were opposite to mine,
and he articulated his impressions in no uncer-

There was good depth presentation and lowlevel detail was well captured. Margo's voice,

promising components with high hopes of

voice had disappeared and was replaced with

tain terms. The lesson to be learned here is to
not assume for amoment synergy between
components, even from the same manufac-

asubtle glaze, which made the sibilants sound

turer. Instead, you must put such relationships

harsh and spiny. The focus on the instruments

to empirical test through listening.

however, left me cold. The chesty nature of her

was good, but the bass seemed weaker here

The 100C is adual-mono, completely direct-

than on the other amps in the survey. The vocal
doubling was finely rendered. On the James

coupled amp with no capacitors in the signal
path from input to output. It boasts matched

Tyler LP, the NAD presented awell-focused

JFET transistors for its input and matched.

image of the soloist sitting in aspacious hall.

high-speed bipolars for its output. The power-

The lute, though, sounded brittle, the body of

supply transformer is a"specially wound high.
current device" coupled with 30,000AF of
capacitance per channel. Mode of operation

the instrument not noticeable. The close-up
perspective brought out all sorts of extraneous
noises such as the intake of breath, the brushing of asleeve against the body of the lute, and
the shuffling of the soloist in his chair. The dog
bark sounded real, but the chirping birds were
not as clearly heard as on the B&K. The ensemble sounded thin, with abit too much sinew
on the strings. The timbres of these early instruments seemed artificial.
The Wellpark Suite provided an opportunity

is class-AB for the outputs, where the first 20W
are class-A. Voltage gain and input stages are
class-A bias. Very conveniently located, large
5-way binding posts and gold-plated input
jacks complete the picture. The unit, to me,
exemplifies the macho style of power amplifier. It is large, heavy, black, and unadorned
except for alarge rocker switch for power on.
A minuscule red LED just beside this switch

busy, everyone playing full-tilt, Icould perceive

indicates power. Iwould have liked amore visible sign of power, but, since the current draw
at idle is only 50W, Iassume this component

no strain or congestion on the amp's part. The

should, and can be, left on all the time. Paul

for the Power Envelope to show its stuff. ibwarcl
the end of the piece when the music gets quite
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PS Audio 100C power amplifier
McGowan assured me that this unit, #0440,

don Early Music Group did not disappoint. The

was the "latest and the greatest," incorporating minor component changes from earlier

finale to Tbe Wellpark Suite was captured on
the 100C with excellent sound. Soundstaging

models.
The Tom Waits cut sounded good, but not

The ambience of the studio was clearly felt.

exceptional. The string bass was extended, but
did not seem to have the same body Iheard
through the Adcom or Forté. The piano over-

dynamics were well conveyed. The amp did
not run out of steam toward the end of the

was fine, with just aslight reduction in depth.
Instrumental timbres were not confused, and

tones, however, were beautiful, the focus on

piece, and the spirit of the event was conveyed

both instruments good. Igot aclear picture of

extremely well.
The perspective on Poem was alittle more
distant than through the Forte or Adcom. There

the relationship of the two performers, with
adefinite sense of air. The Romeros were prop-

Ihave heard the performers live Guitar timbres

was excellent hall ambience, though, and the
flute and the piano sounded entirely natural,
the flute having that burnished-metal sound

were well captured; Icould tell the differences

and the piano seemingly rooted to the floor of

in the sound of each instrument. This amp let

the stage. Retrieval of low-level detail on the

me enjoy the music, due in part to an absence

100C was consistently excellent. Ifound myself
listening beyond the equipment on this album,

erly placed on the stage, with good hall sound.
The wide soundstage reminded me of the times

of surface noise. Fine detail was captured, such
as the sound of castanets coming from the rear
of the studio shortly after the music begins.

to the music. And that, after all, is the primary

The air in the church on The einity Session
was clearly heard. Margo Timmins's voice

Also, there were no turn-on or turn-off pops
with the 100C. However, Idetected aslight

sounded fine, only slightly less husky than with

channel imbalance. Our lab tests will uncover

the Forté. Focus on the instruments was excel-

the reason for this.

reason for the existence of all this hardware.

lent, with good depth to the soundstage. The
doubling of the voices on the second cut was

Summary and Conclusions

clear, each singer occupying adefinite space.

The months Ispent with these amps made me

Iwas impressed with the overall warmth conveyed by this amp on arecording which can

much more aware of the kind of sonic signa-

often sound cold. The Tyler LP contains awealth

started out as an exciting assignment turned
out, after several weeks of listening, to become

of detail, and the PS Audio 100C let it all through.
Traffic noises outside the hall, along with the
barking dog, could be clearly heard. Inside the
hall, the chirping birds could be heard as they

ture Ican tolerate in acomponent. What had

tedious and quite fatiguing, both mentally and
physically. Ifound myself getting into arut.
There were times Ididn't even want to turn on

accompanied the soloist. Focus on James Tyler

the system. Iwas coming dangerously close to

was excellent, with aperfect listening perspec-

audio burnout. But that stage of the review pro-

tive. The timbre of the lute was captured as well

cess passed, and Ireturned to my work with

as Ihave ever heard, and the sound of the Lon-

astronger desire to finish what Ihad been
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asked to start. Ihope our readers will be among

the communication of the musical idea and

the beneficiaries of my research. Iknow the

emotion.
For those on atight budget, Iwould recommend the B&K ST-140 with the caveat that
other components in the system be chosen

local electric company was!
Overall, 1was impressed at how fine these
amps sounded. Each had its vagaries, some of
which Iaccepted more than others. The NAD
and the B&K reminded me of the classic solidstate amps of earlier days. They had lean, highly
detailed sounds which on first hearing were

with care. Choose afront end and speakers
which will not accentuate the ST-140's somewhat cold sonic signature. Iwould personally
stay away from the NAD for ergonomic and

exciting, but eventually, for me, became fatigu-

sonic reasons. Its performance is commend-

ing. The midrange sounded as if it had been
sucked out of the music. They drove both

able, considering the price, yet Ifeel amusic
lover will soon grow tired of its sound. Spend

types of speaker with nary acomplaint, con-

the extra $100 and get the B&K.

veying the dynamics of the music adequately
but leaving me in the cold when it came to my
becoming involved with the performances. I
felt like an outsider looking in on amusical

Ihave great respect for the Adcom GFA-555.
It's abargain at its price. It can initiate the listener into high-end sound, has lots of power,
looks good, and is areliable component. It also

event through ascreen. For someone who
owns speakers with limited high-frequency

won in the soundstage category. It worked well
with either the Spicas or the Acoustats. For

response, these amps might serve well. They

those listeners with alittle more money to
spend, Ihighly recommend this product. If
you can spend alittle over $1000 on an amp,

might also match up in asystem which includes
acartridge with arolled-off high end. Detail
freaks will love either of these amps. Ilove
detail but could not warm up to either.
The Adcom and PS Audio were more to my
liking. They did most things well, other things
extremely well. Soundstaging, spectral balance,
frequency extension, and accurate rendering
of instrumental timbres were superb. They
conveyed the dynamic aspects of music in convincing, involving manners. They did not win

consider either the PS Audio or the Forté. If you
need the power, go with the PS Audio 100C. It
can handle any load with lots of headroom. I
found the combination of the 100C and the
Spica speakers to be an especially pleasing
combination. The sound was warm, highly
detailed, dynamic, and unstrained. Bass was
full, tight, and extended. Treble was pristine.
For those with more modest power require-

tails, but Ifeel they should be commended for

ments, Iwould recommend the Forté la. Its
sound could not be faulted. There are amps out

not falling into the trap of pursuing asingle

there with more apparent resolution, more

prizes for their ability to resolve low-level de-

desirable sonic feature at the expense of other,
more essential ones. These amps let me enjoy
the musical experience and forget about the
means by which that end was achieved.

"slam" in the bass, and wider and deeper soundstages, but the overall sonic signature of the la
serves the music well. Throughout my listening

Ileave my favorite for last—the Forté la,

sessions, Iwas never consciously aware of
missing information. Iwas aware of the lack

which seemed to combine the best sonic char-

of unwanted colorations. Music heard through

acteristics of all the others. Soundstaging and

this amp, in the context of the associated equip-

instrumental focus were excellent. Spectral bal-

ment, sounded right: Iwas not perched anxiously on the edge of my seat waiting for the

ance and frequency extension in the bass and
treble ranges were great. Instrument timbre
was captured realistically, with subtle nuances
of color clearly heard. Low-level detail was
present in abundance, not in an etched manner, but in away which felt and sounded cor-

next hi-fi revelation. Instead, Irelaxed, forgot
about the equipment, and just enjoyed the
music. And that's what all this "entertainment"
is about.

rect. My Acoustat speakers, outstanding in their

Postscript: measurements

ability to resolve fine detail, aided me in reach-

The NAD 2100 was the lowest-powered ampli-

ing this conclusion. The Forté la let the music

fier of the group, clipping at 67.3W into 8ohms

come through in all its rhythmic, harmonic,
and dynamic glory. Performances took on an

(18.3dBW) and 88.6W into 4ohms (16.5dBW)
at IkHz. Unlike some other amplifiers, the 2100

"alive" quality which greatly contributed to

remained stable when driving a2ohm load,
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delivering 114.9W (14.6dBW) at clipping when

NOTO MOMa an macaw, a «marl n macaw

U IC ta aft Ulf
LON

the output was set to "4 ohms." The 2100's output impedance was moderate for atransistor
amplifier at 0.12 ohm at 20Hz, rising to 0.18
ohm at 20kHz. In addition, the high end was

TOM

Na
ao
.214

slightly rolled-off, being down nearly half adB
at 20kHz (through the "Normal" inputs).
The Forté la power amplifier also showed
aslight HF rolloff, down about 0.2dB at 20kHz.
At 20Hz, the response was down by nearly half
adB as shown in fig.2. When driving acapacitive load (2 .2µF in parallel with the load resistor), the Forté exhibited aslight HF rise typical of most amplifiers. However, the right channel's response (dotted trace) was affected more
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Fig.1 NAD 2100 frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms ("Normal" input)
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by the capacitive load.
Output impedance was low, at 0.086 ohm
across the band. The Forté clipped at 66.8W
into 8ohms (18.2dBW), 115.9W into 4ohms
(17.6dBW), and 196.8W into 2ohms (16.9dBW).
This ability to increase its power into lowimpedance loads was particularly impressive.
In addition, the Forte had no problems with

Fig.2 Forte frequency response at 1W into 8
ohms
10 NECISICI1 11.2014., 2.401416,421
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•

416.4
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the 2 ohm load. THD was less than 0.01%
across the band.

-.
4

The B&K ST-140 exhibited some strange
behavior on the test bench. It had no problem
driving an 8 ohm load, delivering 115.3W
(20.6dBW). Driving 4ohms, however, proved
to be too much of achallenge. When the amplifier was driven hard into 4ohms, its distortion
increased due to the waveform becoming fiat
on the negative voltage swing. It finally went
into arunaway condition, its distortion increasing and finally going into LF oscillation (see
fig.3). This condition occurred well below its
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Fig. 3B&K ST-140, spectral analysis of 1k Hz
tone at 90W into 4 ohms (onset of LF
instability). Note very high distortion and
mains-frequency related tones, as well
as the LF "oscillation."
sane WICCISION 4,1a-1141110•11141 I 110.11(2)
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clipping point. It was thus impossible to measure its continuous maximum output level at
4ohms, much less 2ohms. The 4amp output
fuses blew during the bench testing into a4
ohm load. By driving the 4ohm load for less
than asecond, Ifound that the ST-140 would
deliver I57W (19dBW). This suggests that the
ST-140 would most definitely not be agood
choice to use with loudspeakers possessing
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Fig.4 B&K ST-140 THD vs. frequency at 5W
into 8ohms

impedances dropping much below 8ohms—
remember that Guy did report asense of strain
with this amplifier.

output into an 8ohm resistive load. Output
impedance was 0.076 ohm at 20Hz, increasing

The ST-140 also showed amarked rise in dis-

to 0.21 ohm at 20kHz. Frequency response,

tortion at high frequencies, which together

shown in fig.5, showed about a0.4dB rolloff
at 20kHz.

with its problems into low-impedance loads,
may correlate with the amp's slightly fizzy tonal
balance. Fig.4 shows the increase in THD with
frequency, reaching 0.7% at 20kHz with 5W
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The PS Audio 100C had areasonably flat frequency response, being down less than 0.5dB
at 20Hz and at 20kHz
THD was constant
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at 0.1% over most of the band, rising to nearly
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0.2% at 20kHz when driving an 8ohm load at
5W output.
Clipping at lkHz occurred at 133W into 8
ohms (21.2dBW), and a very respectable

AIM

4.•
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219.7W into 4ohms (20.4dBW). Iwas unable
to measure the 100C's continuous maximum
output level into 2ohms because the fuses
designed to protect the output transistors kept
blowing. Although the power supply seems
capable of supplying large amounts of current,
the output stage appears to be the limiting factor in current delivery to aspeaker load.

Fig.5 B&K ST-140 frequency response at
1W into 8ohms
/tom
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Next to the other amplifiers, the Adcom GFA555 was apowerhouse Output at clipping was
231.7W into 8ohms (23.6dBW), increasing to

.1•11
I. I

t.?""
- •-

331.9W into 4ohms (22.2dBW). Like the PS

. .

Audio 200C, however, the GFA-555 blew output fuses when asked to drive a2ohm load to
high levels. Again, the power supply seems
much more robust than the output stages.
Incidentally, Ihave owned aGFA-555 for about
three years and never had afuse blow during
normal (music-listening) use.

Fig.6 PS Audio 100 C frequency response
at 1W into 8ohms
S.J.1111011
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Frequency response was very flat over the
band (fig.7), with aslight (0.2dB) rolloff at 20Hz
and 20kHz. There was about a0.1dB level
difference between channels. Output impedance was extremely low at 0.05 ohm over most

°doll

of the band, rising to 0.07 ohm at 20kHz. THD
was constant across the audible band at about
0.04% with 5W output into 8ohms.
-Robert Harley S

Lin!

Fig.7 Adcom GFA-555 frequency response
at 1W into 8ohms

HITACHI HPT-120AV AUDIO/VIDEO
TUNER/PREAMPLIFIER
Don Scott
Preamplifier/FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 2iN/11.2dBf
mono, 10iN/25.2dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 36iN/36.3dBf. Capture ratio: 1.5dB.
Selectivity: 50dB alternate channel, 4dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 75dB mono, 70dB
stereo. Stereo THD: 0.1%. Stereo separation: 48dB. SCA rejection: 40dB. AM suppression ratio:
50dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -40dB. Power consumption: 18W. Dimensions: 14.6" W by 11.1"
D by 4.3" H. Weight: 8lbs. Price: $480. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Distributor: Hitachi
Sales Corp. of America, 401 West Artesia Boulevard. Compton, CA 90220. Tel: (213)537-8383.

GTP-500 and -400, ADS CC4, Carver CT-

'Iliner/preamp combinations are rare: Adcom

these combo units is that power-supply current demands are less dynamically thirsty than

Seven, Luxman TP-117, RCA MPT200, Revox
B285, and the Hitachi HPT-120AV. NAD and

in receivers due to the lack of apower stage.
Sharing acommon DC supply is therefore not

Rotel plan similar units. The rationale for the

as detrimental to proper operation. Perhaps the

successful marriage of differing electronics in

best of the past tuner/preamps is the 1985
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Hitachi HPT-120AV tuner-preamplifier
Hitachi HMA-120AV power amplifier

McIntosh MR 117. which combined the MR

7

5B

tuner, afairly complex preamp, and a3-band

The

remote control

is Hitachi-system

oriented. It will change all input-output switch-

equalizer. Although not up to the construction

ing functions on the HPT-120AV, and turn

quality of the MR 117, this Hitachi offering has
impressive performance and an array of audio

on/off bus-connected components. Preset AM

and video switching facilities.
On the left front panel are power on «off and
five illuminated tone slider controls 80Hz.
300Hz, lk. 3.5k, and 12kHz. Switching tbr MM

or FM stations are remote selectable, but scan
up-down is not. When left completels inpowerect, the unit does not retain the last •witching function and reverts to TV input,
solume,
EQ. Mute, and Loudness off. The las , .tation

phono, five line-level, and three video inputs
are below the EQ in-out and 20 AM/FM mem-

memory is retained.

ory preset controls. To the right of the centered

Graphic EQ

frequency/function display are electronic vol-

Center frequencies are well-chosen for normal
corrections: 12kHz can add sparkle without

ume up-down, balance. FM/AM, combined
auto tune-stereo/manual tune-mono, muting,
video hold, and video enhancer on/off. Nearly
all functions are displayed in fluorescent blue.
Distracting from the HPT-120AV's professional
appearance are bright amber lights in the center
of each EQ slider. No lights at all, or at least har-

excessive noise elevation; 3.5 and 'kHz are
good points to correct midrange abnormalities;
300 and 80Hz should be good center frequencies to add or subtract and add thump without
mud. However, the 80Hz correction lever
affects frequencies as high as 400Hz, and over-

monizing blue, would soften the arcade effect.
On the positive side are the simulated rose-

laps the range of the 300Hz lever. The result in

wood end-panels.

harmonic augmented bass. In the cut mode,

the boost mode is honky second- and third-

The rear panel contains amyriad of audio

results are less offensive, and gentle rolloff is

and video RCA jacks. In-out bypass plugs are

possible without frequency humps. The loud-

provided between EQ out and the final line

ness control is typical: it boosts bass at too

stage. The graphic EQ can be routed in or out

many Hz, adding only murk. The electronic
loudness control yields lowest distortion from

from the panel, and EQ appears at the tape
outputs—a nice feature for dubbing and clean-

% to % rotation. All outputs sound slightly

ing up often poor video audio. Antenna con-

brighter using 'Pape Out vs Line Out. The Line
Out's rolled-off treble response is an aid on

nections are push-release-hold type.
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some FM and CD material containing unwanted

ago while testing the superb phono section of

high-frequency annoyances. "ape Out bypasses

the NEC A-10 Mark Il amplifier. The phono sec-

the volume control, loudness, and muting.

tion used vibration-absorbing material around

FM section

each critical part, and was further vibrationisolated, as aunit, from other amplifier cir-

The HPT-120AV's tuner section is not suitable

cuitry. NEC never elected to use this same

for adjacent-channel reception (200kHz spacing). However, it is superb for alternate-channel

phono section in another separate, which
would do much for the love of black vinyl. The

reception (400kHz spacing) because of the
inclusion of a4-section Alps front end and sim-

ten-year-old Yamaha C-2a is also one of the

ple, but high-gain, IF strip. (Alps is the parent

lowest-distortion preamps I've encountered—
especially its phono section. While Hitachi's

company of Alpine/Luxman; the front end is

phono preamp is no match for the aforemen-

used in Luxman and H/K tuners.) Stations that
are normally noisy on inexpensive tuners were

tioned, and is MM only, it has surprisingly low
IM and misses little information from Shef-

full-quieting on the review sample. The wide
bandwidth does allow slight SCA birdies to be

in its evaluation were the Audio-Technica AT-

field's The Missing Link. Vo1.11. Cartridges used

heard due to their unrestricted amplitude. (SCA

140ML, Shure M99E, Stanton 680EL, and Acu-

information appears on the outer edges of asta-

tex M320-III.

tion's width, and is more easily received on
wide-band tuners.) Otherwise, Ifound little to

Video enhancer

fault with the FM section.

This good-working feature may be worth the

FM sound quality

ers that only increase background brightness,

Stereo separation measured 50dB, 5dB above

it adds the equivalent of 0.75-1.0MHz band-

price of the HPT-120AV. Unlike many enhanc-

specification, and presented awell-centered

width. The added sharpness and detail are

mono sum on appropriate vocal material. The

most noticeable on large-screen TVs such as

soundstage is adequate, but not up to the spaciousness of the Luxman T-117 or JVC FX-1100.

the 50" Pioneer SD-P501 used for this observation. The Video Hold feature allows holding

Best audio, as indicated earlier, is from the Tape
Out. Nothing is wanting: bass is robust and

avideo source for viewing/recording while
listening/switching to another audio source.

punchy, midrange in the critical 'kHz preemphasis/deemphasis area was correct, and treble

Hitachi HMA -120AV amplifier

is well-extended without harshness. Use of the

Intended to match the HPT -120, the HMA-

EQ on FM is justifiable because nearly all FM

120AV, which is rated at 120Wpc into 8ohms

stations transmit slight or exaggerated equalization and need corresponding correction.

with no signs of smoke, is abargain at alist

Then there are systems tonally balanced for

price of $330. Although not rated for 4ohms
by the manufacturer, Ifound the HMA-120AV

particular MC cartridges; an FM tuner with

would produce 160-180W into this load for 15

equalizer is just what's needed. The HFT-120AV

minutes before protective thermal shutdown

does well in this capacity.

occurred. Sane listening levels produced little

AM section

heat, especially with 8 ohm loads. It does not
look cheap, and is quite dressy with its simu-

Sensitivity is 200µV/m vs a more typical

lated wood end-panels. The front panel con-

300µV/m. However, digital clock noise sneaks

tains power on/off, speakers A/B select, two
orange horizontal-bar watt meters, and ahead-

through, marring the otherwise crisp sound.
Placing the loop antenna as far as possible from
the HFT-120AV lessens this self-inflicted interference. Bass rolloff and heavy treble boost

phone jack. No input level control is used,
which may present aproblem when interfaced
with some preamplifiers; the amplifier requires

dium -fi AM listening.

20% less than its claimed 1V/47k ohms for
rated output. This may be enough gain to suck

Phono section

up noise and destroy the 118dB noise rating.
Ifound it beneficial to insert aloss network of

from the EQ sections allow acceptable me-

Half the musical detail is missing with most

a180k ohm resistor paralleled with a350pF

phono preamps. Ifound this out three years

capacitor in each positive audio interconnect,
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or to use apassive preamp/level controller. The

Conclusion

unit mates nicely with tuners and CD players

Hitachi's HFT-120AV and HMA-120AV, though

having level controls, thus eliminating the usual

not designed for snob appeal, have alot to offer

distortion-adding preamp line stage. For exam-

the budget-conscious audiophile, particularly

ple, the MHA-120AV and an Onkyo T-9090 Il

if asystem is to be video-oriented. Both units

proved agood combination, offering clean
sound without low-end leanness.

are recommended, with the most stars going
to the HMA-120AV amplifier. There is one reser-

$330 does not buy the perfect amplifier—
there is some grittiness in the lower midrange.

whole. For instance, the Hitachi preamp/tuner

However, this lessens with use. Bass is solid,
with little smear, and treble is surprisingly

GFA-555 amplifiers than with the company's

sweet. Soundstaging is slightly cramped and

vation: the units are better than the sum of their
interfaces better with the Adcom GFA-535 and

amplifiers for more dollars, but nothing in a

own GFP-555 control preamplifier, producing
less chalkboard sound on digital material. On
the flip side, the Adcom GFP-555 produced

slightly laid-back. In brief, Ihave heard worse
low-priced amplifier that even comes close.

superior detail and smoothness when mated

The Adcom GFA-535, for instance, presents a

with the Hitachi amplifier than when using

larger soundstage, but lacks the watts of the

both Hitachi units together. So much for electrical incest.

Hitachi HMA-120AV.

FOLLOW UP
Infinity IRS Beta
loudspeaker system
There Iwas in audiophile hog heaven, faced
with the greatest collection «amplifier pulchritude Icould imagine—plus four pieces of
masking tape. Amplification was by Vacuum
"ftibe Logic (VTL 500s), Krell (KSA-200), and
Mark Levinson Audio Systems (No.20.5s);
tape was by 3M. The amplifiers retail for over
$25,000, the tape for less than 5cents—but
each side of the equation was equally important.

above 10kHz—which drops the absolute
amplitude response above that frequency—is
what makes the VTLs such agood match for
the Betas. It's for sure that the Betas were
designed by Arnie Nudell with strictly tube
amps in mind.) Almost at the same time, our
purchased Krell KSA-200 arrived, and we
already had the Levinson 20.5s on hand for JA:s
review in the September issue (though Idoubt
Icould have pried them away from him were
it not for this follow-up). Such riches!

Now, Ialready knew from JGH's experience

Let me define which pair of Betas I'm talk-

with the Betas (Vol.11 No.9) that choice of

ing about here. If you remember JGH's review,

amplification was crucial, particularly on the

he had just about decided the Betas were the
best speaker in the world when he discovered

midrange-tweeter panels. And, prior to the
measurements he carried out for his Vol.12

that the two midrange-tweeter panels he had

No.6 "Follow-up," JA confirmed this impor-

didn't sound very much the same. ,The area of

tance when he fired up the Betas in my living

difference was right in the range where a

room using the exemplary Levinson 20.5s. No
go! Unbearably bright sound—I listened for

speaker sizzles, or doesn't. Critical to his uptill-now rave was the fact that the unsizzly (dull)

30 minutes, then gave up. (In fact, that experience was daunting enough that it took me

speaker had been on the left (where the violins
play), and the sizzly one had been on the right.

until late August to try again—see October's 'As
We See It.")
Fortunately, David Manley found apair of

JGH's most severe test of speaker tolerableness-

VTL 500s to send out; their sister amps, the
300s, had made the difference with JGH's original Betas, but are now with JGH in Colorado.
(JA surmises that the interaction of a tube
amplifier's higher-than-normal output impedance with the very low impedance of the Betas
160

under-stress is massed violins, virtually always
found on the left of the orchestra. In other
IEver the stickler for thoroughness, AH always checks how
sharply focused acentral mono image is (usually toward the
end of the review process); with the Betas there was hardly
any focus at all. Checking with pink noise and alternating each
speaker's position in the room—room anomalies are :any commonly the cause of two speakers: from a pair sounding
different —.IGH determined that the two speakers were
markedly unalikc in the mid- to upper treble.
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words, by accident JGH's Betas were "rigged"

cables—for all Iknow the first thing they'll tell

to sound good. JGH felt hoodwinked—though

you to do is remove the tape. (You could use

inadvertently, he was sure.
Infinity immediately supplied athird speaker, which unfortunately fell between the other

black tape and leave the grilles on; no one will
notice) Beg their indulgence; you'll still get to
buy lots of expensive gear from your dealer to

two in tonal balance, making it even more difsounded like. Then they sent out John Miller,

make your Betas sound their best, but you'll
enjoy the journey more, and your choice of
associated equipment will be wider.

their key speaker designer/technician, to make
sure everything was all right, but the changes

genius, which lies in the realm of Mercedes-

ficult to determine what standard production

The tape tip came to me not from my native

he made caused even more confusion. Finally,

Benz car repair, but from an electronics man-

acompletely new production pair of midrange-

ufacturer who, almost alone among CES and

tweeter panels were sent, the sound of which

Hi -Fi Show exhibitors, has coaxed an excellent

JGH reported in his Vol.12 No.1 "Follow-up."

sound from Betas in those environments. In
fact, at one CES almost the entire staff of Ste-

Disappointingly, the replacements never quite
attained the magic possessed by the first pair,
with their one "dull" midrange-tweeter panel.
My job was to find just how good this new
pair could sound, since JGH's efforts to do so
were abbreviated by his move to Boulder,
Colorado. OGH's new listening room is, at present, too small to accommodate the Betas.)
By the time Igot around to this "Follow-up,"

reophile remarked on his achievement—we
just couldn't believe it!
So, here's my tale of the tape. , With tape
installed, Istarted out driving the Betas on top
with the pair of VTL 500s, and on the bottom
with the Carver Seven T- mods, using the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven as preampli-

though, Ihad an advantage JGH didn't: the four

fier. (Other system elements consisted of the
familiar CAL Tempest II, the Well-Tempered

pieces of masking tape. (You can use black elec-

llirntable, the AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge,

tricians' tape for least noticeability, or sticky-

AudioQuest Lapis interconnects, and Audio-

backed foam tape for maximum effect.) This
tape has provided the greatest return for the

Quest Clear Hyperlitz and Kimber 4AG speaker
cables.) The VTLs were magnificent on top. As

least investment since the first person used

much as Iloved the 300s that Gordon used, I

Mortite to keep aShure stylus body tight to the

have to give the nod to the 500s in terms of

cartridge body.

sheer effortlessness—which is, after all, one

If you're aBeta owner (and it probably works
to great effect on other Infinity models, most
of which use EMIT and SEMIT drivers), here's
what you do: vertically cover up half the tweeter and half the forward-firing supertweeter.
Iexperimented with covering either inner
or outer half of the tweeter. Which side you
choose affects the overall souncistage presentation, but which will be better in your system
depends on your speaker placement and room.
Iended up with the tape on the inside half of
the driver elements, effectively giving me alittle extra separation. That's it! But do it before
you spend $25,000 on amplification, buy a
new cartridge, replace your preamplifier, and
exhaust your dealer's supply of exotic cables.
This one move brings the Betas into the realm
of listenability with awide range of equipment.
The next step is to have the most skillful and
well-equipped dealer in the country, or at least
in your state. You'll need him (or her), because
you will need to be able to audition avariety
of amplification, CD players, cartridges, and
Stereophile, December 1989

2Before Ilistened at all. Idecided to right the Infinity manufacturing venings uncovered by JGH. One of the knobs of his
equalizer had come off, and it's not simply replaced. Ihad to
nnnove the equalizer cover, with difficulty remove three screws
holding on the milled-from•solid-aluminum front cover, and
carefully reposition the knob so that, when tightened, it lined
up with the appropriate numbers on the front panel (which
was removed). For good measure Ifiled afiat onto the switch
shaft so the knob would not subsequently come loose, and I
tightened all the other knobs' set screws (accessible only with
the cover offl—screntl were quite loose. Toed time: 35 minutes.
'lite other defect was speaker terminals on the woofer towers
that became horribly loose with respect to their mounting
plates, making it hard to attach speaker cables. This repair.
requiring only a-Irnin Alien wrench and two 10mm open-end
wrenches, was simple. hut impermanent! After tightening
down the lOmm nuts as much as Ifelt Icould without breaking
the hollow shaft they were on, and reinstalling the panel. I
found the terminal was almost immediately loose again. Isuspea the culprit is the ridiculous red and black plastic spacers
between the shaft's shoulder and the plastic panel: the spacer
compresses, defeating one's attempt to really tighten up the
shaft. The colored spacer:, supposedly thew to indicate posi.
tier and negative, are ridiculous because they're so small you
can't see the coka without aflashlight; the raised "+'• and"-"
symbols are similarly tiny, and almost impasible to discern.
Of course, if you switch +and - on your cables, not much
happens—the amp just goes into full-power low-frequency
oscillation, scaring you to death during the moment before
the crossover turns off.
Both these problems are disgraceful in a512,000 product;
I¡rust that Infinity, in afit of shame, has engineered solutions
as unlikely to go wrong as most I1000 speakers.
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should be all about. With the system first

with the Levinson 20.5 amplifiers on the top
end. As Imentioned earlier, the Levinsons, as

turned on, the tape was essential: without it,

originally set up back in April, simply made the

there was just too much uncomfortable edge.

Betas unbearable to listen to. Just too much tre-

As the system warmed up—which means,

ble. Acombination of tape on the tweeters and

of the main things a $35,000 hi-fi system

essentially, the VTL 500s, since the Premier

better in-room setup make the 20.5 asuitable,

Seven stayed on continuously—the tape

if not ideal, amplifier with the Betas. Let me

became less and less necessary, until, final-

make it perfectly clear that Iconsider the 20.5s

ly, it got too dull. Off came the tape, and the
natural bite and sheen of live instruments

one of the truly great amplifiers of the late '80s.
They have been both revealing and forgiving

returned.

with all the other speakers with which I've tried

Through all this, though, the Carver Seven
T-mods couldn't quite be made to work satis-

them.
When first turned on with the Betas, my first

factorily. In my room, the Beta bass towers
proved hard to position; in fact, with the

move was to cover even more than half of the
tweeter and supertweeter on each Beta—there

Carvers Icouldn't find acombination of bass-

was barely any radiating surface exposed! In

control setting and tower positioning that

addition, Iused the double-sided foam tape,

yielded adequate bass without incipient bass

which is more absorbent than masking tape (as

heaviness. (In all fairness, Carver's attempt here

well as apain in the neck to remove). After

is to imitate—he no longer claims identity—

about two hours, it was necessary to move the

the sound of his tube Silver Sevens, which are
unlikely to represent state-of-the-art control
at the low end. Bob told me, during arecent
visit, that he wouldn't expect the Sevens to

tape back to the half-covering position; after
six hours, Iremoved the tape from the supertweeter. Still, the sound was even better the following morning, so for the remainder of my

sound good on the low end.)
Installing the Krell KSA-200 on the towers

listening Isimply left the 20.5s on all the time.
ituly, there is no better speaker on which to lis-

eliminated all problems, though still only with
careful woofer positioning. Iended up with the

ten to the sound of the 20.5s warming up!

woofers about

listenable, even enjoyable In some respects the

behind the midrange-

Completely warmed up, the 20.5s were most

tweeter panels, and toed-in the way full-range

Levinsons were superior to the VTLs: they pos-

speakers normally are: the midrange-tweeter
panels faced straight ahead. The toeing-in of
the woofers proved critical in limiting bass

sessed adirectness and clarity not there on the

heaviness. Although afull review of the Krell
awaits JA's soon-to-arrive ministrations, Ihave
to say that it's unbelievable that this amp measures the same as other amps in the lower

VTLs. (In fact, Ifound that excessive tape, such
as Istarted out with, really screwed up this clarity; tape can be overdone.) Neverthess, Ifelt
that the virtues of both amplifier and speaker
were not being heard to their maximum. The
Betas were designed to be used with excellent
tube amps, and they should be; the 20.5s

octaves: there seems to be at least an additional
octave, and with almost unlimited supplies of

sound best with speakers possessing amore

power.
For curiosity's sake, Imoved the Premier

neutral upper two octaves than the Betas. More
specifically, the 20.5s don't provide the draw-

Seven out of the system and moved in the VTL

you-in luscious liveliness Iheard from the

Ultimate, which had arrived as abonus with the

VTLs. Isuspect other great tube amps, from

500s (give acamel an inch into the tent and he'll
take amile). What achange! Irushed for the

Conrad-Johnson, Audio Research, or Counterpoint, can perform similarly well; I've heard

tape. Along with adramatic change in spacious-

the latter two sounding good with Betas. Com-

ness (the Premier Seven is no slouch in this cat-

plementarily, the 20.5s sound best in other

egory) came adramatic increase in mid- to

situations—almost any other situation.

upper treble. The tape, though, made this
bearable—a superior presentation of spacious-

Iguess your big question is, Are the Betas
worth all this trouble and expense? In fact, my

ness and ambient detail was rescued by the
tape; without it, I'm afraid the virtues of the

been to allay the anxiety Iexperienced every

Ultimate would have gone unauditioned.
Further adventures in the tape wars came

time Isaw the Betas in Class A of "Recommended Components." After all, I'd heard them
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biggest incentive in writing this follow-up has
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sound quite poor in anumber of situations, and
good in only afew. (Our writers, after auditioning the Betas in JGH's basement at our second
"Recommended Components" conference,
couldn't for the life of them imagine how they
made it into Class A at all.)
When everything's right—right amps on top
and bottom, right preamplifier, right cables,
right tape—the Betas are the best speakers I've
ever heard in my home They're one of the best
speakers I've heard anywhere; only some
choice auditions of the IRS Vs (by The Audible

Waveforms reviewed last month stand supreme)
The problem is much less severe when you
adjust the Beta crossover so that the upper bass
limit of the bass towers is set at 134 or 164Hz;
for maximum coherence and least runaway
bass, though, Igenerally had the LP Filter set
for 60Hz.
Ihave amore difficult time deciding whether
the Betas are worth all this trouble and expense.
Ifind it annoying that Infinity insists on using
drivers which have what look to me—if JA's
impulse tests are any indication—like severe

Difference at the Bay Area Hi -Fi Show) and the
Wilson WAMMs have clearly bettered them.
Voices and instruments achieve a kind of

time-domain problems. Once they start moving, they have ahard time stopping. Iassume

immediacy that's uncannily like what Iimagine
it would sound like to have my favorite singers

and why Ineeded the tape to block their siz-

and players right in my living room. Reproduction of the details of recording spaces, particularly on LP with the VTL Ultimate preamp,

when driven placidly, offer as transparent a

leaps way beyond anything I've heard at home,
and not just alittle. This ability is addictive: I

less expensive way to get the kind of musical

suspect I'll be unhappy with how hard it will

Ihave to say that, if you've got the money and

be to go back to Mirage M- Is, Thiel 1.2s, or Vandersteen 2Ci's —all excellent speakers.

the time and the patience and (especially) the

At the same time, the Betas give you size—
not the kind of size I've heard on IRS Vs, where

that this is why they are so amplifier-sensitive,
zle. On the other hand, these same drivers,
window on the music as I've heard.
When it comes down to it, Ican't think of a
involvement offered by the Betas at their best.

right dealer, they're worth it. Ilook forward to
aspeaker which does as much with less trouble.

—Larry Archibald

modest voices sound overpowering, but the
correct size of aguitar as well as (more or less)e
the size of an orchestra. There's enough visceral
power to just about blow you out of the room,
though Ifeel secure that anew generation of
Infinity speakers will deliver tighter, bettercontrolled, and better-integrated (with the

WWI
1
.
.4744.
ra
wiam—at
‘I

upper-range panels) bass. In fact, to reduce my
anxiety about under-controlled bass, Iended
up setting the bass-level control at apoint
where low bass seemed just abit deficient.
Over the next few weeks Iwill experiment
with judicious and, Ihope, unobtrusive distribution of ibbe Traps to see if this corrects the
problem.
There's one area where the Betas have asurprising limitation: right around 125Hz. Strong
energy in this region, such as from organ, sets
the lower midrange panels to rattling at little
more than 100dB, amuch lower limit than
Iwould have suspected. (In this one sense, the
3Iread with interest reviews which imply that the truc dimension and power of an orchestra has been captured by some hi. ti
system. In my experience, reproduced sound has even suggested this only once, and avisit to areal orchestra quickly disabused me of that suggestion Hi-fi systems can't yet capture
the dimension and power of apiano or solo violin; they are
equally, but more noticeably, far (mm doing it for an orchestra
How unutterably far we have to go!
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THE

Christmas
RECORD
got,

that

AWAY
Denis Stevens

III have left is acopy of the discs (a

and know what to do if something suddenly

double-album, bearing the logo of
Midland Bank International), several

goes wrong.
Of course, it's acomfortable feeling to have

betty files of music, contracts and correspon-

abank behind you instead of wowing and flut-

dence dating back to 1979, and happy—if

tering in front and distracting all and sundry.
It gives one acertain amount of freedom. All

somewhat confused—memories.
It all started, Isuppose, with the Monteverdi

Ihad to do was come up with aChristmas pro-

Christmas Vespers commissioned in 1979 by

gram that would make sense within alogical
framework, provide variety of texture, style,

Midland Bank and WEA Records, the American release being on the Nonesuch label. Its
success generated afurther idea: to devise and
make arecord of English Christmas music, the
only proviso being that it should not have been

and form, and offer pleasurable listening to the
mysterious unknowns who would ultimately
receive the discs. As agift! For the point was to
give them away to the bank's best customers.

recorded previously. For amusicologist, not

People whose checks never bounce. No review

too difficult atask! For the benefit of Stereopbile readers, perhaps Ishould say that amusi-

or other appreciation ever appeared in print,

cologist does for historical repertoire what
John Atkinson does for microphones, loud-

for the master-tapes went straight into the
vaults, and as far as Iknow they are still mouldering there along with all the other bullion.

speakers, and everything in between. You have

The venue was London: to be precise, the

to discover it, review it, find out how it works,

solid, remote, 1797-built church of St. John-
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'the unbelievable sound...'

Craig Dory and Brian Levine, of Dorian Recordings, in the Troy Savings Bank Music
Hall, Troy, NY, where many of their widely acclaimed recordings are made. Craig Dory
uses the Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer on location and in his Mastering Suite. He
also uses the Wadia DigiLink fiber optic transmission system in place of long microphone
runs for maximum sonic integrity. Photo by Stanley Blanchard

"As for the Wadia 2000 DIA Processor, Ican't say enough. Beginning with
an absolutely brilliant decoding algorithm, to the quality of construction,
through to the bottom line, the unbelievable sound, it's just done right!
"Hearing my recordings for the first time
through the Wadia was a revelation —
Iknew all the information (the space,
the room, the low frequency clarity, etc.)
was there all the time, fighting to make it
through the myriad D/As Ihad tried.
Listening to my recordings through the
Wadia is like listening to the input of the
recording chain."
— Craig Dory

DIGITAL

CORPORATION

511 Second Street
Hudson, WI 54016
715-386-8100
FAX 715-386-8116

at-Hackney, about one mile to the east of Dal-

but he made us excellent Dolby masters from

ston Junction, and amile-and-a-half north of

which lacquers were cut and mastered in Ger-

Bethnal Green, if you know where they are. I
never did find out since Iwas driven to and fro
by people who seemed to know the area like

many. To my untutored ears the result sounded
far more than satisfactory. My chief concern
was with the overall organization of the pro-

the backs of their hands. Idid my planning and
most of the music transcriptions in my sun-

transcription, and preparation of the music,

filled study on the Santa Barbara riviera. Come

rehearsing the artists, and conducting. Since

July, Iflew to London, took ahouse for two

Iusually do my own editing, Iretrieved from
storage aRevox A-77 which served its purpose
well.

months, and settled down to work, much of
which was in the British Library, where Ihad
been areader from the age of 21. (I also at-

ject, including (but not limited to) research,

Perhaps by now some of the items have been

tended the Henley Regatta with friends.)
Standing on the bedrock of my early liturgical studies, Ithought it best to adopt and
adapt the idea of Nine Lessons and Carols. But

committed to disc, but Ithink not in the form

we had four sides, and nine doesn't go into
four. What to do? Go monastic, since amonas-

Creation, Ichose an anonymous 14th-century
Kyrie Deus creator omnium (0 God, creator

tic matins has twelve lessons and twelve

of all things) from a manuscript in the

responsories for major feasts, and after all we
were dealing with Christmas! So Ichose from

Avon. Immediately following the opening

the Bible twelve lessons beginning with the
Creation and ending with John 1:1-14: "In the
beginning was the Word." As readers, Ichose
five of the Royal Shakespeare Company's
finest—Barbara Leigh-Hunt, Emrys James,
Michael Pennington, Norman Rodway, and

Iarranged them. There was a subtle link
between each lesson and the following music
Here are some examples. As aprelude to the

Shakespeare Memorial Library, Stratford-onsequence about Adam we heard an old Scottish carol, 'All sons of Adam, rise up with me,"
scored as adialogue, which it really is, albeit
in disguise.
An organ prelude and hymn Nox et tenebrae
(Night and shadows) linked up with Isaiah 9:
"The people that walked in darkness." The

David Suchet. They were admirable to work
with, not only in the individual lessons but in
the opening sequence from the first three chap-

medieval conductus Stirps Jesse Progreditur

ters of Genesis, which Ihad "orchestrated" as
adialogue between God, Adam, Eve, and the

forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse." The
Annunciation (Luke 1:26) was prefaced by

Serpent.
To my delight, it worked beautifully, and we

Angelus ad virginem, and following it was the

ended up with 103:20 of music and speech,
with a range of 900 years of music (12th
through the 20th century) performed by afine
team of soloists: Julie Kennard, soprano; Paul

introduced Isaiah 11: "And there shall come

15th-century carol "Hail, Mary, full of grace."
Samuel Wesley's Hodie Christus natus est led
to the prophecy of the birth of Christ (Micah
5), while asetting of "What tidings bring you,
messenger," by the contemporary Welsh com-

Esswood and Ashley Stafford, countertenors;

poser Alun Hoddinott, ushered in the narrative

Shirley Minty, contralto; Edgar Fleet, Peter Hall,
and Ian Partridge, tenors; Michael George and

of Christ's birth (Luke 2).
Abeautiful but little-known work by Henry

Roderick Earle, basses. Trevor Jones led acon-

Lawes neatly complemented "And there were

sort of viols, Colin Mawby agroup of early
wind instruments, and Leslie Pearson was the

in the same country shepherds abiding in the

expert organist. The Accademia Choir was pre-

field," while alater passage in Luke 2about the
babe lying in the manger prompted the choice

pared by Edgar Fleet, the Trinity Boys Choir by
David Squibb. And we had the incomparable

of William Byrd's "Lullaby, my sweet little
baby." An extraordinary motet for counter-

English Chamber Orchestra for the final work,
Henry Purcell's "Behold, Ibring you glad

mented the passage from Matthew 2about the

tenors and sackbuts about Herod comple-

tidings."
The recording arrangements were in the

troubled king.

hands of Antony Howell of Oxford University

others, but their light is at present hidden
beneath abushel. Anyone with illuminating

Press. Ihaven't the faintest idea what microphones, tape recorders, or equipment he used,
Stereophile, December 1989
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Beethoven's
Eighth
Symphony
Mortimer H. Frank

0

fall the Beethoven symphonies, the
Eighth may well be the most misun-

virtuosic variety: The feminine cadences of the
opening movement offer an allusion to Mozar-

derstood. The time has long passed,

tean grace. The third movement, the only min-

to be sure, when it was lumped with the composer's other even-numbered symphonies as

uet in aBeethoven symphony, humorously

a"lesser" achievement. Still, for many it has

of step with each other and the other instru-

remained ajolly, relatively small-scaled work

ments as if they no longer knew how to keep

parodies tradition, the trumpets and drums out

sandwiched between the grander Seventh and

time in this "old-fashioned" style. The acceler-

the colossal Ninth. To so view it, however, is

ated close of the second movement gently

to overlook the striking features that make it

mocks the Rossini crescendo, and the finale,
which initially seems to be structured on the

unique in the composer's canon and contribute
to its functioning, perhaps more than any other

lines of atypical closing movement by Haydn

Beethoven symphony, on avariety of levels.

or Mozart, begins, in effect, anew, as Beethoven

On one of these levels, the Eighth stands as
Beethoven's homage to the 18th century, afond

adds acoda whose length matches that of the

backward glance toward atradition that he radically changed but deeply revered, and atra-

recapitulation that have preceded. It is as if the
composer were saying, now that I've done it

dition that in this work he played upon with

the old way, Ishall finish it my way.
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And there are other wondrous strokes. The
Trio of the third movement comprises some of

spised can be heard in two Mengelberg
accounts, both currently available on CD: a

Beethoven's most tender and ethereal music

1938 studio version (Teldec 243 725-2) and a

colored with asublime stroke of orchestration,

live performance from 1940 (Philips 416 204-2),
each with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw

the horns and clarinet used for especially telling
effect. The first movement's recapitulation literally turns tradition upside down as Beethoven
gives the main theme to the cellos and the harmony to the upper voices. Most obvious, the

Orchestra. One will never hear aconductor
today direct this work as Mengelberg did: Sudden gear shifts abound, sometimes producing

symphony lacks the traditional slow movement, replacing it with abrief Allegretto whose

rhythmic whiplash; phrases are twisted out of
shape, suggesting the musical equivalent of the
images one sees in amusement-park mirrors;

scherzando qualification makes clear Bee-

and portamento is so freely applied, it seems

thoven's playful, tongue-in-cheek intent.

as if the string players had greased their finger-

Aconductor, of course, must be aware of all
these elements, but, at the same time, must not
lose sight of something equally important—

boards. Yet for all these eccentricities the
music's complex character shines through in
performances that remain more communica-

that for all of these special traits, the Eighth
Symphony remains a typical Beethoven

tive than many of today's faceless presentations. The Philips version includes a first -

masterpiece: bold, brusquely assertive and
eruptive, with stark contrasts in harmony,

movement repeat and features slightly better
sound, but the Teldec reissue of the old

dynamics, timbre, and mood. In short, for all

Telefunken 78s proves amore incisive (if admit-

its humorous forays, it remains awork of stark

tedly somewhat zany) presentation.
Among other monaural recordings, two that

dramatic intensity. Little wonder that Beethoven thought it afiner score than his Seventh

command attention by virtue of the conduc-

Symphony, with which it premiered in Vienna
in 1814!

tors involved are those of Funwüngler and
Toscanini. Furtwüngler left no studio recording

Among the earliest 78rpm recordings of the

of the work, the best of his three live performances to circulate being a1953 effort with the

Eighth to have gained circulation in extendedplay formats, three command attention: those
of Franz Schalk, Felix Weingartner, and Willem

Berlin Philharmonic released on asingle CD
by DG (415 666-2), and in athree-CD set by

Mengelberg. Schalk died in 1931, not long after

Rodolphe (32522.24). There are moments

his recording of the work with the Vienna Phil-

when Furtwängler conveys the music's bold,

harmonic was produced. The sound is primitive by today's standards, and not helped by a

especially in the second movement, seems

brusque grandeur, but some of his pacing,

poor transfer made for Artisco on an LP that

heavy-handed, with fussy phrasing that veils

will now be hard to find. But it preserves aread-

the music's humor and wit.

ing in which the music's grandeur, humor, and

Toscanini's 1952 recording with the NBC

lightness are well-conveyed. Far betterreproduced is Weing,artner's 1937 recording

Symphony (his second and vastly superior of

fers from American Columbia, Arrisco, and Jap-

the work) marked his last performance of the
score, and at this writing is scheduled for reissue on CD by RCA. It's abeautifully transparent

anese Angel, the last made by Anthony Griffith
and by far the best. In his book on the Bee-

reading, sensitive to Beethoven's colorful
orchestration and to the music's wide-ranging

thoven symphonies, Weingartner inveighed

emotional and satirical implications. Interest-

against the mannered interpretations of Bülow
and other conductors when directing this

ingly, too, it comprises (along with alive performance that he had directed two days earlier)

work. Weingartner's straightforward account

Toscanini's return to Beethoven's Urtext in the

is exhilarating yet aptly gracious, with apoint-

first movement's recapitulation, the conductor

(his third of the work), once available in trans-

edly light and fleet second movement whose

no longer favoring the timpani reinforcement

delicacy has been duplicated in all too few per-

of the main theme. Evidently, he came to recog-

formances. For anyone interested in one of the

nize the importance of permitting Beethoven's

great conductors of this century, Weinganner's

inversion of tradition to stand as written.

account is worth seeking in specialty stores.

Two other monaural recordings deserve
comment. One dating from about 1955 fea-

The kind of mannerisms Weingartner deStereophile, December 1989
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tures the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra
of London (a pseudonym for the Royal Philharmonic) under Hermann Scherchen in alean,
swiftly invigorating approach redolent of the
vibrancy and color of today's authentically
styled readings. Recently reissued in atwo-CD
MCA set (9802), the recording is abit cramped
and shrill by today's standards, but is certainly

ness of the finale more apparent. Szell may not
quite match the lightness of Weing,artner in the
second movement, but this remains one of his
finest Beethoven recordings and one of the
most persuasive the score has ever received.
Wittier, less intense but no less extraordinary
is a1958 recording featuring the VPO under
Pierre Monteux, currently available only on a

sonically serviceable Far shriller is a1950 effort

London cassette (417 044-4). In many respects,

recorded by Fritz Busch, originally issued here
on the budget Remington label and resurrected
on an LP release about five years ago by Relief

it offers an updating of the Weingartner version, especially in its light, almost balletic sec-

(RL 824). Busch, who died in 1951, was an especially talented conductor (his Beethoven Ninth
remains my favorite version), but he unfortunately made all too few recordings. His
Eighth—compact, vital, yet relaxed and humorous—is well worth seeking out despite the
far-from-world-class Austrian Radio Orchestra.
Stereo having been with us for three de-

ond movement. Throughout the score the
tempos are bracing, and Monteux proves amaster of balances, especially in his clarification
of significant horn and trumpet passages veiled
in other recordings. Beyond question, this performance deserves reissue on LP and CD.
Also important historically is a1959 recording featuring Bruno Walter and the Columbia
Symphony (CBS CD MK-42013). Those who
feel that Walter is asmiling gemütticb per-

cades, anumber of two-channel recordings fall
into the "historic" category. Long overdue for
CD reissue from CBS is alive 1963 performance

projection of the outer movements. The inner

in which Pablo Casals leads the Marlboro Fes-

ones, in contrast, may seem a bit heavy-

tival Orchestra in aremarkably musical conception: fleet but not unduly intense, the perfor-

Walter suggests there creates its own brand of

mance has a charm and lightness which
nonetheless never trivialize the music, and the
ad boc orchestra is with Casals in all that he
demands.
Reissued on an EMI CD not long ago (47187)

former may be surprised to hear his potent

handed, but the lumbering clumsiness that
humor in keeping with the music's spirit. And
the roughly 65 instrumentalists in the pick-up
studio orchestra approximate the size of the
ensemble that gave the premiere of the work.

is aweightier 1958 performance led by Otto
Klemperer with the Philharmonia Orchestra.

Bridging the gap between historical and
modern performances is a1968 reading with
the Czech Philharmonic under the late Paul

One cannot help but admire the smooth, welldisciplined ensemble, Klemperer's granitic,

like Fritz Busch, was an unsung giant —his

unflagging rhythm, and his overall grand conception that never turns this into a"little" symphony. Yet for all these virtues, Klemperer fails
to convey the humor and that elusive trait we
loosely label "wit." Superficially not that different from Klemperer's account is a1959 performance featuring George Szell and the Cleve-

Kletzki (Supraphon CD 2SUP-0033). Kletzki,
Mahler and Schumann were extraordinary. His
Beethoven Eighth crackles with energy, yet the
music breathes as its humor is permitted to
emerge Particularly engaging are the bumbling
double basses in the second movement and the
sharp contrasts in dynamics that Kletzki draws
throughout. One wonders, however, why this

land Orchestra (CBS CD MLYK-37773). Only

two-decade-old recording was reissued at full

marginally faster than the Klemperer version,

price.
Among more modern versions there remain

Szell's is afar more arresting reading, enlivened
by bracing accents, sharp motivic profile, and

anumber that range from mediocre to highly

the crisp virtuosic execution of the Clevelanders. And given Szell's delight in intellectual

competent, but the better among them simply

interplay, the subtleties in the score bring out

of the very best to be had. Some, like those of
Dohnanyi (Telarc CD-80198) and Haitink

his best. Rarely, for example, has the third
movement's organized confusion been more
pointedly highlighted, the brusque terseness
of the first movement's development more
sharply defined, and the energetic explosiveStereophile, December 1989

cannot compete with the divergent splendors

(Philips CD 416 236-2), would be judged more
than respectable performances if heard in concert. But the world of recorded music is like the
world of professional sports—highly competi173
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industry leaders such as Philips (audio and high end video), Sony ES, Krell, Apogee, Counterpoint, Mod Squad,
Meitner, VPI, Pulsar Video, Martin Logan, Vandersteen, Audioquest, and many more! The future of high end audio
is avisit away!
THE ESOTERIC EAR
13194 Veteran's Memorial, Houston, TX 77014
713-537-8108
The SimplyPhysics/Prodigy/MDT components will be presented at WCES in Las Vegas in the SimplyPhysics/
Prodigy suite at the Sahara Hotel, January 6-10
be prepared!

tive, with one conductor's effort invariably

Beethoven was seeking.

judged against another's. In such contests,
many fail to hold up.
If Icould own only one reading of the Eighth

Leonard Bernstein has left two recordings
of the Eighth, both available on CD, a 1968

Symphony, it might well be Herbert von Karajan's 1977 version, recently reissued on amidpriced DG Galleria CD (419 051-2). The ana-

account with the NYPO (CBS MK-42223), and
one of adecade later with the VP0 (DG 419
435-2). Interpretively, these two performances
differ only marginally. Iprefer the second

log recording remains thoroughly contemporary, and the Berlin Philharmonic plays with

movement in the lighter statement of the earlier
edition, but the later one gains by virtue of its

atonal richness and virtuosic flair that not even
some world-class ensembles can match. And
Karajan goes right to the heart of the music,

in its improved CD transfer, being painfully raucous. In contrast, DG's engineering—distant

projecting its humor, craggy brusqueness, and

in perspective and free of even a hint of

vastly superior sound, the CBS recording, even

explosive power in areading that is at once

harshness—gives aremarkable illusion of how

intense yet gracious, weighty yet never heavy,

an orchestra sounds from afront-row balcony

grand but never bloated, large-scaled yet inti-

seat. And Bemstein's performance, without the

mate. Here, indeed, is revealed the music's
infinite variety. And it is interesting, too, to hear

propulsive drive of Karajan or Toscanini, cap-

how Karajan, in this fourth of his five record-

giant of asymphony: the fortes explode, the

tures the quintessential elements of this little

ings of the work, gives amore volatile yet more

horns and winds supply pungent color, and the

carefully thought-through reading than in his
previous efforts or in his subsequent (all dig-

bassoon chuckles. Particularly engaging is the

ital) 1984 account.
Those who might find Karajan's account too

hilarious close of the finale, where the winds
aptly scamper up and down in lighthearted,
whimsical arpeggios.

intense may be more attracted to the readings

For those seeking asomewhat unusual read-

of Bernstein, Kegel, Tennstedt, and Wand. Herbert Kegel's performance with the Dresden

ing, Klaus Tennstedt's 1986 recording with the
London Philharmonic (Angel CD 47459) may

Philharmonic (Capriccio CD 10003) hews
closely to the 1977 Karajan version, but with

ent account that smooths away some of the

have appeal. It is alean, lightweight, transpar-

slightly lower blood pressure: Tempos are mar-

music's craggy profile and narrows its dynam-

ginally slower, inflection sometimes a bit

ic—and emotional—range. The conception

greater, with slightly more space between notes

may be too small-scaled for some tastes, but

and phrases than Karajan permits. Certainly for

one never doubts the guiding hand of an intel-

some tastes, Kegel may convey more fully the

ligent and sensitive musician.
Finally, for those concerned with authentic-

music's charm and wit. And of all recorded versions Iknow, it features the finest sound.
Timbres are remarkably accurate, strings having adegree of naturalness that has remained

ity, there are at this writing two versions available, one with the Hanover Band led by Roy
Goodman (Nimbus NI-5130), the other with

all too rare throughout the history of record-

the London Classical Players under Roger Nor-

ing. The only drawback, if that is not too strong

rington (Angel 47698). Of the two, Norrington's
is the better-played and more vital, interesting

aword, is the less virtuosic Dresden Philharmonic, which, though more than adequate, is
Günther Wand's recording was made for

account. But once the novelty of periodinstrument colors has worn off, neither may
retain its initial attractiveness, and neither

Deutsche Harmonia Mundi and first issued
here on CD by EMI. At this writing, RCA has

strikes me as having anywhere near the subtlety and perception of the best modern-

acquired the DHM catalog and will be reissuing

instrument versions. If I've failed to mention

Wand's entire Beethoven cycle. His account of

versions by some superstars such as Sir Georg

the Eighth is lean in sonority, vibrant without
being rushed, richly colored, and with just the

Solti, it is only because, in the seemingly endless proliferation of Beethoven recordings,

right amount of inflection to bring out the

even an ardent addict like myself finds it impossible to hear them all. But among these many

no match for Karajan's BPO.

music's sparkle and wit. Its only weakness is
athird movement that moves just ashade too
quickly to convey the spirit of the minuet that
Stereophile, December 1989

versions, as Ihope I've made clear, there is a
Beethoven Eighth for virtually every taste.S
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Museatex And CSA Audio
Have Something In Common

A

PASSION FOR MUSIC and acommitment to advance the
loquence of its reproduction. We invite you to drop by CSA and
hear amost sophisticated expression of the listening art.

The new Melior Control Center and Melior Amplifier were created to
shatter forever the notion that great sounding components can't be a
pleasure to use or graceful in appearance.
Compare the results of our breakthrough technology against anything,
regardless of price, with the speaker of your choice. And while you're
listening, notice how the wireless remote control eliminates all the ups
and downs that otherwise distract you from the music.
We think you'll hear what you've been missing.

"With Museatex we'vefound aunique approach whose strength lies in the
fact that you really can have the best of both worlds — style and substance."
— Dale Senchak, CSA Audio Video

MUSE TEX

AO
193 Bellevue ..%ve.
Upper Montclair. NJ
201 744 0600

Cassettes? Spoken-word cassettes?
Fear notgentk readers, but read on,
as Richard Lehnert loses his critkal faculties
over Robin Williamson's amazing,stery tapes
•

TALES fïifell

The Fisberman's Son and tbe Gruagacb of ?kicks
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-001. Bernie Kirsch, eng.
33:05
Prince Dougle and tbe Swan Maiden
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-002. Bernie Kirsch, eng. TT
34:43
Rory Mor and tbe Gruagacb Gaire
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-003. TT 39:51
Five Humorous Tales of Scotland and Ireland
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-004.1"E 36:18
Five Celtic Tales of Encbantment
Pig's Whisker Music ewm-oo6. 'IT 35:53
Five Legendary Histories of Britain
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-007. TT: 30:19
Five Bardic Mysteries
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-008. Ti': 33:44
Five Celtic Tales of Prodigies and Marvels
Pig's Whisker Music PWM-009. TT 42:43
All above Cassette only. Randy Ibbin, eng. (except as
noted); Robin Williamson, prod. AAA. Available at
$10.50 each from Robin Williamson Productions, P.O.
Box 27522, Los Angeles, CA 90027. First three cassettes
available as a$25 package, last five as a$45 package.
California residents please add 61/z% salts tax.

HEARTH
Maiden," Robin Williamson talking his songs
and singing his tales, encanting all magic 'round
the tam of any muckle gowk with luck enough
to stumble on one of these tapes. It's many the
column inch in these pages I've given to Windham Hill's Storybook Classics series—some
were grand, some middlin', others mediocre
to downright tiresome. Well, there's nary adud
in

this bunch, the least of them bettering Wind-

ham Hill's best. Isashay out on this limb with
no trepidation whatsoever, despite the fact that

Stereophile's readership may collectively
blanche at the thought of their Sacred Rag
recommending—ghasp—cassettes! Too bad.
These excellent, magical tales are available

only

on cassette, and hardly state-of-the-art cas-

T

settes at that. So what. If you like listening to

here was atime all the waters of
the world were stronger than
whisky today, and the leaves of
tbe forests of the world were falling as pure
gold, and the worst creak of aladle in an iron
pot was sweeter than the music of harps
today.. ."

stories at all, stop grumbling and send off for

Hunker down 'round the Christmas hearth,

county British, Cockney—is hitched to the

é é

the damned things.
Robin Williamson's staggering command of
Celtic accents—Northumbrian, upper- and
lower-class Scots, high-crooning Glaswegian
(Williamson hails from Edinburgh himself),
Irish of all counties (Vaudeville and authentic),

only, in my

the warmth within and the world without, for

richness of his writing, reminiscent

so begins "Prince Dougie and the Swan

experience, of Dylan Thomas's, and a lot funnier.
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Williamson's come along way since the '60s
and the days of the Incredible String Band, of
which he was founding member and chief
bard. But not really: the ISB was trying to get
back here all along—as early as 1969's "The
Circle Is Unbroken" from The Big Huge, Celtic
harp and minor keys were serving this latest
epicist of the Britons. Later, in '78 or '79, long
after the ISB's breakup, Iattended what I
thought was to be aRobin Williamson and his
Merry Band concert at Harvard's Sanders Theater: Robin alone came out, sang three tunes
in aravaged voice, then told the tale of Prince
Dougie for what seemed like hours and no time
at all. Inever saw so many rapt, smiling people
in my life. Perhaps with the national success of
Garrison Keillor's "Prairie Home Companion"
monologs, there's now more of an audience for
being talked to awhile sans TV tube.
Ihope so; these are remarkable tales told
magically. Tales by Williamson himself, by
Taliesin and Thomas the Rhymer, tales of and
from Ireland, Wales, Cornwall, Scotland, and
England—but the Scots accents, rough as acob
or smooth as cheese, lie under them all like
smoking peat.
Prince Dougie has aCockney queen, asly
Druid grumbling about the atavistic stinginess
of his Scots patrons, agiant named Angus with
hog-red chest-hairs whose britches are commodious, odoriferous, and tartan, and an officious gruagach. (A gruagach is anasty sort of
evil, tricicsterish wizard with long red hair who
seldom means what he says and who lives in
ahouse made of brown bread, bacon, and
white cheese.) Rory Mor and the Gruagacb
Gaire, the funniest of the stories, pits alikeable but not very bright hero against awitch
with aspirations to interior decorating, and a
Druid who bemoans the loss of his magic Bonnet of Rapidity in these days of high-priced petrol. The Devil is, of course, French. Williamson's characterizations are rich and real, with
accents so vivid you can feel the bite of the
damp air, smell the whisky breath, hear the
creak of leather, see the red cheeks. And it's in
this tale that the stones are laid on which most
of the stories are built: unprepossessing Celtish heroes who stumble in and out of trouble
and hangovers, adventure and princesses,
seeming not too incommoded by the first nor
overly da 7Ied by the last, happily standing in
for the millions of their countrymen kept low
by first the Romans, then the Angles, now the
mongrel British. And he pits Irish Celt against
Scots Celt—itinerant Irish farmers cutting the
feet off adead man for his boots in "The Piper's
Revenge" (Five Humorous Tales).
Gruagachs are back in The Fisherman's Son
and the Gruagacb of 7kicks, overcultured, cirStereophile, December 1989
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cumlocutious, slippery and prissy. The fisherman's son is apprenticed to the wizard, then
stolen on atechnicality. But the wizard has
taught too well, and, many transmogrifications
later, the escaping apprentice, the gruagach,
and his 11 sons all wind up at the castle of a
deafeningly friendly Scots king. Drunken
chickens, magic rings, and pretty princesses—
all are wed, punished, rewarded, according to
their desserts.
And as hounds turn to fishes, to otters, to
hawks, to wheat groats in Tales of Enchantment, so unfolds the half-real tale of the quite
real 13th-century polymath Michael Scot, his
horse "faster than amaiden's thought between
two lovers." Three ugly and powerful Scots
hags stiff their London bartender in "The
Witches of ICintail" (Tales of Scotland and Ireland), and in WheJack, atypical happy groundling has it all over the pompous—and very
English—mayor. Nor is Williamson bound to
the mythed and storied past. In the rest of this
tape, skinhead giants pull whistles out of
leopard-skin leotards, grease their muscles
with coconut oil, and wear T-shirts saying
"Jesus Shaves"; we discover that Hell is actually
not that far from Detroit, and coming down
from the hills are wolves slaverin' at the mouth
and not waggin' their tails. The Devil is, of
course, French.
Ah, but then the mists part—though only
partially—and clever bumpkins and sleazy sor179
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cerers step aside for the mysteries of history:
the Legendary Histories from long and ago and
before the days of Arthur, some of whose stories are told in as close to their original forms
as anyone now knows. In "The Three Plagues
of Britain" we learn of horns cleansed of
demons by wine, and the founding of Oxford
as agreat mead-filled pit covered with silk—a
dragon trap. (The trapped dragons turn into
drunken pigs, to be discovered by the boy Merlin ages later as illustration of the Saxon
threat —"The German Worm will rise!" —in
'"Vortigern's Tower.") Then follows the urtext
of the Arthur legend, and the ancient Welsh
"Story of the Gododdin," dark and dreary with
blood, battle, and alliteration. This may all
sound academic and dry, but it's as fresh as the
day it never (?) happened.
In Tales of Prodigies and Marvels, the 12thcentury "Vision of Maconglinne" tells of aboat
made of deer meat afloat in alake of milk. And
in the endless archetypal lands—a Jungian
paradise—visited in"The Voyage of Maelduin"
by this Celtic Odysseus, each land is the
branching of another tale, each untold but
made all the more haunting by the hinting,
wizened wizard fingers pointing in the dark.
"Conal Crobhi" is aboxnest of tales within
tales, Conal aScots Scheherazade buying his
life in installments with nightly cliffhangers,
in one of which Giants argue about whether
their evening broth tastes of young babe or
hanged man.
And told in the oldest style, blank verse in
descending cadences over harp strums, in the
rhythm of the long march ("Whoever would
be apoet must take up harp, sorrow, and the
wandering road," says Williamson), Five Bardic
Mysteries present the dark Welsh heart of tales
by Taliesin, with RW's spoken footnotes after.
"An inspired bard would speak as Taliesin," he
says. And does. "The Battle of the Trees" is said
to possess Druidic knowledge, one of the handful of such singings to come down to us. "The
Voyage of Bran, Son of Febal" is rich in verse
and voice, and RW's harp becomes brine, boat,
and Bran in turn and together. "Three Celtic
Nature Poems" from early Celtic Christianity,
by Welsh and Irish poets and Taliesin again,
from before the crushing of what Rome called
the Palagian Heresy (no original sin, free will,
the world is not the Devil's work)— ". ..
and
bonny May is perfect." Aye. This is the most
incantatory of all these tapes, and the least
humorous, but the writing—both Anonymous's and Williamson's—is enchanting, spellcasting, magic-making.
Back in '69, on Umma Gumma, Pink Floyd
recorded "Several Species of Small Furry
Animals Gathered in aCave and Grooving with
Stereophile, December 1989

aPict." Listening to these tapes, Iconsidered
myself so grooved, hunkered down among
gnawed bones and ashes, listening to the clan's
blind bard sing songs of lust, laughter, and mystery, now and then strumming achord on his
short harp. It's aromantic cliché these days, yes,
but once it passed for reality, and is recreated
here. Williamson's harping is deeply authentic, too, though his Celtic harp scholarship is
more obvious on two Flying Fish LPs, The
Legacy of the Scottish Harpers, Vols. 1and 2.
Throughout the five Five. ..tapes, the harp
dips in and out of the narrative, standing in for
ground, water, bridges, spells, death and rebirth.
If hardly audio landmarks, at least the firstever cassette-only releases reviewed in Stereophile do represent the state of the storyteller's
art. Don't pass these by on any grounds. This
is simply the finest storytelling I've ever heard,
stories written by amaster and told masterfully.
Children will enjoy most of them, adults all. If
you can wade through accents that thicken
mightily at times, you'll not regret buying any
one of these tapes. And if you don't find The
Tales of Robin Williamson to be the finest yarning you'll ever have heard, then the soles of my
shoes are made of buttermilk, and Ihave walked
from here to the moon and back on them. (And
the Devil, of course, is French.)
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Classical
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5& 8
Neville Marriner, Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Philips 422 071-2 (CD only). Mike Brenner, cng.; Erik
Smith, Eve Edwards, prods. DOD. Tr: 6006

Marriner's orchestra sounds considerably
smaller than ensembles commonly used for
Beethoven. In this regard, the conductor offers
on modern instruments asonority that in its
lean, detailed clarity approximates what we get
from period-instrument readings. This might
have lent these performances some measure
of attraction, especially as the modern strings
are more tonally alluring than "authentic" ones.
Unfortunately, Marriner's direction lobotomizes Beethoven. It is almost as if the performances were being punched out mechanically
by acomputer. Everything is done correctly,
but with no life force to add the subtleties that
generate requisite dimension. Only in the finale
of 8does Marriner produce the kind of animation, shadings, and inflection needed to vivify
the music. The Urtext is followed in the first
movement of 5(bassoon instead of horn in the
recapitulation), and all exposition repeats are
observed. Philips's sound is uncommonly natural and richly detailed, but cannot redeem
these small-scaled, characterless presentations.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Four Cantatas
La Mort d'Orphée; Scene Héroique; Le Cinq Mal; L'Impériale
Gerard Galin°, tenor; Ruud van der Meer, Lieuwe Visser,
basses; Dutch Radio Choir 8i Radio Symph,my Orchestra, Jean Fournet
Denon CO-72886 (CD only). Arie
esa.; Dick
van der Meer, prod. DOD. re 5834
BERLIOZ: Sixteen Works for Chorus
La Mort d'Ophélic; Le Ballet des Ombres; Sara la baigneuse; Prière du Matin; NEni Creator; Lc Trébuchet; Mab
Scherzetto (Romeo & Juliet); Choeur d'Ombres,
Miranda, Chanson de brigands (Lelo); Chanson àboire,
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Chant sacré, Chant guerrier, Helene (Irlande); CAdicu
des Bergers (L'Enfance du Christ); Le Vin de Syracuse
(Beatrice & Benedict)
Bruce Brewer, tenor; Jean-Philippe Courlis, baritone;
Gaële Le Roi, soprano; Françoise Biscara, mezzosoprano; Noël Lee, piano; various instrumentalists;
Chamber Choir of L'Orchestre National de Lyon, Bernard Tetu
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901293 (CD only). Jean-Martial
Golaz, eng. /prod. DOD. TT: 62:24

These CDs provide afeast of rarely heard Berlioz. All four cantatas receive first-ever commercial recordings, while half of the Harmonia Mundi items would otherwise require a
gathering of several deleted LPs. Also, the two
collections are nicely contrasted, the Dutch
team offering vigorous Utrecht concert performances of comparatively large-scale works, the
French group providing carefully refilled Lyon
studio productions presented in an almost
chamber-music manner.
Chosen as the title work for the cantatas
issue, the Death of Orpheus was the first of Berlioz's Prix de Rome submissions (1827). It failed
because he took the text literally instead of just
accepting it as aneutral vehicle for some conventional music, while his imaginative orchestration was judged (misjudged!) from apiano
reduction. But he poured his heart into the
work, and it is adelight to hear Jean Fournet
responding to the composer's youthful intensity with real dedication. Gérard Garino's
doomed Orpheus and the chorus of murderous Bacchantes paint afine dramatic picture,
framed at start and finish by agentle pastoral
dawn and aheartrendingly sad decline into the
silence of death. Perhaps the live recording situation inhibited some pianissimo extremes, but
it's wonderful to have this prophetic work on
record at last.
The Heroic Scene comes from even earlier,
prompted by the then popular cause of Greek
independence. The influence of Spontini may
be felt here, with two bass soloists and an
183
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enthusiastic chorus providing some intriguing
interplay, the whole piece ending with ablazing battle hymn. Although the Fifth of May
(Napoleon I's death) and L'Impériale came
much later (1835/55), and both contain some
striking passages, Ifind them less inspired here
than the earlier works. One takes the form of
alament (with bass solo) which only just holds
together in this performance, but the other—a
naïve patriotic anthem praising Napoleon III—
is sung with gusto and ends the CD with an
exhilarating flourish. Despite the constraints
imposed by an audience, and abalance not
especially favorable to the orchestra, the sound
is generally fine, sometimes even thrilling.
Miming to the French CD, the Deatb of
Opbelia leads acollection ranging widely in
mood and subject-matter, and in time from
1:38 to 7:09. The 28-strong chorus is set
modestly back in arather smallish-sounding
acoustic, which seems to have aslight dulling
effect. Acentral piano placed rather further forward provides the main accompaniment, with
various vocal soloists placed nearer again and
sounding notably brighter than their choral
colleagues. The general sonic effect suggests
much careful balancing. The sensuous and
extended Sara tbe Bather forgoes the chorus,
being simply afemale duet with piano, while
half of the remaining pieces complement the
choir with soloists in various ways and with
diverse male/female biases. Bernard letu coaxes some wonderfully hushed moments and
much expressive vocal color from his singers,
while Noel Lee's piano support departs from
apleasing aptness of manner only once, when
he seems overstretched during the preamble
to the Brigand's Song.
Several of these pieces may be familiar from
other contexts, and for the last item (The Wine
of Syracuse) the piano is replaced by percussion, guitars, and trumpets to echo its operatic
origin and provide ajolly finale But much here
will be new to many, and readers who like to
keep friends guessing could have some fun
with this CD. Try playing Morning Prayer or
Veni Creator (the latter with discreet harmonium accompaniment) in order to shatter the
common "noisy" Berlioz image Or just dip in
anywhere for adose of refreshing enchantment.
—John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances I, 3-7, 12, 13, 19, 21
DVORÁK: Slavonic Dances 1, 3, 8-10
Fritz Reiner, Vienna Philharmonic
London 417 696-2 (CD only). James Brown, eng.; Erik
Smith, prod. AAD. TT: 44:26

Budget CDs in the $5-$6 range are agreat idea.
Record companies can place treasured catalog
in circulation where collectors can find it, as
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well as tap the market of casual or uninitiated
listeners who may balk at paying $15 or even
$10 for aclassical CD. Marketing can cause
embarrassment, as in this case, part of what
London calls its "Weekend Classics" series.
There's just atouch of condescension in that.
As in brunch at 11:30aM, the Sunday Times,
and the Weekend Classics. Gimme abreak.
One could offer an elitist objection, that this
approach to marketing trivializes the very catalog being perpetuated. In this specific case,
we're looking at one of three recordings made
by Fritz Reiner with the VPO. (The other two
were Strauss's Death and I)'ansfiguration and
Ti! Eulenspiegel in 1956, and Verdi's Requiem,
during the same 1960 visit as this recording was
made) For my taste, this is not merely Reiner's
most successful VP0 recording, it is the only
one of the three which consistently offers us
the "true Fritz" at practically every turn of
phrase.
Elitist objections may relate indeed to the
actual quality of the analog master's conversion
to digital. When Decca/London undertakes to
remaster Britten's own performance of Billy
Budd for afull-price CD reissue, chances are
they will do so with the type of TLC of which
we know them to be capable What sort of TLC
will be applied to adozen or so items which
have been relegated to an upcoming Weekend
Classics release? How much trial and error will
be allowed in order to get these things to sound
just so? Have we any reasonable expectations
for Chesky- type standards to be applied in
such circumstances?
Perhaps not, yet were it not for asingle gaff
of incredible stupidity, this budget CD would
be as near asonic equivalent to its LP parent as
have been any of the best CD reissues. The
specific LP issue to which Irefer is British
Decca's own inidprice reissue of 1975, SPA 377.
Ican't vouch for any other LP issues of this
recording, merely that SPA 377 is worth seeking out by anyone who loves vintage vinyl.
The CD order is identical to the LP. The
Brahms set opens with 5followed by 6. Adjust
your level for realistic loudness on 5, and the
whiplash chord which opens 6 is suddenly
much reduced. My readjusting for 6so that that
great whiplash will make its proper effect, and
you will find that within approximately 30
seconds, someone at Decca has snuck the level
back up again to something just beyond what
it had been for 5. Fortunately, from then on, the
level remains the same Otherwise, if Iwere to
take ablindfold test, the only way Icould distinguish the two would be the presence of
vinyl noise on the record, and its absence
on the CD. Considering the overall quality
achieved, how could they have let such aslop185
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py, amateurish level error out of their shop?
This still remains one of Reiner's greatest
recordings. By their miniatures shall ye know
them, and Reiner, the VPO, and the production
team appear to have been of one mind during
these sessions. For Reiner collectors, the vinyl
is preferred. The CD is okay, but you've been
warned. Vinyl and/or 78 collectors, seek out
Reiner's Pittsburgh Brahms Dances of 1946 on
Columbia for avery pleasant suprise.
—Richard Schneider
BRAHMS: Cello Sonata, Op.38
GRIEG: Cello Sonata, op.36
Mstislav Rostropovitch, cello; Sviatoslav Richter, piano
Music & Arts CD-283 (CD only). AAD. IT 54:50

Both of these performances, which have circulated among collectors for years, derive from
Benjamin Britten's Aldeburgh Festival of 1964.
Although both cellist and pianist had been
playing together, on and off, for about 16 years
by the time of this concert, it is acurious
Brahms match one hears here: Rostropovitch
is his usual emotional self, unbuttoned, almost
blowzy, whereas Richter is atotal opposite,
introverted and, whether due to the piano or
mike placement, tonally and timidly monochromatic In terms of both players' often exaggerated rhythmic freedoms, can one describe
the interpretation as "Tchailcovskian"? Certainly
Rostropovitch's commercial recording on DG
with Rudolf Serkin is more integrated and
stylistically far better Brahms. However, in the
Grieg, Richter appears amore assertive partner, the performance ateam effort as well as an
individual one, having amost appealing Scandinavian ruggedness. The beautifully rendered
slow movement, so similar thematically to the
Sigurdforsedfar march, has all the tenderness
lacking in the Brahms. The stereo sound of the
instruments, aside from the previously mentioned balance problem, gives the impression
of a small concert hall; on occasion one
becomes aware of slight background rumble,
and some tape hiss is noticeable.—Igor Kipnls
MAX BRUCH: Symphonies 1-3, Swedish Dances
Kurt Masur, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
Philips 420 932-2 (2 CDs only). Hans-Jurgen Seifenh,
eng.; Heinz Wener, prod. DDD. TT: 104:05

Time has been tough on composers like the
German Romantic Max Bruch (1838-1920),
whose place in history is secured by only three
works still performed with any regularity: Violin Concerto 1, Scottish Fantasy for violin
and orchestra, and Kol Nidrei for cello and
orchestra.
Not so long ago, even here in America,
Bruch's music was heard in the concert hall
with some frequency and, in fact, he was comStereophile, December 1989

missioned to write his third and final symphony by the Symphony Society of New York.
That ensemble presented its premiere in 1882
under Walter Damrosch. The next year, as part
of his only American tour, Bruch himself conducted the work in New York. But while 3is
overall the strongest of his efforts in the form,
it nonetheless offers substantial evidence that
the relative silence accorded the bulk of
Bruch's music is understandable, if not necessarily justified.
On the positive side, all three symphonies
share qualities found in Kol Nidrei, the Fantasy,
and First Concerto that audiences find so agreeable: ingratiating melodies, colorful orchestration, and vivid, logical architecture. Indeed,
there is never any doubt that this is music conceived by amaster craftsman. Nevertheless,
although I'm always more eager to explore new
or forgotten repertoire than partake of yet
another reading of the "Eroica" or Sibelius 2,
there are disappointments here. Among them
are few moments that don't sound like recycled Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, or
Brahms. More importantly, there is also apervasive lack of invention: one seldom feels the
presence of an original artistic personality at
work. Numerous musical gestures sound
important (as the finale to Symphony 2), but
seldom add up to important or compelling
wholes. The Scherzo of 1, for example, is reminiscent in spirit to that of Mendelssohn's
incidental music for A Midsummer Night's
Dream, though with little of the magic Like the
rest of the symphony, it is not without appeal,
but there are few of the surprises one invariably
finds (and relishes) in greater works, nor is there
much to ponder or feel exalted by.
If Bruch exhibits the least imagination during
development sections, he is at his expressive
best in the slow movements. The Adagio ma
non troppo of 2is, for me, the high point of the
entire cycle, containing music that transcends
craft and speaks directly to the heart in the tenderest of terms. The Adagio of 3makes asimilar
impact. It and virtually everything else on these
CDs is enhanced by the dark, bronzen sound
the Gewandhaus Orchestra has been cultivating for over two centuries under such distinguished music directors as Mendelssohn,
Nikisch, Reinecke, and Furtwangler.
Conductor Kurt Masur, who has held the
post for the past several years, chooses leisurely
tempos within which he brings to bear just the
right amount of push and pull, revealing every
ounce of sentiment and drama without ever
becoming sentimental or grandiloquent. And
he gauges climaxes with masterful control: witness the rousing close of 3's first movement.
In 1892, ten years after the completion of
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what was to be his final symphony, Bruch
wrote 15 "Swedish Dances," seven of which are
included here. Basically folk-inspired vignettes
(the shortest is 1:00, the longest 2:09), each
exudes considerable charm. Here and in the
symphonies, Philips's recorded sound emphasizes warmth and naturalness. For some there
is probably not enough definition or clarity of
texture, but Ifind the sonic representation convincing as heard from mid-hall.
It probably comes as no surprise that Iwould
recommend those just getting acquainted with
music of the Romantic period to begin their
exposure elsewhere, eventually including some
of the models that clearly inspired these works:
Schubert's symphonies 7and 9, Schumann's
3and 4, and Mendelssohn 5. Listeners who
already know and love this repertoire, however,
should find comparisons between such established masterworks and the Bruch symphonies
both stimulating and educational. The process
also provides an excellent opportunity to make
one's own judgment as to whether the wellknown (and not totally reliable) test of time has
worked fairly in this case or deprived audiences
of music that deserves to be heard.
—Gordon Emerson
DOWLAND: Songsfor Tenor and Lute
Nigel Rogers, tenor; Paul O'Dette, lute
Virgin Classics VC 790726-2 (CD only). John H. West,
prod.; Mike Hatch, mg. DDD. TT: 61:70

From what little we know of the English lutenist-composer John Dowland, he must have
led arather interesting life. If the texts of his
songs are any guide, it was not entirely ahappy
one. He was, at various times, religious exile,
court composer, debtor, and secret agent. It
was also said that his touch on the lute "did
ravishe humane sense." Because of the lack of
information about his origins and much of his
life, anumber of tales have grown up about
him. My favorite of these claims that Dowland
was actually an Irishman named John Doolan,
by which linguistic analogy we must conclude
that Guillaume Dufay was really an Irishman
named Bill Duffy. Enough of such foolishness.
The truth of the matter is that, whatever his
birthplace, Dowland (and his contemporary
Thomas Campion) wrote what are arguably the
finest songs for accompanied voice in any language and from any time.
Those of you abit older than Iwill certainly
better remember the days when there were no
more than afew recordings of Renaissance
English lute songs, and when most of those
available were by Peter Pears and Julian Bream.
Now that justly famous duo has aworthy successor. Gramopbone recently called Nigel
Rogers "the greatest living exponent of
Stereophile, December 1989

monody"; this is perhaps abit too much, but
it is more than justified to place him among the
very finest. His way with Dowland is simple,
forthright, and expressive; this disc can very
definitely be recommended for those seeking
their first exposure to these songs. The program includes examples from all four of Dowland's songbooks—some have, of necessity,
been recorded many times before, but Rogers
and O'Dette make them well worth re-hearing.
(Although Iconfess it is difficult for me to hear
any of these songs in avoice that is not Emma
Kirkby's.)
According to an informed source, Paul
O'Dette was, in his youth, agreat admirer of
Julian Bream. It is interesting to realize that, for
many, O'Dette himself may now fill that role.
His fans may regret that he is given no solos
here, but as an accompanist he cannot be
faulted.
Iam writing this copy immediately after
reviewing the Dorian Recordings lute song disc
(in the last issue); this rather prejudices me
against the present recording. The sound here
is very good; in most ordinary contexts, it
would be highly praised, but there is no comparison with the Dorian. The lute tone here is
lacking in the last degree of resolution, and
Rogers's voice takes on ahardness at times. This
hardness is not volume-dependent, yet it
sounds for all the world like the distortion from
analog tape just before breakup. Ileave the
explanation to those who better understand
digital. It is, however, only by comparison with
the finest recordings that the Virgin disc suffers:
if we bought only records that met the highest
audiophile standards, our collections would
number well up in the dozens.
Virgin Records seems to be getting into classical music in abig way. Their strategy appears
to be asimple one: spend enough money to get
the best artists, and set them to work on programs of proven marketability. Fortunately,
there also appear to be those at Virgin who are
concerned with artistic quality as well as sales.
This disc should serve as proof.—Les Berkley
HANDEL: Messiah
Arleen Auger, soprano; Anne Sofie von Otter, contralto;
Michael Chance, alto; Howard Crook, tenor; _John Tomlinson, bass; The English Concert Choir, The English
Concert, Itevor Pinnock
Archly 423 630-2 (2 CDs); 423 630- I(3 LPs). Dc Andreas
Holschneider, Charlotte Kriesch, prods. ODD. TT:
2:30:07

This piece of music has been treated, altered,
reorchestrated, re-cast, cut, and added to so
often over the past 245-or-so years that it's a
wonder it's still standing upright. Handel himself changed it for several different perfor189

mances, and that's always been part of the
problem. But let's face it, things just haven't
been the same since Christopher Hogwood's
recording (L'Oiseau -Lyre 411 858-2)1o, so many
years ago. It was, and remains, revolutionary.
It made the music sound the way it looked,
and, like it or not, it definitely was authentic
(there's that word again). There are currently
more than ten readings available on CD alone,
and no two of them could be confused for one
another. Pitch, allotment of arias, and size of
forces all vary. Many are valid and enjoyable.
Acouple are spectacular. This is one of them.
Let's get certain facts out of the way: The
chorus is 32 strong, the orchestra 35; pitch is
A = 415. My only argument is with this last
point—while many "authentic" readings adopt
this lower pitch for the sake of performing the
music as it would have sounded back then
(concert pitch was one half-step lower in the
mid-18th century), it always makes the whole
show sound abit muted to me; lacking tension
somehow. The difference is audible. Irealize
this won't bother most other music lovers so
Iwon't dote on it, but it is an issue. It's also, to
my ears, just about the only thing wrong with
Pinnock's choices.
The soloists are among the best on discs.
Arleen Auger's silvery soprano is ideal here (and
beautifully recorded), and she sings the words
with meaning as well. The alto arias are split
between Anne Sofie von Otter and Michael
Chance. The latter, in "But who may abide,"
single-handedly makes an argument for male
altos, singing with ravishing tone and phrasing,
and the former uses her rich, mellow sound
with great expressivity. "He was despised" is
taken dangerously slowly (more than 13
minutes), but von Otter keeps the line steady
and pure. Both she and Auger are gorgeous in
"He shall feed his flock," using little vibrato,
but without coolness.
Howard Crook is atenor I'd like to hear more
of in this sort of music. He's elegant, sweetsounding, accurate, and a fine painter of
situations—he makes the most of both "Comfort ye" and "He shall break them," giving each
its interpretive due. And bass John Tomlinson
is awonderful surprise. This is atrue bass, not
the ban-tenors with handsome sounds (like
Stephen Varcoe and David Thomas) preferred
by most early-music specialists. Pinnock is
right—Handel wrote very big, earth-shaking
music for this soloist, and he wanted to make
an impression. Tomlinson does. Just listen to
"The people that walked in darkness" —he
sounds like an organ. All of the singers, incidentally, embellish their vocal lines with taste,
grace, and ease—Pinnock's work, Iassume—
and it's terrific.
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This performance is all of apiece not disconnected arias and choruses. A long story is being
told, accompanied by an orchestra. The strings
are comforting in"Comfon ye;" the Pifa is truly
bucolic; the tympani are rousing—wait 'til you
hear—when they appear. The whole reading
is softer-edged than most original-instrument
readings, and it's enormously effective and
beautiful. The chorus is wonderful, and Pinflock energizes them to great heights in the
large numbers and keeps them introspective
where they should be. The recording is flawless, in both LP and CD, with the former taking up an extra disc and the latter managing to
squeeze 76 minutes on to the second CD.
Just for the record—no pun intended—my
other favorite Messiah is at A = 440 and uses
modem instruments, larger forces, and opera
singers. It's Andrew Davis's, with the Toronto
Symphony (EMI CDS -7 49027-2). Along with
Pinnock's, it tells us what we want to know
about this work. No home should be without two Messiahs, and these may as well be
the two.
—Robert Levine
HANDEL (arr: Mozart): Messiab
Felicity Lou, soprano; Felicity Palnicr, alto; Philip Langridge, tenor; Robert Lloyd, bass; RPO, Huddersfield
Choral Society, Sir Charles Mackerras
RCA Red Seal 7786-2-RC (2 CDs), 7786- I-RC (2 LPs).
Andrew Keener, prod.; Mike Hatch, Mike Clements,
cngs. DDD. TT: 20711

At first listen-through, this sounds very much
like Messiah used to sound before it turned into
alean, clean, machine under Gardiner, Hogwood, et al. This recording even contains the
heretofore standard cuts in the work's third
part. But amore careful perusal brings different
textures: Are those clarinets? Aren't there more
woodwinds than usual? And isn't the play of
the flutes in "He shall break them" something
interesting? Golly, areally good arranger must
have had something to do with this!
Well, it seems that Mozart was asked, in 1789,
to "prepare" the work for aperformance in
Vienna. It's odd that apiece of music less than
50 years old should have needed tampering
with, but it might have had something to do
with the forces the Viennese had on hand and
how those forces were different from Handel's
score. There was, for instance, no trumpet—
what to do with "The trumpet shall sound?"
Sadly, we'll never know. Sir Charles Mackerras,
who has "prepared" this edition, has decided
that "The trumpet shall sound" without a
trumpet would be acrime—so he's reinstated
it, overriding Mozart. Who needed it? I, for one
would have loved to hear what Mozart did to
compensate. Sir Charles has practically defeated his own purpose. (I understand that he
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recorded the Mozart edition as written years ago,
but I've been unable to locate the recording.)
At any rate, is this any good? Well, it's better
than the recently released Mozart touching-up
of Handel's Acis and Galatea. It sounds right.
The Pastoral Symphony, with abed of woodwinds rather than strings, is very alluring, and
elsewhere the great Austrian's ideas are valid
and fascinating. The largish RPO plays beautifully, and the too-large-for-my-taste Huddersfield Choral Society is afine, precise group. Sir
Charles's leadership, however, lacks energy. I
thought the tenor's opening recitative, "Comfort ye," would never end, and many of the
faster choruses lack bounce—and not only by
the new, fast, "authentic" standards. Furthermore, the soloists are, for the most part, under
par, and add not so much as anote of embellishment to their solos. Robert Lloyd sounds
thick-voiced, Lang,ridge strays from pitch, and
Felicity Lou seems to take her cues from Mackerras and sings droopily. Alto Felicity Palmer
is fine, but she can't revive adying ensemble.
The sound, if you still care, is excellent on
the CDs and far less so on the LPs —the latter,
in addition to clicks and pops one shouldn't
hear on brand-new records, lack depth and
make the whole affair sound even flatter than
it is. Ican recommend this to those who want
to hear what Mozart did (partially) with agreat
score, but this is hardly aMessiah of choice.
—Roben Levine
MAHLER: Symphony 9
R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote
Janos Starker, cello (Strauss); Orchestra Nationale de
France, Jascha Horenstein
Disques Montaigne WM362 (2 CDs only). Yvan Devries,
recording engineer. ADD. TT 10203

The CD revolution may have failed miserably
at delivering Perfect Sound Forever, but it has
certainly returned much valuable music to the
market. Just about three years ago there was no
Horenstein reading of Mahler 9available, the
Vox LP he made with the Vienna SO having
become impossible to locate because of Vox/
MMG's corporate instability Today we have, as
benefits from today's marketplace frenzy to get
historic material onto CD, two additional versions: the present one, recorded 6/67 at Paris's
Théâtre des Champs Élysées, and apair of
Music and Arts CDs taken from an LSO performance of the previous year. Their availability
makes much less painful the loss of the Vox.
The 1967 French orchestra was, of course,
fundamentally different from the contemporary Vienna or London Symphonies, both
of which, by virtue of blood or experience,
may be called more natural Mahlerians. Horenstein proves himself remarkably adaptable and
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instinctive in turning to advantage the relative
unfamiliarity of these French musicians with
Mahler. Isuspect that alot of rehearsal preceded this concert, as the technical quality of
playing is definitely superior to the LSO Ninth,
which opens especially waywardly. The overall
effect of the first-movement Andante is lean
and urgent. In contrast to the intense and cosmic LSO performance, the emphasis is on clarity. One readily gets used to the watery-toned
Paris horns, which are somehow appropriate
to the rather detached argument. Perhaps
because Mahler made this one of his most
finely crafted movements, Horenstein's objective analysis works well. However, expect no
sense of the collapse of human reason one
experiences in areally great performance of
this music, including Horenstein/LSO.
The Rondo proves less amenable to this
treatment, its difficulties worked through with
such exactitude that Mahler's Apollonian
brothers may well listen approvingly and miss
the sarcasm. And the Adagio finale, while
played with sureness and careful proportion
among themes, doesn't achieve the celestial
and timeless sense necessary to counterbalance
the desperation of the Rondo, or the catalog of
conflicting emotions in the Andante.
For many listeners, two things will swing the
balance in favor of the French issue. First is the
companion piece, recorded at a2/71 concert
in the same hall as the Mahler. To the best of my
knowledge this is the only Don Quixote with
Starker as soloist ever to appear. One might
argue that Strauss isn't the most fit music for
Starker, so much better known for his Bach
playing, and one might be right; but that is
probably why this performance works. Horenstein and Starker make aconceptual whole of
this episodic music, which can so often seem
so turgid and desultory. Conductor and cellist
emphasize transparency of line and of voicings
throughout, rescuing much detail that often
gets drowned out. This is especially evident in
Starker's clear articulation of his contrapuntal
lines against the orchestra's, and in the pianissimo passages where his cello sounds but arich
breath. And—surprise!—he also finds tenderness where the music calls for it, as in the fifth
variation's serenade, and Quixote's death tableau.
The Disques -Montaigne also has superior
sound, true stereo with more convincing
timbres, and amore solid image than many
CDs made from studio recordings, far better
than M&A's artificial stereo. Allowing for the
inevitable compromises of concert recording,
my only complaints are about abass rolloff and
some rapid shifts in image in the Mahler, and
agreatly oversized cello image in the Strauss.
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JounL Ai singer wants you to
The difference.

lear

somening.

At Sound by Singer, we offer the
finest in high end audio and video
equipment.
To that, we add atrue dedication
to our clients' needs. Personalized
consulting and competent, caring
service. Unsurpassed technical
expertise and flawless installation.
Aprofessional attitude that makes
the difference.
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So this set is recommendable as apackage,
though not over the Music and Arts if your primary want is an undeniably great Mahler 9.
Very informative notes are included, in French
only, on the two compositions and two featured concerts. There is also aHorenstein minidiscography whose author, needless to say,
prefers the French performance of the Ninth
to London or Vienna.
—Kevin Conklin
RAVEL: Bolero
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scbeberazade
Andrew Litton, LPO
Virgin VC 790729-2 (CD only). Andrew Keener, prod.
DDD. TT: 60:22

Well, the catalog is over-stuffed with these
works already, so has this recording something
new to say about them? Ithink not. It has its
good points: the woodwinds are particularly
ravishing in the most seductive moments of
Scheherezade's story-telling, but they are not
well balanced and are all too easily drowned
by asea of insignificant accompanying detail;
the brass sound strong and confident, but their
rock-steady accounting is not enough to anchor the shifting strings to afirmer bed of
ensemble and articulation.
Bolero is alittle slipshod too. It builds, with
urgent resolve, to an impressive enough climax, but preparation for this via the opposite
end of the dynamic spectrum at its opening has
not been carefully enough considered to make
the final peroration anything like satisfying. An
over-resonant acoustic is really the last thing
needed for such colorfully enriched scores, but
this is what they've got and it does them adisservice. A surprising disappointment, then,
from aconductor Ihave alot of time for.
—Barbara Jahn
SATIE: L'Oeuvre pour piano
Aldo Ciccolini, piano (with Gabriel Tacchino, piano in
Nbls.1, III. & V. in works for two pianos and piano four
hands)
VoLl: Premières et dernières oeuvres
Vo1.11: Oeuvres mystiques
Vain: Etudes
VoLIV: Oeuvresfantaisistes
VoILV: Musiques àdenser
EMI CDC 749702 2, 749703 2, 749713 2, 7497142 2,
7 49760 2 (5 CDs only, separately available). Roger
Ducourtieux, Daniel Michel, Me.; Eric Macleod, prod.
ODD. Tlk: 65:15, 67:51, 70:02, 72:12, 57:37. Total:
5:32:57
SATIE: L'Oeuvre pour plono
Jean-Pierre Armengaud, piano
Circé 87108/11 LD (4 CDs only). Rohcrt Prudon. cog.
DDD. TT: 4:40:26

Compendium albums of, respectively, five separate and four boxed CDs, devoted to the entire
output for piano of Erik Satie, are without
doubt of specialized interest. Most listeners,
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even those less knowledgeable about classical
music, will at the very least be familiar with the
first Gymnopédie, which stems from 1888. A
good many other of the eccentric composer's
laid-back, often ironic and witty, frequently
hypnotic but still mostly entertaining pieces,
with their strange imagery and even stranger
(and sometimes tongue-in-cheek) titles, have
become almost as popular. Usually found in
single-disc collections, in addition to the three
Gymnopédies, are the Three Pieces in the
Shape of aPear for piano, four hands, Shriveled Embryos, Sports and Divertissements, the
Gnossiennes, and the Next- to- Last Tbougbts.
Some of these, in fact, have been included in
aprevious single-CD issue by Aldo Ciccolini
on Angel CDC 47474; those performances are
identical to those contained in this, his second
complete survey of Satie's piano works, made
between 1983-86.
Productions labeled "complete" can sometimes be subject to some skepticism, for in the
present cases, both purporting to represent
Satie's L'Oeuvre pour piano, there are anumber
of differences. Several of these are matters of
editions and varying versions, as for instance
the Gnossienne Na7 that is included in Armengaud's set under that title, but played by Ciccolini (with Gabriel Tacchino) in apiano duet
setting as part of the 3Morceaux en forme de
poise on Ciccolini's first disc Ciccolini appears
not to have included the Petite Sonate and Nocturne 6. Mainly, however, it is amatter of Armengaud playing only those works for solo
piano, omitting the two-piano and piano four
hands pieces.
The layout of compositions is also not similar, although the groupings are made by generic
types: for example, Armengaud's four discs are
arranged as follows: 1) The Celebrated Works
and First Recordings; 2& 3) Humorous and
Surrealistic Pieces; 4) Mystical Works. Ciccolini's are listed in the above heading, and his
setup per disc is largely chronological. So far
as interpretation is concerned, both pianists
admirably refrain from the kind of overstatement that is anathema to Satie; je, sentimentality is eschewed totally, though neither pianist
plays antiseptically. Ciccolini perhaps has the
better sense of flow, the wittier statement, the
marginally livelier and charming approach. Yet
the 46-year-old Jean-Pierre Armengaud, who
studied with Jacques Février and Reine Gianoli
and has demonstrated awide-ranging area of
interests, including being acultural advisor to
the French Foreign Office, compels in his own
slightly more sober way, often performing with
admirable understanding and sensitivity. I
found each of these sets of performances intriguing, the music frequently riveting and, assum193

ing one does not make the mistake of listening
to too much at one time, not nearly as repetitive as one might have expected.
Speaking of repetition, one of Satie's "stunts"
was to intend his Vexations, ashort theme and
two variations composed between 1893-95,
to be played by one pianist 840 times in succession (it was actually so performed for aduration of 19 hours by ateam of 10 pianists under
the aegis of John Cage in 1963). Armengaud
understandably skips the piece; Ciccolini,
however, provides aminute-and-a-half sampler, which the CD operator, should he care to,
can program to repeat ad infinitum. Ionly
mention this as one of the wonders of CDplayer technology in respect to satisfying (satiating?) Satie's stated desires.
A more realistic vexation, however, is the
quality of sound on both EMI and Circé sets.
The variably miked, shallow, and drily recorded EMI piano tends to be harsh and clattery in fortes and consistently lacks agood bass
response; disc 1has aminor glitch at its very
opening. Circé's piano, rather restricted in
range and far too close up for any sense of
ambience (you can hear the thumps of the
pedal mechanism), has moments of genuine
distortion, as in the seventh Gnossienne, as well
as odd, background crackling noises that one
cannot help but notice in the first two Avantdernières pensées. Other production details:
EMI commendably has tracks for all pieces and
movements (Vol.4 contains as many as 65!);
annotations for each disc are good but brief.
Circé lumps agood many sections belonging
to one work together, as, for example, with
Sports et divertissements, whose 20 parts are
provided with only one track. However, alavishly illustrated, well-annotated (albeit poorly
proofed) 88-page booklet is included.
—Igor ILIptilti
SCARLATfl: Sonatas for Harpsichord
Colin Tilncy, harpsichord
Dorian DoR 90103 (CD only). Pierre Lacasse, prod.; Craig
D. Dory, eng. DDD. TT: 70:17

Were Domenico Scarlatti alive today, we would
say that the principal achievement of his life
was the successful completion of "Peter's
Ploy"; that is, at the moment when his career
was about to take off, he chose instead to enter
alife of relative obscurity, away from the artistic
mainstream. Far off in the courts of Portugal
and Spain, he devoted his time to the creation
of awholly personal language of the keyboard.
This language has managed to fascinate and
delight listeners ever since.
Colin Tilney is perhaps as fine an advocate
as Scarlatti could find in the present day and
age. His love of music is clear, both in the notes
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he has written for this dise and in the expressive joy of his playing. Ihad, for comparison,
aselection of the sonatas played by Igor Kipnis
(EMI CDM-7 69118 2). Kipnis certainly has the
greater gift for ornamentation, and his fingers
are the surer in the most rapid passages, but Tilney seems more willing to take chances with
the music, with results that are always apleasure to hear With Kipnis's disc being at budget
price (I paid $8.99 at Tower), you might prefer
to go that way, but !would not gladly part with
either.
Colin Tilney's playing reminded the nonaudiophile member of my household of
Wanda Landowska's: Iagree, with the proviso
that Ivery much enjoy Landowska in this music
(Bach is another story). It is remarkable, the
range of expression which Tilney obtains from
asingle-manual instrument, achieving alevel
of dynamics you would think impossible Once
again, Dorian has found an artist willing to give
the last measure of effort to his performance:
Iam delighted that this CD crossed my desk.
Sonically, Dorian has scored again. This is as
good as it gets in harpsichord sound, even
coming close to displacing Reference Recordings at the top of the digital heap. Compare the
sound of the Kipnis disc mentioned above: his
instrument sounds harmonically thin, with
unnatural decay characteristics—the EMI transfer is the epitome of what is wrong with alot
of digital remasterings. By contrast, the Donan
displays an extraordinary degree of resolution,
clearly delineating the sound of the brass
instrument wire. Itruly believe that if the first
CDs had sounded this good, most of the complaints about digital would never have been
voiced. Okay, Mr. Dory, now let's try astring
quartet; if you guys get the cello to sound right,
I'll give up and buy only CDs of new issues—
especially if this spreads to the big labels.
—Les Berkley
STRAVINSKY: Petroucbka; Salem° Fantastique;
Fireworks
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Easter Overture
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony
Delos D/CD 3054 (CD only). John Eargle, eng.; Amelia
S. Haygood, prod. DDD. TF 68:04

Adisappointment on all counts: Delos has used
here, for the first time, the Colossus digital
recording system in both Petroucbka and Fireworks. It sounds pretty good if you like vivid
brass and percussion timbre but Iwant lucidity
of texture when the strings and winds are playing too. But even that couldn't help to improve
ageneral lack of drive and vitality. Petroucbka
is such avibrant piece in both its orchestral
colors and in its motor rhythms; here it sounds
about as flaccid as three-day-old lettuce.
Stereophile, December 1989

Ifind it surprising that Schwarz has failed to
stamp anything of his own personality or
interpretation onto this piece—or onto any of
the others by Stravinsky, for that matter. The
Russian Easter Overture starts out fine, with
motifs heard quite distinctly as they pass from
one member of the orchestra to another, but
something unpleasant, sonically, seems to happen about nine minutes in and, as this is the
opening piece, that rings the death knell

tions to the genre, ranging from the modest
confines of the Psalm 47 motet to "0 Clap Your
Hands" and his setting of "The Old One Hundredth Psalm," to the somewhat more developed 7è Deum and full-blown Flos Campi and
An Oxford Elegy. These works span the years
1920 ("0 Clap Your Hands") to 1953 ("The Old
One Hundredth"), the latter completed five
years before the composer's death at 86.
Recording massed performance forces such
—BarbaraJahn
as those required for this album's three shorter
pieces presents any engineer and producer
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4; Romeo &Joliet
with formidable challenges, not the least of
Claudio Abbado, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
which is the attainment of workable balances
CBS MK 44911 (CD only). John Newton, eng.; James Malbetween chorus and instruments. In the case
linson, prod. DDD. TF 65:09
of "The Old One Hundredth," for example, the
If there is an undercurrent of fate to this symchorus (here only 28 strong) is pitted against
phony, then Abbado no longer feels it as a organ and full orchestra replete with stentorian
universal threat but rather as one of amore subbrass and tympani outbursts. Unfortunately,
jective nature. His choice of slower tempi
the chorus loses—which of course means that
throughout suggests apoised but inevitable
the listener loses. The same is true of "0 Clap
working toward some personal tragedy. UnderYour Hands" and the 7è Deum. Forgetting dicstandably, he is in no hurry, and the time and
tion (though you'll definitely need the printed
space that this allows in the first movement
texts included in the liner notes), the voices are
liberates normally obscured textures, and
almost totally obscured during tutti passages,
nudges unsuspecting detail nearer the surface
obviously sabotaging the music's intended
The CSO is thus exposed, but they are in exceleffect.
lent shape: every awkward rhythmic turn perThe two larger works fare considerably betfectly negotiated, every pianissimo given with
ter, in large part because the choral part is wordbreathtaking delicacy.
less throughout Flos Campi and most of the
More of the same in the remaining moveElegy. The chorus, then, constitutes one of
ments has adetrimental effect. live, by stressmany colors in the overall musical texture, as
ing the sensuous qualities of the Andantino,
in Debussy's Sirénes and the "Neptune" moveimages of Tchaikovsky's balletic and operatic
ment in Hoist's The Planets. Here, Vaughan
sound worlds are conjured up to refreshing
Williams has assigned the bulk of Matthew
effect, but the pizzicato Scherzo is also languid:
Arnold's romantically symbolic poetry (taken
fat, warm, lazily comfortable, and seems to go
from An Oxford Elegy and Tbrysis) to anarranowhere. ..
fast or otherwise. Abbado effector, in this instance the English actor Jack May.
tively pours water on the con fuoco Finale too;
May's delivery is clear and forceful, though the
every note is in its place (do we really want to
difference in ambience surrounding his efforts
know just how many there are?), but no spark
calls undue attention to itself.
can ignite its suffocated excitement.
Contrasting with the vigorous, rugged aesRomeo and Juliet is similarly dull and
thetic of the Psalm settings and Te Deum, Flos
dreary—it's almost as if the emotional core of
Campi springs from deeper and more introthe piece has completely eluded Abbado here.
spective regions in Vaughan Williams's artisBut has it? One can almost feel him sitting back,
tic personality. Each of its six sections (played
arms folded, with awry grin on his face, watchwithout pause) is headed by aquotation from
ing his audience grow effete and enervated as
The Song of Solomon, inspiring music that is
it lives through one unrealized psychological
passionate, sensuous, often ecstatic, and decidclimax after another .
— BarbaraJahn
edly the most tonally adventurous of the works
included here. The solo viola part, central to
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Choral Works
the impressionistic sound world Vaughan WilJack May, narrator; Roger Best, viola; English Chamber
liams has created, is superbly realized by
Orchestra, Stephen Darlington
Alberni Quartet member Roger Best. The
Nimbus Records NI 5166 (CD only). DDD. Tn 52:20
Christ Church Cathedral Choir, founded in
The English choral tradition is along and emi1526 and now comprised of 16 boys and 12
nent one, distinguished by such figures as Dunmen, sings beautifully throughout the
stable, Thus, Byrd, Weelkes, Purcell, Elgar, and,
album—when they can be heard. Indeed, were
of course, Ralph Vaughan Williams. This CD
it not for such asignificant fault, this release
contains five of Vaughan Williams's contribuwould be recommended. As it is, some may
Stereophile, December 1989
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well find the rendering of Flos Campi worth
the price of admission. —Gordon Emerson
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony S, Concerto for
Two Pianos
Ralph Markham, Kenneth Broadway, pianos; Yehudi
Menuhin, RPO
Virgin VC 790733-2 (CD only). Mike Clements, Mike
Hatch, engs.; Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT 68:37

Menuhin's concept of RVW's Symphony 5is
one of expansive sweeps and luscious sound;
the music flows gently, and at times broadly,
but it doesn't convey agreat deal of urgency.
Ilike this view; it is convincingly expressed and
extremely well played by the RPO. They are
most in tune with the sentiments of the
Romanza and the boundless statements of the
first movement, and solos are always beautifully done. The Passacaglia finale lacks acertain tension and definition by comparison with
other performances, but Ido feel that it is anatural consequence of Menuhin's approach to the
rest of the work.
The comparatively rare Concerto for Two
Pianos began life as awork for only one soloist,
but as that part was deemed too technically
demanding and often incapable of penetrating
the orchestral textures, RVW and acolleague
adapted and revised it for two instruments. The
balance of both pianos here is so good that it
is virtually impossible to distinguish which
is playing; presumably, this is what RVW intended. The two soloists are superb as, again,
are the RPO. Here one can easily sense the
empathy of Menuhin, yet another soloistturned-conductor, for the instrumentalists in
his charge.
The eclectic nature of the work is nicely
pointed by Menuhin, while its many moments
of great beauty unfold quite naturally. This is
an unjustly neglected work, and you could do
far worse than investigate it, especially in such
a fine performance and such excellent
recorded sound.
—Barbara Jahn

Sound Effects
SONIC BOOMS
Steam Locomotives, Jet Fighter Aircraft, Military Exercise
(with live ammunition), WWII Aircraft, Comic Relief
I& II, West Mountain Inn, Diesel 11-ain, Steam Thin
with Rain & Thunder
Bainbridge BCD6276 (CD only). Produced & mixed by
Brad S. Miller. DDD. TT: 58:00

While we will all acknowledge that music is the
raison d'être of high fidelity, serious audiophiles have known for years that the only real
challenge for ano-holds-barred system is nonmusical sounds. Like noise. Loud noise. UnStereophile, December 1989

godly racket, in fact.
Things like thunder, trains, pile drivers, jet
planes, explosions, earthquakes, insurrections,
and rocket launchings have infinitely more
dynamic range, frequency range, and potential
for system destruction than amere Mahler
Eighth Symphony. This is why every new,
improved recording medium through the years
has spawned a spate of so-called "soundeffects" recordings, most of which have only
succeeded in proving (as if anyone had lingering doubts) that an even better recording
medium was needed to do justice to the
sounds. In fact, ever since the LP extended the
audio bandwidth to an incredible 40Hz10kHz, the popular press has delighted in portraying audiophiles as wild-eyed crazies who
force casual guests to submit to the kinds of
ear-shredding sounds that most sensible people expend considerable effort and expense
trying to avoid.
The introduction of the CD has done it
again, but this time it's done it right. Unlike
previous recording systems, digital audio has
the S/N ratio, dynamic range, and frequency
extension to actually do justice to the world's
most cacophonous noisemakers. And adigital recording like Sonic Booms has the added
attraction of demonstrating that alot of ostensibly "digital-ready" loudspeakers and power
amps are not quite "sound-effects-ready" No
one really knows how many loudspeakers have
gone to voice-coil heaven as aresult of digital
sound-effects, but Iknow personally of five
people whose seemingly unflappable monster
loudspeakers were reduced to smoking rubble
by the first cannon blast of Telarc's legendary
1812 CD.
Like all of Brad Miller's previous digital
releases, Sonic Booms was recorded on the
Colossus system, and whether you believe
Colossus to be adesign breakthrough or acouple of Sony PCM-Fls in drag, these are superb
recordings, guaranteed to give any system areal
workout or, if you aren't careful, aruptured
cone or two. But this isn't just another run-ofthe-mill noise recording; besides showcasing
some of the real world's most violently bombastic sounds, it also contains some tracks
which are very long on quietude and atmosphere—more like the "ambience" tapes of natural environments that are sold as new-age
meditation/relaxation aids.
Much of the effectiveness of these cuts stems
from their immense dynamic range. Virtual
silence builds to an awesome crescendo, then
fades out to nothing, as in the railroad train
cuts. Or apeaceful, pastoral soundscape is
ripped apart by something obscenely loud and
ugly, sorely testing the listener's bladder con-
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trol. The distant sound of firearms is shattered
by some low-flying jet fighters; the gentle murmur of rain and anearby stream are rent asunder by anear-miss lightning strike. Only digital audio can startle the daylights out of you
like this, because, unlike LP, the CD gives you
no pre-echo to warn you that all hell is going
to break loose y
3
,
of aminute later.
The military "exercise" track is spooky.
Recorded from adistance of maybe aquarter
mile—the perspective of acitizen whose village is under siege—it makes lethal weapons,
capable of killing and maiming, sound like
those cute little Ladyfinger firecrackers you
used to be able to buy for the Fourth, which
could go off in your hand without leaving more
than abuzzing sensation and amild burn. But
as far as I'm concerned, the most captivating
cut on Sonic Booms is the quietest: "West
Mountain Inn." It also has the best stereo.
Recorded at arural New England hotel in
mid-autumn, it chronicles the sounds of an
unseasonally heavy, wet snowfall. Above the
muted hush of awindless, dark-gray day, there
is the constant crackle (and occasional crash)
of tree limbs breaking under the weight of the
snow, coming first from this direction, then
that, then another. Apart from some conversation concerning a hose, the background
silence of the recording is almost palpable, if
anything absent can be felt, and there are times
when you would swear you can hear individual
snowflakes landing on anearby branch. As for
the feeling of space. ..well, Imentioned the
stereo.
All of Brad Miller's recordings are mastered
in four channels, with aspecial four-quadrant
condenser microphone. Because Brad considers rear sounds as important as front sounds,
he normally mixes the rears into the fronts for
conventional two-channel stereo release. This
preserves the rear-coming sounds, but it has
aside effect which Ido not like at all: It completely kills any possibility of imaging beyond
the loudspeakers. You can hear this clearly in
his recordings of trains, which approach us
from behind one loudspeaker, do asharp bend
as they traverse the intervening space, then
another sharp bend as they recede behind the
other speaker. But my ears tell me this was not
done to "West Mountain Inn," and, if so, Ishall
remain forever appreciative of the oversight:
the sonic panorama extends all the way from
sidevvall to sidewall. It really sounds like outdoor space, which of course it is. (I have not
tried it with asurround system, but headphone
listening suggests that the "soundstage" might
extend for some distance behind the listener.)
The two cuts entitled "Comic Relief," featuring mixdowns of a car screeching around
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corners, an appreciative audience, and an unappreciative train engineer, were amusing the first
time around, but are hardly knee-slappers. I
skipped them on subsequent listens. All in all,
though, Ifound Sonic Booms a refreshing
diversion from my usual audiophile fare of
Ocarina Sonatas and the rollicking ditties of
Trappist monks. The sound is amazingly good,
although these days Ilisten to most of SB's cuts
only when Iwant to entertain and amaze
unsuspecting guests. But I've listened to "West
Mountain Inn" at least adozen times, and still
do occasionally. Brad, how about an hour
of this as a new-age-type environmental
recording?
A final word about the thunder on the last
cut. It has disappointingly little low-bass content, which cannot be construed as aserious
criticism because no other digital recording of
thunder that I've heard had any either. The fact
is that, even in real life, thunder is often relatively bassless because its LF content depends
on where you hear it from. From amountain
or high hill, it will rarely have that earthshuddering foundation which is the reason people
record thunder in the first place. The best location for listening and recording (take note, outdoor recordists) is abroad, shallow valley,
which acts to confine deep-bass energy the
way arigid-walled listening room does. Unfortunately, thunder usually elects to strike high
places, which is why recordists usually hightail
it for the hills when the thunderheads gather.
Close strikes, however, don't go boom; they go
crack. You can have your strike transient or you
can have your low end, but getting both at
once may be impossible without using two
mikes and one very, very long cable.
Gordon Holt

Show Music
JEROME ROBBINS' BROADWAY Original Broadway
Cast
Paul Gemignani, cond. Various composers and lyricists
RCA Victor 60150- l-RC (2 LPs), -2-RC (2 CDs). Paul
Goodman, James Nichols, cngs.; Jay David Saks, prod.
DDA/DDD. Tr 20242

Jerome Robbins' Broadway was compiled by
and celebrates the career of the man who is
probably Broadway's foremost director/choreographer, with recreations of musical numbers from 20 of the shows he's been associated
with. Although the show is basically akind of
revival of excerpts, the Tony Awards committee—influenced, no doubt, by the show's hit
status and by the season's paucity of musicals—ruled that the concept was sufficiently
original for the show to be eligible in the Best
Stereophile, December 1989

Musical rather than the Best Revival category,
and Tony voters promptly showered it with
almost every possible award.
The musicals Jerome Robbins has worked
on include On the Mum, The King and I, West
Side Story, A Funny Thing Happened On the
Way to the Forum, Gypsy, and Fiddler On the
Roof, so we're getting asort of mini-survey of
Broadway's best musicals from 1944 to 1964.
However, unlike the Smithsonian's American
Musical Theater collection (which, interestingly, stops at Fiddler too),JRB consists mostly
of ensemble numbers. Many of these feature
alot of dancing, but, quite understandably, little or no singing—you try singing and dancing at the same time. Although this can be very
effective on stage, on record there is often a
sense that we're missing much of what each
number is really about, and some of the dance
music gets rather boring in the absence of the
visual dimension. As if to make up for this lack,
the set includes abooklet with numerous and
unusually sharp color photographs of the
production.
What singing there is is competent rather
than outstanding, in no case surpassing the
original cast performances. Debbie Shapiro,
one of the Mabels in the recent Mack & Mabel
in Concert (First Night, Cast 13, worth getting
if you can't find the now-deleted original),
makes one of the more favorable impressions,
scoring particularly with "Mr. Monotony," a
number that had been cut from both Miss Liberty and Call Me Madam prior to Broadway.
Jason Alexander was given the unenviable job
of playing two of the roles originated by Zero
Mostel; Tony voters felt he was good enough
to be given the award for best performance.
Perhaps the recording leaves out too much of
what made his stage performance memorable,
but Icouldn't help thinking that his Tevye
sounds like aman pretending to be Tevye,
whereas Zero Mostel is Tevye. Paul Gemignani
conducts like the seasoned pro he is. As with
most of RCA/BMG's recent releases, sound
quality is excellent, the brass especially resplendent. My copy of the LP set is afflicted with
some pressing faults, including afair number
of ticks and even the occasional audible groove
echo (eg, the narration at the end of side 1, track
1). Overall, Iprefer the CD.
Imust admit that an audio recording of a
show that's mostly dance seems to make about
as much sense as asilent movie of an opera.
Still,Jerome Robbins' Broadway does include
excerpts from some great shows, and the cast
performs with boundless energy and considerable style. If it were available on video, I'd have
my credit card out before you could say "Bertelsmann Music Group." In S-VHS, please.
—Robert Deutsch
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Jazz
NICK BRIGNOLA: Raincbeck
Brignola, baritone, soprano, tenor saxes, clarinet; Kenny
Barron, piano; George Mraz, acoustic bass; Billy Hart,
drums
Reservoir RSR CD 108 (CD only). Rudy Van Gelder, eng.;
Mark Feldman, prod. Ti': 71:49

Iwas struck—pleasantly—by several aspects
of this presentation, all of which make it asession of note. First off, I'd never heard Brignola,
one of the best bar-is around, play anything but
the big horn. There's absolutely nothing wrong
with his swinging clarinet on "Tenderly," particularly when you take into account bassist
George Mraz's work on the show-tune-like
classic. There's also nothing wrong with the
way Brignola wields his tenor or his soprano,
although I'd be the first to say that his forté is,
indeed, baritone.
Second, and I'm sure this was ajoint venture
between Brignola and producer Mark Feldman,
it's not so much the song selection that strikes
you here. Rather, it's the pattern of tempo and
meter of consecutive selections on Raincheck
that begins to take hold as astrengthening
device after several listenings. Simply put:
songs follow each other and create dramatic
tension for preceding and subsequent titles.
Brignola's versatility stands out. He's an inbetween-generation player, aWWII kinds guy
who studied the genre's earliest entries yet
moved through bop into the modern era. This
date reflects that.
"Tenderly" is followed on this CD-only release by Cannonball Adderly's contemporarysounding, hard-bop "Hurricane Connie."
That, in turn, is followed by the Weill -Gershwin "My Ship," atantalizing ballad. Later on
in the set, Brignola juxtaposes his own medium-tempoed, straight-forward "The Hesitation Blues" (the only thing unoriginal about
it is the title) against, of all people, Ralph
Towner's "North Star," which combines typically ECM-ish stark introspection (emphasized
by Mraz on bass and Brignola's sax lines) with
fluctuating polyrhythmic forms.
But Ithink the composition that truly underscores Brignola's depth as aplayer as well as his
understanding of jazz is his rendition of Fats
Waller's "Jitterbug Waltz." Execution of the
much-recorded, off-beat standard usually falls
into one of two distinct camps: the way Waller
wrote and played it, and the way Eric Dolphy
adapted it, both schools totally legitimate. Here
we have Brignola successfully meshing the
traditional with the modern. On the one hand,
he sticks, with the help of Barron, very closely
to Waller melodically; on the other, he employs
Dolphy's tone with aColtranesque feel on the
soprano (rather than the bass clarinet).
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Abrief note about this rhythm section: Barron is, as his name implies, kingly, playing with
delicate and unending sensitivity on ballads
such as "Darn that Dream" and "My Ship," and
with paramount resolve on Clifford Brown's
"Joy Spring." Mraz, meanwhile, only sounds
stronger in piano duo with Tommy Flanagan;
and let's face it, Barron and Flanagan are two
of aspecial, special kind. As for Billy Hart, he
swings—always. It's obvious on Brignola's
"Hesitation," but check out his cymbal, snare,
and tom-tom work on the elliptical "North
Star."
Brignola, living quietly in upstate New York,
is amuch-overlooked treasure. His discography, though lengthened here, remains far too
brief. There are few who are stronger than he
on baritone. Raincbeck points out the veteran's
thoroughness, keen patience, and ability.
—Jon W. Poses
PAT METHENY GROUP: Letter from Home
Geffen GHS 24245-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Rob Eaton, cog. ;Pat
Metheny, prod. DDA/DDD. rr: 61:48

By Pat Metheny's own admission, Letterfrom
Home breaks no ground he hasn't already
ploughed and harvested for afew years now.
For some reason, he thinks it's his best. Idon't.
Metheny's still got the fluidest jazz/rock guitar (and band) around, synthesized or not, with
long, melodic ideas that, though all cut from
the same neo -Brazilian cloth, still make for
inspired highway music. This band reached a
peak with 1984's The First Circle; after listening
to Letter, Iplayed the title cut from the earlier
album, just to be sure: yup, "The First Circle"
is amasterpiece: fresh, driving, virtuosic, joyous, and melancholy all at once, building over
its nine minutes to an irresistible climax. There
was nothing like that on its successor, Still Life
(Talking)—not even "Last 'nain Home" —nor
here.
But no one else makes Metheny's particular
blend expertly arranged and played jazz, rock,
and Brazilian synth-pop. It all goes down very
easy, and it's obvious this band loves what it's
doing, but the spare freshness of the group's
eponymous 1978 debut album has become
overrich, the urgency of First Circle assuaged
by aseductive enough, but ultimately limp,
South Sea torpor.
Strangely enough, with the exception of
Offramp, Letter is Metheny's most varied
album. After the standard PMG road anthems
of "Have You Heard" and "Every Summer
Night," there's the samba of "Better Days
Ahead," the melting "Spring Ain't Here," the
Trinidadian "45/8," and the irresistible "Beat
70" with its Toots Thielemanns-like synStereophile, December 1989

thesizer. Keyboardist Lyle Mays's percussive
"Are We There Yet" is the most rhythmically
interesting, ataste of some of the areas carefully
explored in his own Street Dreams. The tune
separates itself eerily into its component parts,
letting them decay to lamentations faint and
distant, reminiscent of Mays's and Metheny's
As Falls Wichita. ..."Slip Away" is aslippery
melody with Mays serenely soloing and
Metheny seeming to play against/with his own
reverb, àla John Lennon and his vocals. The
closing, title cut is beauty itself, PM's lyric soul
laid out in apoetic, loving lullaby.
What is new is Metheny's inclusion of two
songs with lyrics, his first. Vocalist Pedro Aznar
sings "Dream of the Return" in Spanish, which
fits in well enough, but "Vidala," based on a
Native American tune from what's temporarily
called Argentina, has English lyrics that just
don't fit the melody; nor does Aznar sound
comfortable singing in English.
Letterfrom Home is little more than the next
chapter of Pat Metheny's endless American
musical highway, palatable and familiar, but neither impressive nor exciting. Considering sides
of over 30 minutes, the LP's sound is amazingly
good; inner-groove bass is missing, however.
For those who want another hour's worth of
what they already know well.
—Richard Lehnert

Rock
BOB DYLAN: Ob Mercy
Columbia OC 45281 (LP), CK 45281 (CD). Malcolm Burn,
Mark Howard, cogs.; Daniel Lanois, prod. AAA/AAD.
TE 38:58

Christ, this guy keeps doing it to me. Just when
I've written him off again, up he pops with a
killer. Guess one should never think one knows
enough to predict what someone else is or isn't
capable of. What arelief. I've been pretty harsh
on Bob Dylan in these pages (Vol.11 No.9,
Vol.12 No.4); it doesn't feel good to have badmouthed someone, justifiably or no, to whom
Ifeel so grateful for so much. But Ob Mercy is
the rarest of the rare: acompassionate Bob
Dylan album, and his best since at least Slow
7kain Coming, maybe even since Desire (Biograpb doesn't count). Dylan is introspective
here, no longer preaching as in his Jesus
albums, no longer just shouting as in Empire
Burlesque or Knocked Out Loaded or any of
his live albums, no longer aimlessly collecting
studio scraps as in Down in the Groove No, he's
actually got something to say this time, and it's
basically this: "Things are bad, and it's partly
my fault." It's humble, as Dylan so seldom is,
and though the tone is most similar to the ear-
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nestness of Infidels, Ob Mercy is far better, with
asly humor aimed mostly at himself.
Dylan's miked pretty close up throughout,
giving the whole affair acozy, in-the-studio
feel, an intimacy that Dylan's avoided in the
past unless he had something important to say.
The band is made up of afew of the NeviIles,
including Cyril, and Rockin' Dopsie even
shows up on accordian. The music is thickly
textured but far from busy, neither sloppy nor
overproduced, the tag-ends of warmup and
wind-down left in. Dylan plays piano and
organ as often as guitar, and his harp playing is
mournful and lyrical—he's really playing the
thing. But as comfortable and competent as the
playing is, there's more than ahint of that albumin-a-day feel that Dylan is famous/notorious
for. The record sounds real; the CD, though
slightly chalky, sounds quite the same.
The throwaways are tossed off right away:
"Political World" is the standard hard-grooved
Dylan diagnosis sans cure; The Band could
have done this one with him. "Where Teardrops Fall" is an opaque little nothing, and
"Everything is Broken" is another list song like
much of Slow Pain, with aRt.66 blues riff and
Dylan blowing harp so well you'd never think
it was he.
Then things get going. "Ring Them Bells"
could have been on New Morning, Dylan's
piano rolling along in quiet accompaniment to
the rich imagery. "Man in the Long Black Coat"
begins with extended, ominous bluesy licks
backing your basic Mysterious Stranger horse
opera. This is great storytelling and scenesetting: "Crickets a-chirpin', the water is high,
there's asoft cotton dress on aline hangin' dry;
Windows wide open, African [?] trees bent over
backward from ahurricane breeze." It's sung
by Dylan as if he was passing on atale he'd be
killed for spreading. But he sticks too lock-stepclose to the arcing melody. "Most of the Time"
is amature "she left me but Idon't feel athing"
song, the tension between the singer's bluffing and his obvious pain keeping you guessing
as to how he'll fool himself next, all backed by
the hymnlike guitar of Daniel Lanois, who gets
around (he produced the Neville Bros.' Yellow
Moon, and his own impressive first album is
just out).
The emotional center of Ob Mercy is "What
Good Am t?,' with afour-word, four-note chorus. It begs for full-out gospel treatment, but
thank God Dylan didn't go that Knocked Out
Loaded route. "What good am Iif Isay foolish
things? If Ilaugh in the face of what sorrow
brings?" Idon't remember the guy being this
self-critical since Another Side of Bob Dylan,
way back in '64. Agorgeous, gentle song, with
an arrangement similar to that of Blood On the
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Packs's "Buckets of Rain."
"Disease of Conceit" has gospel keyboards
and loads of forced rhymes. "What Was It You
Wanted" sports the sparest, most lyrical harp
work of any Dylan album—echoes of John
Wesley Harding. To a beat recycled from
"Gotta Serve Somebody," Dylan sings aplea
for communication, contact, sympathy, compassion, and continues to wonder if he did
wrong in "Shooting Star," which gently closes
the record.
Writers are expected to, or tolerated for writing important things in reviews of Dylan
albums, whether or not Dylan has presented
anything worthy of such attention. All Ihave
to say is that Dylan sounds like ahuman being
again, sounds like he's treating the objects of
his songs as people too, and still has alot of talent. Ob Mercy may not be Blonde On Blonde,
but what is? Recommended.—Richard lehnert

DR. JOHN: In a Sentimental Mood
Warner Bros. 25889-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Tommy LiPuma,
prod. AAA/AAD. TT: 40:35

Back when Iwas in college, Dr. John was the
"Gris-Gris" man. His first album was filled with
down and dirty music, the epitome of Cajun/
New Orleans/Louisiana rock. It was wonderful.
Dr. John's voice had amumbly, threateningly
evil edge to it. In atime when acts had to have
agimmick, Dr. John had just the sort of thing
that was interestingly different. No problem
getting me to listen. In ashort time, alot of people were listening. Dr. John had abig hit on the
charts: remember "Musts been the right place,
but it musta been the wrong time"?
But then we learned that Dr. John, whose
real name is Mac Rebbenack, was more than
just aquirky rock act. He was (and is) aserious
student of the jazz/rag piano styles of New
Orleans's legendary Professor Longhair. And
even when he was out touring as Dr. John, he
was performing as ajazz pianist under his real
name. For the past few years, Mac has been
busy touring, recording albums for himself,
and playing as aback-up musician for others,
comfortable playing rock as well as jazz and
blues concerts/festivals all over the world.
That leads us to his latest release, In aSentimental Mood. As Iput the CD in the machine,
Iremember mumbling something about wondering what Dr. John was up to now. Idefinitely
wasn't expecting what Iheard. This same man,
with the same voice Ihad loved doing rock and
blues, had done an album of jazz standards.
There are nine songs in this collection, from
awonderful duet with Rickie Lee Jones on
"Makin' Whoopee!" to athoughtful rendition
Stereophile, December 1989

on another Gus Kahn/Walter Donaldson song
misty land of reverie that Van has been lazing
("My Buddy") to Duke Ellington's "In aSenalong in for 10 years and ahundred songs. He
timental Mood," Cole Porter's "Love for Sale,"
approaches enlightenment, his baby, and a
and Johnny Mercer's "Accentuate the Positive."
"Presence" all at once. Similarly, even the songs
Each song is awonderful mix of New Orleans
that don't mention God, like "Have ITold You
piano, big-band horns and strings, and Dr.
Lately (That ILove You)," could just as easily
John's honey-smooth yet mystical voice. This
have been written to that old booking agent in
is truly ajoy from beginning to end.
the sky. It's atribute to Morrison's musical creMusicianship is amazing, thanks to help from
dentials that he can make these songs work as
people like Harvey Mason, Hugh McCracken,
well as he does, and make me keep coming
Jeff Porcaro, Lenny Castro, and David Fathead
back for more, 20 years on. "Coney Island" is
Newman. Kudos for the horn arrangements to
about Ireland, not New York. This is the nowRalph Burns and to veteran producer Tommy , obligatory Morrison recitation, but Van, talkLiPuma for jobs well done. Dr. John gives speing over adeep string arrangement, doesn't
cial thanks to Ray Charles and Charles Brown
sound as embarrassed as usual. "I'm Tired
for inspiration. With all this help, it's no wonder Joey Boy" is much the same. They go down
this record has made it to the top of Billboard's
easily enough, but Icouldn't help thinking of
jazz charts.
those soppy Rod McKuen/Anita Kerr albums
On that first listen Iwas surprised by this
of the '60s.
album, but now that I've listened to it about 100
Side 2is another story altogether. Three of
times, Irealize that In aSentimental Mood is
the tunes are strong, and the fourth, "Daring
just anatural progression for Dr.
.
John. (We're
Night," will more than satisfy Van's crawl-theall getting older. ..
aren't we?)
floor, get-yer-ya-yas-out fans, as Van, shootSound quality is top-rate in all formats (yes,
ing from the back of the throat, exorcises his
Ieven auditioned the cassette!). Go out, buy
existential angst and moral agoraphobia all over
this one, and enjoy it. Highly recommended.
the microphone. "When Will IEver Learn to
—Gary S. Krakow
Live in God" (any other songwriter would have
limited himself to the first five words of that
title)is as strong as anything on Into the Music
VAN MORRISON: Avalon Sunset
or the flip of St. Dominic's Preview, with a
Mercury 839 262- I(LP), -2 (CD). Mick Glossup, eng.; Nkri
great, mounting chorus backed up by classy
Morrison, prod. AAA /AAD. TE 4238
gospel singers, VM himself sounding fully
Ever since Astral Weeks, 21 years and 21 albums
inspired. (That's Georgic Fame on Hammond
ago, Van Morrison has increasingly confused
organ, sounding like Al 'Cooper.) "Orangefield"
girls with God. The language of romantic love,
is downright heroic, edon Fleece without the
the music of R&B, and the image of the ideal
murk, and, ararity among songs by anyone (the
woman have all been boiled down to aseries
Beatles' "I Feel Fine" comes to mind), asong
of lush, atmospheric, elegiac reveries. It's sexist,
whose verse is more musically interesting than
and he writes few real tunes any more, yet his
its chorus. Lines like "On athrone of Ulster
music remains compelling because of the rockday" leap out. "These Are the Days" is an
solid conviction of Morrison's working-man's
irresistible sing-along paean to savoring the
voice, like an honest Belfast street brawl scuffmoment. Here, Van lets his gospel singers (Katie
ing up the Taj Mahal.
Kissoon and Carol Kenyon) stretch out more
Avalon Sunset contains more strong Morrithan he ever has before.
son compositions than anything since BeauThe CD has abit more air and immediacy
tiful Vision (not saying all that much), but those
throughout, but is amarked improvement over
offended by frequent references to Jesus and
the LP on "When Will IEver Learn"; the
adecidedly male supreme deity (not to menghostly chorus at the beginning is barely evition positive asides about crack) might pass it
dent on the AAA vinyl, oddly enough.
up. Devotional lyrics don't bother me, so long
Verdict? After the noble, fascinating failure
as they don't hector me to join up and kneel
of Irish Heartbeat, last year's Chieftains coldown. Morrison doesn't.
laboration, Van Morrison sounds alot more
Mercury is pushing "Whenever God Shines
comfortable and awake on Avalon Sunset, with
His Light" as asingle; it's an inviting enough
some of his strongest—and weakest—material
little shuffle, an uptempo start for aman who's
in years. If aburly, middle-aged ex-Irishman/
been starting albums at slow-to-medium
ex-rocker who wears his yearnings for salvatempi, then winding down from there. Cliff
tion and hymns of thanksgiving on his sleeve
Richard shares lead vocals, doing nothing but
doesn't bother you, then buy the damn thing.
watering down Morrison's gutsiness. But with
If /could sing lilce this, I'd be thanlcing God too.
"Contacting My Angel," we're back in that
—Richard Lchnert
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The NEW
AudioVision
in
Santa
Barbara

More than just apretty faceplate

H

igh fidelity has a new home
in Santa Barbara. For the
first time there is asalon dedicated
to state-of-the-art music
reproduction located within reach
of Ventura, Santa Maria, and San
Luis Obispo. Ironically, that salon
is the new, 35-year old
AudioVision.
New ownership, new location,
new lines, and a new direction
have created ahaven for the music
enthusiast. Thirty-five years in the
audio business has contributed an
establishment of dependability,
the tradition of service, and a
history of customer satisfaction.
The new AudioVision offers a
total of four separate sound rooms;
two dedicated high-end rooms

feature installations that
demonstrate the highest caliber of
audio performance.
Naturally, you will find all the
best equipment at AudioVision:
Apogee, Aragon, Ariston,
AudioQuest, Audio Research,
Bang & Olufsen, Boston Acoustics,
California Audio Labs, Celestion,
Citation, Eminent Technology,
Harmon Kardon, Klipsch, Koetsu,
Magnum, Meitner, MIT, Monster
Cable, Ortofon, RAM, SME,
Sonance, Sony, Stax, Sumiko,
Vandersteen and VPI.
AudioVision also offers the
finest auto music systems and
installation and staffs three service
technicians to take care of all your
audio needs.

AudioVision, 612 N. Milpas, Santa Barbara, CA 93103, 805/966-7707

VIDEO

VIDEO

J. Gordon Holt reviews ahi-fi set up video-cassette

I

twas inevitable. Considering the range of
topics covered by instructional videocas-

settes, the only wonder is that it has taken
this long for someone to do one about the
installation of home entertainment electronics.
Hosted by and probably written by Vance
Dickason, known to serious audiophiles as the
author of The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook

shortcoming was that it oversimplified some
topics, neglecting to mention that certain
devices (such as more sophisticated surround
processors) may require amuch more elaborate
installation than was described. Perhaps the
tape was as well done as it could have been in
the 36 minutes allowed, but an additional five
might have allowed Mr. Dicicason to enlarge on

(the credits are vague about authorship),

some statements which ended up being out-

Video/Hi-Ft Setup is available on VHS and Beta
and runs for 36 minutes. It starts with the basic

right misleading because of lack of elaboration.

system component, the receiver (that'll give
you an idea of who this is aimed at!), and goes
on to cover the hookup and basic operation of
loudspeakers, the separate tuner, the turntable,
equalizer, cassette deck, surround-sound system, and the videocassette machine and TV/
monitor.
Verbal instructions on the tape are supported
by decent visuals, including some excellent
closeups and generally clear (computer-graphics) wiring diagrams, with lettering large
enough to be legible from all but the fuzziest
monitors. Production values, though, are abit

One such was his admonition that the turntable is best located in another room, without
explaining why this cannot usually be done.
(He later cautions us that the pickup cables
should be no more than 30" long, which of
course is true, but by that time the viewer who
has been following the instructions step by step
will have already placed his phono unit out in
the hall.)
Although all components are discussed on
ageneric basis, many viewers will probably be
just as surprised as Iwas to encounter blatant
plugs for ahandful of manufacturers, mainly
of accessories. Not until the closing credits did
Ifind that the production was "sponsored" by

amateurish: the lighting is contrasty, and picture detail is mediocre. On my copy, at least,

Allsop, AudioQuest, The LAST Factory, and

the diagrams had such poor color detail that
vertical red and yellow lines were completely

Monster Cable. (The plug for uncredited TDK
was, Iassume, gratuitous.)

devoid of color fill, making it difficult to figure

Video/Hi Fi Setup is frankly aimed at the
rank beginner who's installing his first system,

out some of the more complex wiring
hookups. (My copy may not have been typical,
as it was aspecially ordered Beta version; the
tape is normally available only in VHS format.

and even though it's cheap at $19.95, one must
wonder why the tyro couldn't just read the
instructions supplied free with his components. On the other hand, the advice about

But then, aBeta copy should be better than a
VHS.)

disc, tape, and stylus care—rarely addressed

The sound was surprisingly good, considering it came from amono linear track, but I

in component instructions—could end up
being worth the price of the whole cassette for

found the music obtrusive. They played prac-

someone who's just getting starting in homeentertainment electronics.

tically the whole Bizet Carmen Suite in the
background, plus some other pieces that were
too interesting to ignore. (Why do video and
film producers seem to feel they must have
background music at all times?)

If you can't rent this from your local video
store, VHFS can be ordered ($19.95 plus $2.75
P&H) from Stereo Setup, 11830 SW Kerr Parkway, Suite 350, Lake Oswego, OR 97034. Order
three or more and they'll pay for the postage

The instructions were technically sound and
the suggestions worthwhile, and most subjects

and handling. You can give the others away as

were presented clearly; the program's only

much-appreciated Christmas presents! $
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Years of
Equipment
Reports

w

hereas Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" listing is,
by definition, extremely selective,

the present day. In the references, the Roman

it is also useful, particularly when buying

Numeral is the Volume, followed by the Issue
and page numbers; je, IX-5-67 means Vol.9

secondhand, to be able to find out when we

No.5 page 67. Volume XI covered 1988, X 1987,

reviewed equipment which for one reason or
another is not currently recommended. This

IX 1986, VIII 1985, VII 1984, VI 1983, and V

index covers, therefore, all the equipment
reviewed in Stereopbile from the appearance
of Volume INumber 1in September 1962 to
206

1982, with Volume XII current. Vol.IV covered
1977 to 1981, Vol.III, 1972-1976, Vol.II 19661972, and Vol.! 1962-1966. All issues apart from
Volumes Iand II are available from our back
Stereophile, December 1989

Accessories:
Ai3X Comparator UGH)
Acoustic Research SRC remote control
UGH)
Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer (LL)
Ambico V-0602 IR Receiver system

Years of
Equipment
Reports

issue department (bound reprints of Vols.I &
Bare planned). If out of print, they can be supplied in Xerox form, apart from Vol.9 No.7
which is available as abound black-and-white
edition. See the advertisement in this issue for
details.
For those who would like to see whether the
particular component in which they are interested was recommended by Stereopbile's reviewers and editors, the following issues contained "Recommended Components" listings:
Vol 12 Nos.10 & 4, Von' Nos.10 & 4, Vol 10
Nos.8 & 3, Vol. No.7 and Vol.9 No.3 (tuners
only), Vol.8 Nos.8 & 6, Vol.7 Nos.6 & 2, Vol.6
Nul, Vol.5 No.4 and Vol.5 No.1 (recommended
systems), Vol.4 Nos.6, 5, 2, & 1—Vol.4 No.3
contained an "Unrecommended Components"
—and Vol.3 Nos.12, 10, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2& I.
Reviewers: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson,
Sam Tellig (writing as the Audio Cheapskate and
Audio Anarchist), Amis Balgalvis, Christopher
Breunig, Martin Colloms, Anthony H. Cordesman, Allen Edelstein, Gary A. Galo, Philip C.
Geraci, Alvin Gold, George M. Graves II, Larry
Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt,
Robert J. Kerr, Ken Kessler, Guy Lemcoe, Lewis
Lipnick, Peter W. Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton,
Dick Olsher, Donald A. Scott, Bill Sommerwerck, Stephen W. Watkinson, Barry Willis,
John Wright.
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V-5-1I
VIII-2-63
XI-4-136

(DAS)
X-8-141
Arcici Quad stands (ST)
X-1-35
ASC llibe Traps UGH,LA)
IX-3-66
Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A spectrum
analyzer (BS)
X1-6-144,X11-3-142
AudioQuest CD SoundRings (ST)
XI-4-41
Audio-Technica AT-666EX Disc Stabilizer
UGH)
VI-6-14
Audio-Technica Techniclean Record Cleaner
UGH)
VII-5-57
Century General Mini-Gen oscillator
UGH)
1I-12-16
CD CarryDisc UGH)
X-8-142
CD Organizers (ST)
IX-3-31
CD Saver UGH)
X-8-143,XI-8-137
Cecil E. Watts Record Preener UGH)
I-9-14
Center-A-Disc UGH)
IX-8-125
Cramolin Contact Cleaner (GG)
X-6-125
DB Systems DBP-6 Cartridge EQ Kit
UGH)
IV-4-23
DB Systems DBP-10 Cartridge Protractor
UGH)
1V-7-23
DB Systems Attenuators UGH)
IX-8-I25
Deccalift UGH)
II-9-7
Decca Record Brush UGH)
X-8-142
Dennesen Soundtractor UGH)
IV-7-20 ,
Discrete Technology Power Bridge Cords
(SILL)
X337,XI -4-137
Dudley Glass Mat UGH)
V11-5-57
Euphonic Technology CD rings (ST)
XI-4-41
FMI Fat Ilirntable Mat (AE)
IV-2-22
Griffin Anacoustic Turntable Mat (ST) ... VI-6-53
Gruv-Glide (ST)
IX-8-41
Heathkit AD-I308 Spectrum Analyzer
(BS)
1X-3-84
Inouye Synergistic Power Line Conditioner
XII -3-124
Ivie Octave Analyzer UGH)
IV-3-24
Keith Monks record cleaner UGH)
IV-4-28
LAST Record Preservation Treatment (LA) ..
V-3-5
Levitation loudspeaker stands (BS)
VI-4-14
Magneplanar stands (AG)
1X-2-66
Meitner Translinks (AB)
XI-6-106
Merrill Stable Table turntable stand
(GL)
XI1-10-158
Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape (BS)
VIII-5-107
The Mod Squad CD Damper (AE)
IX-5-130
Monster Cable Cable Helpers UGH) .. VIII-8-89
Monster Cable/Soundex Stereo Imager
UGH)
IX-8-124
Monster Cable CD SoundRings (ST)
XI-9-71
Nagaoka CD Cleaner UGH)
X-8-143
Nalcamichi T-100 Audio Analyzer (BS) . .
V-8-21
Neutrik Audio Tracer UGH)
IV-6-27
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Nitty Gritty 2.5 & 3.5 record cleaners
UGH,BS,AHC)
V-2-10Y11-5-4V111
Nitty Gritty Pro Il record cleaner
(AHC)

VIII-1-23

Nitty Gritty Hybrid Record/CD
cleaning machine QA)
XII -3-135
Old Colony Record Filing System UGH) ..11-11-15
Oracle Groove Isolator turntable mat
(ST)
VI-6-55
The Pig Record Clamp (DO)
VI-6-21
Record Clamps (JGH)
X-8-142
Recoton CD Converter (DAS)
X-3-I69
Robac Acoustic Tiles UGH)
IV-8-11
RPG Diffusors (Keith Yates)
X1-4-58
Serious Listeners (ST)
8-67,10-68
Signet Contact Cleaner Kit (GG)
X-6-125
Sims CD rings (ST)
X1-4-41
Sony FW-90 Soundbase UGH)
V-3-16
SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
IX-2-85
SOTA Supermat (SWW)
V111-3-73
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
1X-2-85
Souther Clever Clamp (DO)
VIII-3-73,4-57
Straight Wire Power Purifier 8(LL)
XI-4-138
Sumiko 'Week Contact Cleaner
(AHC,GG)
V11-6-35,X-6-125
Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster pickup demagnetizer
(BS,AHC,D0)
IX-4-102,X-5-170,X1I-4-135
Tiptoes for Cartridges (AHC)
..... .V111-7-78
Tiptoes (AHC)
IX-1-96
lbrumat Superfluid UGH)
VII-1-43
VPI Brick (AE)
V-4-13
V-7-14,9-21
VP1 HW-16 record cleaner (AE)
VIII-1-43
VP1 HW- 17 record cleaner (AHC)
VP1 Turntable Power Line Conditioner
(BS)
Waterloo Platter Pad UGH)
Watkins Echo-Muffs (AHCJA)
Weathers Discushion UGH)

XI1-2-124
V11-5-57
X-3-170
I- II -13

Headphones & Headphone Accessories:
AKG K- 1g0 (JGH)
Iv -2 -28
AKG K-141 (BS)
X-9-130
AKG K-240 UGH)
1V-2-28
AKG K-240 DF (BS)
X-9-I29
AKG K-340 UGH)
IV-5-18
Ampex 140 UGH)
II-2-11
Audiotec Electrostatic UGH)
111-7-8
Beyerdynamic DT 48 UGH)
1-4-15,6-8
Beyerdynamic DT 48S UGH)
II-6-10
Beyerdynamic DT 90 UGH)
1-6-8
Beyerdynamic UT 220 (BS)
X-9-129
Beyerdynamic DT 320 Mk.II (JA)
X11-4-154
Beyerdynamic DT 325 (JA)
XII -4-154
Beyerdynamic DT 990 (BS)
X-9-128
Beyerdynamic TR-48 transformer UGH) ..1-7-10
Heath Roanwell UGH)
1-6-8
Infinity ES- IUGH)
111-12-8,IV-1-47
Jecklin Float Electrostatic
UGH,BS)
I11-8-10,X-9-125
Jecklin Float Il (BS)
X-9-129
Jensen HS-1 UGH)
I-6-8
Jensen CC- Iheadphone control (JGH) .. ..1-7-11
Jensen CFN-1 crossfeed network UGH) ....1-7-11
Knight KN-845 UGH)
I-6-8
Knight control unit UGH)
1-7-11
Koss PRO-4 UGH)
I-6-8
Koss PRO-4A UGH)
II-6-10
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Koss PRO-4X UGH)
V-4-11
Koss ESP-9 UGH)
111-3-8
Koss portaPro 1(BS)
x9-131
Koss A-1220 headphone amplifier UGH) ..1-7-11
Lafayette F-767 UGH)
I-6-8
Monarch ES-300 UGH)
1-6-8
Permoflux DHS UGH)
1-6-8
R-Columbia Type A UGH)
I-7-10
R-Columbia "Phone Mate" transformer
UGH)
1-7-11
Sennheiser HD 540 Reference (BS)
X-9-128
Sharpe HA-8 UGH)
1-6-8
Sharpe HA-10 UGH)
1-6-8,7-10
Sharpe LTCS-816 control box UGH)
1-7-12
Signet TK33 UGH)
IV-9-18
Signet TK44 (bS)
X-9-I26
Sony MDR-CD6 (BS)
x9-130
Sony MDR-S101 (BS)
X-9-132
Stax Lambda Pro (DOJGH)
VII-5-45
Stax Lambda Pro 3(BS)
X-9-121
Stax SR-Lambda Pro Signature (BS)
XI-8-125
Stax SR-3 UGH)
111-3-6
Stax SRX Mk.11I UGH)
IV-1-47
Stax SR-5 NB (BS)
X-9-125
Stax SR-34 (BS)
X-9-127
Stax ED-I diffuse-field headphone equalizer
(BS)
X11-4-159
Superex STM UGH)
1-6-8
Superex SC-2 control box UGH)
1-7-12
Superex ST-PRO UGH)
11-1-4
Yamaha HP1 UGH)
IV-2-28
Yamaha YHD-1 (BS)
X-9-131

Amplifiers (Integrated)
Accuphase E-204 (ST)
VIII-7-40
Advent 300 receiver UGH)
1V-1 -12
Amber 50B UGH)
VII-7-38
II-9-14
AR amplifier UGH)
XII -9-116
Arcam Alpha 2(RH)
IX-1-43,X11-9-116
Audiolab 8000A (ST,RH)
British Fidelity Synthesis (ST)
VIII-5-33
British Fidelity A-1 (ST)
IX-1-43
British Fidelity A-100 (AG)
1X-6-55
Creek CAS4040 UGH)
VI-1-9,V11-8-88
Creek CAS4140 (ST)
VIII-S-40
Creek CAS4140s2 (RH)
XII -9-116
Dressage DR-100 UGH)
I-12-11
Harman/Kardon PM655 (ST)
VIII-5-37
KLH Model 16 UGH)
1-11-7
Luxman Brid LV105 (GG)
X-3-157
Maranta PM-84 (ST)
VIII-5-36
Marantz PM-94 (ST)
XI-9-72
Mission Cyrus 2OA)
X-7-103
Naim NAIT (ST)
VIII-5-32
Halm NA1T 2(RH)
XII -9-116
NEC A10 Mk.II (ST)
V111-5-33
Onkyo A-8067 (ST)
V111-5-36
Proton D540 (ST)
V111-5-36
Proton P520 (DO)
VIII-5-94
PS Audio Elite UGH)
VII-7-38
Rotel RA-8208X (ST)
VIII-5-30
Sansui AU-X911DG (LG)
XII- 11 -144
Sherwood S-8000-11I receiver UGH)
I-9-14
Yamaha A-1000 (AHC)
VII-5-39

Amplifiers (power)
Acoustat TNT-200 UGH)

V-5-14,9-22
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Acoustic Electronics 2.2 (AE)
VI-4-22
Adcom GFA-535 (ST)
X-8-30
Adcom GFA-555 (AHCJGH)
VII1-4-46,7•99
Amber Series 70 UGH)
VI-1-7
Aragon 4004 (TJN)
X-9-103
Audio by Van Alstine Stereo MOSFET-120B
UGH)
V1I-1 -27,7-51
Audio Design 20A UGH)
VI•6- 19
Audionics CC-2 UGH)
IV-6-35
Audionics CC-3 UGH)
VI-6-25
Audire Noble (DO)
XI1-3-117
Audio Research D-75 UGH)
III-3-16
Audio Research D-76 OGH)
III-7-5
Audio Research D-100 UGH)
III-12-9
Audio Research D-150 UGH)
111-11-12
Audio Research D-16013 (AHC)
VII -3-36
Audio Research D-250 II (AHC)
VII-8-23
Audio Research D-250 II Servo UGH) .. 1X-5- WO
Audio Research M300
UGH,MC)
B&K ST-140

X-9-91,X1- 1- 132

UGH,ST) ..
V11-4-20Y111-8-80,X-7•39,X11-4-67
B&K ST-140 mono (ST)
XI-10-65
B&K ST-202 (ST)
X-8-31
Beard P35 (DO)
X-5-144,6-129
Bedini 150/150 Mk.11 (DO)
X-7-111,XI-2-126
BEL 2002 (LA)
V11-7-24
BEL 1001 (SWW)
VIII-1-52
Belles One (DO)
VIII-5-93
Berning EA-230 UGH)
V- I-11
Berning EA-2100 UGH)
VII-3-38
Berning EA-2100M (AHC)
VIII-3-71
BRB 120 UGH)
VII-6-91
British Fidelity P170 (AG,ST) ...VIII-5-42,1X-4•23
Boulder 500 (DO)
1X-5-105
Carver M- 1.0t OGHJA,LA)
X-3-117
Classé DR-3 (LG)
VIII-8-69
Classé DR-9 (AB)
XI-10-116
Classic Audio CA 260 (DO)
XII-5-113
Conrad-Johnson MV50
(AHC,ST)
IX-2-89,X-8-35
Conrad-Johnson MV75A (JGH,LA)
VII-7-26
Conrad-Johnson Premier One UGH)
V1-5-12
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four (AHC) . VII-3-36
Conrad-Johnson Premier Five
(AHCJGH)
VII-8-20YI11-7-80
Counterpoint SA-4 (AHC)
1X-4-99
Counterpoint SA-12 (AHC,ST) ....IX-4-97,X-8-37
Crown DC-300 UGH)
II-10-12
Crown D-40 UGH)
III-1-15
Curcio (BS)
1X-8-115
dbx BX1 UGH)
XI-9-113
Denon POA-1500 (ST)
VII-3-80
Discrete Technology LS-2 (AHC)
X-2-103
Don JCochran Delta Mode
(DO)
X-8-116,XI-1-133
Dynaco 51-70 UGH)
1-3-16
Dynaco ST70 (ST)
XI-5-51
Dynaco Stereo 120 UGH)
II-1-6
Dynaco Stereo 400 UGH)
III-7-11
Electrocompaniet Arnpliwire II (LA)
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 100
(AHC)
IX-1-105
Electrocompaniet AW100
(DO,ST)
XII -3-121,6-80
Electron Kinetics Eagle 7A UGH) . .VII-1-29,7-51
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2
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(SWWJGH)
V1II-4-44,5-28,7-99
Esoteric Audio Research 509 UGH) ..
V1-3-11,5-33
Foné Model 1UGH)
X-4-86
Forté Model la (DO)
XII -8- 128
Futterman H-3A UGH)
II-4-9
Ebner DH-120(AHC)
VI11-7-31
Haller DH-220 (BS)
VI-5-25
Haller XL-280 UGH)
X-1 -100,XI-7-121
Harman/Kardon 870 (ST)
VII-3-80
Infinity Hybrid Class-A UGH)
IV-5-20
Jadis JA-30 (DO,ST)
X-2-96,7-35
Kebschull 35/70 (DO,ST)
XII -6• 128,10-68
Kinergetics KBA-100 (LG)
VIII-5-88
Klimo Kent (DO)
XI1-6- 124
Krell KSA-50 (AHC)
VIII-5-84
Krell KMA-100 (AHC)
X-2-86
Krell KSA-80 (ST)
XII -4-67
Lazarus H- IA (DO)
XII -8-123
Linn LK2 (AG)
IX-2-64
Linn LK280 OA)
XII -7-125
Luxman M-05(LG)
IX-8-110
McIntosh MC-60 UGH)
1-3-16
McIntosh MC 7270 UGH)
X-2-88
Maranta 88 (incorrectly identified as Model 9)
UGH)
VIII-7-118
Marantz 9A UGH)
I-3-16
Mark Levinson No.20 OA)
XI-5-87
Mark Levinson No.20.5 UA)
XII -9-138
Mark Levinson No.23 (LL)
XI-9-82
Meitner MTR-100 (AHC)
X-2-100
Meitner MTR-101 (AB)
XI-6-106
Mirror Image 1.1S UGH)
X-6-106
Motif MS100 (TJN)
X-9-88
NAD 2600 UGH)
X-2-92
NAD 2600A UGH)
XI-8-136
Nestorovic NA-1 (SWW)
IX-8-108
NYAL Moscode 600 (ABC)
VIII-5-82
NYAL Futterman OTL-1 (AHC)
IX-6-100
NYAL Futterman OTL-3 (AHC)
VII-8-17
Octave Research 0111 UGH)
XI-1-106
Onkyo M-504 (ST)
X-8-33
Onkyo M-508 Grand Integra UGH)
X-4-87
Onkyo M-510 Grand Integra (LG)
VIII-8-73
Paoli 60M UGH)
III-7-8,8-11
Paoli Son of Behemoth UGH)
VII- I-40
Parasound D/AS-I000 (TJN)
XI-1 -110
Parasound D/AS-1000 II (TJN)
X11-2-126
Parasound HCA-800 (TJN)
XI-2-116
Parasound HCA-800 II (11N)
XI1-2-126
Phase Linear 400 UGH)
III-7-9
Precision Fidelity M-7A UGH)
VI-l• 13
Precision Fidelity M-8
(SWW)
VII-7-28
Prodigy Audio Laboratories OTL 150
monoblock (DO)
XII -9-103
PS Audio 2C-Phis (AHC)
VIII-7-30
PS Audio 200C (AHCJGH)
VII1-8-76,8-79
PS Audio 200cx (TJN)
XI-12-138
Quad 306 (ST)
X-3-33
Quad 405 UGH)
III-11-20
Quad 405-2 UGH,ST)
VI-4-9YIII-4-20
Quicksilver MX-190
(JGH,51',D0)
V11-3-41,V111-2-24,4-108
Quicksilver KT88 (DO)
XII- 11-132
Radford STA 25 Renaissance
(DO,ST)
X-6-104,7-37
Robertson 4010 (AHCJGH)
V11-5-36
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Robertson 6010 (AHC)
VII-5-36
Rowland Research Model 7/11
(DOJGH)
IX-1-88,1-90
Rowland Research Model 7Differential Mode
(LL)
XI-7-84
Rowland Research Model 5(LL)
X-8-122
SAE Mk.II UGH)
11-6-3
Sima W-3050 (TJN)
XI-2 -114
Sonic Developments D-235
UGH)
IV-8- 10Y-1-15y11-1-13.3-70
Sony Esprit TAN-900 (JGH)
V-3-15
Spectrascan BPA- 101B (DO)
VIII-5-90
Sumo Andromeda (LG)
VII-6-42
Sumo Polaris (ST)
X-7-39
Superphon DM220 (ST)
XI-10-63
SWTP Universal Tiger II UGH)
111-7- 13
Tandberg 3006A (ST)
VII-6-86
Technics SU -A6 Mk.11 (ST)
VIII- 1-18
Technics SA-E5 (ST)
VIII- 1-19
Threshold S/500 UGH)
VI-5-23
Threshold S/500 Mk.II UGH)
VII-7-51
Threshold SA-1
UGH)
IX- 1-85,3- 108,XI-7• 122,11-141
Threshold SA/3 (ST)
XII -5-61
VSP Trans-MOS UGH)
VI-5•28
VTL Dual 30/30 (DO)
X-2 -104,6- 102
VTL Dual 75/75 OGH)
XI- 1-104
VTL 100W Compact monoblock (JA) .. XI-11-94
VTL 300W De Luxe monoblock
XI -10- 111
UGH)
Wingate 2000A (DO)
XI-2 -110
III-11-14
Yamaha B-1 UGH)
VIII- 1-18
Yamaha M-60 (ST)

Amplifiers (pnremps)
Ace Basic UGH)
III-2-13
Acoustat RP-2 (DOJGH)
V-2 -14
Acoustat Trans-Nova UGH)
VI-3-8
Adcom GFP-555 (AHC)
IX-7-135
Adcom GTP-400 tuner/preamplifier
(GAG)
X11-9- 123
Advent 300 Receiver (used as pt•earnp)
N-1-12
UGH)
IV-1-12
Analog Engineering 520 UGH)
V11-6-51
Audible Illusions Modulus (SWW)
IV-1-12
Audio Arts Bravura UGH)
Audio by Van Alstine Super-PAS Three
(JA)
XI-10- 123,12 -158
Audionics BT-2 UGH)
1V-2-12,6-34
Audio Research SP-3A UGH)
III-5-10,7- 13
Audio Research SP-4 UGH)
IV-1-12
Audio Research SP9 UGH)
X-8-111
Audio Research SP-10
(AHC)
VII -3 -29,7-30,IX -7- 129
Audio Research SP-11 OGH,AHC) .1X-4-121,7-129
B&K Pro IOMC (ST)
VIII-8-50
Berning TF-10 UGH)
1V-5-11
Berning TF -12 UGH)
XI-7-89
British Fidelity, The Preamp II (ST)
IX-4-23
Conrad-Johnson PV3 kit UGH).. .
V- lo-nyi-3-3o
Conrad-Johnson PV4 (SWW)
V11-6-52
Conrad-Johnson PV5 UGH)
V11-3- 15
Conrad-Johnson PV6 (ST)
V111-2-22
Conrad-Johnson PV9 (JA)
XII -5- 118
Conrad-Johnson Premier Three
(AHCJGH)
VI1-3-39,V111-2 -42,4 -106
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Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven
iJGHJA)
XI- 11 -89,XII-8; 158
Convergent Audio Ièchnology SL- 1
(AHC)
IX-7-129
Counterpoint SA-3.1 (ST)
XI-5-51
Counterpoint SA-7 (SWW)
VII-6-53
DB Systems Model 1UGH)
N-1-12
dbx 0(1 UGH)
XI-9-113
Denon PRA-200 UGH)
IV-7- 11
Denon PRA- 1000 (ST)
VII-3-80
Denon DAP-5500 (GG,MC)
XI-1-128,11-103
DNM (AG)
VIII-6-70
Dolan DM-1 (SWW)
XI-4-115
Dynaco PAM-1 UGH)
I-3- 16
Dynaco PAS-2 UGH)
I-3-16
Dynaco PAT-4 UGH)
II-6-10,8- 13
Dynaco PAT-5 UGH)
III-7-7,9-4
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire I& II
(SWW)
VIII-2-49
Electrocompaniet Prearnpliwire la
(AEC)
IX- 1-105
Electrocompaniet EC-1 (SWW)
X-9-106
Forte Model 2(ST)
XII -5-57
GAS Thaedra UGH)
III-11-18
Hafler Iris (JA)
XII -6-116
Harman/Kardon Citation 11 UGH)
III-4-11
Harman/Kardon 825 (ST)
V11-3-80
Kinergetics KPA• 1(LG)
VIII-5-85
Klyne SK-5 OGH,AHC)
VIII-2-42,5-68
Klyne SK-5A UGH)
X-6•88
Klyne SK-6 (MC)
XII -2-84
Krell PAM-3 (AHC)
VIII-5-68
X-4-82,XI-3-139
Krell KRS2 (AHCJA)
Lazarus Cascade Basic (ST,D0)
IX-2-28,2-90
X1I-5-123
Lazarus Cascade Deluxe (DOJA)
IX-2-64,XII-7-125
Linn LK1 (AGJA)
IX-8-112
Luxman C-05 (LG)
Mark Levinson ML-7A UGH)
1X-5-108
Mark Levinson No.26 QA)
X1-5-87
Meitner PA6i (AB)
XI-6-106
The Mod Squad Line Drive (AHC)
X-3- 153
The Mod Squad Deluxe Line Drive AGT
(JA)
XII- 1-119
The Mod Squad Phono Drive OA)
XII- 1-119
Motif MC-7 (AHC)
IX- 1-82,IX-7- 129
NAD 1300 (JA)
XI- 12- 143
Nova CPA-100 (SWW)
v111-3-66
NYAL Minuet-in-A (GG)
X-6-96
NYAL Moscode Superlt
(GG,AHC)
IX-6-103,8-131
Parasound P/FET-900 OA)
XI- 12 -143
Phase Linear 4000 UGH)
III-7-4
Phoenix Systems P-100 (LG)
VIII-2-52
Precision Fidelity C-8 (SWW)
VIII- 1-58
PS Audio IVH (AHC)
VI- 1-48YIII-7-30
PS Audio Source kit (ST)
VIII- 1-15
PS Audio 4.5 (AHC)
IX-7- 135
PS Audio 4.6 (TJN)
XI -9-94 ,
124 5
7
QED PCC passive preamplifier (TJN) . XI-12-153
Quad 34 OGH,ST)
V1-4- 10/111-4-20,X-3-35
Rappaport UGH)
IV-2-32
Rotel RC-850 OA)
XI- 12 -143
Rowland Research Coherence 1
(LL)
X-8- 122,X1- 1-134
SAE Mk.I UGH)
III-1-9
Spatial Coherence TVA-1 (BW)
XII- 7- 134
Spectral DMC- 10 (LG)
VII-2-16
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Sumo Electra (ST)
VIII-1 -16
Sumo Athena (TJN)
X1-9-91
Superphon CD Maxx Line preamplifier
(ST)
XI-9-67
Superphon Revelation Basic
(ST,AHC)
VIII-1-15,5-28,7-31
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono
(ST)
VIII-4-24,X-6-45
Superphon Revelation II (ST)
XI-10-61
Tandberg 3002A (ST)
V11-6-86
Technics SU -A60 DIA preamplifier
(MC)
X1-11-103
Theta DS Pre D/A preamplifier (LLJA) . XII -3-104
Threshold FET 10 UGH)
X-6-92,X1- 1-134
Yamaha C-1 UGH)
II1-11-11
Yamaha C-80 (ST)
VIII-1 -16

Amplifiers (MC Mesdames)
Audio Research MCP-2 (Al-IC)
VIII-5-78
Audio Research MCP-33 (AHC)
VIII-5-76
Conrad-Johnson HV- IA (AHC)
V11-3-29
Conrad-Johnson Premier Six (AHC) ... VIII-5-77
Counterpoint SA-2 (DO)
V1•2-12,3-29
Dynavector PE-2 (BS)
IX-1-110
EAR, The Head transformer
(DO,AHC)
V1-5-24Y111-5-81
Electrocompaniet MC2 (AHC)
VIII-5•80
Fidelity Research XG-5 transformer
(AHC)
Klyne SK-2A (LA,AHC)

V111-5-80
VII-3-17,V111-5-77

Koetsu transformer (AHC)
VIII-5-82
Mark LevinsonJC-1 UGH)
111-7-12
Music Reference RM-48(AHC)
VIII-5-79
Onyx 1100 (SWW)
VII-8-28
Ortofon T-5 transformers (AHC)
VIII-7-33
PDG Cartridge Stabilizer (AE,BS) . IX-1-108,3-103
PS Audio MC Amplifier (DOJGH)
V-2-11
RWR MCT-1 transformer (DOJGH)
V-2-11
SOTA (SWW)
VII-8-29
Vendetta Research SCP-2 UGH)
XI-6-104
Verion SPT transformer UGH)
IV-2-16

Cable
Audio Interconnects OGH,AHC,
AHC,D0) . V1-6-27,V111-2-85,IX-1 -95,X-2-136
Loudspeaker cable (AHC)
VIII-2-85,IX-1-91
Loudspeaker cable (DO)
XI-7-103
Polk Cobra cable UGH)
IV-3-13
Solid-core cable (AG)
X-4-73

Cartridges
A&R E77Mg (KK)
A&R P77Mg (KK)
ADC ADC-1 UGH)
ADC Point 4OGH)
Adcom HC/E II (AHC)
Adcom HC/vdH II (AHC)
Adcom XC/MR II (AHC)
Adcom SXC/vdH (AHC)
Apature MC-150 (ANC)
Apature ICoce (KK)
Argent Diamond (AHC)
Argent 500H (AHC)
Argent 500HR (AHC)
Argent 500HS (AHC)
Astatic MF -100 UGH)
AudioQuest T-5M (AHC)
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X-4-135
X-4-135
I-5-12
1-10-13
VII-8-43
VII-8-44
VII•8-44,X-5-114
VII-8-44,X-5-114
VIII-3-76
X-4-134
VIII-1-68,X-5-115
VII-8-45
VII-8-46
VII-8-45
V-7-12
VII-8-46

AudioQuest T-7M (AHC)
VII-8-55
AudioQuest 404M (ST)
1X-1-37
AudioQuest 4041-L(TJN)
XII -3•132
AudioQuest B- 100L (AHC)
VIII-4-66
AudioQuest B- 100M (AHC)
VIII-7-74
AudioQuest Ruby (GL)
XII -8-140
Audio-lbchnica AT-F3 (KK)
X-1-139
Audio-Technica AT-F5 (ST)
XI-7-52
Audio-Technica/Signet AT-0C9 (TJN) ..
XI1-2-101
Azden GM-P5LP (AHC)
VIII-4-67
Clearaudio Ventas
(AHC)
VIII-4-73,5-105,7•75,X-5- 115
Decca 78 pickup UGH)
1-12-12
Decca C4E UGH)
11•4-14
Decca SC4E UGH)
II-8-23
Decca 4RC UGH)
11-6•10,8- 19
Decca Mk.II UGH)
I•10•8
Decca Mk.Ill UGH)
1-10-12
Decca Mk.IV UGH)
11- 1-5
Decca Mk.V UGH)
111-6-4
Decca Garrott
(AHC)
VII-8-56ym-1 -68,3-78,X-5- 116
Decca Super Gold (AHC)
V111-4-67,X-5-117
Decca vdH (DOJGH,AHC) ...VII-4-21,5-60,8-47
Denon DL-103 UGH)
III-9-14
Denon DL-160 (ST,KK)
IX-8•37,X-1 -141
Denon DL-301 (KK)
X-4-136
Denon DL-303 UGH)
IV-8-19
Dynavector Karat DV-17D
(BSJGH)
V-8-15y1-1-47
Dynavector Karat DV-17DS (BS)
V11-8-70
Dynavector Karat DV- I7D2 MR
(AHC)
V111-1-69,X-5-117
Dynavector Karat DV-23R (BS)
V11-8-71
Dynavector Karat DV-23R5 MR
(BS,AHC)
IX-4-90,X-5- 117
Dynavector XX -1 (AB)
XII -6-101
Empire 880P UGH)
1-3-10
Euphonics Miniconlc UGH)
1-11-11,12-11
Fidelity Research FRI Mk.3F UGH)
IV-7-18
Fidelity Research FR7 UGH)
IV-7-14
Fidelity Research MC-44 UGH)
VII-8-67
Fidelity Research MC-45 (SWW)
V111-8-91
Goldring G800E UGH)
11-6-10,8-23
Goldring G900 IGC UGH)
V-9-14
Goldring Electro II vdH (AHC)
VII-8-49
Goldring G1020 (ST,KK)
IX-4-20,X-2-131
Goldring Epic (KK)
X-1-141
Grace F9E (AHC)
VII-8-49
Grado A (JGH)
1-12-11
Grado G1+ (LA)
IV-5-42
Grado F3+ (LA)
IV-5-42
Grado GTE+1 (AHC)
V11-8-50
Grado Signature MCX (AHC)
X-5-118
Grado Signature MCZ (TIN)
X11-7-105
Grado Signature TLZ (TJN)
XII -7-106
Grado Signature 8M (AHC)
V1I-8-50,8-57
Grado Signature 8MR (AHC)
VIII-3-78,4-70
Grado Signature 8MX (AHC)
X-5-117
Grado Signature 10M (AHC)
VII-8-50
Grado Signature 10MR (AHC)
V111-3•78,4-70
High-Phonic MC-A3 (AHC)
VIII-3-77
High-Phonic MR-R5
UGH)
IX-8-105
Jeff Rowland Design Group Complement
(AB)
XII -7-97
Kiseki Purple Heart (AHC)
V111-3-77,X-5-119
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Kiseki Blue Silverspot (AHC)
X-5-119
Koetsu Black Gold Line
(AHC)
VII1-3-78,4-71,X-5-120
Koetsu Rosewood Signature
(AHC)
V1II-7-76,X-5-120
Krell KC-100(TJN)
XII -2-99
Krell KC-200 (AB)
X11-6-101
Linn Basik (AE,KK)
V-3-10,X-1 -142
Linn K9 (KK)
X- I-143
Linn Asak (AHC)
V111-1-70
Linn Karma (AHC)
X-5-121
Linn Troika QA)
X-6-98
Madrigal Carnegie 2(AB)
XII -6-101
MAS Econocoil (AHC)
VII-8-52
Mayware MC-2V UGH)
VI-3-14
Mission Solitaire (KK)
X-2-132
Monster Cable Alpha 1
(IGH,AHC)
VII-8-68,V111-1 -70,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha 2(JGH,AHC,AHCJGH,AHC)
.
VII-8-69,VIII- I-71,3-75,4-72,IX-4-84,X-5.122
Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 500
(TJN)
XII -2-102
Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000
(AHC)
X-5-122
Nagaoka MPIO (KK)
X-4-138
Nagaoka MP11 Gold (KK)
X-4-138
Nagaoka MP11 Boron (KK)
X-2-132
Neumann DST-62 UGH)
I-8-11
Ortofon SPE UGH)
I-9-10
Ortofon S15 UGH)
11-4-4
Ortofon SL15 UGH)
II-4-15,5-13
Ortofon M15E Super UGH)
III-6-13
Ortofon MC10Ou (ST)
VII-5-74
Ortofon MC-2000 UGH). ...VIII-2-38,4-106,7-99
Ortofon MC-3000
UGH,AGJGH)
X1-1 -94,10-79,11-140
Ortofon MC-I0 Super (1CK)
X-2-133
Ortofon MC-20 Super (AHC) ...1X-6-113,X-5-123
Ortofon MC-30 Super
(JGH,AHC)
X-1-121,X-5-124
Ortofon X5-MC (ST)
XI-7-51
Ortofon X3-MC (STKK)
IX-8-37,X-1-144
Ortofon XI-MC (ICK)
X-1-144
Ortofon 540 (TJN)
XII -3-129
Pickering XSV-3000 (LA)
IV-5-42
Promethean Green (DO)
VI-6-20
RATA RP-20(KK)
X-2-133
RATA RP-40(KK)
X-1-145
Robertson EK1 UGH)
VI-1-48,2-8,3-27,5-34
Satin Model 14 UGH)
111-6-20
Shinon Red Boron
(AHC,ST)
VIII-4-72,IX-1 -37,X-5-124
Shinon Saphic (AHC)
VIII-3-76
Shure M44-5 UGH)
1.11-8
Shure M55E UGH)
1-11 -8
Shure M75E UGH)
II-5-7
Shure M91E UGH)
11-10-19
Shure M97E UGH)
IV-9-16
Shure M104E (E(K)
X-2-134
Shure M105E (KK)
X-4-139
Shure VST III (TJN)
XII -3-131
Shure V15 UGH)
1-9-10
Shure V15 Il UGH)
11-4-11,5-13
Shure V15 Ill UGH)
III-6-10
Shure V15 IV UGH)
IV-5-23
Shure V15 V UGH)
V-5-10,9-22
Shure V15 V MR
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(ST,AHC,ST) ..
VII-5-74,8-53,X-5-124,X11-11 -84
Shure Ultra 500 OGH,AHC,
ST,AHC
VIII-4-63,7-77,IX-1 -37,X-5-124
Signet MK-22QE UGH)
Signet TK- IOML UGH)
Signet TK-10ML-II (BS)
Signet MR5.0 lc (ST)
Signet MK40 ML UGH)
Sony XL-MC3 UGH)
Sony XL-88D (BSJGH)
Spectral MCR-1 (AB)
Stanton 681A UGH)
Stanton 681EE UGH)

VII-8-69
VII-5-51
IX-4-89
IX-1-37
IX-4-85
V-9-12
V-1-13N1-3-15
XII -7-101
II-10-10
11-10-10

Sumiko LMS (LA)
IV-5-42
Sumo UGH)
1V-5-15
Supex 900E UGH)
III-7-5
Talisman S(GL)
XII -7-136
Talisman Alchemist Ills
(AHCJGH,AHC)
VII-8-54,8-61,X-5-125
Talisman Virtuoso DTi
(SWW,AHC,D0) ...1X-4-87,X-5-125,X11-4-135
Talisman Virtuoso Boron vdH (DO) .... XII -4-132
Technics EPC100C Mk.IV UGH)
VII-6-36
Technics EPC205 Mk.111 (AE)
V-2-11,VI-3-26
vdH MC10 (AHC)
IX-6- II5,X-5-126
vdH MC One
(CB,AHC,TJN)
IX-8-103,X-5-126,XII-2-98
Vitason VS1000 UGH)
VII- I-17
Weathers FM mono UGH)
I-3-16
Weathers PS-11 UGH)
I-1-12
Win Labs Jewel MC (DO)
1X-2-87
Yamaha MC-1000 (LG)
VII-8-35
CD Players
Accuphase DP-80/DC-81
(LAJA)
1X-8.4,X-6-109
Accuphase DP-80L/DC-81L QA)
XII -3-109
Adcom GCD-300 (AHC)
IX-1-80
Adcom GCD-575
(STJA,PWM)
X11-3-53 & 138,6-43
ADS Atelier CD3 UGH)
1X-8-97
American Audio Laboratories P-12
(TJN)
XI-3- Ill
American Audio Laboratories P-9 (TJN) . XI-3-111
Arcarn Delta 70 CD transport (RH) . .
X11-10-149
Audio Concepts/MSB (TJN)
XI-3-111
B&O CDX UGH)
IX-8-100
Barclay Bordeaux (RH)
XII -8-131
California Audio Labs Tempest
QA,AHC,MC)
IX-6-120,X-1 -135,3-136
California Audio Labs Tempest Il
(TJNJA)
XI-10-133,X11-3-116
California Audio Labs Tempest Special Edition
(LLJA)
XII -6-130
California Audio Labs Aria
(DO,LL,TJN)
X-7-94,XI-1-98,3-111,10-145
Cambridge Audio CD1 (MC)
X-3-140
Cambridge Audio CD2
(AG,GG)
X-7-83,X1-12-134
Denon DCD-1500 II UGH)
X-2-125
Denon DCD-3300 UGH)
X-7-98
Discrete Technology LSI Mk.II (AHC) ....
X-1-136
Euphonic itchnology/Magnavoz FD-1040
(ST)
IX-7-65
Euphonic itchnology ET650PX Mk.II
(AB)
X1-11-99
Harman/lCardon HD800 (ST)
X1-9-65
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Kinergetics KCD-20A (MC,D0). .. .X-3-143,4-147
Kinergetics KCD-30 (DO)
XI-9-89
Kyocera DA -01 UGH)
VII-1-20
Kyocera DA -910 UGH)
VIII-7-82
Magnavox FD- 1000 (JGH)
VII-2-38
Magnavox FD-1040 (ST)
IX-7-65
Magnavox CDB472 (JA)
XI-11-133,X1I-3-138
Magnavox CDB473 (TJN)
XI-3-111
Magnavox CDB560 (ST)
X-6-37
Magnavox CDB582 (STJA)
X1I-3-53,138
Magnavox CDB650 (ST)
X-6-37
Maranta CD-94
(ST,TJNJA)
X1-9-69,10-129,X11-2-95
Meridian MCD(JGH,GG)
VIII-2-56,4-55
Meridian MCD Pro (AHC)
V111-6-105,7-99
Meridian 207 (14-bit DACs) (MC)
X-3-146
Meridian 207 Pro (16-bit DACs) (TJN) ...X1-11-120
Mission PCM7000
(GG,MCJA)
X-2-127,4-91,7-103
Nalcamichi OMS-5 (DO)
VIII-5-97
Nalcamichi OMS -5 II (MC)
X-4-96
Nakamichi OMS -7 II (MC)
X-4-96
NEC CD-705E (DO)
IX-2-93
Onkyo "Grand Integra" DX-G10
(STJA)
XI1-3-59,138
Philips CD-650(AG)
IX-5-95,8-89
Philips CD-880 (RH)
XII -8-131
Philips CD-960(AG)
X-2-79
Philips LHH1000 (JA)
X11-6-136
Pioneer PD-5010 (DAS)
VIII-5-98
Precision Audio D1VC-471
(JA)
Precision Audio D1VC-880
(RH)
PS Audio CD-IA
(JGH,AHC,MC)
Rotel RCD 820BX2 (LL)

XI-11-127,X11-2-95
XII -8- 131,10-176
IX-6-117,X-1 -137,4-93
XI-8-122

Sansui "Vintage" DX-901 (DO)
Sanyo CP700 (ST)
Shure D-5000 UGH)
Shure D-6000 UGH)
Sonographe SD- IA

X-8-127
IX-3-28
IX-5-118
X-7-101

(AHC,MC,ST)
X-1-137,3-149,6-39
Sonographe SDI Beta (JA) .. X1-11-127,X11-3-138
Sony Discman D7S (BS,ST)
1X-5-120,7-65
Sony Discman D15 (ST)
X1-9-63
Sony FM Discman DT-10(BS)
XI1-5-129
Sony CD-P55 UGH)
IX-6-124
Sony CD-P101 (JGH,LA)
V-10-6Y1-3-27
Sony CD-P505ESD (ST)
X-6-39
Sony CD-P520ES (SWWJGH)
VIII-2-59
Sony CD-P650ES II (JGH,MC) ...1X-8-94,X-4-98
Sony CD-P701ES UGH)
VII-2-34
Sony CD-P705ESD UGH)
X-7-92
Sony CDP-RI/DAS-R1
UGHJA)
X1-12-128,X11-2-95
Sony CDP-X7ESD (ST)
X11-10-67
Stax CDP Quattro (JAJGH)
X-6-109,7-132
Tandberg TCP 3015A (14-bit) (AHC)
X-1-138
"Pandberg TcP 3015A (16-bit) UGH)
XI-2-118
TEAC ZD-5000 UGH)
X-3-154
Technics SL-P1200 (MC)
X-4-102
The Mod Squad Prism
(TJNJA)
Yamaha CD-X1 UGH)
Yamaha CD-2 (JGH)

XI-5-94,X11-3-138
VII-6-32
V111-2-54

Yamaha CDX- 1110U (STJA)
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XII -3-55,138

Loudspeakers
Acoustat X UGH)
1V-3-16
Acoustat Monitor 4UGH)
IV-6-36
Acoustat One (AHC)
IX-4-04
Acoustat 1+1 Improved (AHC)
VII-7-15
Acoustat 2+2 UGH)
VII-2-21
Acoustat Four UGH)
V-2-6,V1-3-30
Acoustat Six (BSJGH)
VIII-3-80
Acoustat "Medallion" Transformer update
(BS)
VIII-3-84
Acoustat "C" Transformer update (BS). .1X-5-147
Acoustat Spectra III UGH)
X-5-147
Acoustat Spectra 22 (DO)
XII -10-129
Acoustic Energy AEI (JA)
XI-9-99
ADC 404 (JGH)
11-2-9
Advent (JGH)
I1-12-22
Allison CD-9 UGH)
VIII-6-98
Altec Lansing A-7 UGH)
I-12-12,11-10-24
Altec Lansing 301 UGH)
IX-7-126
Altec Lansing Bias 500 (LA)
XII -4-125
Ampex 915 UGH)
11-6-5
Ampex 4010 UGH)
11-6-5
Angstrom Reflexion (BSJA). ...
X-3- 163,X11-2- Ill
Apogee Caliper (JA)
IX-7-121
Apogee Duetta (AG)
IX-3-58
Apogee Duetta Mk.11(AHC,MC,
AG,GG)
IX-7-112,X- I-108,2-79,X1-5-115
Apogee Scintilla (AHC)
VIII-3-92
Apogee Diva (AB)
XI-8-105
AR 4X (JGH)
II-4-6
AR Connoisseur 19 (DO)
AR Connoisseur 20 (ST)
AR Connoisseur 35T OA)
AR TSW 410 OA)
AR MGC-1 (AG,AHC)
AR Powered Partner (BS)
ARC CS2 OA)
ArcamlWo (AG)

Ix-6-96
VIII-3-22
X-7-117
X-7-117
V11-8-74Y111-6-82
X1-2-108
X-7-117,9-133
1X-7-55

Argus X-3 (JGH)
1-7-14
Audio Concepts JC-CM (DO)
VII-4-47
Audio Concepts Quartz (TJN)
XI-2-101
Audio-Tech HC-1 UGH)
1V-8-9
Avalon Acoustics Black Bag (JA)
XII -2- 114
B&W DM6(AE)
IV-1-30
B&W 801F Special (LG)
V11-6-30
B&W 801 Matrix Series 2(LL)
X-9-109
Beveridge 2SW UGH)
IV-2-30,4-30
Black Rainbow UGH)
V-9-8
Bose 901 UGH)
III-2-17
Boston Acoustics A-40 (ST,AG) ..
VII-8-91,IX-7-55
Bozak B-310 (JGH)
1-12-13
Bozak B-302 UGH)
I1-6-10
British Fidelity MC2 (TJN)
XI-7-93
Camber 1.5 (JA)
X-7-117
Camber 3.5A (JA)
XI-8-127
Castle Clyde (DO)
VII-4-48
Castle Durham (TJN)
XI-2-101
Celestion 3(JA)
XII -10-161
Celestion SL6S CIA)
X-5-153
Celestion SL600Si (JA)
XI1-5-103
Celestion SL700 (JA)
Chartwell PM210(AE)
Dahlia Kit UGH)
Dahlquist DQ-10 (JGH)
Dayton Wright XG-10 UGH)
Dayton Wright LCM-1 (AHC)
Dayton Wright System C UGH)

X1-9-99
IV-6-29
1X-1 -103
III-7-11
IV-6-35
VII-2-25
VIII-4-85
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VIII-3-103
Dayton Wright XAM-4 (SWV7)
XI-6-128
DCM Time Frame TFI000 (JA)
X-4-108
dbx Soundfield IA UGH)
Delaware Acoustics DELAC SIOUA) ....
XII -4-137
Desktop System (JGH)
VII-7-43
X-8-131
DX Labs 17S UA)
II-8-23,9-9
Dynaco A25 (JGH)
III-2-15
Dynaco A50 UGH)
X11-7-109
Dynaudio Accent 3(DO)
1-8-10
Electrovoice Model 2UGH)
I-8-10
Electrovoice Model 6UGH)
Electrovoice Patrician 800
UGH)

1-12-12,11-10-26

Electrovoice Sentry UGH)
II1- 12-16
Eminent Technology LFT-III (AHC)
X-3-127
III-12-I3
Epicure 10/11 UGH)
X1-6-117
Epos ES-14 (TJN)
VIII-6-101
ESB 7/06 UGH)
111-7-12
ESS/Heil AMT- 1UGH)
VIII-2-65
Euphonic Nymph UGH,AE)
Fanfare Tempo (DO,AHC)
VII-4- 49Y 111-7- 34
Fanfare Prelude (TJN)
IX -8-117
FMI Model 80 UGH)
III -6-16
FMI J-Modular UGH)
III-7,9,9 -1 3, 11-4
Fourier 6(LG,D0)
VII -3-21,4-50
Frankman System UGH)
III -12-15
Fried Model BUGH)
IV -2- 3I
Fried Beta (JGH)
VII-4-39
Fried Q/2 (BS)
VI -4-19
Fried Studio IV UGH)
VIII -4-91
Fried G/3 (DO)
IX-7-104
Fuselier 3.3 (AHC)
VII -S-31
Gale GS402 (DOJGH)
VIII -4-88
Genesis 44 (sT,Do)
VIII -3-20 ,
4-98
GNP Valkyrie (TJN)
X-3-160
Goodmans Maxim 2(TJN)
XI- 7- 93
Greg Acoustics Little Entertainer (DO) ....1X-3-81
Harned Electrostatic (JGH)
II-1-8
Hartley 220MS/Holton A/B
UGH)
1-3-11,11-13,12-7
Hartley H-200 UGH)
V-4-12
Hartley Concertmaster UGH)
II-10- 20
Hartley SPL- 1UGH)
VI- 1-48 ,
2-15
Heath SS-1 UGH)
I
-3-16
Hegeman Modell UGH)
III-5 -5
Heybrook HB1 (DO,AG)
VII-4-5 1,IX -7-55
Heybrook 0.5 (TJN)
XI -7-9 3
Hill Plasmatronics UGH)
IV -4-24
Image Concept 2000A)
XI -8-127
IMF Styrene Pressure Loudspeaker UGH). ..
1-2-12
IMF Studio Monitor UGH)
III -2-10
Infinity Servo-Statik 1UGH)
II -11-1 9
Infinity Servo-Statik IA UGH)
111-9 -1 5, 10-10
Infinity Monitor Junior UGH)
IV -1 -33
Infinity QRS UGH)
IV -2- 31
Infinity RS-4.5 UGH)
IV-5 -28 ,
6- 33
Infinity RS- IB UGH,AHC,
JGH)
VIII-4-76,4-82,7-100,IX-2-95,3-1 08
Infinity IRS-III (AHC)
IX -2- 95
Infinity IRS Beta
(JGHJA)
XI-9-76,XII-1 -173,6-152
Innovative Technology ITC-1 UGH)
V11 -2-36
1-9-11
Isotone Cellini UGH)
1-9-11
Isotone Egmont UGH)
I-11-10
Janszen Z-600 UGH)
II-4-3
Janszen Z-900 UGH)
II-8-3
Janszen Z-960 UGH)
214

JBL 250Ti UGH,AHC)
vim-6-90,6-93
JBL 18Ti OA)
X-5-156
Jensen PF -2 OGH)
I
-11-7
JSE Infinite Slope Model 1(ST)
VIII-3- 20
KEF R107 (AG,DO,MC) ...IX-4-81,7-108,X-2-106
KEF Cara (AG)
IX-7-53
Kevek ES6 OA)
X-5-159
Kindel P-200 (JGH)
IX-3-77
Kindel P-100 II (TJN)
X-4-122,6-127
Kindel Purist LT (TJN)
XI-2-101
KLH 6UGH)
I-9-13
KLH 9UGH)
I-12-8,11-10-26
KU-I 12 UGH)
II-5-8,6-10
KLH 17 UGH)
1-12-4
KLH 33 UGH)
III-2-4
V-8-16
KLH 150 UGH)
V-8-16
KLH 160 UGH)
VIII-3-26
Linn Index Mk.I (AG)
IV-9-7
M&K Satellite/Vollcsbass UGH)
X-7-129
Magneplanar SMGa (GG)
Magneplanar Tympani IUGH)
III-4-6
Magneplanar MGII UGH)
III-12-17
Magneplanar MGIII UGH)
VII-4-33
Magneplanar MGIIIA (AHC,MC) .
IX-4-91,X-1 -108
Magnepan MG2.5/R UGHJA)
XI-6-114,128
Magnepan iympani IVA (SWW)
VIII-6-79
Mariah LS-2 UGH)
v-10-16
Mark Levinson HQD UGH)
IV-4-30
Martin-Logan Monolith UGH) .VIII-3-87,1X-3-108
Martin-Logan CLS
(AGJA,MC)
Martin-Logan Sequel (1.1..)
Martin-Logan Sequel II
(JA,ST,D0)

IX-6-54,7- 116,X-1 -108
XI-12-124
XII -8-113,9-54,10- 174

MB Quart MB 280 UA)
XII- I-152
MCM Model .7 (DO)
VIII-8-87
Meridian D600 digital-input active loudspeaker
UA)
XII -11-136
Mirage 200 UGH)
VIII-6-94
Mirage 350 UGH)
VIII-6-94
Mirage M-1 (LAJA)
XII -6-143
Mission 780 Argonaut OA)
X-7-103
Mitek ZSE 380 (TJN)
XII -5-109,6-151
Monitor Audio R300/MDUA)
XII -4-142
Monitor Audio R352 OA)
X-7-117
Monitor Audio R652 /MD OA)
X-5-159
Monitor Audio R852/MD (TJN)
XI-6-117
Monitor Audio R952 /MD
(JA,ST)
XI-1-120,2-127,5-51
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short MS20 (ST)
VIII-3-21
Mordaunt-Short MS100 (AG)
VIII-3-26
Mordaunt-Short System 442 (MC)
XI-3-101
Morel MLP-202-II UGH)
VI-6-23 y111-3-98
Music & Sound 925 UGH)
IX-3-75
MZ Mod 3UGH)
IV-2-13
Nelson-Reed 5-02 Satellite/Subwoofer
UGH)
VIII-3-107
Nelson-Reed 6-02B (JGH,D0) ...V-3-17,V11-1-25
Nelson-Reed 8-02 UA)
XI-1-123
X1-4-117,7-122
Nelson-Reed 8-04/B UGH)
I-3-16
Neshaminy Z-300 (JGH)
Nestorovic Labs Type SAS (DO)
IX-5-115
Norberg BCS-16 (DO)
IX-5-114
OEM Omnipotent MXLIIV UGH)
VIII-4-93
Ohm FUGH)

111-7-6
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Ohm Walsh 5(DO)
X-4-115,X1-8-134
Ohm CAM 16(JA)
XII -4-145
Orpheus S-505 UGH)
V-8-I2
Orpheus 808 (JA)
XI-6-128
Paradigm 5se (jA)
X1-1-128
Pentagram P-10 (SWW)
VII-6-27
Phase Tech PC-60 (DO)
VII-4-52
Pioneer TZ-9 (JA)
XII -7-114
PKR&D Acoustat 1+1 modification
(DO)
XI-4-132,8-133
Polk Model 9UGH)
III-9-I2
Power Research 3-C UGH)
IV-2-25
Pres Classic II (JA)
X-5-160
ProAc Tablette (DO)
VII-4-32
PSB Stratus UGH)
XI-5-106
Pyramid Metronome II (BS)
VII-4-40
QLN Model 1and Subwoofer
(BS)
VIII-3-101,5-134
Quad ESL (original) (DO)
X-5-164
Quad ESL-63 (JGH,AHC,ST,MC,ST)
VI-4-6,5-33Y11-2-60,7-15,V111-3-17,X- 1-119
Quad ESL-63 US Monitor (LG,STJA)X11-2-104,6-79
& 152
Quadrant Q-250 (JA)
X-8-13I
RA Acoustics 802 (DO)
VIII-4-99
Rauna Tyr (JGH)
VII-4-44
Rauna Tyr Il UGH)
1X-2-99
Rauna Balder (JA)
XI-6-128
Rauna Freja (JA)
XII- I-152
Rogers 1S3/5a
(JGHJA)
III-12-5,1V- 1-47,X11-2-115,3-143
Rogers LS5/8 (AE)
V-6-I4
RTR ESR-6 electrostatic tweeter
UGH)
I11-7-13,8-21
Santa Model 44 (DO)
IX-3-80
Sequerra Model 7UGH)
V-4-10
Siefert Maxim III (JGH)
VIII-3-109
Siefert Maxim IIID (TJN)
X-4-120
Siefert Magnum III (JA)
X-5-161
Snell Type A (JGH)
IV-3-26
Snell Type Afill
(LGJGH,TJN)
VII-6-23,IX-3-107,X-6-127
Snell Type C (AG)
IX-6-54
Snell Type C/i (TJN)
X-2-121,6-I27
Snell Type C/II (TJN)
XII -5-90
Snell Type Q (TJN)
XI-6-117
Sound Lab A-3 (JGH) ...IX-6-88,X1-6-146,11-141
Spectrum 108A (ST)
VII-8-89
Spectrum 208A (JGH,ST)
V-10-17Y111-3-22
Spectrum 208B (JA)
XII- 1-152
Spectrum 410 (BS)
X-3-I63
Spendor BC! (JGH)
1V-3-10
Spendor LS3 /5a (DO)
V11-4-53
Spendor Prelude (AE)
V1-2-17
Spendor SP-1 (ST,D0)
VIII-3-20,3-99
Spica SC-50i (LA)
V-7-1
Spica it-SO(AHCJGH,
MCJA) ..VII-2-25,1X-5-111,X1-1-113,X11-10-161
Spica Angelus (JA)
X1-2-96
SR Bolero (JA)
XII -4-147
Stax ESL-F81 (ABC)
VII-7-15
Stax ESTA 4U Extra (BS)
VIII-4-95
Synthesis LM-20 (AHC)
IX-2-101
Synthesis LM-210(JA)
X-8-131
Synthesis LM-250 (AHC)
IX-2-103
Synthesis LM-300(TJN)
X-7-114
Synthesis Reference System UGH)
XI-8-113
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Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Domestic Monitor One (JA)
XII -2-119
Tennessee Sound Company Symphony 1
(DO)
X-3-132
Thiel CS1 (JA)
X-5-162
Thiel CS1.2 (LAJA,STJA) ..X11-1-113,6-75,11-165
Thiel CS2 (AHC,LAJA)
VI11-6-86,X11- I-103
Thiel CS3 (JGH,AHC)
VII-3-24,5-59
Thiel CS3.5 (AHC,LAJA)
X- 1-104,X11-1-110
Thiel 04A (JGH)
VI-4-15
TNT-Lines MI (JA)
X1-9-99
Toshiba SS-33 Mk.11 (AG)
IX-7-53
True Image HR-6.5 (JA)
X-7-1I7
Vandersteen 2C (Al-IC)
IX-6-92
Vandersteen 2Ci (JA)
XII -5-97
VMPS Super Tower Ila/R (AHC)
IX-3-71
VMPS Super Tower 11a/R SE (JGH)
XI-5-97
VMPS Tower II/R (TJN)
X1-5-101,10-145
Vortex Screen (RH)
X11-7-140
Watkins WE- I(JGH)
V1-5-14Y11-1-13,5-59
Watkins WE- IA UGH)
1X-7-147
Waveform (LAJA)
XII- 11-122
Wharfedale Diamond (JGH)
VIII-3-96
Wharfedale Diamond III (JA)
XII -2-122
Wharfedale 708 (AG)
VIII-6-68
Wharfedale 507.2 (JA)
XII- I-152
Wilson Audio WAMM (LA)
VI-3-17
Wilson Audio WATT (MC)
XI-2-88
Yamaha NS-1000 UGH)
11I-11-17
Yamaha NS-200 (JGH)
V111-7-118

Subwoofers &crossovers
Acoustat SPW- I(DO)
AR (DO)
Audio Concepts Saturn
(DO)
Audio Control Richter Scale Series III
bass analyzer/equalizer(DO)
Celestion System 6000 system

XII -10-129
IX-6-96
XII- 1-145
XII -1-140

(MC,DO,LG)
X-2-106,X11-1-148,10-142
Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12 (DO)
XII -1-143
Dayton Wright ICBM-1 (SWW)
VIII-1-54
Enigma (DO)
VIII-8-82
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 system (DO) . X11-1-148
Lantana Laug (DO)
X11-1-146
M&K Volksbass (JGH)
IV-9-7
Nelson-Reed 5-02 (JGH)
V111-3-107
Nelson-Reed 1204 (IGH)
XI-4-122
Nelson-Reed AC1204 electronic crossover
UGH)
XI-4-122
QLN (BS)
V1II-3-101,5-134
Shadow Engineering Limited Edition
electronic crossover
(DO)
XII- I-140
Spica Servo Woofer System
(JGH,LA,AHC)
IX-5-111,7-149
SR Bolero Forte (JA)
XII -4-147
Sumo Samson (JA,D0)
XI-4-124,X1I-1-148
Sumo Delilah electronic crossover (JA) ..
XI-4-124
Tèrpsichore Bifocal (DO)
XII -1-142
Threshold PCX electronic crossover
(DO)
XII -1-141
Velodyne ULD-18 (LG)
XII -10-135
Velodyne ULD-15 (LG)
X11-10-135
Vendetta Research TPC- lA electronic crossover
(DO)
XII -1-139
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VMPS (DO)

V111-4-100

Recording Equipment
Advent 201 cassette deck OCil I)
III-4-13
Aiwa AD-F990H cassette deck (AHC) ....VII-6-64
Aiwa AD-F770 cassette deck (GG)
1X-7-142
AKG C34 stereo microphone UGH)
V-1-8
Ampex 601-2 open-reel recorder OGH) ... 1-3-16
Ampex F-44 open-reel recorder
UGH,RJK)
I-7-12,8-12
B&O 53 microphone UGH)
1-3-16
B&O 200 stereo ribbon microphone
UGH)
1-2-13
B&O Beocord 2000 open-reel recorder
UGH)
1-11-13,12-5
B&O 9000 cassette deck
(LG,AHC)
VII-1 -54,6-62
Beyerdynamic M-160 microphone UGH) ..111-4-3
Beyerdynamic M-260 microphone UGH) ..111-4-3
Beyerdynamic M-360 microphone
UGH)
111-7-10
Beyerdynamic M-500 microphone UGH) .111-5-3
Crown 319 PZM microphone (BS)
VIII-5-108
dbx 700 PCM processor (BS)
X-5-138
Electrovoice 666 microphone UGH)
I-8-12
Electrovoice 667A microphone UGH)
11-1 -7
Electrovoice 668 microphone UGH)
I-9-13
Electrovoice 11E15 microphone UGH)
II-6-8
FMI 1400 microphone UGH)
III-7-10
Fostex M22RP/S M-S microphone
UGH)
XI-3-118
Harman/Kardon CAD5 cassette deck
UGH)
111-1-10
Harman/Kardon HK1000 cassette deck
UGH)
111-7-9
NAD 6300 cassette deck (GG)
X-6-117
Nagea open-reel recorder UGH)
I-9-I3
Nakamichi 700 cassette deck UGH)
111-7-7
Nakamichi 680 cassette deck
(BS)
V-10-24y1-1-34
Nakamichi Z.X7 cassette deck
(LG,AHC)
VII- I-62,6-62
Nakamichi Dragon cassette deck (AHC) ..VII-6-62
Nakamichi DMP-100 PCM processor
(BS)
VII-5-41
Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT recorder (RH) ..
XII -11 -112
Otan iMX-5050 open-reel recorder
UGH)
III- II -7
Otan MX-5050 BQ-II open-reel recorder
(BS)
V-10-24
PML TC-4V microphone UGH)
III-7-12
Revox G36 open-reel recorder UGH)
11-6-6
Revox A77 open-reel recorder
UGH)
II-10-19,12-27
Revox A77 Mk.111 open-reel recorder
UGH)
III-5-4
Revox B77 Mk.I1 open-reel recorder
(BS)
VII-6-44
Revox B-710 cassette deck
UGH,AHC) ...
VI-3-27,5-30/11-1-34,6-63,7 -51
Revox B-215 cassette deck UGH)
V111-7-69
Shure 578 microphone UGH)
1-10-12
Sony MX-12 microphone mixer UGH). .. 111-3-12
Sony WD-M6 Professional Walkman
(GG)
Sony PCM-1 PCM processor UGH)
Sony PCM-Fl PCM processor
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V11-6-40
IV-4-14

(JGH,BS)
V-7-5,10-24yI-1 -34
Sony PCM-1630 PCM processor (MC) ....
X-5-128
Sony DTC- 1000es R-DAT recorder (MC) ..X-5-128
Sony TC-K777ES cassette deck (AG)
XI-1-85
Tandberg TCD340A cassette deck UGH) . 1V-6-32
Tandberg TCD3004A cassette deck
(LG)
VII-1-65
Tandberg TCD3014 cassette deck
(AHC)
VII-6-60
Tandberg TD-20A SE open-reel recorder
UGH)
VII-7-33
TEAC V-970X cassette deck (GG)
TEAC R-919X cassette deck (GG)
Yamaha GH1B Digital Music System
(Brian Cheney)

XI-6-141
XI-6-141
XI-9-124

Signal Processors

Accuphase DC-81 D/A converter UA) ....
X-6-109
Accuphase DC-811. D/A converter UA) ..
XI1-3-109
Accuphase G-18 graphic equalizer
UGH)
XI-4-139
Advent Frequency Balance Control
UGH)
11-10-15
Advent 100A Dolby -fi noise reduction system
UGH)
III-2-5
Aphex AVM-8000 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
IX-2-71
Aphex ESP-7000 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
XI-3-121
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter (BS)
IX-8-127
Arcam Delta Black Box D/A converter
0A)
XII -2-91
Arcam Delta Black Box 2D/A converter
(RH)
XII -10-149
Audio Control Phase-Coupled Activator
(BS)
XI-2-121,10-147
Audio Control Richter Scale Series III
bass analyzer/equalizer (DO)
X1I-1 -140
Audionics Space & Image SQ Processor
UGH)
IV-6-31
Audiopulse Model One ambience synthesizer
UGH)
IV-2-9
Barcus-Berry 2000R audio processor
(DAS)
X-4-142
Benchmark Ambience Restoration Unit
(BSJGH)
V-6-23
British Fidelity Digilog D/A converter
(ST,RH)
XII -10-63 & 149
CBS CX noise reduction system
(BS)

V-3- ny1-5- 17

DB Systems DB-7 Polarity Inverter
UGH)

1V-7-15

dbx 119 Expander UGH)
III-9-7
dbx Type II noise reduction system
UGH,BS)
IV-8-14 Y-3-11YI-4-49
dbx 3BX Dynamic Range Expander UGH) ..V-9-9
dbx 120BX subharmonic synthesizer
(BS)
XI-2-121,10-147
dbx CX1 surround-sound preamplifier
UGH)
XI-9-113
dbx 14/10 Analyzer/Equalizer UGH)
XI-7-118
Dennesen Phase Restoration Device
(BS)
VII-4-28
Dolby-C noise reduction system
(BS)
V-3-11YI-4-49

elektra Amplidyne speaker equalizer
UGH)

III-3-10
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Fosgate 10IA surround-sound decoder
(DO)
Fosgate 3601 surround-sound decoder

VIII- I-60

(BSJGH)
IX-2-70,4-115
Fosgate DSM-3602 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
XI-3-121
Frazier SEE24 equalizer UGH)
II-12-17
Hafler DH-160 graphic equalizer (BS) ....
VI-5-27
Kinergetics KDP UGH)
VII-5-57
Kinergetics KM?-1 & 2UGH)
VII-1-14
KLH/Burwen TNE-7000A Transient Noise
Eliminator (BS)
IV-9-11
KLH/Burwen 1201A Dynamic Noise Filter
(BS)
V-6-3
Lexicon CP- Idigital audio environment
processor (BS)
Marantz CDA-94 D/A converter

X1I-1 -164,8-

(TJN,MC)
XI-10-129,11-103
NEC PLD-910 surround-sound processor
(
11S)
XII -8-149
Packburn Disc Noise Reduction Unit
UGH)
V-8-8
Phoenix P250-DL surround-sound decoder
UGH)
VIII-8-66
Sansui DS-77 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
XI-3-121
Sansui AU-X911DG D/A integrated amplifier
(LG)
XII -11 -144
Shure HIS 5000 surround-sound decoder

(Bs)
IX-2-68
Shure HIS 5200 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
XI-3-121
Shure HTS 5300 surround-sound processor
(BS)
X11-8-150
Sony DAS-703ES D/A converter
(IGH,MCJA)
IX-8-94,X-4-98,XII-3-138
Sony SDP-505ES ambience synthesis system
(BS)
XI-3-121
Sony DAS -R1 D/A converter
(IGHJA)
XI-12-128,X11-2-95
Soundcraftsmen Octave Equalizer UGH) .. III-2-25
SSI SSI-720 surround-sound decoder
(BS)
XI-3-121
Technics SU -A60 D/A preamplifier
(MC)
X1-11-103
Theta DS Pre D/A preamplifier (LL/JA) . XII -3-104
Wadia 1000 D/A decoding computer
(MC)
Yamaha DSP-1 ambience synthesizer

XII -9-109

(BS)
X-4-124,XI-3-121
Yamaha DSR-100 Dolby surround-sound
processor (BS)
XII -8-151
Yamaha DSP-3000 surround-sound processor
(Peter Mitchell,BS)

XII -9-26,131

Tortearms

ADC Pritchard 40 (1W)
11-10-3,11-4
Airtangent (AB)
XII -2-77
Alphason HR-100S (AHC)
VII -3-48,VIII-7-60
Alphason Xenon (AHC)
VIII-7-61
Ariston Opus (AHC)
VIII-5-103
Audio & Design M9BA Unipivot
(JGHJW)
II-4-6,10-3,11-5
AudioQuest PT-5 (GL,GAG) ... XII -8-140,10-143
Audio-Technica AT-1007 (1W)
II-10-3,11-7
Connoisseur SAU2 (1W)
11-10-3,11-8
Decca International
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(IGHJWJGH)
II-8-23,9-20,10-3,11-9,17
D navector DV 505
IV-2-20
Dynavector DV-507 (AHC)
VIII-7-61
Elite Excalibur (DO)
XI-8-117
Eminent lbchnology 1(DO)
WI-5-29
Eminent lbchnology II
(AHC,GL)
VIII-7-56,X11-11 -169
GH (Hadcock) Unipoise Mk.3 (1W) .AI -1 0-3,11-11
Goldmund T3-F & T-5 (AHC). .
VII-3-51,V111-7-62
Goldring-Lenco L-75 (1W)
II-10-3,12-4
Grado Signature (ANC)
VIII-5-102,7-62
Helius Aurum (AE)
VI-1-12
Koetsu SA-1100D Mk.II (AHC)
VIII-7-62
Linn Basik (AE)
V-3-9
Linn Basik LVX (AE)
VI-6-17
Linn Ittok LVII (AHC)
VIII-7-62
Linn Ekos (AGJA)
XII-3-98,4-121
Maplenoll Athena (GG,D0) ... IX-2-78,XI-10-136
MAS MAS -282 UGH)
VII-4-31
Mayware Formula 4UGH)
IV-1-27
Neat G-30 Ow)
Odyssey RPI -XG (DO)
Onofon RMG-212 UGH)
Ortofon RS-212 (1GHJW)
Rabco SL-8E UGH)
Rega RB300/250 (STAG)
Roksan Anemia (AG)
SAEC 407/23 (AHC)
Signet XK35 (DO)
SME 3009 UGH)
SME 300911(1W)
SME 3009111 UGH)
SME Series V (SWW,AHC)
Sony PUA -237 (1W)
Souther SLA-3 (1GH)
Souther Junior (AHC)
Souther Triquartz (AHC)
Stax UA -70 UGH)
Sumiko, The Arm (AHC)
Sumiko MMT (AHC)
Sumiko FT-3 (AHC)
Syrinx PU -3 (AHC)
Technics EPA-100 Mk.II UGH)
Technics EPA-500 Mk.II UGH)
Thorens TPI3 (1W)
Transcriptors Vestigial UGH)
Versa Dynamics 2.0 UGH)
The Wdl- Tempered Arm

II-10-3,12-5
VII-8-38
1-9-11,10-10
II-5-5,10-3,12-6
111-1-16
VII-7-77,X-1 -99
XII -3-98
VII-8-31Y111-7-63
VII-8-36
1- 11-6
11-10-3,12-7
1V-6-32
IX-6-105
II -10- 3,12-9
VII-7.46
VIII-7-66
VIII-5-105,7-63
III-1-10
VIII-7-66
VIII-5-100
IX-4-103
VII-3-45y111-7-66
VII-6-36
VIII-4-108
11-10-3,12-10
III-8-4
X-8-102,X1- 1-135

(IGH,AHCJGH,BS,AB,CB)
VII1-4-51,7-68,
IX-3-107,5- 145,X1-394,6147
Wheaton ibiplanar II (DO)
XI-1-88
Zeta (AHC)

VII-3-46YIII-7-67

liners &Aerials
Accuphase T-106 (DAS)
Accuphase T-107 (DAS)
Adcom GFT- IA (DAS)
Adcom GTP-400 (GAG)
ADS Atelier 2(DAS)
Amber 7(DAS)
Amain Alpha (DAS)

VII1-1 -72
VIII-7-85
VII-7-58
XII -9-123
VIII-1-76
VII-7-60
IX-8-1I9

Arcam Alpha 2(DAS)
XII- 7-143
Akai AT-S7BN (DAS)
VIII-4-58,IX-8-131
AudioPrism 7500 indoor FM antenna
(DAS)
XII -5-128
B&O Portable Radio UGH)
1-4-12
Bogen TP-100 (DAS)

IX-3-97
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BP FM -9700 active antenna (DAS)
X1-10-144
British Fidelity TI (AG)
XI-1-85
Carver TX-11 (DAS)
V11-4-25
Creek CAS-3040 (ST,DAS)
VII -8-88Y111-7-92
Day Sequerra (LG)
XII -6-111
Day Sequerra FM Urban indoor antenna
(LG)
712
dbx TX1 (DAS)
XI-9-123
Denon TU -767 (DAS)
VIII-1 -80
Denon TU -800 (DAS)
XI-5-110
Gallo FMS-101 FM antenna (JGH)
1-4-13,5-13
GC Electronics Antenna (DAS)
Haller DH-330 (DAS)
V1I-7-62,X-9-133
Harman/Kardon Citation 14/15 UGH)
III-7-4
Harman/Kardon Citation 23 (DAS)
X-8-138
Hannan/Kardon TU905 (DAS)
IX-5-122
Harman/Kardon TU915 (DAS)
VIII-1-72
Harman/lCardon TU920 (DAS)
XII -4-153
JVC FX-1100 BK (DAS)
XII -4-150
Kenwood KT -3300D (DAS)
XII -9-122
KLH Model 18 (JGH)
I-12-10
Luxman TX-101 (DAS)
VII -7-68
Luxman T/02 (DAS)
IX -3-90
Luxman T-117 (DAS)
XI-2-124
McIntosh MR 78 (DAS)
V11-7-65
McIntosh MR 80 (DAS)
IX -3-92
Magnum 95 FM Booster (DAS)
VII -7-45
Magnum 105 FM Booster (DAS)
VII -7-44
Magnum 205 FM Booster (DAS)
X-6-123
Magnum FT-101 (DAS)
VIII-4-59,X-3-172
Magnum FT-11 (DAS)
XII -10-172
Marantz 10B (DAS)
Marantz ST-54 (DAS)
Maranta ST -74 (DAS)
Maranta ST551 (DAS)
Mission Cyrus (DAS)
Mitsubishi DAF-30 (DAS)
NEC T-6E (DAS)
NEC T-710 (DAS)
Nikko NT-950 (DAS)
Onix BWD1 (DAS)
Onkyo T-22 (DAS)
Onkyo T-4087 (DAS)
Onkyo T-9090 (DAS)
Onkyo T-9090 II (DAS)
Parsec 7403-11 Antenna (DAS)
Philips FT-565 (DAS)
Pioneer TX-V1160 (DAS)
Pioneer F-77 (DAS)
Proton 440 (DAS)
Quad FM4 (DAS)
Radio Shack TM -152 AM-Stereo tuner
(DAS)
Revox B-260-S (LG)
SAE T-101 (DAS)
Sansui TU-D99AMX (DAS)
HH Scott 599T (DAS)
HH Scott 595T (DAS)
Sequerra Model 1UGH)
Sherwood S-3000V UGH)
Sherwood S-6010/S-2010 (DAS)
Sony ST-444es (DAS)
Sony FM Discman DT-10 (BS)
Tandberg TPT-3001A (DAS)
Technics ST -G7 (DAS)
Yamaha T-80 (DAS,ST)
Yamaha T-85 (DAS)
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X-4-140
XII -10-176
VIII-7-87
X-6-120
IX -5-124
VIII-1-72
VIII-1-74
XI-10-142
X-6-122
X-8-137
VIII-1-81
IX -3-88
VII -7-67
XI-5-112
1X-3-82
XI-12-156
VI11-7-89
X-3-168
V111-1-78
V111-4-61
XI-5-114
XII -7-120
VIII-1 -73
IX -3-95
VII -7-69
V111-5-134
111-7-11
I-8-11
VIII-1 -73
VIII-1-73
X1I-5-129
VIII-1 -73
V111-4-62
VIII-7-30
IX-8-120

lUmtables

AR XA UGH)
AR (ST,AHC,ST,GL)

II-5-10
V11-1-85Y111-2-22,7-33,
XI-4-41,X11-8-138

AR EB-101 (AG)
Ariston RD-40 (AHC)
Audionics LK-1 UGH)
Denon DP-2550 UGH)
Dual CS505-2 (AHC)
Dual CS5000 (ST,GAG)
Elite Rock (DO)

VIII-7-54
VIII-5-103
V-4-9
1V-6-9
V111-3-68
IX -4-18,XI-11 -134
XI-8-117

Garrard 301 UGH)
Harman /
Kardon T40 UGH)

1-3-16
VI-5-20

Harman/Kardon T45 (SWW)
IX-2-82
Hannan/Kardon T60 (ST)
VI-5-52
Harman/Kardon T65C (SWW)
IX-2-82
[VC QL-Y5 (ST)
X-1-38
Linn Axis (AG)
X-1-97
Linn Sondek Valhalla (LG)
VII-2-20
Manticore Mantra (AG)
VIII-3-25
Maplenoll Athena (GG,D0) ...
IX-2-78,X1-10-136
MAS UGH)
VII-5-49
Micro Seiki BL99V (ST)
VIII-6-60
Micro Seiki RX-1500 (SWW)
X-8-108
NAD 5020 UGH)
1V-8-18
Oracle Delphi II (AHC)
IX-4-112
Pink Triangle UGH)
VII-5-34
RATA Linn Sondek Modification (CB) ....
X-3-129
Rega Planar 3(ST)
VII-1 -7r/III-6-60
Revolver (ST)
VIII-6-60
Rolcsan Xerxes (AG)
IX-3-61
Sonographe SG-3 (ST)
SOTA Star UGH)
SOTA Star Sapphire
(SWW,AHC)
SOTA Star Sapphire Series Ill
UGH)

IX-7-65
VIII-4-108
VII-2-41,IX-4-107
X-5-105,X1-1 -135

SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
IX-2-85
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
IX-2-85
Thorens TD- 124 UGH)
I-3-16
Thorens TD-125 UGH)
II-12-14
Thorens TD-150AB UGH)
11-2-10,5-13
norms TD-318 (ST)
IX-4-18
Versa Dynamics 2.0
UGH,ST)
X-8-102,XI-1-135,4-39
VPI HW-19 UGH)
VII-2-31
VPI HW-1911(AHC,
BS,GL) ...
VIII-4-48,IX-4-109,5-145,X 11-11-169
VPI HW- 19 JR (GAG)
G&J Walker CJ-55 UGH)
The Well-Tempered ibmtable (AB)

XII -10-143
V-8-5,9-21
XI-3-94

Video Equipment
JVC G-71USJ Color Camera UGH)
IV-6-38
JVC HR-3600 VHS VCR UGH)
IV-6-39
NAD MR20 TV Monitor (BS)
IX-5-129
Reference Recordings [A Video Standard]
LaserVision disc UGH)
XII -11-157
Sony SL-8200 Beta VCR UGH)
IV-4-34
Sony SL-HF900 Beta Hi -Fi VCR (BS) ... .
IX-5-126
'Mullin TVC-22 MTS tuner (DAS)
IX-8-122
Tera 621C TV Monitor UGH)
XII -11-81 & 150

Complete Audio Systems

KU-1 Model 20 UGH)
11-4-13
Shure M-100 (PCGJGH)
1-10-10
Shure HTS Home Theater Reference System
surround-sound system (BS)
XI1-11 -158
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
MFA Magus
Editor:
We have tried and tried, but we can't make a
state-of-the-art preamp for under athousand
dollars either. Imust admit you nailed it good,
Sam. Without awall-to-wall power supply,
there are certain inadequacies which will just

plained by low-volume production techniques
and their accompanying constraints. Most
small manufacturers don't know what their real
costs are due to inadequate accounting procedures. To keep accurate books requires that an
accurate inventory be taken. This requires
counting and costing every part in stock (in

have to be lived with. Our answer to this design

addition to alabor breakdown for each subas-

problem is to give max musicality rather than

sembly). Without the computerized MRP sys-

to try to stretch the resolving power and

tems used by larger companies for inventory

introduce astrained quality. This is where
solid-state will have a tough time, in my

control, the small manufacturer of complex
products like audio electronics is almost

opinion.

guaranteed to underestimate his true costs. This

It's true that tubes generally have an advantage in the midrange, but it's just as easy to

leads to the "let's look in the bank account"
approach to inventory control, creating a

destroy the sound with poor layout, cheap

vicious cycle of stretched lead-times, produc-

parts, or incompetent circuit design, as it is

tion delays, canceled orders, and lower production volume.

with solid-state The "magical midrange" does
not come about all by itself, in other words. It's
tough to get good frequency extremes with
budget-priced tube designs, in any case It takes
more tubes in the audio circuit and more elaboration in the power supply to keep everything

Thanks for the recommendation, Sam.
Scott Frankland
President. MF.- Incorporated

Music Reference RM-9

isolated. Thanks for noticing that we have been

Editor:

steadily improving in these areas.

Actually, the RM-9 was the next in my design

Irecognize the problem with gain adjustments in the Magus. While it is ahighly flexi-

series, and numerologists believe 9to be the
number for power. Dick Olsher is correct that

ble design admitting abroad range of input

the 9permutations do make extra work for the

levels—ie, low-output moving-coils on up to

reviewer, but also extra versatility for the
owner.

high-output digital-based sources—the convenience of quickly switching from one source

My power-amp research (which started com-

to another is wanting. It can be done, of course

mercially around 1983, but actually when I

but not without some forethought. May Isug-

designed my first amp at age 13) demonstrated

gest that the owner will soon become used to

that much of the sound of atube amp is determined by its damping factor and behavior in

this minor inconvenience.
By way of defense all phono -gain trim techniques we tried compromised the sound quality compared to the gain-setting technique
which we currently use on the Magus. Just
think of the Magus as aModulus with amaster
volume control (Bruce Moore, our senior
engineer, is also the designer of the original

overload; these are the major differences which
must be "listened through" to hear the more
subtle character of an amplifier's sound. In tube
amps, the damping factor is not large and there
is asizable internal resistance in series with the
output (though it does not cause apower loss).
In solid-state amps, this resistance is quite small
(0.1-0.01 ohms) and its contribution to fre-

Modulus).
Sorry about the mute-circuit pops. We

quency response is vanishingly small. But in

searched for arelay that wouldn't bounce, but

atube amp, the output impedance (Zout/Zload

the best we could find for under ten dollars still

= 1/damping factor) may be 1.0-0.1 ohm. The
difference between 1ohm and 0.5 ohm is quite

emits a(very mild) pop. Certainly not enough
to cause harm to anything downstream.
Your complaints with respect to frequent
price increases by high-end manufacturers are
well-meaning, but in most cases can be exStereophile, December 1989

noticeable as it would decrease the magnitude
of the variation in frequency response due to
speaker load, as shown in fig.3, to y
2.
this is done by raising feedback by 6dB.
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PZlàL -5 Presents:

Benz...
the smoothest cartridge you'll ever drive...

BENZ-MICRO OF SWITZERLAND
ARRANGE FOR YOUR TEST DRIVE TODAY!
PANTHER ENTERPRISES:
1431 Ocean Avenue *400 •Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 395-0511 •Fax: (213) 399-HIFI
Products available form Panther include:
Benz-Micro, Tiffany, Primare, B.B. Audiophile Systems & Manticore

"In fact, the Parasound C/HD-350 combines
everything which the demanding enthusiast could wish for:
power reserve, dynamics, good solid bass, detailed and airy
mids and fine, expressive highs. One is quickly seduced by this
integrated amp which disappears through the music it
reproduces, the kind of music you write with acapital M."
Revue du Son (France)
June/July,1989

800 822-8802; in CA 415 397-7100
950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
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Therefore, the key aspect of amplifier/speaker

(as shown in fig.1) is actually very flat, especially

tonal balance is often damping, which can be

for atube amp, even under the magnified eye

controlled by feedback.

of your test setup. Idesigned the low-gain setting to be the most "technically perfect" (te,

Not wanting to play "God" over the situation, Ichose to give the user athree-position

flat, high damping, lowest THD), to achieve the

feedback switch so he could change the damp-

neutral sound closest to agood solid-state amp,

ing by a factor of approximately 4:1. This

and to measure well. The other two settings are
my and everyone else's favorite settings, having

switch also changes the gain of the amplifier,
and, in the high-gain mode, makes it usable

aslightly rolled-off top end, which makes the

directly with line-level sources if avolume con-

flat low-gain setting sound bright by com-

trol is available. We plan to provide aselection

parison.

of passive control units in the near future.

Fig.2 shows the typical result of a"techni-

The other major sonic factor is clipping per-

cally correct" amp presented with a2.2pF

formance. Iencourage reviewers and designers
to tone-burst test every amplifier at clipping,
then raise the level 3-20dB, and observe the

capacitor load. That 5dB peak seen can be
lowered to 1dB by changing the feedback

behavior on ascope or awoofer cone. Most
tube amps will have alarge baseline shift (on
the 'scope), or arest-position shift (on the

capacitor on the low-gain setting, thus achieving the less bright sound of the other two settings, which have less than a1dB peak when
driving a2.2µF capacitor. It is interesting to

woofer). This is not desirable. The burst should

note that the feedback constants control so

simply clip symmetrically, recover immediately

many things, including stability, into awide

to zero, and await the next burst. The Marantz

range of loads. This amplifier will not oscillate

and RM-9 do this perfectly, whereas most amps

with any capacitance from zero to infinity.

do not. In some amps, the recovery after cut-

Unfortunately, amplifiers are rarely tested with

ting off, or reducing the tone burst below clip-

small capacitive loads (from 0.001-1e. These

ping, causes the baseline to "walk around" the
On the subject of tube life, Iwould like to

small values can cause oscillations in amplifiers
that are stable into 2µF and up. Such amplifiers
will tend to oscillate, and may go up in smoke

present the following analogy. llibes are very

when connected to high-capacitance (0.001-

much like tires. If you drive them reasonably,
they will have acertain well-defined treadlife.

lpF) audiophile speaker cables.

If you spin them alot, they wear faster, and if

250 units out in the field at the present time,

you spin them too much at one time, they can
overheat and blow out. At the zenith (or was

going back to May 1986. Out of those, we have

it the Sylvania?) of tube design, the makers
were shooting for, and achieving, a 10,000-

problems other than tubes, fuses, and switches.
The units which failed were primarily of the

hour balance of heater, cathode coating, and
getter life. If you operate the tubes as they were

first 130 produced, and were simple rectifier
failures. We corrected that problem by chang-

rest position for several seconds.

As to the track record of the RM-9, we have

experienced afailure rate of less than 4% for

intended, these all go at the same rate. If the

ing to amuch larger rectifier, which is currently

tubes are run in high dissipation (hot), the get-

used.

ter will go first. High current will kill the cath-

This reliability is typical of Music Reference

ode coating, and high voltage will provide a

products, and we wish it were typical of the

Fourth ofJuly fireworks show in the bottle. I

industry.
Ilook forward to afollow-up review on the

personally assure you that the tubes in the RM9are operated as their makers intended, and

RM-9 strapped for mono. Mono operation was

that well-constructed tubes are available that

taken into consideration in the original design,

achieve 10,000-hour life. These well-chosen
operating voltages and currents are stabilized

and has worked so well in the field that Iam not
tempted to make adedicated 200W mono-

to track line-voltage variations so that amplifier

block. Yet, noticing the hunger for big mono-

performance and tube life remain constant over

blocks, Ido occasionally give thought to a

wide line-voltage variations without the use

400W monoblock. Imagine ten glowing KT88s to delight the eye and warm the heart!
Roger A. Modjeski

of regulators.
Isee DO noticed the slight brightness in the
low-gain (high-feedback) setting. This setting
Stereophile, December 1989
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THE REVOLVER REBEL
— WINNER HI FI REVIEW
1989 AWARD
THE REVOLVER REBEL
COMES COMPLETE WITH
ARM AND THE
ACCLAIMED BULLET
CARTRIDGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR NEAREST
REVOLVER DEALER PLEASE CONTACT:
MUSIC HALL 108 STATION RD. GREAT NECK NY 11023
TEL.: 516-487-3663
FAX: 516-773-3891

TIFFANY

THE CRITICS' CHOICE

Demand Responsive Power Cord
The TIFFANY ELECTRONICS GROUP announces the first power cords (patent
pending) specifically designed for audio applications that meet UL standards, an
exotic product at arealistic price.
Using acomputer-optimized configuration, these power cords have proven
in actual usage to offer dramatic improvements in sound quality not only in large
power amplifiers with large current draw but also in pre-amps, turntables and all
other AC powered units in the audio chain.
The two versions (TPC-60 designed for 60 Hz lines; the TPC-50 for 50Hz) are
tuned to their respective AC line voltage frequency. Just as aported loudspeaker
is most efficient at its resonant frequency, the same holds true for power transmission through acomplement of wire.
This product is designed and built in our cable plant in Connecticut, where
we also manufacture TIFFANY INTERCONNECT CABLES.
OEM & EXPORT SALES: TIFFANY ELECTRONICS GROUP (212) 744-4456
U.S. DEALER SALES: PANTHER ENTERPRISES, 1431 OCEAN AVE., #400, SANTA MONICA, CA
90401, PH: (818) 989-HIFI, FAX: (213) 399-HIFI
CANADIAN DEALER SALES: DAUMIER MARKETING, 5109 HARVESTER RD., UNIT 10B,
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO L7L 5Y9, PH: (416) 333-0017, FAX: (416) 333-0984
MBI
DIV.°,

)

It

TIFFANY ELECTRONICS GROUP

PH

" 744 4451,

FAX i212

744 5271 ,

INDUSTRIES. INC. SOX El GRACIE SEA NEW YORK. NY 10021
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TDL TLS Reference Monitor

TDLs caused him to review his opinion and

EDitor:

where, given even more time, that psychoacoustically would have ended up. We all tend
to know what we like, which in this area of subtlety is often much the same as liking what we

The Stereophile review of the TDL Reference
Standard Transmission Line Speakers had, we
understand, been unavoidably delayed due to
the indisposition ofJ. Gordon Holt, who origi-

know. Whatever, Kessler did not suffer such

nally intended to test them. We were grateful
when Robert Harley became available to take

balance and coloration aberrations, but instead
remarked that they possessed "a seamless

up the cause, although by then the speakers

character approaching the best two-way panel

had been on the market some while and had
already received critical acclaim from around

designs" and "colorations low enough to

systems" with the "sound location skills of tiny

the world. Robert Harley is, therefore, at variance with the findings of other critics and, in
particular, with those of Ken Kessler, an Ameri-

justify the Reference tag."

can journalist working in the UK with Hi -Fi

Harley admitting that "once you have heard the
bottom octaves reproduced correctly, it may

Unanimous agreement lies with the RS's
reproduction of extreme lows, with Robert

News (JA's previous publication), as well as
being acontributor to Stereophile. For example,
in Kessler's July 1988 review he found the

be difficult to live without them." Ken Kessler
simply described the bass as "majestic" and

Reference Standards "so unfussy about place-

went on to conclude that "If the Yanks don't

ment that you'll have them up, running and

like this one, they should have their ears examined." Fortunately, thus far the Reference Stan-

making beautiful music in minutes, not weeks."
This disparity is of special concern since it
suggests afundamental difference in operating conditions. Unfortunately we have no

dards have been well-received in the US as elsewhere, and we trust that, notwithstanding this
dichotomy, customers already possessing the
speakers will continue to hold them in acclaim,

experience of the speakers' performance in
such irregularly shaped rooms, with or without

and those contemplating purchase will judge

bass traps, active or not. They were developed

for themselves.

for use in ordinary domestic living rooms with

John S. Wright

no concern for special acoustic treatments. It

TDL Electronics

is our experience that the manner in which the
lower octaves are propagated subjectively

Amrita AMRIT -Minimonitor

determines one's perception of mid- and treble
balance. The sound becomes homogeneous

We very much appreciate the reviewer's time

only when the bass is as intended. Therefore,
we would tend to mistrust any manipulation
of the acoustic environment at low frequencies, especially with TDL/IMF implementation
of the transmission-line principle, which otherwise naturally pressure-loads the room. We
gather that these were the first "unknown"
speakers to be tested in this unproven environment, and frankly wonder why they were not
tried in amore conventional listening room
after these difficulties were encountered.
Similarly, we gather that the electronics were
also new, and we cannot retrospectively ascertain the phase integrity of the bi-amped
arrangement. However, Robert Harley did

Editor:
and attention. He has clearly expended alot of
effort in bringing his considerable skill and
experience to bear. For ayoung upstart company, we are thrilled to have the opportunity
to compete with "The Big Boys" in this, the
toughest of all design and marketing arenas. A
special thanks to Stereopbile for structuring an
environment wherein we can test our mettle,
confident that each reviewer will call 'em as he
or she sees 'em. And, it is great to be invited to
do a"Review of the Reviewer." Thy-way streets
are the most courteous kind.
As apersonal note, Iwouldn't have JA's job
if it were the last one left on the planet ...
it's

notice aprogressive improvement during the

tougher than the toughest! In these last months
that JA has had our MiniMonitors, agreat many

system's breaking in, and that his criticisms

audiophiles have expressed their horror upon

were mitigated somewhat by extended listening. Having lived with the Vortex Screen transmission lines for the past seven years, we won-

being told that we had entrusted our "babies"
into his British hands. They spoke with
authority: "If it doesn't have ametal-dome

der to what extent increased exposure to the

tweeter he'll destroy it. If they're not British,

Stereophile, December 1989
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8LO—P—.b
More than aName.
The patented technology available
only in JSE speakers, combined with
g advanced aspects of enclosure
design and component construction
make the Infinite Slope speaker
series a source of unlimited dimensionality, incredible accuracy and
unmatched musicality. Hand built,
from crossover's to cabinets, these
beautiful speakers will seem to
become invisible as the music takes
shape. Made in the U.S. for the highest standards and value.

JSENGINEERING
The "Infinite Slope Series"
available at better audio dealers.
519 East Middle Turnpike
Manchester CT (203) 643-2160
Model 4

Menulackaad unclog Ice. by Mode. MoosIca, labs Pal I/ 4771486 4403112

THE HVV-19 JR.
THE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLE
THAT LETS YOU HAVE IT ALL! $600.00 Retail
VPI. Ind. Inc., 460 County Rd., Suite 162, Cliffwood, N.J. 07721
Tel. 201-946-8606 FAX 201-946-8578
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he'll hate them," etc At every turn Ireplied con-

to us. We have received alot of compliments

fidently that Ibelieved JA was an honest man
and would give us afair review. Albeit, to an

on our MiniMonitors from people who can

extent we are two countries separated by a
common music. As with their emotions and
humor, they tend to like their music dry (please,
just whisper "vermouth" over my martini). On
the other hand, we Americans tend to emote
rather freely.. .
and like our music abit warmer.

hear. The manufacturer is happy with all of the
above, except the musicality. Simply put, we
are ayoung company; we're crazy enough to
think that it's possible to build abetter loudspeaker. We love music As toMs comments on
the midrange, we agree that it can get better.

Essentially, Ido feel that JA gave us an honest

We have been having new 8" drivers sampled
to us for the last six months. We are determined

review, and worked hard at it to do sa We are
very pleased that he liked the good bass exten-

to meet all of our design goals; they are realistic. And when we do, we sincerely hope that

sion. And, to all those doubting souls, it is my
great pleasure to say "I told you so"; not even
abit of ametal-domed tweeter, and he thought

JA will be good enough to give another listen.
The fact that squeezing agood lime into a

it "quite dean." It was good to hear him remark

Coke greatly improves its taste makes us think
that the insertion of an articulate Brit into the

positively about our fit and finish.

audiophile mainstream of America offers good

The general perspective of the review was,
however, alittle disappointing to us. It has been

possibilities. Obviously, LA thinks so! If the

accurately said that there is no such thing as the
perfect loudspeaker. Indeed, one often hears
the comment that Brand X speaker does this
well while its competition does that well. A

British can forgive America for 1776, then
Amrita should be able to build speakers to
please the European Community. Trying to
please the audio palate of the likes of John
Atkinson is awonderful challenge. Good skiers

loudspeaker should first of all be viewed rela-

don't get better by spending their time on the

tive to its design goals. We did not set out to

bunny slopes.

make asimple 8" two-way with our Mini-

John D. Andre, D.C.

Monitor. Therefore, to judge it against simple

Amrita Audio

8" two-ways (or the like) is apples against
oranges—though, to be sure, they are all fruits.
‘Itt feel that the design—and design goals—of
our MiniMonitor are ambitious, though not too
much so. We wanted to make a small box
speaker that would sound like aspeaker five
times its size. We wanted it to be able to play
loudly, to have great power-handling ability—
to be relatively bulletproof. We wanted them
to disappear into their soundstage. We wanted
to build asmall speaker that would be so very

Paradigm Control Monitor
Editor:
We are very pleased with JA's review of the Paradigm Control Monitor. It again confirms what
many others have quickly discovered: that Paradigm offers excellent performance that is consistently "higher than usual at their products'
price points."
It is apparent that JA found the Control Monitor to be avery high-quality, musical speaker

beautiful that folks would buy it just because
it was cute (wife Q). We aimed at building a

system. Midrange neutrality is the hallmark of

speaker that would get people's attention, and
perhaps blow their minds. And yes, we want

itor pass the difficult midrange neutrality tests,
such as naturally recorded piano, with "flying

them to be totally musical! There are fine

colors" is no easy feat. This industry is littered

any great design, and having the Control Mon-

speakers on the shelf today that play well softly,

with failed attempts at the seemingly simple

but cannot be turned up due to the frail nature
of the drivers. Others provide the "dry" sound,

task of designing aspeaker to achieve this goal.
Midrange neutrality is the prerequisite for musi-

sometimes overly analytical to the point of

cal performance. With it, the music—both in-

boredom. We feel that there is a fine line
between asound which is warm and exciting,
and "coloration." The man who says that all
coloration is bad exhibits an extremist's musical taste which is at variance with the mainstream of America today.
The audiophile marketplace is being good
Stereophile, December 1989

struments and voice—has fidelity and sounds
correct. Without it, no matter what other interesting things aspeaker might do, the listener
is simply not really convinced of the speaker's
musical abilities. For many years now, Stereopbile has told readers of the importance of midrange neutrality. The work of Dr. Floyd Toole
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AS-ONE n.INTERCONNECT • SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR". SPEAKER CABLES • MISSING-LINE "'AUDIOPHILE AC POWER CABLE
DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED INTERCONNECT
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FAX 408-270-6039

2016 FLINT8URY COURT • SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95148 • 408-270-6033
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The AMRIT-Compound System
Amrita Audio is pleased to present the AMBIT-Compound System (patent pending).
We feel we have taken advantage of some very important laws of nature in ahighly unique
way, allowing us to bring to the audiophile our exciting new technology. The basis for
this system is the use of two drivers, one mounted very closely behind the other. Hence,
we have two specially designed motors, closely coupled, operating upon asingle air mass.
Just as two heads are often better than one, we find that two woofers CAN BE better
than one, as shown in the diagram of an AMRIT-MiniMonitor.
Both drivers are active. Each has its own independent crossover elements. Essentially,
the rear driver is most active in response to the system's demand for deep bass reproduction. This provides for impressive dynamics over the full range of transient demands
along with nice bass extension. The attack is lightning fast; the sustain is completely
appropriate; the decay is well-timed and therefore supportive of proper timbre. These
beauties are VERY musical. The inner detail is lifelike
and the presence conveyed is real. They disappear into
asoundstage which is surprisingly wide and deep.
Our philosophy: simple is better. The components that
go into Amrita speakers are of the finest quality money
can buy. We use apartially conjugated first order crossover, and throw in afew proprietary tricks. The box is
ridged. The attention to detail in finish and design
provide for apride of ownership which is rare today. Come
give us alisten, and hear.. .
Nectar For Your Ears!

AMRITA AUDIO

P.O. BOX 770 •FAIRFIELD, IA 52556
1800) 4-AMRITA
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at the NRC also clearly shows common listener
preference for speakers with neutral midrange.
The work of the NRC has also shown that
system-balance preference, above and below
the critical midrange, tends to be more room and listener-dependent, but it still falls within

accurate for many years of listening pleasure.
W. A. VanderMarel
Director of Sales & Marketing, AudioStream

Lexicon CP2
Editor:

arelatively narrow measurement "window."
This means that some listeners preferred a

Hey, Ithink you guys are on to something here.
This new reviewer UGH, is it?) seems to know

slight gradually rising response above the midrange and others aslight gradually dropping

ing knowledge of Dolby Surround and Dolby

response, so long as the nature of the response

his stuff. His review demonstrates agood work-

was smooth through awide dispersion area.

Pro Logic. He understands and values ambience extraction. He actually took the time to

Below the midrange, there was also varying listener preference—but still within arelatively

experiment with and enjoy our Mono Logic
program. Obviously he has listened carefully

narrow measurement "window." Some preferred asomewhat leaner low-frequency bal-

to anumber of competitive units and clearly
heard the value of our patented Auto Azimuth

ance, others asomewhat richer low-frequency
balance. In addition to the low-frequency per-

Error Correction and Auto Input Balance. The
article has some interesting insights into the

formance of the speaker system itself, the

philosophy behind the product, and even
includes some helpful setup hints above and

listening room can play havoc with actual lowfrequency performance realized. Ihave per-

beyond what is included in our owner's man-

sonally been in hundreds of listening rooms
with Paradigm speakers around the country

ual (thank you).

and have heard them (actually the room, of
course) sometimes sound somewhat rich and

such apositive review of our product, but I

at other times somewhat lean. Experimenting

Maybe you can get him to write something

Okay, okay, maybe it's just because he wrote
think this J. Gordon Holt guy is pretty good.

with placement and perhaps incorporating

more often. We just might learn athing or

some acoustic treatment of the room will help

two...

to achieve very impressive results with the
Control Monitor.
In addition to midrange neutrality and excellent system balance, our dealers have consistently praised the Control Monitor for its
soundstage imaging characteristics. Along with
very good dimensional presentation, localization of instruments and voice is precise and
unambiguous, as JA discovered. This is also difficult to achieve, and speaks highly of the competence of the design.
But in the end, the truly remarkable thing
about the Control Monitor is its exceptional

Buzz Goddard
National Sales Manager

Consumer Products Division, Lexicon

NAD 2100
Editor:
Iappreciated the opportunity of commenting
on the 2100 review.
You can imagine our surprise when we discovered that the 2100 was compared to other
power amplifiers, most of which were double
or triple the price of the 2100. We had originally
shipped this to you for consideration as awelldesigned power amplifier under $400. To be

value As with other Paradigm models, the Control Monitor is consistently compared to much

reviewed in the context of these other amplifiers, which have up to four times as much rated

more expensive products. Here is atrue audiophile-quality speaker at aprice where many

RAIS power, has to be abit unfair and misleading to your readers.

people thought they simply had to settle for
less.

2100. This unit is derived from the 7100PE

Paradigm speakers are completely designed
by Paradigm. Co-engineered tweeters are care-

receiver. It was designed so that one could dramatically increase the power of the 7100 by

fully selected and matched with Paradigm pre-

purchasing amatching power amplifier and

cision crossovers to Paradigm diecast-chassis
woofers. Production is reference-matched to
±OB. This level of control ensures that Par-

operating both units in bridged mode.
Guy Lemcoe pointed out that the unit has all

adigm loudspeakers will sound consistent and
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Iwould like to describe the origins of the

of the circuitry on one side and nothing on the
other. That is the case because we literally
227

Soundwave

Baffleless Loudspeakers
REFLECTION FREE SOUND

Soundwave loudspeakers have the open, seamless, and transparent sound of the best "panel"
(electrostatic, ribbon, and planar) speakers.
while offering the superior dynamic range and
extended bass response of the best "dynamic"
designs. And they offer astereo image that is
second to none.
A revolutionary patented design, achieved by
the utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques, Soundwave loudspeakers have aunique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive
units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural and three
dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing in your listening room.
The net result was abig. smooth, open sound. exceptionally free from typical box coloration."
—hm Stoneburner. Stereophile. Vol. 12, No. 7, July 1989
"Soundwave loudspeakers create abreathtaking stereo image, possess extraordinary dynamic
range, and are harmonically correct: they're the most musical I've ever heard," says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.
For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 383-1650

Straighten out your system
with the only audio cables that deliver
genuine neutrality, superior transparency,
and lasting musical satisfaction.
IMMe

d?À‘bfrseety

eaestro

(In blue of course)

The finest music conductors
in the world. Now available
for balanced line applications. Read the rave review in
The Absolute Sound #60.

Interconnects and speaker
cables second only to
MAESTRO.
Magnificent
sound, moderately priced.
Compatible with balanced
electronics.

Inquire about our home audition program.

STRAIGHT WIRE
1909 Harrison St., #208, Hollywood, Florida 33020 /(305) 925-2470
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pulled the preamplifier and tuner out of the

you to audition our new 2100X version and

7100 and substituted a new front and rear

urge you to test the NAD 2400. We feel that the

panel. The power-amplifier section, of course,

results will provide meaningful comparisons
that will be of value and interest to your

is identical. In the preliminary review copy that
you submitted to us, you mentioned that the

readers.

other brands are built more robustly in terms
of sheet-metal and other construction techniques. Since they were designed from the

Peter Tribeman
President, NAD

PS Audio 100C

ground up as power amplifiers, this is to be
expected.
Had we known that this article was going to

Thanks for agreat review of the PS Audio 100C
power amplifier.

cover amplifiers from $399 (the 2100's price)
up to $1195, we would have requested you con-

I'm glad to see Stereophile reviewing it.

sider our 2400 power amplifier (100Wpc).
As to the "turn-on thump;' we do not understand how this can occur, unless the built- in
relays were inoperative. These relays mute all
sound from the amplifier from between 3-5
seconds after turn-on to eliminate exactly this
kind of problem. We would appreciate you
shipping this unit back at your earliest convenience so that we can determine what has
happened. Meanwhile, we are shipping you a
second 2100, as well as the new 2100X, so that
you can hear for yourselves that there is no
"turn-on thump."
We are also puzzled by the description of the

high-frequency performance of this amplifier.

Editor:

That amplifier is really alittle sweetie, and
Iwould like to make one point clear that
really isn't covered in the article. Cables. Specifically, speaker cables.
The 100C is probably one of the most sensitive amplifiers made with respect to speaker
cables. Ihave had some customers tell me the
amp is just mediocre—I instruct them about
cable selection and their opinions can change
to "it's the best I've ever heard at any price!"
All they did was change speaker cables!
Why so sensitive? Low feedback. The 100C
has amere 9dB of feedback, and therefore does
not have as much control over cable peculiarities as most high-feedback amps.
This, no doubt, explains Sam Thllig dissatis-

If you look at your measured specifications, it
appears that the frequency response in the

faction over the match-up with the Martin-

upper midrange and treble is ruler-flat. The

pair of Sequel Ils from Gayle Sanders for our
listening room. When we first hooked up the

review mentions that the NAD (also the B&K)
accentuated record-surface noise to the point

Logans. Iknow this because we purchased a

100C to the Sequels, it sounded bright! Chang-

that it became an intrusion. Iassume we are not

ing the cables to apair of Kimber's 8pair (what-

talking about subtle differences here, but some-

ever he calls them) made the combination
magic. This isn't aplug for Ray Kimber's prod-

thing extraordinarily audible. The review also
describes a "close-up perspective [which]
brought out all sorts of extraneous noises such

ucts, merely an example of how sensitive this
particular amp is to speaker/cable combi-

as the intake of breath, the brushing of asleeve

nations.

against the body of the lute, and the shuffling
of the soloist in his chair." The implication is
clearly pejorative. However, surely this cannot

This same is true for the 200CX.
Problem: When you guys review aproduct,

"extraneous noise" is present in the original

you probably use one, maybe two sets of cables
to do so. In fact, it is my experience that most
reviewers have afavorite (or "reference") setup

recording. Surely it is the role of well-designed
amplifiers to disclose every detail of the original

with. So the set of cables that is currently

be viewed as a fault in the amplifier. This

source and not mask anything—good or bad!
Iam pleased that we agree on the power performance of this amplifier with the impedance
switch thrown into the 8 ohm position. I
assume that the use of the "lab" input has eliminated most of the other difficulties.
Obviously, we are concerned about the
methodology of the 2100 review. We do invite
Stereophile, December 1989

that equipment is plugged into and evaluated
employed usually serves as the "reference" and
the amp is inserted and the results are judged.
The problems with this method are obvious.
But the solutions are not. Iunderstand what a
nightmare it would be to stock 1500 different
cables and review each piece with adifferent
set of cable/speaker combinations till you
reached Nirvana!
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with aspecial. limited-edition FM tuner that is even more musical
and more selective than the FT-101. (a performer that has
already established it sown reputation for rf and sonic excellence).
For more information, call us at 1-800-448-8490
MAGNUM

dynalab

HJ 17/2

"The FM Specialists"
255 Great Arrow Ave

.

.

Buffalo

(716) 873-9475

HJ 15/3
For more information contact

may audio marketing inc.

HJ

P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919 -Tel.. (518) 298-4434
in Canada: (514) 651-5707

An example? We just got agreat review of the
100C from Guy, but we got apoor mention

and prior reviews in Stereopbile, is the con-

from Sam on the same amp. What's the con-

which were addressed and corrected more
than ayear ago.

sumer to do with his purchasing decision? The
only solution Iknow of is to write aletter, such
as this one, about the sensitivity of our particular product, and hope our customers read it
(since they never read the owner's manual); or,

tinual rehashing of afew early quality issues

Yes, there is along way to go before we, as
an industry, are able to bring absolute musical
realism into the home. We also agree that the

make our products less sensitive.. .which has
its sonic drawbacks too!

Beta brings you close enough to invite this
comparison.
Cary Christie
President, Infinity Systems, Inc.

Larry Archibald and Ihad avery interesting
discussion (over dinner in New York once)
about the use of cables as "equalizers." Iwon't

Euphonic Technology
ET650PX Mk.II

continue that argument in this article, but Iwill
say that if you're not getting the performance

Iwas surprised and dismayed to discover that

you think you should out of awell-regarded
piece of gear, check the cables first.
And bear one other item in mind: the most
highly touted cables are not necessarily the
best. Whatever works is the best! Ihave hooked

Editor:
our ET650PX Mk.II CD player was dropped
from the "Recommended Components" listing
which appeared in the October issue of Stereopbile.
The notation under "Deletions" which

up some real bowser-quality cables and been
shocked at how much better they worked in

appears on p.105 states that our ET650PX
Mk.11, as well as players from several other

that particular setup than agold-plated $10001
foot job. Whatever works, use it!

manufacturers, are "replaced by new versions

Simply be aware that some amplifiers are
more sensitive than others to cable/speaker
interface.

based on latest generation of Philips chassis,
yet to be auditioned."

Paul McGowan, Bob Odell

This is simply untrue. We are continuing to
offer the ET650PX Mk.11, based on the 650

PS Audio

chassis, in both its original form and the Sig-

Infinity IRS Beta
Editor:
Larry Archibald's review indicates that, when
equipped with the right components and properly set up, the Betas are the best speakers he

nature version, which uses the top-of-the-line
TDA1541A (S1 Crown) DAC.
The deletion of our ET650PX Mk.II for the
stated reason is particularly confusing because
our half-page ad, which appears on p.228 of

tial of the system's musical and analytical ability.

the same (October) issue, is specifically for our
ET650PX Mk.II Compact Disc player.
If the belief that this model is no longer avail-

There are afew areas that we would like to
clarify:

able was the only reason for the deletion, I
would certainly appreciate your restoring the

has heard in his home. This points to the poten-

The individual drivers have amass approximately /
20 that of conventional dynamic
drivers, and are driven over the entire radiating area. In their operating band, they are
extremely detailed and well-controlled. The
overall sonic transparency and neutrality of the

ET650PX Mk.II to its position as aB-category
component.
Michael Goldfield
Euphonic Technology
PS: We will continue to examine and consider
new Philips/Magnavox CD players as candidates for potential modification in the future.

Beta system demonstrates the accuracy of its
time-domain performance.
Most of us in the audiophile community
agree that there are differences in the sonics of

The omission was on the grounds that the
Magnavox CD13650 CD player used as the

amplifiers, wire, cartridges, etc., and any great

basisfor Euphonic Technology's modification,
is now some two generations old.
—JA

analytical tool such as the Beta will clearly
reveal these differences. Even the changes that

Celestion 3

occur as the equipment warms up will become
evident with the Beta system.
What particularly concerns us about this,
Stereophile, December 1989

Editor:
Regarding your October 1989 review of the
Celestion 3: Thanks are due to John Atkinson
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The ET650PX Midi is aWinner!
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ET650PX MkII

'The music had heft, impact and attack. Transients are etched,
and decays are marvelously detailed and delicate. Gone are glare, grain,
and brightness ...the ET was astandout in the transparency category."
—Amis Balgalvis, Stereophile, November 1988
See full review: The Absolute Sound, May/June 1989
call or write for reprint.

EUPHONIC
technology

19 Danbury Rd., Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 431-6434
A.,,

We Are Pleased To Introduce

KOUSU
USA
Now The Exclusive American Importer Of Koetsu Moving Coil Cartridges.
For Information On The World's Finest Phono Cartridges Please Contact
Eric Block, Vice President
Koetsu USA, Inc.
712 South Military Trail
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102

Fax: 305-480-6410

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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for what is avery thorough and detailed review

form their own subjective evaluations. Just as

of an inexpensive speaker. However, as acon-

one person's cup of tea may be another one's
poison, what Mr. Sommerwerck found "par-

sumer myself, Imust say that Ifind the review
alittle confusing.
One of the Celestion 3's great strengths is
that it is very versatile, in that it will work very
well in that most wonderful of environments,
the bookshelf. No comment is made of this at
all in the review, which is ashame, since this

ticularly cruel" may be very revealing to a
different listener.
It was the same Shure HTS 5300 decoder
which Mr. Sommerwerck unconditionally
recommends as the best-sounding surround

is avery important aspect for many readers. A

decoder he has heard (regardless of system)
which compelled us to design and build abet-

customer who may well be willing to spend
$250 on speakers to upgrade his existing Radio

ter speaker and amplifier system. We have used
many of the finest two-channel loudspeaker

Shacks, buy afirst system for arelative, or second speakers for him/herself, is highly unlikely
to almost double the cost of his/her purchase

designs at multichannel sound demonstrations,
including the excellent B&W 802 Matrix loud-

by spending the extra $200 on stands to go
with them. This is where the Celestion 3steps

speakers. We felt a need for smaller, more
affordable loudspeakers which could handle

in. It is designed so that the stand is not an

extremely high acoustic-level demands at low
distortion. This would need to be achieved

essential part of the customer's purchase. We
do acknowledge that there are benefits to stand

across awider spectrum than music typically
demands. Why? Even though well-recorded

placement, but we feel that with the Celestion
3's characteristics, it is not necessarily an issue.
Icould also get confused over why John
would also (having obviously read the "terse"
owner's manual) try to place the speakers in the
room where the other speaker had originally
been. To quote the first sentence from the

music and singing voices offer the best readily available means of authenticating the realism
or lack of it in loudspeaker performance, we
must also recognize that seriously well-done
audio for motion pictures is rapidly approaching asimilar level of sophistication. In addition,
the earthshaking rumble of acascading water-

owner's manual, "The Celestion 3has been

fall or the shrill scream of ajet's turbines make

designed to operate on bookshelves or on a
rigid stand close to the rear wall." Iguess as a

the most demanding music pale in comparison

manufacturer, I'm just sensitive to negative
comments about my products.
John, pull them back out of the box and put
them on your shelf. We know we have awinner here.
Barry Fox
Director of Sales & Marketing, Celestion

Shure Theatre Reference System
Editor:

for the sustained demands of reproducing anything approaching realistic levels. The added
requirement of five or more speakers where
there were only two meant the ideal multichannel speaker would be smaller and, hopefully,
less expensive. This is made possible, in part,
by five speakers being used to reproduce the
same soundfield which had been attempted
previously with only two. Using aseparate sub-

Iam taken aback by Mr. Sommerwerck's review

woofer below 80Hz also helped reduce the
minimum size. Still, there are physical limits to

in November of the Theater Reference System

even the best high-energy output designs.

components made by Shure HTS. Perhaps due
to the wide-ranging nature of many discussions

Thus, asignal-processing amplifier was needed
for extracting the highest performance level

which have taken place, Mr. Sommerwerck has

possible at every frequency. The processing

been left with some misunderstandings regard-

includes 1) upper-level driver cone-excursion

ing several key design goals and technical

limits, 2) lower-level bandwidth extension, 3)

characteristics of our system components.

electronic crossover above and below 80Hz,

Rather than debate our obvious differences or
subjective judgments, Iwould like to clearly
state our design goals and rationale. Readers

4) full-clipping time limiter at the point of distortion audibility, and 5) minor response
smoothing for the crossover and baffle effects.

who would like much more detailed informaVery important to us in designing these loudtion are invited to write or call us. Finally, I speakers from scratch was an ultra-smooth freencourage your readers to seek out aShure
quency response, both on-axis and off-axis,
HTS dealer, listen to one of these systems, and
over awell-defined dispersion pattern. The
Stereophile, December 1989
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Buy aCD player and you'll
need anew music collection...
Buy anew ORTOFON
cartridge and you'll have one.

Chances are you have asubstantial investment in record albums, many
of which will never be available on CD. Replacing your Phono Cartridge
with a New Ortofon model will make these recordings sound better
than ever before. So before spending hundreds of dollars on CD equipment and recordings, why not invest in something to give new life to
your music library? Ortofon cartridge prices start at less than the cost
of 3 Compact Discs! For more information, contact:

Ortofon Inc.,

122 Dupont Street. Plainview, NY 11803
516-349-9180

You heard it right.

The newest audio magazine
is all about vacuum tubes!
Glass Audio is designed for you dedicated music lovers who've always known that tube equipment sounds better than solid state. We think you'll be pleased to have amagazine to keep you current with all the on-going developments in vacuum tube technology, applications and equipment.
Here's asampling from our premiere issue: An elegant driver for electrostatic and electrodynamic
headphones. Aself-bias servo for push-pull output tube amplifiers.
Upgrades for the classic Revox tape recorders. Astereo balanced
transformer input microphone preamp. Aquality dynamic headphone
tube amplifier. Plus amajor update on the entire field by Ken Kessler.
These articles aren't just for reading or browsing. They're for doing. Glass Audio includes schematics and instructions, just like
our other publications, Audio Amateur and Speaker
Builder.
We don't expect everyone to subscribe—just those with the
--;
special taste for warm, satisfying tube
sound. Asample copy of our premiere issue is yours for the
asking. Please write or phone. 603-924-9464 (business hours.)
$10/year (2 Issues); $18, 2years.

PO Box 176, Dept. K99, Peterborough, NH 03458
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two benefits would be, first, alack of presence
peaks which are more readily noticeable with
some motion-picture program material than
even musical harmonics, and second, highly
refined soundstage imaging. As with any good
loudspeaker design, the engineering theory
and science only gets us into the neighborhood
of what we seek. The rest is pure art -of-cut and- try listening. Unfortunately, this means
today's very best loudspeaker designs were
optimized for two-speaker listening. Twospeaker stereo forced design improvements
beyond what was believed necessary for monaural sound (although it took years before this
was commonly appreciated). Likewise, we
believe our multichannel-sound-optimized
loudspeakers have advanced the art in avery
important area of soundfield imaging. After all,
our perception of realism relies heavily not
only on accurate tonality or frequency response and freedom from the more common
forms of distortion, but also on freedom from
distortion of the spatial field of sound which
gives us asense of immediacy and, thus, asubconscious sense of reality. Doing it correctly
is more important than most people will realize
until they hear it reproduced.
Additionally, the Shure HTS Theater Reference System components can be matched in
avariety of system configurations and applications, depending on the owner's requirements. We also designed these components for
use in proper acoustic environments and,
where necessary, acoustic room treatments are
very desirable.

asmall group of manufacturers and some newcomers to the audio business. The problem at
hand is anew wave of copycat products. This
is certainly not anew problem. The high-end
audio market is aplace where large and small
companies can bring their most innovative
concepts to amarketplace always open and
receptive of new ideas. Most of these new innovations will eventually find their way down to
mid-fl equipment, making serious improvements there.
This year's Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show truly brought the high-end audio industry's biggest problem to light for all to see. The
problem is credibility. Flow can we, the manufacturers, expect consumers to take us seriously, if the best we can do is make copies of
other companies' products? Sure, you can
change something here or there so it doesn't
look like an exact copy, but it still is acopy.
Unfortunately, the people who suffer most
from these copycats are the consumers who
buy their products in good faith, only to find
later the company has gone out of business.
The instability of many small audio companies
is caused by their lack of finances and of good
business sense. They fail to realize the audio
business is like any other business. It requires
full-time, not part-time, attention. It flourishes
on advancements, not copies. Ifeel that, ultimately, the consumer will make the final judgment. To think that consumers are so naïve as
not to see a ripoff product is to seriously
underestimate their intelligence. If you are
going to get involved in the audio business, be

Thank you for your indulgence of our

sure your product is innovative and can actu-

point of view Again, only your ears can reveal
whether or not we have indeed made audio

ally be aserious improvement over existing
products and thinking. Be prepared for twelve-

reproduction more revealing and lifelike. But
you owe it to yourself to personally settle the

hour days, seven days aweek, until your product has been accepted by consumers. Be pre-

controversy before making asignificant new

pared with the necessary financial backing to
run your new company for at least two years.

investment in your sound system.
If you would like more information, please
write us at Shure HTS, 222 Hartrey Avenue,
Evanston, IL 60202. Tel: (312) 866-2608.
John A. Owens
Director, Sales & Marketing, Shure HTS

Tice Audio Products
Editor:
In the past Ihave criticized the underground
audio magazines for what Iperceived as un-

Neither the audio business nor the consumer
profits from a"fly by night" operator who is
here today and gone tomorrow, leaving atrail
of broken and worthless equipment as his
legacy.
As an example of what the audio industry's
future may look like, unless changes are made,
Ienclose apiece of literature we put out over
two years ago which is now being plagiarized

justified criticisms of high-end audio manu-

by an unknown Texas company; they include
it in their literature. The worst part of this act

facturers. Now the time has come to criticize

of plagiarism is that it doesn't even pertain to

Stereophile, December 1989
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With the Souther purely
mechanical zero-error straight

a:

arm, winner of the EM
innovations award twice for
excellence in audio design,
%coupled with Clear Audio's
purely symmetrical phono
cartridge design,... the answer

'

is crystal clear
ra Ann St
dearaurliausa
Hollywood, CA 9 605
(818)764-9554

When only the music matters...
Clearly... Clear Audio

FAX (818) 764-4778

ORACLE USA
1237 Nielsen Dr. Clarkston,
GA 30021
Phone Fax (404) 296-6776
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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their new product. We manufacturers have an

egg, yet you make it extremely difficult for

obligation to the consumers of our products

goosey to get poked so more can get laid.

to be honest, fair, and serious about our busi-

On the specification side, the mid to tweeter
crossover point has been 2000Hz since 1987,

ness. Ithink the consumer deserves at least that
much!

George R. Tice
Tice Audio Products, Inc.

B&K ST-140 amplifier
We received aletterfrom John Beyer of B&K
about the ST-140 review but be subsequently
requested that it not be printed. We bate complied with that wish, but Iwould like to take
the opportunity to point out that while Mr
Beyer disagreed with Robert Harley's description of the ST-140's behavior under sustained
drive into a4ohm load, he did confirm that

with the passive crossover slopes all 24dB/
octave. Linkwitz-Reilly. One can expect
92db/lW/Im in aroom, that's if you need it.
The new address as of Thanksgiving is R.R. #4,
Brighton, Ontario KOK 1HO, Canada. Dwelling
and studio now share the same 12-acre site,
with the completion of the new home under
construction these past four years.
One need not read too far along to realize a
body slam is approaching. You pull every trick
in the book to discredit this state-of-the-art
speaker by focusing on the small size of

the ST-140 should not be used with loudspeakers whose impedance dropped signifi-

production, limited resources, and the new-

cantIr under 8ohms.

blows not worth mentioning. So much for
high-end audio being the domain of small

—John Atkinson

The Waveform loudspeaker
Editor:
The refrain from Don McLean's "Vincent" of
some time ago—"They're not listening still" —
interesting. Isuppose if Ihad alow enough IQ

ness of the company. There are other low

manufacturers. The smallest appear to be only
monthly filler to justify the big boys, and are
rarely heard of again.
The Waveform loudspeaker was introduced

I'd be able to appreciate your sense of humor.

in 1986 at SCES, not 1987. Except for the DEC,
the system shown was production, and not

Frankly, Idon't care for your acoustic taste in
reverberant rooms, Larry; however, your taste
in wine is excellent—thanks for lunch. Rather

to David Johann of Whitby Audio in August

interesting the comments you and John shared
openly with Robert and me about the Diva and
the Beta not belonging in "Recommended
Components" because of the deviation so far
from flat response. If Ididn't know better one
might think you were ganging up on Peter
Aczel's love for the Waveform just to further dis-

prototypical at that time. The first pair was sold
1986, who liked them so much he promptly
took them home.
The design criteria were to produce the flattest speaker, in all key frequency-response
measurable parameters, that could be engineered without regard for price or acoustic
compromise, capable of playing in small and
large rooms, with full frequency extension—

credit his return to audio journalism.
It is no secret that Waveform Research hasn't

whether people wanted to hear them or not.
In short, to fully explore the forward-firing

paid its way within the pages of Stereopbile.

loudspeaker from a serious acoustic and
enthusiast point of view. Within this frame-

Ken [Nelson] can now save his monthly postage, but I'm sorry to disappoint him that there
will not be any going-out-of-business sale.

work, there would be no room for trendy the-

One bad review, one rave review, and one

ory such as 6dB/octave slopes, driver material,
baffle composition or thickness, capacitor

mucous discharge smeared as afootnote. I

color, or the direction of the AC current cours-

believe the fallout for this thing began in issue

ing through the interconnects. Ican assure you

Nos.52 and 53 of TAS, and opened fully in 54
as Pearson hinted of anew direction. It is clear

that copper was used throughout.

to me whose speaker he was using to base his
judgments on. Obviously, from No.57 on

ducer is that it is aloudspeaker, not asoftspeaker. If it is accurate, it has the ability to not

someone had got to him and forced him to
change his way. Look for aburnt-out editor
within ashort period again. So here Iam down
for the count but far from out. You haven't
exactly killed the goose which laid the golden
Stereophile, December 1989

The point to make about adynamic trans-

only play dynamic music at reference levels,
but to render the diminuendo and ambient
decay effortlessly as well. An accurate loudspeaker is by definition neutral, showing the
difference in recordings, mike positioning,
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equalizing, and monitor control-room be-

of this speaker. Using the controls on the dedi-

havior. If it is successful, one gets lost in the

cated electronic crossover as rudimentary gain

musical presentation and performance, or
uninvolved at aconscious level. The involvements you allude to are fatiguing because music
is intrinsically alanguage of emotion.

levels is just about preposterous. Serious
dealers have commented that Waveform is the
only manufacturer to supply such achart, and
they, along with all owners, have always found

Going to the heart of the grand slam, Ido not

the settings accurate and useful. They should

specify, nor did Iask for, corner placement.
More correctly, sidewall placement is mandated

be set once upon amp-matching, then left
alone. Room coupling can and should be used
to diminish excessive low-bass boost from
poor recordings usually monitored on speakers

to further aid the smooth, flat early reflections.
This is no horny Klipsch. Neither is it aJBL
boom box, even though you have attempted
to color your readers' perception of the speaker

which don't reproduce these fundamentals
properly. Poor John, so lost in his 'cross- the-

by suggesting that it is bass-heavy and we

pond mini-monitor idolatry he appears to have

know more about these things, being full-time

never experienced real bass from adecent
speaker before.

reviewers, so that's why we rolled off the bass
nearly 8dB! Your diddling has contributed to
atotal imbalance spectrality and an even greater
perceived subjective brightness. Ididn't spend
much time with the set-up because Iknew you

Dr. Claude Fortier of State of the Art Electronik in Ottawa is responsible for the design,
engineering, and manufacture of the DEC. He

do as you like, which you did. What am Isup-

is an important third member of the design
team and, like Paul Barton, is avital, indispensable link in the success of this design. Claude,

posed to say, Larry, your room stinks; Idon't
trust the RIAA fudge in your favorite preamp,

ent tradition. In Canada our melting pot is not

would take matters into your own hands and

the tube CD player is bloating my midbass and
rolling off my air. Aproperly reproduced cymbal has the light and delicate sound of sss, not
shb as Iheard.
Many companies supply OEM drivers. Some
of these firms even market speakers. The major
point here is that the engineers who create the

being awily Francophone, comes from adifferso far advanced (some might use regressed); I
respect his French heritage. Larger numbers
mean more coupling and hence less bass. Iam
truly amazed that, considering Tom Norton had
all this information and spec updates given him
in March, when the speaker was originally set

drivers aren't always allowed to design the

up at his home, he neglected to relay this to
you. Where are Tom's opinions, based on over

speakers. The JBL 2235H happens to be the

10 weeks of listening in his room in Las Vegas?

finest subwoofer available, with the least

The speaker was set up and worked flaw-

amount of distortion of any we've seen, at all

lessly, both of us listening for 5/2 hours uninterrupted. Conversation centered solely on the

playback levels. This is well known in serious
acoustic circles. You obviously have attested
to this by the clean and prodigious levels you

different character of each recording heard; as

heard with low organ notes.

tion of brightness or an unlistenable character.

About the owner's manual: shown to you at
the '89 SCES was apictorial hardcover, encased

only to see them use their favorite rolled-off

ring-binder album, nearly completed. The
looseleaf sheets have always only been temporary. With witnesses present, your exact

it should be with aneutral transducer. No menTime and time again I've demoed at dealers
CD player, most cherished preamp with its
greatly fudged presence boost in the RIAA
curve, rising-coil cartridge of the month, and

phrase captured on pocket miniature tape

"mellow" amp, then pronounce on the charac-

recorder was, "Oh, that's nice; it's about time

ter of more than 15 years of acoustic endeavor.
The high end has never been concerned with

someone did something for the audiophile."
You were also shown the enlarged expanded
version for dealers. So much for the goldeneared reviewer's vivid memory and powers of
immediate recall.
With regard to the amplifier-matching chart,
both of you have displayed scorn and derision
with arrogant disregard for the correct set-up
Stereophile, December 1989

accuracy let alone neutrality. As long as hot
items are promoted by taste in the magazines,
the party faithful will only ask for those products. And in spite of what dealers would wish
to sell, they'll be trapped, treat this only as a
business, and become even more cynical and
distant.
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Tom was sent standard production with the
high-frequency balance set for normal rooms

with its unnerving dynamic range, has changed

with abalance of absorptive and reflective surfaces. Your room happens to be abnormal, and
the most live room I've ever been in. Idecided

tal. It proves once and for all the superiority
digital has over noise-laden and compressed
analog.

to wait until you complained. Isuggested to
Robert to inform me early if there were problems as suggestions could be offered. It later
became apparent that that was too late, they
had already been packed up and warehoused.
Sitting 25' back in your echo chamber places
you squarely in the reverberant soundfield. If
you are comparing loudspeakers, surely one
might expect you to place them in identical
positions as with your sweet seat and employ
the same level of gain. How loud must manufacturers scream for fairness and impartiality?
The problem with subjective reviewing is that
the character of components is judged by people based on hearing in one room, be it at a
dealer or magazine. By all means listen and
judge and pass "findings," but do it in aneutral room where the sound heard at the place
of judgment (sweet seat) is free from standing
waves. Such rooms can easily be built on different measurements. Happily, one model does
exist at the NRC, and it has been adopted by the
IEC as astandard listening room—hooray! This
last comment is part of my response to Mark
Block ["Letters," September 1989]. Such atest,
sir, does exist and has been utilized by people
interested in making real contributions to the
reproduction of music in the home for several
decades. At awhisper now—it's called adoubleblind listening test.

the way some vinyl addicts think about digi-

Ifind the attempt to understand the acoustical behavior of this speaker shallow even with
the accompanying technical measurements. No
phone calls were placed by you during the
obviously short "test," and when Iphoned one
week after the visit to follow up serious problems, none were mentioned. If observational
journalism is not qualified by serious investigative reporting, then the primitive measurements John employs in the frequency and time
domains are next to useless.
Your room will be asource of serious consternation for years to come for other pioneers
in the speaker field. Both of you are well aware
that most consumers don't have reverberant
rooms like yours. You work hard to find compatible components. Why not exercise the
same diligence in finding acompatible room?
Peter Mitchell's favorite loudspeaker over
$5000, as listed in "Critic's Choice," is the Altec
Bias 550. He is asenior, well-respected audio
journalist. Where, oh where is truth?
On being transported or having an orchestra
transplanted, that is mythology. A speaker's
only function is to reproduce pure tone, in that
it renders the most plausible recreation of the
recorded event as it was heard in the control
room over the control monitors from the
engineer's hearing and the producer's mandate.
Sorry to burst the audiophile's bubble. Even

In your live room, 8' away is not nearfield

when aperfect speaker is finally built, it may

listening, nor would 1" be either. A 1
/
4"might

still only sound like arecording in your room,

approximate anechoic conditions. We hear

and uninvolving at that. It's only a stereo

reflections whether we wish it or not; why not
make them flat? Even the most beamy elec-

system —patroniz£ the arts and your commu-

trostatic or ribbon eventually bounces reflec-

rooms with wood floors and hollow stud walls
with open adjoining rooms as natural bass

tions back to the listening position, and usually
quite colored at that. We call this wide dispersion. Dispersion affects tone, which impinges
on dynamics. Good dispersion elevates the
soundstage vertically, broadens the stereo
image, thereby increasing the general good
listening area. The best loudspeakers all have
wide dispersion. These are also the most

nity woodworkers, build dedicated listening

traps, as well as irregularly shaped cathedral
ceilings, anything but uniform.
Dynamics are afunction of flat on-axis, flat
early reflections, and flat later reverberations.
This is accuracy, which also produces nearperfect tone. Dynamics are a welcome byproduct of accuracy.

dynamic, just like real music. The Waveform

There are two ways people can go through

loudspeaker happens to have the most dispersion all through its bandwidth and, as my

life—on their feet or on their knees. Ihave no
intention of pursuing atotal redesign. Design

young daughter is fond of saying, "It makes for

did not stop in 1987. The lily has continued to

more better music, right Pop?" This speaker,

be gilded in successive years at regular inter-
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EXPOSE YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative, highly
reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems acclaimed
by The Absolute Sound, 1AR and Stereophile
Upper range clarity that surpasses even
electrostatic designs

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show - awards;
available in decorator finishes
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
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competitors twice their price
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
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loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers

JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
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designed by Keith Johnson The Absolute Sound
awarded the Precise 10**
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• Pioneer Elite • Polk Audio • PS Audio
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• Stax • Straight Wire •Systemdek
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The BEST Video Equipment.

•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
• Magnavox • NAD • NEC • Philips
• Pioneer • Proton • Shure
. Sony •Yamaha

The BEST Service.

Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.

The BEST Advice.

At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to a salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.

The BEST Quality.

Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.

Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave, at 69th St
212-595-7157
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd on the Wade Mile .
516-627-7333
•Woodbury Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke . . 516 367-7171
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vals. Witness the change to even steeper slopes,
atremendous aid to reliability and phase integrity.
Icould have suggested an alternate tweeter
equalization for your room early on, as one has
been available since mid-1988, but you were
never in the right space to hear this thing.
Smaller rooms do give amore accurate sense
of recorded ambience, but only at alower signal level. Immediacy and asense of transport me-from-chaos, as well as afeeling of spaciousness, can only be recreated by levels approaching the reference concert experience; that is
best in alarger room. Aloudspeaker is only a
device, you can't have it both ways; let's get
tone right first. When that happens, all else falls
into place. Tone is the priority, and proper tone
was #1 on the design list.
So many contradictions, Larry. How can a
speaker be flat in musical presentation yet be
admittedly more dynamic than anything
you've ever heard? High-enders are so caught
up in the hottest, newest, biggest, heaviest,
most expensive, most number of boxes, most
crossover components, the tish /boom cycle,

transparency is all about, then say so. You say
they don't pull you in. In four years, including
the first pair ever sold, all are still owned and
enjoyed by their original owners. I'm always
reading of Betas, Divas, and the other pretenders to the throne being put on the preowned market. Wavefortns are afinal purchase.
Whether or not the design team entirely
reached its goal is moot at this point. It appears
as though the concept of aloudspeaker with
a flat waveform output is anathema to the
industry.
On the soundstage: Why no comment on
how the speaker disappears, the totally holographic image they portray? Is this not the holy
grail for so many sound buffs? Completely
boxless.
Once again now, good tone begets wide dispersion, which begets some loss of localization, and complete loss in your 25' reverberant soundfield. May as well listen in mono. I
regard imaging and localization as the residual
artifacts of the recorded experience. You cannot have envelopment and localization at the
same time, at least not from astereo pair of

detail, that when something comes along that

forward-firing radiators. Precious little locali-

doesn't draw attention to itself, it's called
average-sounding. That puts me in the middle,

zation exists in the 100-piece-plus orchestra

exactly where Iwant to be. Itake that as acompliment!

Imaging and localization are totally engineered
artifacts.

I've heard, and my lady and Iattend often.

Nowhere do you discuss overall tonality of

With respect for John's measurements, they

the speaker, the manner in which it makes
recordings provide their own character. Instead

beg afundamental question. What is truth?

you have taken an absolutist position. They're
coherent, clean, well-balanced, but Ihate
them.
Or is it you hate what they represent? Something all the burnt-out dealers and audiophiles
yearn for, the entire audio industry needs, and
everyone is too afraid and protective to stand

Whose measurements are repeatable and verifiable from location to location? Whom do we
believe? Should the audio community accept
the measurements of journalists attempting to
bolster the technical credibility of their subjectivity, using uncalibrated microphones and lap
computers with the latest trendy FFT pro-

up and be counted for: standards. Well, here's

grams, total capitalization for afew grand? FFT
has always produced an excess of energy in the

Ótviis the Caucasian nigger, going through life
erect and on his feet. Standards have given us

high frequencies and not enough resolution in
the crucial midband.

CD, THX, DAT, SVHS, and alack of them is
scientific applications of lessons gleaned from

Or do we lend credence to acousticians and
scientists, serious academics, physicists, and
intellectuals who've bitten the bullet, paid their

the laboratory to the field. Yet in 1989 it's still
afree-for-211 in most of audio; how apt, the

dues, received adoctorate, are asking fundamental questions about how we hear, what are

phrase "dog eat dog." Until standards come,
dealers like (Peter) McGrath will never be able

the measurable parameters necessary for great
sound? People who don't need to protect their

to attract the music lover. You see, Iread religiously, Ijust don't believe religiously.

azine or aloudspeaker; people who base their

withholding HDTV. We live our lives based on

You speak of ranges of frequencies "without
due emphasis." If this is what neutrality or
Stereophile, December 1989

livelihood based on what they sell, be it amagfindings on tedious repetitive procedures in
order to establish real-world truths. These
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same people work out of labs capitalized well
into the millions of dollars. Ibought aphilos-

Gifted
Listener
Audio

ophy, amethodology, asystem of knowledge,
away of looking at the world if you will, to
which Ican account for all your perceptions
minus the traditional psychobabble. Do you
really think you can attract music lovers to high
end, financially able people with fine living
rooms, and then tell them they must have these
y
4"
-thick wires running all over their Persian
rugs? The system works fine with ordinary
coax and 16- or 14-gauge wire. Iwill not pan-

samusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.
Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.
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B&K • Celestion • Dynavector • ET
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Koetsu • Live Wire • Magnum
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Sims • Sonrise • SOTA • Sumiko
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5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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tonearms extraordinaire ,
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MOO SQUAD
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QUICKSILVER
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TARA LABS Space S Time
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der to the connector crazies.
About accentuated ticks and pops, one certainly does hear all the high frequencies with
the Waveforms. I've become alittle sick of
high-end systems with no record noise. Violins sound like violas. It seems that if highenders don't understand abrightness playback
anomaly they simply roll it off. Out of mind,
out of sight, out of earshot.
Now to this subject of brightness. Why is the
on-axis rise so much more objectionable than
all the long-forgotten rising-coil cartridges
you've been apart of promoting over the years?

This is what transparency is all about, the 2%
flaw overshadowing the 98% correct adjustment. The speaker is not bright in moderate
normal rooms, here it zings and sings. Try it,
you'll like it.
What you heard is the Achilles heel of the
forward-firing format taken to its logical extension. It does not and can never have flat sound
power. Off-axis reproduction is always rolling
off and, tweeters being smaller and more able
to spray energy around, come on in this
speaker audibly in large rooms. We are still
working on this. You don't have to know every-

Did you even think to try aV15V with apreamp

thing. This is also afunction of interference

with aflat RIAA curve? You didn't ask me. They
do exist, Iuse one at home. This first impres-

caused by multiple drivers. Imagine how hot

sion was unfortunately for me alasting impression, je, your so-called objective measure-

those speakers are, with drivers physically separated on their baffles by great distances. This
is why our cluster is close together and over-

ments. Sort of like the stick in the water and

lapping. And John, the tweeters can be placed

how it, the water, refracts light. The stick ap-

anywhere as long as they produce the desired
result; le, from an acoustic standpoint, and not

pears bent, therefore it is bent, because my eyes
don't lie and I'm not stupid. This is ontological reasoning at its worst.

from amarketing position. This is asad fact of
life I've had to find out. This means that there

There is an intentional 3dB boost, not 4dB,

is, somewhere down the road (remember, it's

in the DEC between 16kHz and 20kHz. It starts
to rise slowly at 10kHz. No, the speakers were

the journey and not the destination that maintains bliss), another dynamic loudspeaker with
even more drivers than the MI, and utilizing

not broken, and yup, that's how they sound,
bright on brightly recorded material, warm,
rich, and luscious (wet Harry) on CDs like Lon-

sophisticated DSP to control interference and

don's renderings of Charlie and his MSO. Why

time-related room decay. The question begs,
who out there has the commitment to build

recordings are bright Ishall save for another
dissertation. Sorry you have the old measure-

this one right as atechnical feat without compromise? Step forward and let me get back to

ments for the earlier 12-18dB/octave effort.

my cellulose and lignin. All the companies I

Even with the updated system, in none of the
documentation we've produced is there a10dB
rise. If you insist on performing elementary
room measurements, then be prepared for
reflections to color your chart recorder pickup.
The closest is in the power-compression
curves, which show some tweeter compression at 110dB—big deal.
Brightness comes from aboost in the pres-

know who could are too market-driven now
to do it right. This is why Waveform Research
was founded in 1985, to fill the gap, and we're
still here as steady as the rock of Gibraltar, ten
years ahead of our time.
All enthusiasts know that work never stops
on agood design. Audiophiles like to think of
themselves as perfectionists, believing they can
walk into astore and purchase anew device to

ence region, 2500Hz to, say, 8kHz. Aboost at

cure their most recent cause of consternation.

16-20kHz is responsible for sparkle and air
only. That's all that's up there. Apologies to all

Try being acraftsman, working with natural

those wanting an increased sampling rate to
enjoy on the mediocre speakers which die at
16kHz. In areverberant echo-chamber like
yours, arise of ly2dB at 60-75° off-axis in the
tweeter, which we currently have, in aspeaker
which is ±1dB elsewhere coupled with bright
recordings and seated too far back, can appear
psychoacoustically like a10dB increase, espedaily since you boys really screwed up my bass.
Stereophile, December 1989

materials and all their inherent limitations, pick
up some cutting tools, go for the vanishing glue
line, balance inline with outline.
11
/
2
veaks at this level of performance are more
evident in the blind tests we employ, for in the
field they are soon swamped by gross differences in recorded menus and bloody rotten
rooms.
With respect for two dear friends and the
best supporters and dealers anew kid could
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have Iguess Keith [Yates] and Evelyn [Sinclair]

Show me any two competing designs employ-

have such terrible hearing that over the years

ing so-called time-aligned crossovers with

of living with the speaker they became so lost
rather than involved in its musical presentation
that they omitted telling me of these short-

similar tonal balance in multiple rooms. There
are none.

comings.
Now for the boosters club. Most designers
know that high frequencies, being short in
length, are extremely directional vertically.
When mounted on aslightly sloping baffle 8"
above the reference ear level reset in 1987 at
36" down from 39" in 1986, the very highest
become rolled off when designing with one
mike height in the listening window. A new

I'm sorry, but your measurement methodology has no allowance for room contribution.
This is one reason among many why the best
designs are now all begun in the chamber, and
it's analog too—subtle irony there.
On your finding of ahigh-Q resonance at
157Hz in James's subwoofer, it isn't worth the
paper it's written on. To let you in on another
trade secret, the woofer to mid crossover point
is skewed to allow for the naturally rising para-

speaker has emerged on the scene, afavorite

bolic curve of the sub. It is actually rolling off

son, with an even steeper sloped baffle and a

beginning at 75Hz, the mids rolling on at

tweeter mounted at least 18" above seated
level, no boost in the DEC, it has none. Imagine

150Hz. At 18dB/octave the sub output is
already down well below audibility at 157Hz.

how rolled off the air will be with it, and it is.
It is agiven fact that people will be seated while

dible anyway. So much for taking the woofer

listening to music, usually slumped in an easy
chair, and Idecided to ask Paul to recalibrate
the speaker. The boost is flat on-axis in our lab,
drooping slightly one decibel toward 20kHz

Besides, high-Q resonances are relatively inauup too high. Me and my big mouth; let the cat
out of the bag, didn't IPaul?
So now that all of you know so many of the
little things that make the Waveforms so great,

in the window. For those readers not familiar

let's see how fast you can catch up, make yours

with the NRC window, we are long since past

dynamic too, and get those music lovers in the

the rudimentary one-axis measurement to

store for Peter's sake, but get rid of the wiseguys. For every secret that Itell you here, there

determine sound quality. This is only one of
ten measurable parameters employed. The
window, another parameter, is acomputeroptimized average of 256 step tones spatially

are 20 more that you won't know about. You
see Icouldn't care less about commercial success. "History will absolve me." Our measure-

averaged to avoid clutter, taken at 0°, 15° left,
15° right, 15° up, and 15° down. The other

ments are on record for all time, and when
another speaker comes along as coherent, well-

eight parameters will be discussed in lesson #17.

balanced, clean, and dynamic as the Waveform,
it will likely be as uninvolving too, but it will

The position of the woofer close to the floor
has little to do with existing room modes since
low frequencies are so long and, being
omnidirectional, would eventually set up
standing waves anyway. Oh goddess Athena,

measure similarly if we do the taping with our
yardstick.
Back to the bass: The manufacture of the
2235H is more consistent than the robotics-

where are you in my moment of need? Many

produced Philips ribbon (oops, another secret).

good designs already approved for sale by the
magazines have an even closer coupling: Snell

The distortion characteristics are well known

AIII, Janis, and surely Velodyne, etc. That com-

among serious acoustic minds, as is its astronomical price, but it's worth it and that's why

ment is uninvestigative fairytailing.
Regarding Larry's sweet seat, aka listening

tion in the bass, afunction of the Fletcher Mun-

chair: Tell me how you equalize asystem for

son curves, and you have documented this

someone making subjective measurements

with the levels enjoyed. Not everyone is sucked
in to employ "faster," more transient-perfect
8" subs with their very high levels of distortion.

from arocking chair? Ishowed at 80Hz a14dB
difference between the forward and rearward
extension of this wooden devil.
Re time alignment: Multiple arrival times are
afunction of reflections and reverberations in

Iuse it. The ears are far less sensitive to distor-

Transient response is afunction of frequency
and has nothing to do with driver size repro-

the room. They cannot as yet be controlled;

ducing the same frequency as long as both do
it accurately; je, flat.

however, there are people working on that too.

You contrast the Waveform as superior to the
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The Exquisite Enjoyment
Of Listening To The Very Best
Your music system is aprivate door way into another world.
A state of the art system, thoughtfully
chosen and set up for you by Absolute
Audio can take you beyond the boundaries
of even the best hi fl of acouple of years
ago.
Equipment choices include Acoustic
Energy, Audio Research, Audioquest,
Grado, Jeff Rowland Research, 'Umber,
Kinergetks, Lexicon, Magneplanar,
Magnum Dynalabs, Martin Logan, MIT,
Mod Squad, Mondial, NAD, Nakamichi,
Polk, Quicksilver, S(YTA, Spica, Stax,
Sumo, Theta Digital, Thiel, Velodyne,
Watt and Well Tempered.

-;\

Experience Excellence

ausoLuTe au DIO vine()
1232 N. Tustin, Orange, CA 92667

est. 1975

(714) 538-4434

Achieving sonic realise
Audio by Design was created by music lovers and
musicians with the simple goal of offering the
highest level of musical accuracy possible.
We offer complete systems from less than $800 to
state-of-the-art audiophile and room-to-room remote
systems.
Specialists in design and installation of all your
audio/video needs.

Angstrom •Apogee

AUDI

Monitor Audio

Ariston •BK
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage
NAD •PS Audio
Rotel •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
Van den Hul
Well-Tempered Labs

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660
2 i8

714/851-0112
McrcoplAcJX.ccriem V)s-

Beta in many areas, yet Arnie's midnight creation is still Class Aand the Waveform is dogshit.
25' back for the Waveform, 12' back for the MI,
how far for the Beta, some comparison, what
fairness and objectivity, and with different
levels, too.
And now this. How about an objective subjective most-accurate-speaker-in-the world
contest? You boys do all the choosing and the
listening, but first you have to have your hearing run through an audiogram. Game? Waveform Research will sponsor this. Bring your
two Class A speakers, grab aWAMM and IRS
while you're at it. The challenge is that the

digital dynamic light, we'll all become friends
—there is much we can teach each other. Your
magazine has improved immensely over the
years. After all, when it's time to go, all one
should leave behind is "good memories, good
friends, and good genes," and some of us
would say good speakers, too!
John 15tvhs
Woodworker
As always, Imust point out that it is not my
policy to respond to "Manufacturer's Comment" letters. However, John Cetvás raises a
number of points in his cry of anguish con-

Waveform loudspeaker will clean up in the
overall fidelity ratings. But it must be blind,

cerning political and ethical issues that do
require clarification.

with levels matched and screened to prevent
creeping psychoacoustics. Let's make it interesting, Larry, and put asmall gentleman's wager

in the November issue have no connection
with the opinions of Peter Aczel, Harry Pear-

on it, say $50,000 US. That shouldn't be too
much for someone who recently turned down
5million bucks for Stereopbile. Winner take all,
and this time you publish the results of your
visit to the NRC. It may prove embarrassing to
the review, but what's a little money lost
between friends? Probably in another lifetime—eh?
During the past 24 months of the review
ordeal, two books of interest to audiophiles
have sustained me The first is Edward Herman
and Noam Chomsky's latest work, Manufacturing Consent. The second and vital work is
The Power of Myth, by Joseph Campbell with
Bill Moyers. Surely Mr. Campbell was one of the
greatest American freethinkers in recent times.
He mentions how "passion is what destroys

Larry's comments on the Waveform 's sound

son, or any other reviewer They are based
solely on the speaker's sound in his room.
There is no relationship between the outcome of areview in Stereophile and whether
or not the manufacturer advertises. This is a
cheap shot from an angry man.
Having auditioned the Waveforms, Tom
Norton subsequently declined to review them.
He is writing afollow-up.
The bass level was adjusted to give ameasuredfiat response. The 25' listening distance
was not LA's normal choice but was actually
suggested by Mr Cottrós during his visit, as was
the near-room-boundary speaker placement.
Regarding Mr Cotvds's puzzlement over Larry's
reluctance to request the revised crossover with
the less exaggerated ribbon tweeter level, a)

reason, and in politics the principal passion is

both Larry and Ipointed out the top-octave

greed." Iurge all self-respecting readers to
obtain 'these works and apply the lessons
learned to audio.

that, yes, this is how the Waveform is intended

Returning one final time to this adjective
"uninvolving." Recently John Jensen of VIFA

b)no mention was made at the time that such
arevised crossover existed.

boost during bis visit, only to be reassured
to sound and measure in the high treble and

visited with me. He asked for orchestral music

Our measurement microphone is a cali-

with combined voice and instrumentation. His
comment was, "Amazing you don't have to

bratedB&K 4006. The crossover's 4dB boost
in the top octave was measured with an

strain and lean forward in your chair to discern

industry-standard Audio Precision System

all the different parts. They're all there and in

One The only-too-audible rise in the top octave
was apparent both in the anecboic FFT mea-

perfect harmony with each other." If uninvolving means the stereo system has disappeared,

surements, taken with the B&K microphone

then isn't that what the music lover wants? Perhaps this is why high end doesn't sell to music

and with the Audio Control Industrial SA3050A
real-time analyzer using its calibrated micro-

lovers, their systems are too involving.

phone. The room effects on the measurement

To close now, Itrust that sometime in the
future, when, Larry, both you and John see the

postulated by Mr eitvós are therefore irrelevant.
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA

Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Fairfield
UN Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas

San Francisco
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Performance Audio
816 Mission St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
ALASKA
2525 Jones St
Anchorage
Gardena
Ultimate Sound
Shimeks
141 Kearny St
Reference Audio Systems
405 E Northern Lights Blvd
18214 Dalton Ave
San Jose
ARIZONA
Grass Valley
Paradise Sound
Mesa
Alta Buena Stereo
860 S. Winchester
-Fi Sales
214 E Main St
Presto Audio
810 W Main St
Hollywood
2667 Cropley Ave #128
Phoenix
World Book 8News
San Luis Obispo
Tower Records
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Audio Ecstasy
3949 E. Thomas Rd
786 Higuera
Irvine
Scottsdale
Soundquest
San Mateo
F.sotenc Audio
4255 Campus Dr #116
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1 Lancaster
2199 S El Camino Real
Tucson
Soundworks
Santa Barbara
Wilson Audio Ltd
737 W Lancaster Blvd
Audio Vision
2900 E Broadway
612 N Milpas
Leucadia
Santa Monica
ARKANSAS
Music by the Sea
Acoustic Art
542 N Hwy 101
Little Rock
320 W. Almeria
Creative Sight 8Sound
Los Angeles
Audio Shoppe
400 N Bowman. Ste B-3
Christopher Hansen Ltd
1322 2nd St, Ste 228
646 N Robertson
CALIFORNIA
Jonas
Miller Sound
Paris Audio
Berkeley
2828 Wilshire Blvd
12401 Wilshire Blvd
DB Audio
Optimal Enchantment
Western 8Olympic
2573 Shattuck Ave
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Audio Video
Honkers
Shelley's Stereo
998 S Western Ave
2440 Shattuck Ave
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Mission Viejo
Music Lovers
Home Technology Systems Sausalito
1510 AWalnut St
28251 Marguerite Pkwy OC Music by Design
Tower Records
107 Caledonia St
Videolaser
Classical Annex
Sherman Oaks
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
2585 Telegraph Ave
Tower Records
Mountain View
Burlingame
Classical Annex
Sound Goods
Future Sound
14623 Ventura Blvd
391
San Antonio Rd
1118 Burlingame Ave
Simi Valley
Newport Beach
Campbell
House of Audio/Video
Audio by Design
Sound Goods
1970-4 Sequoia
1000 Bristol St N
2627 S Bascom Ave
Stockton
Oakland
Canoga Park
Private Line
Pro Audio
The Laser's Edge
Home Entertainment
383 40th St
22021 Sherman Way
88 W Castle SI
Shelley's Stereo
Orange
Torrance
6836 De Soto Ave
Absolute Audio
Stereo Hi Fi Center
1232 N Tustin
Upscale Audio
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
8381 Canoga Ave
Palm Springs
Upland
David
Rutledge
Audio
Capitola
Audio Haven
Cymbaline Records
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
1937 W llth St
1475 41st Ave
Palo Alto
Van Nuys
Western Audio Imports
Carmichael
Audio Den
4191 El Camino Real
()Wes Sound Room
15600 Roscoe Blvd
5825 Manzanita Ave *4
Pasadena
Venice
Claremont
GNP Showcase
Armadillo 8Company
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Audio Basics
928 California Ave
976 W Foothill 0139
Walnut
Riverside
Colma
Audio Best
SpeakerCrab
Serra Stereo
2411 S Joel Dr
3627 Merrill Ave
4947 Juniper° Serra
West
Covina
Sacramento
Concord
Protech Audio
Keith Yates Audio
CUT Stereo Unlimited
1312
Pormer
St
3019 DSt
2151G Salvio
West Hollywood
Neal's Speakers R. Stereo
Cupertino
Tower
Records
1728 Fulton Ave
Elite Electronics
Classical Annex
Paradyme Audio/Video
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
8840 W Sunset Blvd
1720 Fulton Ave
El Toro
Westminster
Tower Records
San Diego
Audio Today
23811 El Toro Rd
Stereo Design
14306 Beach Blvd
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd Woodland Hills
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision Stereo Unlimited
Laser sEdge
131 N El Camino
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
20929 Ventura Blvd 024
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Pkwy
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Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Excalibur Sound
326 S Broadway
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Select Audio Design
2740 E Oakland Park
Blvd. Ste 100
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE 06
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd 010
Lake Worth
Audio Advisor
928 N Dixie Hwy
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr Ste E

Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
211X) Roswell Rd NE
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Whom
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania o207
Sounds
502 Kaaahr St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
203-D %V NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor 's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 Clark Street
Funtech
4041 N Milwaukee
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Rt 53

SI

New &Improved; Truth.
Sure, everybody says that — from soap companies to auto manufacturers. But
honest, this time it's true! We've spent the summer adding to and improving our
listening rooms. We now have the best HI-FI store in the World! (Well maybe the
Northern Hemisphere would be more accurate.) To fill our lovely new rooms
we've added Mark Levinson and Infinity Reference products. We're proud of it
all and we'd really like to show off. Come in soon!
Adcom. Apogee, Audio Research, AudioQuest, Basis, Carnegie
Celestion, Denon, Infinity Reference, Mark Levinson, Lexicon
Mirage, NAD, Proceed. SME, SOTA, Spica. Sumiko, Theta, Thiel, VPI

AUDIO

It's the truth...
Everybody'sfavorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-4434

electronics
COUNTERPOINT
NAO • DENON
MOD SQUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON •TANDBERG
ROWLAND DESIGN
loudspeakers
M&K •MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B&W •SONANCE
VANOERSTEEN
MONITOR AUDIO
turntables
WELL TEMPERED
SOTA
THORENS
DENON
video
FOSGATE
SHURE HTS
PIONEER
PROTON
accessories
AUDIOQUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET •MONSTER
CWO FURNITURE
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In Southern California
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LH11

SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA91406

(818) 781-4700
Audio Den offers quality Equipment and
Professional guidance to the Music Lover.
For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music— We offer Custom
Home Installation and Personal Service.
Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal
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Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20W Jefferson SI
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peona
105 E Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash. Ste S

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music. Inc
3203 E Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace

KENTUCKY
Louisville

Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octaves
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Cl
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr

Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes Il
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E Liberty
Bad Axe
Greffl Systems. Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr Goodyear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Sound Choice
235 South Main St
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
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Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Cowl St

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

MISSOURI
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh. Ste 1

NEVADA

Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr
High End Stereo
959 W Moana Lane

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St

NEW JERSEY

Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
1361:11 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Rt 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Cl
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1Rt 73
Millbum
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Rt 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave

Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and HIFr
1841 Hooper Ave

Trenton

Halo Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson sAudio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cernllos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
KO Montezuma. Ste 109
West Coast Sound
2412 Cernllos Rd

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front S1
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Colonie
Morn's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 South Main St
East Northport
Total Media Systems
192 Laurel Road
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 RI 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy

Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Fit 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W. 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. Rt 347
Syracuse
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fr
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

OHIO

Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
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electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BR YSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.A.D. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANOERSTEEN
phono & c.d.

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:

CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables
Audloquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff
A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
Fine

Collection of

reel records • c.d. discs

Audio Research
Bryston • Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle • Proceed
Thiel • Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
-Nothing

matte's but the

11111'sk

Lermorit(n. The Rcci Shoc ,,(1947)

.tAudioVeDne
1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY •W. BABYLON, NEW YORK •(516) 661-3355

Southern
New England's
Finest.

We are committed to
providing Southern
New England's most
discriminating music
lovers with the highest
achievements in audio
offered anywhere. Our
growing collection of
world-class components
includes Aragon, Audible
Illusions, 13&K, California
Audio Labs, Celestion,
conrad-johnson, Koetsu,
MIT, ProAc, Quad,
Quicksilver, Spica,
Vandersteen, VPI, VTL,
Well-Tempered and our
latest addition, KRELL.
Call or visit us for an
audition.

304 Thayer Street
Providence, RI
401-521-1140
Mon-Fri 11-8; Sat 11-6

CEM
TAT
4,10
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Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jamiesons' Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Sounclex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi -Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th Street
Harrisburg
HI-FI House
3352 Paxton St
Hendroy
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
All That Jan
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W. Liberty Ave

Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- Fl Ave Jesus TPilero

RHODE ISLAND
Middletown
Soundings
700 Aguidneck Ave
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA

San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

UTAH
Ogden
the Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S. Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA

Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq

TEXAS

WASHINGTON

Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N Central Expwy
G441
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E ID
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy

Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

TENNESSEE
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WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
Fit 3. Box 20 A
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Glee
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeV/Inton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary

KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW

Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51s1 Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coqultlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
Timothy Molyneux
1853 Grant St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552'', Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Kingston
House ot Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Oakville
Oakvitle Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W.
Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Calling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242th Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Ramie
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd

Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique
Quebec
CORA
131-18 Rue E
Ste -Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury. Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 6uxwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi- Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi- Fi
Sot. Mathiasgade 72
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi- Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P Bruunsgade 36

HONG KONG

The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
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The
Ultimate
Warrior
A Preamplifier designed to deal
with digital formats in an all-out,
no-compromise way, Theta's DS
Pre reveals the Music in all its
subtlety and power.

PREFERRED
D
SOUN

309 East Water Street
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

SUMMUS

804-296-5696

SMUM

Aragon •Audio Dynamics •B&W •California Audio
Labs •Canton •Celestion •conradjohnson •Dahlquist •
Eminent Technology •Fosgate • Luxman •Monster
Cable — M Series •Motif •Octave Research •Optonica •
Pioneer Video •Pulsar •Rotel •Sonographe •Soundstream
•Spica •Stax •Sumiko •Sumo •Synthesis •Theta Digital

from NAD and Adcom...
to Audio Research, Mark Levinson, and VTL!
Theta DS Pre/Pro— Digital excellence. $4000/3295.
Mirage M-1— Superb, full range loudspeaker. $4500 pr.
Also Mirage 460— First rate medium price speaker. $600 pr.
Goldmund Cones— Isolation devices extraordinaire. $180/3
ARC SP9A update and new triode ARC Classic 30 and Classic 60.
Linn Nexus loudspeakers— You'll be surprised. $1095 pr.
NAD MR13 television— Highest resolution TV. $429.

Houston:

Dallas:

Austin:

Audio Concepts
2200 S.W. Freeway
713-527-0774

Audio Concepts
11661 Preston Road
214-360-9520

Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
512-451-5736

Our three stores in Texas display, stock, and service the logical
choices in high fidelity reproduction. We service what we sell.
Since 1975.
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ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rrstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
R Brown Ltd
3Sydney St

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jofre. 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland

Aarau
Stimmgabel— H Ineichen
im 'City Mart ..
Bern
Klingler Hi -Fi
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K Buhler
Effingerstrasse 29
Lugano
ABAudio Byte
6942 Savosa
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Maghetti
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frutigenstrasse 61b
Zürich
HiFi-Forum
Stampfenbachstrasse 15

WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankturt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan Rumpinee
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Friar St

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA Ltd
H Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz

Golden Section Stranding
mathematically eliminates
resonant multiples
by the association
\\,......,...„.....,................
in the conductor
of irrational strand masses
in an exponential progression.

CARDAS
GOLDEN SECTION
STRANDING
AUDIO CABLE
Parent Number
4,628.151

'‘ r
'.

b

"•

rFinally,

a transparent speaker that is
affordable. Highly Recommended" by Robert Harley. Send

for a reprint of his review on the VORTEX SCREENS
from the July issue, Vol 12, No 7, of Stereophile
magazine and also receive a copy of our speaker
fact sheet/order form.

VORTEX
TRANSPARENCY FACTOR

KOMICM ikfi.COMMDIC
TM
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4272 Baggett Drive Riverside CA 92505
714 785 7713
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(de
PRYSICS

KIN/8ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable
Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-81.00 per loot up to $1811110 per foot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC- I868.00/meter pair
KCAG 8350/meter pair
KCTG 8650/meter pair
All other lengths, including custom are available All are avail.
able with balanced XLR.

2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

"The effect of cleaning a
record with the Nitty Gritty
is astonishing" John Atkinson
" I reached for my British RCA pressing
of Casino Royale, well-chewed by
countless cartridges and the ravages of
the elements for 22 years. The
background groove noise was not
particularly high in level, but had a gritty
quality. Just one clean on the Hybrid
reduced this to an occasional minor tick,
taking the background noise below the

NEW APPLES

A FRESH NEW CROP DESIGNED AND
DISTRIBUTED BY SIMPLYPHYSICS:
• DARKSTAR PHONO SYSTEM SERIES Ill
rigid,
stable, accurate •includes air arm
• SIGNATURE SERIES DARKSTAR TURNTABLE
black belgian granite finish, 2inch platter
• SIGNATURE SERIES AVIATOR LINEAR
AIR TONEARM
the world's best tonearm -period!
• SIMPLYPHYSICS DESIGNED MARTIN
LOGAN CLS STANDS
transforms the CIS into amini statement'
• ISOSTAND AND MAXISTAND EQUIPMENT
ISOLATION STANDS
rigid, cone decoupling, fine leveling, in stock!
SIMPLYPHYSICS, INC. IS VERY PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING NEW PRODUCTS
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY SIMPLYPHYSICS, AND DISTRIBUTED WORLD WIDE BY:
THE MOD SQUAD, INC. 1619-436-7666)
• TIP TOE II CONES AND ISOLATION DEVICES
The new version of the "ToneCone
• 1SODRIVE CD DRIVE SYSTEM KITS
The state of the an method -no rings!
SEE SIMPLYPHYSICS AND MOD SQUAD AT THE
WINTER CES IN LAS VEGAS)ANUARY 6-10,1990 AT
THE SAHARA HOTEL EXHIBITION
DEALER AND FOREIGN SALES ARE WELCOME!
SIMPLYPHYSICS
4230 Glenchase Lane
Houston, Texas 77014
713-537-5083

Fourteen years of
production make the
Rogers LS3/5A loudspeaker one of the
grandest classics in
speaker manufacturing
history. The Rogers
LS3/5A. the original
mini-monitor, is still
the finest sounding
small loudspeaker you
can buy. Find out why.
at one of our
dedicated Rogers
Dealers.

level of the intrinsic master tape hiss."
Please read the full review in the March
issue of Stereophile (1989). Five models
to choose from, starting at $220.
Wily Gritty. 4850 Anew Hwy. *F4, Montclair, CA 91783
714/625-5525

_

Call or write for your
nearest dealer.
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.80 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
ANNOUNCING THE NEW YORK CITY HIGH END
HI-FI SHOW, April 27, 28, & 29, Perna Hotel (33rd St.
& 7th Ave.): Marvel at over 80 premier high-end hifi systems, many set up and tweaked by their inventors,
designers, engineers, and manufacturers See and hear
experimental/pre-production equipment. Enjoy live
concerts during and after regular show hours. Educate yourself at Slervophile lectures, tallcfests with editors, writers, and other audio experts. Evaluate more
high-end equipment in aday than you could see and
hear in months of regular store visits. Tickets by
mail—$20; at the door, $25. Each ticket valid for all
show days. Write High End Ili Fi Show, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Exhibitor information, call
Ken Nelson, (914)476-3157 or Fax (914)969-2746.
SPEAKER CABLE, INTERCONNECTS. Not sure what
cable is the best for your system? 'Ity the Audio Outlet
demo program. Compare Cardas, (Hadink Series 5,
etc), AudioQuest Hyperlitz Series, Straight Wire Maestro, TARA Labs, MIT, Monster, Aural Symphonies, Kimber, etc. in your home. Determine the superiority of
acable for yourself. Audio Outlet, (914)666-0550.
PERREAUX PMF2350 (200W ea. ch.) amp, and TU3
tuner, like new. PA, (215)567-4626
THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone
listening (most also speaker-compatible). (See Nov.
and Dec Audio.)Classical/jaa/drama/sound environments; in all three formats, from US and Germany. Free
catalog: The Binaural Source Bay 17275, Ross, CA
94957.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE SERIES III vacuum turntable
with clamp, also MMT Improved tonearm, 81500.
Frederick, (212)333- 7880.
MAGNAVOX CDB472, Compact Disc payez new condidon, boxed, warranty, $135; Fisher 500-C, like-new
condition, 8110; Fisher 90-R Timer, excellent condition, $65. (408)268- 5914.
HI-FI SUPPLIES—PAY CASH for Levinson, ARC, CJ, Krell, Spectral, Rowland. and Threshold. NI; (212)
219-3352. Open 7days, 10am-6pm.
SIMPLY PHYSICS SONY CDP-507ES Isodrive, 4mos.,
mint, 860. (409)846-5024.
GENESIS and EPI OWNERS: Upgrade your tweeters
with aluminum domes! New woofers, original specifications. Build your own monitors—inquire about our
affordable driver packages. Write: LRS Electronics.
Box 1256, Dover; NH 03820for information, or call
(603)749- 1904. MC/Visa accepted gladly.
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AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA
Labs, Counterpoint SA3000, P54.6, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Conrad-Johnson PV8, Mod Squad, Acoustat Spectra, Spica Angelus, Beyee Ntlell-lbmpered, Velodyne, Magnum, Fosgate, MIT, Adcom, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference. Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna,
Sound-Lab, VP!, Maplenoll, Systandek, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Straight Wire, (714)
861-5413, appointment.
SIDEREALKAP. THE SIDEREALKAP was designed to
be the finest-sounding capacitor available for highquality audio reproduction systems. Find out what
the music lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Free
literature and price information upon request. Dealer
inquiries invited. Sidereal Akustiç 9974 Scripps
Ranch Blvd., #120, San Diego, CA 92131. (619)
578-4226, Fax (619) 578-4059.
B&K ST-202, $499; KINERGETICS KCD-40, $1599;
Malin; SME 09, 8849; CD Saver, $9; Dynabb; Cramolin; 'Umber; ikveek, $15; Audio Prism; AudioQuest;
Fluxbuster, 8139; Target. CDs/LPs—Basbo's Pond,
Cheslcy, Connoisseur Sociay, CRD, Dorian, East-Wind,
Harmonia Mundi, Menuet, Nightingale, Opus3, Proprius, Reference, Sheffield, Three Blind Mice, Water
Lily, Wilson. lector Electronics, Box 82404, Portland,
OR 97282-0404. (503)233-2603. Visa/MC/Amac/COD.
APOGEE SCINTILLA. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1-4 OHMS. $2200 OBO. (818) 354-0920 or (818)
914-5296.
FOR SALE: GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3amplifier, $4000;
Golchnund Mimesis 7 preamplifier, 82200. (415)
482-0122.
THETA DS PRE, $3200; Mark Levinson ML-23, 83400;
Thiel CS-3.5s, $1900. All perfect, shipping included.
Call Mike (414)224-0348 after 7pm.
HOUSTON TEXAS! STEREOWORKS offers Alchemist,
Aural Symphonies, Cambridge, Celestion, Eminent
itchnology Speakers, Euphonic Technology, Forte,
Kiseld, MIT, TARA Labs, Threshold, VMPS, van den
Hul, Well-lanpered Labs, and more! Audiophile LPs
and CDs! Call for demo specials. Free Newsletter! By
appointment. (713)497- 1114.
AUDIOPHILE PARTS: WonderCap, Rd-Cap, Solen,
Aselco, Vishay, Holco, Resista, Cardas, MIT, van den
Hul, TARA Labs, Teflon, WBT, Music Post, Tiffany,
Gold Aero (10% discount), Grado, QED, Target, etc.
Preamp (Daniel) and power amp kits, part upgrade
kits. Call/write/Fax for free catalog. Sonic Frontiers,
181 Kenilworth Ave, Ibronto, Ontario M4L 357,
Canada. Tel: (416)691-7877, Fax: (416)338-2562.
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TRY OUT
AUDIO CABLE IN
THE BEST POSSIBLE
LOCATION.
YOUR HOME.
Only the Cable Company lets
you test up to 4cables at home by
mail. The best cable is the one
that sounds best in your system.

Introducing
Texas' New
Definitive Reference

ADS Analogic Ariston
Bryston Classe' Duntecb
Dynavector Esoteric
Goldring Hales Krell MIT
Morcb Mordaunt-Sbort Oracle
Rotel Snell Sony ES

•Manufacturer terminations.
•All brands. We are the showcase for the cable industry.

(The Cable Company)

INSIGHT

CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800—FAT WY R E
MON.- FRI. 11-5 EST

Located In Dallas Texas

214/4374167

VISA -MC

//

DB SYSTEMS
Manufacturers of precision audio
electronics since 1975. Made in
USA, 5-year warranty, 1-day turnaround for service. Preamps, power
amps, tone controls, electronic
crossovers, head amp, and phase
inverter. Also audio accessories and
test CDs. Main Street, PO. Box 460,
Rindge Center, NH 03461. Phone
(603) 899-5121. VISA/MasterCard.
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HALLS AUDIO
I
C•3;-)

43272 Christy St., Fremont, CA 94538
Tel (415) 623-0790 Fax. (415) 623-0797
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WORLDS LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
and JBL Alnico components. Locators of all brands
of hard-to-find used equipment. Reproduction Hartfields. Dynamics, detail, and imagery never before
found in one speaker system below $10,000. Maranta
7, 9, and 10B &replaces. McIntosh MC3500 faceplates.
Call for further inforrnation.Jobn Wog): (313)2295191 24-br macbine
TANDBERG MODEL TD-20A in mint condition, little
use (75 hours max), faultless, $750; Luxman model
5G12 Laboratory Reference series equalizer, near mint,
$575; Linn Wok, absolutely mint, $625; Denon DP750 DD turntable, clean, $125; NAD model 7140
receive mint, $295; Oracle Delphi Mk.11l, near mint,
$625. Contact Frank, (215)855-4181 after 5pm EST
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K Components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber Kable, Audio-lèchnica, Linn
turntables and cartridges. Fair prices and consultation. Three Rivers Audio, (219)422- 5460.
SAVE MONEY ON HIGH-END AUDIO EQUIPMENT!
lbo many product lines to list in this ad! Free UPS shipping included! Call (313) 342-2475 for inquiries!
Audio by Gil Morrison.
SOLID CORE CABLES, TARA Labs, Music Metre, DNM
custom terminations. Barclay CD players, Creek electronics, Epos ES-14 speakers, Musical Concepts CD
players, Superphon electronics, Magnum Dynalab, Target, Well-lèmpered, ProAc speakers. Visa/MC. Audio
Excellence 4974 Alexis Dr, Liverpool, NY 13090.
(315)451-2707.

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Best prices to
authorized dealers on B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion,
Parasound, Counterpoint, etc The Stereo »acting Outlet, 320 Old York Rd.,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)
886-1650.
ARE YOU PLEASED with the sound of your CD
player? Modify your player and reward your ears with
2 musical, involving performance. Call US for modifications and accessories that will transform your player
into aliquid, tonally accurate source Products include
select D/A converters, digital filters, damping materials,
power-supply modifications, and more. Call (800)
648-6637 for details and catalog. Soloist Audio, 348
nude, S.A., TX 78209.
MUSIC REFERENCE, THE MAGIC NAME in tube
amplifiers, is available in the San Francisco Bay arca.
Also available are Epos ES-14 speakers, the Cheapskate's favorite; specialized, adjustable record cabinets; custom speaker stands; and isolation platforms.
Call Arai:Moe today, (415)235-9317, and ask about
pur home demonstrations.
ALWAYS THE BEST! Barclay Bordeaux, Voyd turntables, B&K (including Sonata Series), Regs, Muse, Celef,
ViiN, Merlin (including Signature Series wired with
Cardas cable), Musical Concepts, Philips, Magnavox,
Esoteric, Chicago, TARA Labs (Space and Time), Target.
Many accessories, including Audio Claws (acrylic and
aluminum decoupling isolators). Free catalog, write
KrellfiekiAudict PO. Box 8, Endicott, NY 13 760 or
call (607) 797- 1829. Visa/MC.
RICHMOND AUDIO PRESENTS WADIA DIGITAL,
Wingate, Iliddeo, Clarity Audio, Hills Products CD
boxes, Barclay CD players, and Tice Audio. Also,
factory-authorized WonderCap upgrades for your
Wadia power supplies. Magnavox CD-player upgrades
available also. Call for information, Richmond Audio
Video PO. Box 1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)
370- 1916.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available Great prices—example: Donald Fagen, Nigely
(sealed), $30, now $14! Elusive Dise 233 N Rampart,
Los Angeles, CA 90026. (213)388-7176.
THE ULTIMATE IN CD STORAGE—architecturally
designed, classical-style cabinets. Hand-made of solid
oak. Free brochure and color photo. Write to Zeal
Hardwood Design Company, Dept. S12, 4Benjamin
Rd., Lexington, MA 02173. Or call (617)861 -1705.
ONE MEITNER PA6I PREAMP; two Meitner MPRIO1
monoblock amps; one Meitner Trans-Impedance
Links with interconnect cable; eight Meitner speaker
cables, W length. 7bm, (214)980-7386 anytime.
AUTO SOUND NAKAMICHI #1 TD700 cassette/
tuner/preamp; IPA350 4-channel amplifier; two
SP400 speakers W/CrOSSOVerS; two Visonik David
speakers w/crossovers. Ibm, (214)980-7386 anytime
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN II, cabuina, 6mos. old, $7450
plus shipping; Adcom 555/Musical Concepts modified
(max plus), $1050; Audible Illusions SI20 (latest),
$1300; Krell 3/Duntech electronic crossover, $1200.
All as new. (314)631-9004.
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PROGRE»IVE
AUDIO
• A NEW LEVEL!
With our upward expansion to
seven listening rooms, we invite
you to experience the finest in
High-End Audio.

• NEW ARRIVALS:

Because we have

Spectral Digital Reference Player
Soto Cosmos
Wheaton Tri -planar

• the best selection of high
quality audio equipment

Spectral Moving Coil Reference

• a complete line of accessories

Thiel CS-5

and a unique collection of

Wilson Watt Series II

cd's, Ip's and laser video
discs

• CENTRAL OHIO'S.,17
EXCLUSIVE
DEALER
FOR:

• seven dedicated sound rooms
for superior and relaxing
audio auditions
• a seasoned staff of music
lovers to help you assemble

Infinity IRS Beta
Krell

the hifi of your dreams

Mondial

and

Mod Squad
RPG

ARCAM
ASC TUBE TRAPS
AU010 RESEARCH
B&Yii
ENTEC
KRELL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARTIN LOGAN
MIRAGE

SOTA
SME
Thiel
Vandersteen
VPI TNT
Wheaton
Wilson Watt
Entec
Spectral .

MIT
NAB
SHURE HTS
SME
SONY ES
STAX
TOL
THETA DIGITAL
VP'
WELL TEMPERED, ETC

[PROCIpEsmyc

r-mriFirrener

['P
"I

r•ro

AUDIO
1764 N
262

614/299-0565
43201

High St, Columbus, OH

THE

HI-FI

OASIS

1980 Central Avenue • Albany, NY 12205 • 15181 452 3525
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ATTENTION OWNERS OF RECORD-CLEANING
MACHINES: Stop being ripped off purchasing
uncertain-quality record-cleaning liquid. We will give
you the fully tested secrets used by professionals and
tell you how to mix your own. Then just add acouple of drops of Genie In ABottle to obtain acompletely
superior cleaning liquid, plus you will save money and
do away with unwanted residue and sound coloring.
Use it on previously cleaned records and they will take
on a whole new dimension in sound. Treat your
records to magic for only $35 per bottle plus $2.50
US to cover mailing and handling. Write today to Genie
In A Bottle, Postal Station Q, Box 1199, Toronto,
Ontario M4T 2P4, Canada.

OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA AUDIOPHILES! Ohio's
most exclusive and fastest-growing audio store is M.G.
Audio. Four private listening rooms for your comfort
and pleasure. We are very proud to represent the following manufacturers: Ariston, ASC, AudioQuest,
B&K, Classé, Clements, Convergent Audio Ièchnology, Counterpoint, Ducoté, Eminent Technology,
Grant, Lexicon, Magnum Dynalab, Marquis Electronics, Mod Squad, Musical Concepts, Rotel, Soloist
Audio, Sonance, Sonata, Sound-Lab, Superphon, Wlodyne, and VPI. Contact Michael Green for sound
advice on your sound investment. MG. Audio, 202
2nd St. sw, New Philadelphia, OH 44663. (216)
339-4918.

JOIN THE PHILADELPHIA AUDIO SOCIETY Monthly meetings with equipment manufacturers, recording
engineers, high-end reviewers, and record manufacturers. Receive the PAS Monthly News Update. Meet
and establish new friends who share the same interests.
Send SASE 8.45 postage for sample newsletter, application, and 1990 agenda to: PAS, PO. Box 91, Devon,
PA 19333.

MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC with Solid Core ltchnology interconnect cables! These unique shielded,
balanced cables arc guaranteed returnable within 45
days of receipt for refund plus shipping both ways.
For $8911m pair model SCT-03 is smooth, detailed,
relaxed, musical. For $11911m pair, model SCT-04,
"Cormorant," combines the basic characteristics of
the scr-o3 with additional transient quickness, bass
control, and low-level detail; amajor statement on
accurate musicality. Shipping $3. Solid Core lèchnology, 3808 litstview Ave, Met Palm Bench, FL 33407,
(407)842-7316.

ARE YOU TERMINATING YOUR CABLE with inferior
TV-quality solder? If you are demanding the utmost
in sonic quality, attention must be given to solder quality. Soloist Audio proudly crafts the world's finest solder. Available are the following precious-metal
compositions—Formulation 2.0, amarriage of silver and copper, offers aseductive, smooth sound.
Exquisite. Priced at $5 per foot. Our Formulation 1.0
contains 10% Gold. The reference in premium audio.
Call for price. For further details, call Soloist Audio,
348 Mille, S.A., 7X 78209. (800)648-6637.

71/11/IM

STEREO CONSULTANTS PROUDLY REPRESENTS the
best values in audio! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Melos, Magnum Dynalab, ProAc, JSE,
Fanfare, Ryan, Acoustics, Angstrom, British Fidelity,
Thorens, Systerndek, Musical Concepts, AudioQuest,
more. Competitively priced in Lafayettg IN. Phone:
3-10pm, EST Mon. -Sat., (317)474-9r)()4

'LANDES

c

UDIO

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
INFINITY-IRS • BETA & GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

• SME

• MAGNEPAN

• B &W

• TERA

GRADO • NAKAMICHI • ADCOM
MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY
SUMIKO • CWD • LUXMAN • PIERRE
LURNE • SHURE HTS - SURROUND
ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA • M & K
STAX

• VELODYNE

YAMAHA

•

• LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968
/0011 CUS1111)11111

EllIC111101111111S
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114
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AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT. ..
THE ROCK TURNTABLE: Anew, low cost version
of the acclaimed Rock available at $650! Orders
are now being taken.
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: The new tube disc player
is now available at $1190. Also the new mini-man
preamp at $775!
TARA LABS: The new Blue -$2.95/toot -now
available! Incredible value.
TERPSICHORE OT SPEAKERS: The choice of
Keith Jarrett. recent Grammy nominee for "Keith
Jarrett Trio Still Live" &J.S. Bach, Das Wohltemperiene Klavier Buch I."
ACOUSTIC ENERGY: AEI: The most remarkable
small speaker we've heard.
CELESTION SL6: Bookshelf at $900/pair and
friends, et. al.
Route 24, Chester Mall
Chester, NJ 07930
(201) 879-6889
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NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

Sauant

SERIOUSidenevi-e-

Auetict & Vibe°
The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Novice & Connoisseur

Quaid),bother
IMPreo

a
es,„
e
ires,
money
cAN

VES

Apogee •Arrici •Atma-Sphere •Audio

CLADrry

Prism •AudioQuest •Basis •Benz

FOCUS

Cardas •Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand

osisieje

Classe' •Clearaudio •Cogan Hall

cOSI ne

Creek •Distech •Electron Kinetics

BUY

Eminent Technology •Garrott •Garth
Lantana •Last •Magnan •Merrill •Mod

$24.U,
o' 5

Squad •Morch •Nestorovic •Pro Ac
QED •Rega •Reference Recordings

Great Gift!

e

AT HOME •CONCERTS •THEATER •LECTURES
THE ORIGINAL LISTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you will hear the difference!
Send check or money order for $24.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-326-1201 Dealer Inquiries welcome

Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Sims •Souther
Superphon •Tara Labs •Target •lice
Audio •Vendetta Research •VMPS
VP! •Wadia •& More

287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

Lid

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN emu. MART1111.0GM

ET

COUNTERPOINT V/ell Tempered Lab

Threshold MIT

sow

InfinitY 311150 research

PS AL-1010

IRS Series

s
Eres
SHOPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374.0150

264

e4e)gyle•rea

Acoustat• Apogee •Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&W •
Celestion •CWD• Audio Quest
•Energy .Fried •Hafler•Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVCVideo• Dual
•Koetsu •Krell •Magnum
•Meitner •Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound fg Music
Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547
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GRNEGIE ONE, in box, approximately 50 his., $350.
Call Mike (703)639-6911 days, Mon.-Fri., EST evenings (703) 382 3388.
PROMPT, PERSONAL SERVICE by Alpine Audio:
Counterpoint, Classé, B&K, Berning, MFA, Creek,
Analogic, Musical Concepts, %WU -Tempered, VPI, Systemdek, SME, Eminent Technology, Epos, Sound Lab,
Grado, Garrott, Talisman, MIT, TARA, Kimber. Eithios/
used: Classé DR-2, Counterpoint SA-I2, Fried Q3 A3
Studio IV, Sonographe SG-3, Premier FT-3, B&K
Sonata preamp. 882 E Main St., Abingdon, VA 24210.
(703)628-3177.
ORTOFON MC-3000 CARTRIDGE with hardware,
never been mounted, mint condition, $600 OBO. (717)
755-2347.
PENTAGRAM PIO SPEAKERS, $1000 or best offer; Watkins Echo Muffs, $200 or best offer. Evenings, (313)
525-8485.
MERRILL STABLE TABLE interconnects and speaker
wire were the discovered component of the 1980s.
The Merrill Stable 'able is the component of the 1990s.
The Stable Table is agorgeous floor-standing system
designed to hold aturntable, CD player, amplifier, preamp, and other associated equipment. The framework
can be shot -filled. Asand-filled counterbalance system
is used at the bottom. The use of the Stable Table from
asonic standpoint is extreme. Merrill Audio, 2125
Central Ave, Memphis, TN 38104. (901)272- 1410.
KRELL KMA 100 MIL $4000; Threshold FET 10 Hi,
$1800 OBO. Both mint. Bob, Tbledo, OH, (419)
472-5588.

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
PO. Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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PRECISION AUDIO DIGITAL PROCESSOR via dealers
or direct with 1-month money-back trial policy,
$1000. DIVC 880 CD player, see Ste tvophile follow-up
and Class Bof Recommended Components in Oct.
'89 issue! If you already own aPhilips CD 880, call
us! Class Bperformance is much closer than you think!
Sony 608ESD, X7ESD, Pioneer Elite PD71, Onkyo
7500, and others. Call or write now, Precision Audio;
223-4765th Ave, Bayside NY 11364. (718)631-4669.
INFINITY IRS GAMMAS, perfect condition, $4750;
Adcom GFA-555, $450; B&W Active LTD., Black Laq.,
one of akind outside lX, new $6100, sell $3750; Mission 774 /775LCT turntable w/Linn K-9, perfect, $425;
EAR Esoteric Audio Research 802 preamp, liquid alltube sound from Tim de Paravicini w/The Head MC
step-up, $1250; Meridian MCD Pro, mint condition,
$650; Stax Quattro, like new, $1400; Epos w/stands,
$825; Exposure dual-mono Preamp Seven w/Nine
power supply, perfect, $1950. ltades considered, we
will pay shipping. ContactIonatban orJohn at (201)
879-8373 days, or Jonathan at (201) 964-6758,
evenings.
BERNING TF-10HA, $700; Entec SW- I/pr., $2250;
Kindel PLS-A/pt, $1250; MFA Systems M-200/pt and
Luminescence, $5035. (708)771-4660.
COST-EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS to Magnavox
CDB-series players: dramatic sonic improvement starting at $150. %We now feature our CDB582B at $425
and CDB582P at $600. Both include one-year warranty and two-week trial period. Contact Expert
Modifications, 14 Starlight Ave, Chelmsford, MA
01824. Days/eves. (617)723-8157.

E

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

Representing:
Apogee
B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn
Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sota Theta Digital
Threshold
Vandersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio plus CD's and LP's
By

Appointment

Financing
Closed

Credit

Delivery

Sun-Mon

11-9

Thursday

4119

Hillsboro

Set

Cards
Up

11-6

Tues -Wed

11-5

Fri-Sat

Pike

Nashville,

TN

615/297-4700
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in Central Indiana, it's. ..

No. 1 U.S. Designer

k

o

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AUDIO NEW & USED
Adcom •California Audio Labs
•Counterpoint •Dual
•Eminent Technology •Energy
•Janis •Monster •NHT
•Proton •Onkyo •Proton
•Sennheiser •Sumiko •VPI •
We have the best selection of
audiophile recordings.
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253.5260

Adcom
B&K
McIntosh
conradlohnson
Motif
Philips
P S Audio
Threshold
Theta

Sumo
Dahlquist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Spica
Synthesis
Koetsu

MSK
Sota
VP'
Well Tempered
Micro Mega
Thorens
SME
Carnegie II
Benz

audio resource
3133 Edenborn Ave •504-885-6988 •Melare L

0002

LISTEN UP!
We have developed amodification
that dramatically improves the
sound of all compact disc players
at aprice that is atrue bargain ...
only

$105.°' u.s.

it Ie DP :7*
Our lowest priced record system
only $1429!

Money Back Guarantee
For information and review about
this procedure, please send aselfaddressed envelope to the address
below or feel free to call us.

• Magnavox CD Player

Executive Stereo

• Celestion Model 3

896 Queen Street West
Toronto Ontario M6J 106 Canada

1416) 538-4000

2(K)

• Superphon CD Max
• B&K ST-140 Amplifier
• MIT ZAPchord Cables

731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 84110 S54.1689
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AUDIOPHILE CONNECTION NETWORK—join our
nationwide network of audiophiles, videophiles,
buyers, sellers, and traders. We list audio and video
equipment for sale through our nationwide database
system. Buyers may list their requests free. For information, call (914)268-0240.
MARK LEVINSON 23/26, all accessories included,
$98 00 .
(313) 258-5779.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MEA, SOTA Siltech,
Linaeum, SME, Superphon, Atnu-Sphere, Spica, Fort&
Philips, Rotel, and more Corner Audio, 1204 NW GUsan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)227-1943.
DEMO AND TRADE-UP SALE: Klyne SK-6, $1194;
BEL 1001R, $978; Maranta PM-84, $643; Rotel RC850,
$175; Jadis JA-80, $5995; ET2 w/pump, $570; Nitty
Gritty 1.0, $135; PS Audio 2C+, $299; Mararitz Model
9, $10,875/pr; Superphon Maxx 80b, $263; VTL 500
CD, $299; AQ Green, 10' pr., $275; Sonographe SG3
w/FT3K, $589; Peterson Emerald, 25' /pr., $105;
Hitachi LCOFC, I0'/pr., $30. Corner Audio, (503)
227- 1943.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tubefic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 2435, Peterborough, NH 03458.
SURROUND-SOUND DECODER, highly reviewed,
factory direct, $299, for literature and review write
or call Dept. 2833, Rt.1 Box 264.4, Hendersonville,
TN 37075. Phone (615)822-2737, ext. 2833.

All the best
Krell

Audio Research

B&W
Cello
SOTA

ProAc
Koetsu

CAL

Thiel
Meitner

Versa-Dynamics

Well-Umpered
Aragon

Duntech

PS Audio

Dahlquist

TDL
VP!

Wadia Digital

...and many more!

AO

193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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KRELL ICMA200 Mk.II, $4695 pair, mint; Mirage M1
speaker, in box, $2950; Audio Research SPI1 Mk.II,
$2750; Conrad-Johnson Premier 6 pre-pre, $465;
Yamaha DSP1 surround processor, $425. NJ, (201)
935-4026.
IONOVAC PLASMA TWEETER SUPPLIES—quartz
cells and electrodes. Will pay top dollar for used
lonovacs. (616)372-2770.
BULLY AUDIO PRESENTS GREAT DEALS on Mier
X1.-600, $995; XL-280, $549; DH-330, $379; Iris preamp, $679; Model 300 floor-standing loudspeakers
at $695, the hi-fi bargain of the year Acoustat panel
loudspeakers starting at $995. Bully Audio. 43 Hampstead Rd., Boston, MA 02130. (617) 522-9392 for
appt.
BRITISH FIDELITY SPECIALS—show stock. Save up
to 50% on show stock units, shipped in their original cartons. These units are performance-perfect, with
full 2/yr. warranty, but have minor cosmetic flaws.
They can be seen and heard in our showroom in
Washington. DC, or write for more information. RCS
Audio International, Inc, 1055 Thomas Jefferson
St. NW Washington, DC 20007. (202)342-0400.
CELES110N SL-700 LOUDSPEAKERS, 7mos. old, full
warranty, $2200 or best offer. Call (508)679-0608
eves.
PS AUDIO 4.6 preamp, like new, $375. (817) 7540925, leave message.
FORTE 2PREAMP, $590; Forte Is amp and Forté 3
amp, $640 ea. (213)939-3482.

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs SEbuilds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS!! 6TH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
SALE! Get Mobile Fidelity's new releases (if they're
still available): Pink Floyd—Meddle; Jethro Tull —
Thick As A Brick; Blind Faith; and all other MFSL,
Reference Recordings, Nautilus, Chesky. Also one
complete Audiophile Album collection (1000 LPs).
Sound Advice, 8215 Grand Ave., Kansas City MO
64114. (816)361-2713. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Show Mobile Fidelity support —Purchase new releases!
HAFLER XL280 AMP; ESB 7/05 hallan speakers; Hatter
Iris preamp; Carver TXI1A tuner. PA (215)567-4626
APOGEE DIVAS, save $3000 on Class Asound, mint
condition, $5250. Michael (312)357-0535, days.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET. Acoustat TNP
preamplifier, excellent condition, $300; Marantz 4140
integrated 4-channel amp, good condition, $150;
Franklin Mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings Of
All Time, $1200. Prices include UPS shipping. Write
to Bill Sommerwerck, do Stereophile, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio tube prramp
(the SL- IReference), Wingate class-A amps, Sound
Anchor equipment stands, Benz cartridges, other highend items. Demo units and trade-ins, occasionally.
Audio Archives, (619)455-6326.
PHONO-ONLY PREAMP, highly reviewed, factory
direct, $149, for literature and review write or call
Dept. 2825, Rt. IBox 264A, Hendersonville, TN
37075. Phone (615)822-2737, ext. 2825.

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nakamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Stuc, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US- warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772. (516)475-1857.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rawl! Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG and OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Harter, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman /Karclon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best prices
—professional consultation. All products covered by
manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound Sales, Inc,
Jacksonville, FL 32241. East: (904)262-4000. Wet:
(818)243-1168.
UHQR PINK FLOYD'S Dark Side Of The Moon,
sealed, $300. Rick, (602)327-3732.

NEW RELEASE!

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's
Foremost

HI-Fl

Dealer

ym ABSOLUTE
11—...ratI AUDIO
Featuring
•
Aiwa •Boston Acoustics
Carver •Counterpoint •Denon
Dual •Lazarus •Linn •Mission
Monster •NAD •Onkyo
Paradigm •Soundstream
Vandersteen
•
In House Service of all Brands.
Custom Home & Auto Installation.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO
4227 MARAY DRIVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
815-395-1000

2

JIM BROCK: "TROPIC AFFAIR" (RR-31)
Sensual, steamy, contemporary jazz with more than a
touch of the tropics. Dynamic, wide-range sound of such
three-dimensionality, you can step inside the music! Percussionist Jim Brock and master producer Don Dixon hase
put together aprogram of infectious delights, brilliantly
recorded, of course, by Professor Johnson. Enjoy avacation without leaving home with "Tropic Affair"!
Reference Recordings
Ion

772255,

San

Francisco,

CA

94107 14151

315-1092

At audio and music stores. or factory direct: CD or LP $16.98;
cassene $9.98; Check/Visa/MC. Free catalogue/renews. Dealer
inquiries noted. IN CANADA: May Audio Marketing 15141651-5707
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Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

audio
specialists Inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer

Fine Audio Components
TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
• Stale ot the Art room
• State of the Wallet room
THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

FORTE

APOGEE

VTL

SYSTEMDEK

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

PARADOX

CARDAS

GRADO

WTT

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

VORTEX

VERSA DYNAMICS

1937 W. 11 th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
Otl the 10 Frwy where Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties meet

Itubict 5$4uppe
Music Specialists in Santa Monica
Feel free to drop by and listen to
the world s best hi-fi in a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere. and
choose what you like Igive
persona! service with home
installation
After careful evaluation. Ioffer
the following fine hi-fi for sale.
all of which is serviced by me
Linn •Naim •Creek
Exposure •Monitor Audio
Rega • Royd • Rotel
Epos •Gold ring •and more
Gary Crighton
1322 Second Street. Suite 22B
Santa Monica. CA 90401
(213) 458-8148
(Trade-ins accepted)

Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219)234-5001

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that; call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business. -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio •Vendetta •Atma-Spheres SME Star •Merlin •Sonagraphe •Mod Squad •Maplenoll •
B& K•Quicksilver •Superphon •Audible Illusions •
Kindel •ASC •Sumiko Magnum Oynalab •Kinergetics
Apogee Ouad Threshold Counterpoint -SUM
•Classe •WATT •Aragon •Eminent Technology'SPI
•California Audio •Meitner Spica -and many morel
We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines Free informative Newsletter Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment

Galen Carol Audio
P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551
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MMMMGOOD!
Magnum FM Tuners
Mirage Loudspeakers
MI
TCables

Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon / Arcam / Denon

Mod Squad Products

Linn / Madrigal / Magnepan

Music Reference Tube Electronics

Mirage M1 / Mission / NAD
Nakamichl / Soundstream
Thiel / Velodyne
Home trial program
for Monster Sigma
Nakamichl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8 pm

MUSIC AND
TECHNOLOGY
IN HARMONY
ADS • ALCHEMIST • BANG & OLUFSEN
B&K • BOSTON ACOUSTICS • DENON
CANNON VIDEO • CONRAD JOHNSON
CWD •EPOS •KEF • KLIPSCH • LEXICON
MADRIGAL • MARK LEVINSON • MEITNER
MONSTER CABLE/SIGMA • MERIDIAN
MARTIN LOGAN • MOTIF • NAKAMICHI
PHASE TECH • PHILIPS • PROTON •SOTA
ROTEL • SONOGRAPHE •STAX •SUMIKO
SYSTEMDEK • TERK • TARGET • THIEL
TRIAD • VELODYNE • YAMAHA

HAL'S
STEREO 8( VIDEO)
609 883-6338

THE SOUND CONCEPT

"Don't Miss The Performance"
2314 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

MC/VISA/AMEX/DIS

CLASSE AUDIO
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIOQUEST
ASC TUE TRAPS
TARALABS
IVA SONATA
A•ti•D•I•0
CELESTION
DYNAVECTOR
AFFORDABLE •
HIGH-END AUDIO

Js
SONUS FABER
ENTEC
EPOS
KEF CUSTOM SERIES
KINZER KABLE
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNAIAB
MERLIN
MISSION/CYRUS
THE MOD SQUAD

NILES AUDIO
PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO
REGA PLANAR
STAX
SONRISE CABINETS
SONANCE
TERA VIDEO
TARGET STANDS
TIFFANY CONNECTORS
VELODYNE

FREE INFORMATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO BROCHURE
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
CALL 301-890-3232
24-HOUR FAX INFORMATION LINE
301-890-3819
MON. THRU FRI. —10 AM TO 7PM
SATURDAY —Il AM TO 4PM
ONE CHILDRESS COURT
BURTONSVILLE, MD 20866

Alt. US Route 1and Texas Avenue

TIE HONOR PISA. MASTERCARD à AMERICAN EXPRESS

Lawrence/die, New Jersey 08638

EXPERT. DOMESTIC R FOREIGN SNIPPING
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Fumphwerks - is afull-spectrum audio
service (CD, cassette, LP) for the
music aficionado. Based on your
wishes, we establish your file
(Fumph - ile) automatically dispatching your favorite artists' releases when they occur, OR immediately notifying you of the release and standing by to complete
the order given your approval. We
will also take any order from your Schwann
(supplied as needed).
Fumphwerks - is adedicated, premium
quality service. You can expect peerless
service in your pursuit of music. For busy
discriminating people, this is not only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or pen for a
free portfolio of services/fees and be on your
way to your highest expectations in music
service.

Fumphwerks'
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph"

PS AUDIO 4.6 preamp, mint, $300. Call Bruce (213)
657-5941 after Gpm PST
SOL% STAR SAPPHIRE Mk.III, ebony finish, MDC 800
"The Arm," custom wired with van den Hul silver and
WBT connectors, damped aluminum armboard,
Reflex clamp, Electronic Flywheel, Tiptoes. Meticulously maintained, Iyr. old, $2500; Audio Research
D125 amplifier, 6mos. old, mint, $3500. Call Michael
daytime (914)238-4511, evenings and Sunday(914)
739-2193.
APOGEE FULL-RANGE SPEAKERS, $3750; Distech
Powerbridge II power cable, $90. Randy, work (303)
375-0828, home (303) 320-3921.
THE ULTIMATE SYSTEM: Duntech Sovereign 2001
active/passive, $8950; ARC SP11 Mk.11, $3200; Spectral DMA 200, $4800; MIT Shotgun 8', MIT 330 interconnects. Eves., (514)738-2311.
MOD SQUAD PRISM, $800; Sne113/11, $400; Eagle 2A,
$600; Minim Surround Decoders, ADIO, $300; AD7,
$100; NAD CD5355e, $150; Nitty Gritty 1.0, $100;
Phoenix P-250 Decoder, $125; FMS cable. (617)
491-0730.
VTL SUPER DELUXE/MC. Switchable gain for
MC/MM. Perfect condition, less than 100 hrs. Transferable manufacturer's lifetime warranty. Superb
sound. $2250 list, $1500. (206) 542-6166

le

Audio Etc...

audio nouveau

Serving the Tri-State Area's
most discriminating ears

"Changing The Way People
Think About Audio"

Dayton s Finest Audio 8 Video

5DEMO ROOMS

Audioquest • B & K •Celestion
Counterpoint • Dual • Dahlquist
ET2 • Forté •Grado • Hafler
Infinity •JVC Video • Monster
Mordaunt Short •NAD •NAD Video
Nitty Gritty • Niles •Onkyo
PS Audio • SME •Sonographe
Sony ES •Sonance • Sonrise
Spectrum •Sumiko •Threshold
Vandersteen •VPI
PLUS MANY OTHERS
M OSI Audiophile Accessories. Lp alCOa In Stock
Custom insteltellon • Lange Pr...Armed Equipment Inventory

Audio Etc...

2626 Colonel Glen Highway
Dayton. Ohio 45324
(513) 429-4434
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Featuring

The Taddeo Domestic
Monitor One
The Best Buy
In Loudspeakers
Only 4450e'
A Pair
We Also Carry
Mirage. B&K Sony ES. B&K
Sonata, Counterpoint,
Dahlquist, M&K, Rego, Michell
NAD, Concord, Soundstream,
Sonsui, Coustic, Monster and
More

71So. Main St., Canandaigua, NY 14424

716-394-6180

Wanted

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3, $1493 ;bump mixer, $845;
Thiel CS3, $1430; Denon DRM44HX, $449; Aiwa 660
cassette, $195; Adcom GFA-555, $475; Counterpoint
SA12, $795; SA3000, $1399; Grado MCZ, $229. (714)
861-4830.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS 10 B&K AMPS and
preamps: most sonic improvement for it invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Cburcb St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and
accept credit cards. (203) 584-0131.
IF MUSIC REALLY MATTERS—ELECTROCOMPANIET! Amplifiers, preamplifiers, and pre-preamplifiers
of the very finest quality in music-reproduction equipment. Authorized dealer, five listening rooms. Sound
Unlimited, 169 Cburcb St., Bristol, CT 06010. (203)
584-0131. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and accept
credit cards.

ALWAYS PAYING TOP SS for McIntosh, Marantz, JBL
parts and systems; EV Patrician and Georgian. Fisher
amps and preamps, Krell, Levinson, and similar highend quality products. MFSL, Nautilus, arid other popular Y2 -SP-master records. Call (800) 628-0266.
WANTED: Absolutely mint-condition Luxman model
MB-3043 amps (pair) and Luxman model CL-35/III
prearnp. Will pay top dollar for "museum" condition.
Contact Frank at (215)855-4181 after 5pm EST
MAGAZINES WANTED. Itivia collector needs to complete Iii-Fi News & Record Review collection with
March 1974, February 1973, February 1988, and July
1989 issues. Write to "Completist,"c/o Stereophile,
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
CASH FOR USED POWER/PREANIP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, and Conrad-Johnson, in good condition. Pick up amps from your home or just ship
UPS/COD. Call CA, (209)298-7931, Sennig or Fax
(209) 297-0359.

d
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For records, tapes and CDs.

STEREOPHILE DEADHEAD seeks quality tapes for
trade Much to offer in exchangclobn, (412)782-2901.

-41111111111Ple
iummimij
1
----------

WANTED: Beveridge speaker transducer panels Call
John Robles, (800)876-1277.
WANTED: Fidelity Research Model FR-64s in faultless condition and perfect working order (no bearing play). Will pay top dollar for "museum" condition. Must be a64s, not alater FX. Contact Frank at
(215)855-4181 after Spm EST

INTRODUCING...
%

ent
ers
Urn

The best record rack in America
s'a

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

CMAIMA
),
APÇ
oh, e,c.s

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

D.Ø. S. 1925 Massachusetts Avenue,
Caneandae, MA (617) 354.8933

Audioquest
B&K
JSE
Counterpoint
Eminent
Technology
Lexicon
Sony ES
Spica
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AAN\Amievv\m,---s€u\D5
"Established Since 1959"

"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."
A Angers Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED

169 Church St., Bristol, CT

(203) 584-0131
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX

ARS Electronics
Absolute Audio
Absolute Audio Video
Acoustat
Acoustics Sounds
Adcom
Altair
Amrita
Apature
Audio Advisor
Audio Amateur
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio By Design
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Etc
audio Express
Audio Haven
Audio Influx
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audiq Nouveau
Audio Outlet
Audio Research
Audio Resource
Audio Shoppe
Audio Specialists
Audio Systems
Audio Vision
Audio Visions
Audio Workshop
Audioquest
AudioStream
AudioVision
Aural Symphonics
B&K
8 & W Loudspeakers
Berns, M. Inc
Bryston Manufacturing
CSA Audio
Cable
Cardas Audio
Carver
Chadwick Modifications
Chesky
Chicago Speakerworks
Clearaudio
Conrad Johnson
Counterpoint
Cumberland Audio Group
Custom Electronics
DB Systems
Dahlquist
Definitive Hi Fi
Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
Executive Stereo
Fumphwertcs
Galen Carol Audio
German Acoustics
Gifted Listener Audio
Hal's Stereo
Hales Audio
J&R Music World
JS Audio
JS Engineering
Kimber Kable
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178
268
248
275
246
22
270
226
163
72, 80-81, 86-88, 90
234
242
248
244
252
271
74-75
269
258
260
242
271
265
34
266
269
269
256
252
254
266
42
12
204
226
60, 62
36
222
64
267
260
257
94
272
238
267
236
84
79
265
263
260
66
188
44
174
232
266
271
269
181
244
262
260
186
262
224
258

Koetsu
Landes Audio
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
May Audio Marketing
McIntosh
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Museatex
Music Box
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Music, Inc
Naim Audio
Natural Sound
Nitty Gritty
Ocean State
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Oracle
Ortofon
PS Audio
Panther Enterprises
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Philips
Pioneer
Plateau Camber
Polk Audio
Precision Audio
Preferred Sound
Progressive Audio
Reference Recordings
Rubin, Gene Audio
Savant Audio & Video
Serious Listeners
Serra Stereo
Simply Physics
Soloist Audio
Sonance
Sony
Sound & Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Goods
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Sounds Alive
Soundwave Fidelity
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shop
Stereo Shoppe
Straight Wire
Tara Labs
Techron
The Sound Concept
Theta Digital
Thiel
Transducer
Upscale Audio
VPI
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Vortex Acoustical Engineering
Wadia Digital

232
263
180
14.24
230
230
32
30
92
168
70
46
176
240
262
222
12
164
200
258
254
276
182
236
234
101
220
220
272
38-39
18,20
16
2
246
256
270
268
261
264
264
58
258
54
8
6 10-11, 52. 54
264
192
240
238
272
266
228
170, 172
196
264
228
48
68
262
26
50
96
184
224
28
56
257
166
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THE FINAL WORD
Ralph the Christmas Dog
New readers—those whose readership of
Stereopbile dates from Vol.8 No.5 (approximately August, 1985) and later—may not im-

It was amuch slimmer Stereopbile that carried the image of Ralph in 1985. Vol.8 No.4 contained but 136 pages; these days, 244 is closer

mediately recognize the reference contained

to the average, with approximately 150 devoted

in this month's cover. The original for this cover

to editorial content. There are those who per-

was the cover for Vol.8 No.4, where Ralph (my

haps favored the rough-and-tumble days of
yore—only two issues later, Stereopbile went

ever-faithful companion and Stereopbue's mascot) appeared looking abit bewildered by his
placement next to the midrange-tweeter sec-

way out on a limb with publication of the
"Carver Challenge" —but Iam not among

tion of an Infinity RS1B. (The caption attached
was "His Master's Vice," an obvious reference

letters of objection we receive are written with

to the RCA slogan. 1was stunned to hear that
British filthbuckets! were reading into this

affection and admiration, their objections coming because we do not more perfectly hew to

innocent phrase some comment on my sexual

the high standard we ourselves set. Believe me,
we also are disappointed—we can only con-

habits!) We were able to achieve amore metaphysical look on Ralph's face this time by sur-

their number. I'm confident that most of the

rounding him only with friends proffering food

tinue to strive for greater accuracy and insight.
Most importantly, we will continue to publish

(outside the picture frame)— the Infinity IRS
Beta was added later through the use of elec-

both positive and negative reviews, both orthodox and wildly innovative views. Stereo-

tronic scanning trickery
As even visitors to Stereopbile's Delgado

pbile is aforum for many views—your let-

Street offices will testify nothing brings asmile
to Ralph's face faster than the offer of food. In

ters of response to ours are among the most
important.

Stereopbile in good financial condition and

Speaking of both Carver and the IRS Beta,
I'm happily listening to that combination as I
write. Iknow not how the Carver Silver Seven

pointed in the right direction(s), nothing oc-

T-mod (in the past I've inaccurately referred

fact, next to my responsibilities for keeping

cupies more of my time than keeping Ralph in

to it merely as the Seven T-mod) compares to

good fighting trim. (No phrase could, in fact,

its tubed $20,000 brother, but its performance
with the Betas is impressive. (A full review from

be more of amisnomer: since Ralph joined Stereopbile three months after Idid, in 1982, he
has engaged in not one canine encounter of the
confrontational kind. He did chase amiddleof-the-night burglar from my house on Arroyo

Bob Harley awaits you in our January issue.)
The capture of ambient details, the delicacy of
voices, the richness of ambient information—
all sterling Beta strengths, regardless of what

Tenorio when Iwas out of town, though.)

Imay have written earlier in this issue—are dra-

Perhaps the picture of Ralph on the cover
only suggests the state-of-the-art cuteness of
which he is possessed. That is the quality,

matic using the Silver Seven T-mod. Bob Car-

which he wields mostly with humans of the

ver told me the amp worked much better on
the upper range of the Betas (I was dissatisfied
with it on the bottom)-1 guess he was right!

female persuasion, that most accounts for his

Ihope to be able to make detailed comparisons

efficiency at filling his stomach. As Iwas just
out of town for two weeks to attend the wed-

with the VTL 500s and Levinson 20.5s to augment RH's review.

ding of Mark Fisher (of Hi -Fi Show fame) and
Jane Cockerton, and cover the Milan Top Audio
hi-fi show (report next month), there is much
work now to be done in the slimming down of
Ralph.
IThis colorful term was coined by Laura Chancellor (see M,1.12
No.8, p.101 for apicture), and is widely used at the office to
characterize the gutter humor which so frequently prevails at
Stereopbile functions.
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Anyway, avisit with the probably too-robust
Ralph awaits you if you chance across our
offices in Santa Fe—he's the first substantial
object you encounter when coming through
the front door. If you can't make it, the nowrobust Stereopbile hopes to continue greeting
you through the mail and on the newsstand
every month.
—Larry Archibald
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Aunique sonic signature from Acoustat.
Remarkable sound. but then so is the price.
For under $1000 your listening pleasure
can begin this fall.
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THE GRAND INTEGRA A-G10
Control/Power Amplifier
•Linear Switching Class AB amplifier-135 watts/channel RMS-420 watts/
channel dynamic (2 ohms) •Opto-Drive power supply for differential amplifier
stage •Source Direct signal routing for all inputs •Cast graphite and steel alloy
anti-vibration chassis •Shielded modular construction •Remote control for
volume and absolute phase •Built in digital processing circuitry-8x
oversampling digital filter—Dual linear 18 bit Opto-Drive D/A converters with
individual calibration to the 4th Significant Bit •Optical and coaxial digital
inputs •Pre-out/main-in jacks
Since the introduction of the M-150 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged by
the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the A-G10 and other limited-production components for your pursuit of
the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ONKYO., 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
In Canada: II. Roy Gray Ltd., 14 Laidlaw Blvd., Markham, Ontario L3P 1W7

